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UBLISHER
PLUS

A new professional edition of the

best selling Impression DTP program.

This version offers enhanced

colour control (named and spot

colours), EPS and OPI support for

professional full colourDTPwork.

Publisher Plus

£299 +VAT (£351.32 inc)

Upgrade from Impression Publisher

£130 +VAT (£152.75 inc)

LIGHT
A MAC DISC READ & IVfl/TE UTILITY FOR ACORN RISC COMPUTERS

A new cut down version of MacFS

designed for use only with floppy

drives - for transferring data between

Acorn highdensityor 800K discs and

MacSuperDrive or 720K floppydiscs.

The original MacFS can also be used

with external hard drives. Syquests and

opticals.

MacFS Light £49 +VAT (£57.57 inc)

MacFS £99 + VAT (£115.32 inc)

The results of the second ArtWorks

clip-art competition. This CD includes

over 500 new clip-art examples, plus

all those included in the ArtWorks

package.

It also contains a new

collection of high quality24-bit

JPEG and TIFF

compressed

photographs.

GIDOSC0PE

Eidoscope is basedon videoediting

software from Eidos(costingsome

£3500) which is used in many

professional studios.Suitable for

editing Eidos movies (created with an

Eagle card) - cut and paste pieces of

movies together to create your own

complete Replay movie. Furtherdetails

of the powerful features are available

on request. Requires a Rise PC.

£169.00 + VAT (£198.57 inc).

NETWORK

SPOOLER
FOR TURBODRIVERS & LASERDIRECT

This package includes a copy of the

TurboDriver software and network

spooler software allowing any machine

connected to an AUN compatible

network to print to a common printer.

The softwarealso supportsLaserDirect

printersand includesan unlimited

network site licence.

Network Spooler

£149 +VAT (£175.07 inc)

A completely new mathematical

and equation formulae editor. Outputs

Drawfiles and is OLE compatible

allowing it to integrate with suitable

applications such as Impression Style

and Publisher. Features include full

undo, WYSIWYG display, matrices,

drag and drop etc.

Formulix

£69 +VAT (£81.07 inc)

Upgrade for existing Equasor
owners (including bundled version)

£49 + VAT (£57.58)
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An expansioncard consisting of a

TV Tuner module that can output

composite videosignal (TV can be

watched either on a separate monitor,

or on your computer screen via a

suitable video digitiser). Optional

Teletext software allows Teletext

pages to be viewed on screen, and

saved as text or sprites etc.
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TV Tuner

£89 +£6 p&p +VAT (£111.62 inc)

TV Tuner + Teletext Software

£159 +£6 p&p +VAT (£193.87 inc)

PRESSURE SENSITIVE

GRAPHICS TABLETS

The brand new ArtPad graphics

tablet from Wacom. A near A6

pressuresensitive tablet that offers

over 2000dpi resolution,256 levels of

pressureand cordlesspen. Can replace

or work alongside the mouse.

Compatiblewith all applications

including 'pressure' capable programs

such as Photodesk & the Eesox

ArtWorks Pressure Tool.

Wacom ArtPad

£169.00 +VAT (£198.57 inc)

Wacom A5

£399.00 + VAT (£468.82 inc)

Wacom A4

£549 + VAT (£645.07 inc)

iVJi

Amazingnew expansioncard for

Rise PCs, allows full motion, full

screen video with CD quality stereo

sound, to be obtained from standard

MPEG movie files. With a compatible

CD player it can play VideoCDsto

provide better than VHS quality video.

Scart RGB videooutput to a suitable

(ie PAL frequencies) monitor. An

optional upgrade(available later)

allows video in a window on a Rise PC

as an alternative to video out.

Movie Magic
£249 + £6 p&p + VAT

(£299.62 inc)

Movie Magic Video in a window
- available later £TBA

Computer Concepts Ltd
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DRIVERS

The latest version of the

TurboDrivers supports Acorn !Access

network software, is compatible with

the Rise PC and the latest versions of

!Printers.

Rise PC TurboDriver timings
H Acorn !Printers

I YurbnDrivers

Time lo gel control back Time lo complete print

Now offers better colour control and

very significant performancegains

over any alternative printer drivers.

Versions available for all the popular

inkjet printers, including the new

Epson colour Stylus. Please specify

printer when ordering. Requires Rise

OS 3. lor later.

TurboDriver (Canon, HP or Epson)

£49 + VAT (£57.58 inc)

The BJC-4000
& TurboDriver

The latestinkjetprinterfrom Canon

- unique in their range in that it offers

both black and white and colour

capability. Mono printing is extremely

fast and can be at up to 720dpi. It can

also produce highquality360dpi

colour prints. The inks are fast drying

and water resistant. An ideal solution

for those who print primarily in black

and white but also require colour.

Requires RISC OS 3.1 or later.

£369 + £10 p&p + VAT (£445.32 inc)

Gaddesden Place,Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP26EX Tel 01442 63933Fax 01422231632
Email info@cconcepts.co.uk
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Editor's letter
We've finally done it: a complete issue of

Acorn Userproduced on an Acorn machine.
It's taken a lot of effort and time, and you
can read all about how to create your own
magazinefrom scratchon page 41;even the
cover was created on a Rise PC. I'm sure

you'll agree that the result is at least as

good as, if not better, than the magazine
when it was produced on Apple Macs.

With this issue we say goodbye to our

erstwhileart editor, Carl Fox. I'd liketo say
thank you for all the hard work he has put
into the magazineover the last year, and
wish him well in his new career. We wel

come Alan Jones as Acorn User's new art

editor.
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[!Draw_Help, age i3* sherw£1 6I
110 out of 10 Dinosaurs ioou £18
10 out of 10 Driving Test ioou £181
j10outof10Early Essentials,

age-6 I0OU £18
110out of 10 English, ago 6-i6(ecu £18
10 out of 10 French, age 6-16 ioou £18

110 out of 10 Junior Essentials,
age5-11 10OU £18

110 outof10 Maths Algebra,
age6-16 10OU £18

110out of 10 Maths Number,
age6-16 10OU £18

110out of 10 Maths Statistics,
age6-16 10OU £18

110out of 10 Spelling ioou £18
Access for A3000 acor£~\ 38

Access for Rise PC 600 *coa£118 (
IAdvance acor £88
IAdvance primary site licence

*coh£181

|Advance secondarysite licence
»cor£440

IAdvance User Guide /icohw£1 1
(Advantage, ks2,3 long £46
Air Supremacy supe £18
IAll New Talking Animated Alphabet, |

age3-6 SHER £27
IAmazing Maths, ksi-4 cams £19
IAncestry, KS3.4 mine £471
Apollonius PDT oaks£140
ArcFax pill £281
ArcFS2 vrio £201

IArchimedes Game Maker's Manual
S/GMV°£15

|ArcventureI... The Romans,
age 8-12 SHER £28

|ArcventureII... The Egyptians,
age8-10 SHER £28

lArcventure III... The Vikings,
age7-11 SHER £28

lArmlock digs £33'
ArtWorks comc£119|
ArtWorks CD comc£1 43

ArtWorks Made Easy d*bsvo£1 5
AudioWorks comc £451
Basic Wimp Programmingo^ss^EIS

IBBC Basic Reference Manual
acor™£22.

|Beginner's Guide toWimp
Programming on the Archimedes

S«3MV°£13

iBetSJ, ago7-12 4MAT £32
Birds of War (not Rise pc> four £24
Bitfolio Cartoon Graphics look £17
Bitfolio ClipArtLibrary CD long £471
Black Angel four £241
Blinds quan £24
BodVWiSe,age9-14 SHER £42
Break 147 & Superpool four £24
C (new edition) 0/tesvo£161
CADet, KS3.4 mine £99
Cambridge Pascal oaks £63
Cannon Fodder kris £19
CardShop clar £19
Chaos Engine rene £19

Selected prices 8th December 1994

jRephorm cmks £451
|Repro oaks £46 |
iResultz colt £751
Rhapsody 3 clar £74 I
RISC OS 3 Applications Upgrade

acor £10

RISC OS 3 First Steps d,4bsv°£1 51
RISC OS 3 Programmer's

Reference Manual acorw£99

Rosie and Jim: Duck loses his

Quack, ago4-6 sher £10
Rosie and Jim: Jim gets the

Sneezes, age4-6 sher £10
S-Base 2 Developer long £189
S-Base 2 Personal long £105

Saloon Cars Deluxe (not Rise pc>
four £24

ImageMaster pill £24
Impression Publisher comc£129
Impression Publisher PIuscomc£280
Impression Publisher Plus as

upgrade from Impression Publisher
comc£125

Impression Style comc £76
Impression Style site licence

comc£435

Investigator III vtio £42
James Pond (not Rise pc> kris £8
James Pond 2 + game £20

JPEG & PhotoCD Loaders comc £38

Junior Database, ksi-3 iota £45
Junior PinPoint, ksi.2 long £25
Kid Pix, ksi* esmo £34
Knowledge Organiser 2 clar £63
Landmarks - Aztecs, ks2,3 long £21
Landmarks Microworlds - The War

Years, age9-13 LONG £22
Lemmings kris £17
Lemmings & Oh No! More

Lemmings (Rise pconly) kris £23
Lemmings II(Tribes) kris £20
LogO,KSI-4 LONG £55
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2

(not Rise PC) KRIS £18
MacFS comc £76

Magic Pockets rene £18
Magpie long £50
Manchester United Europe

(not Rise PC) KRIS £8
Masterfile III beeb £43

Maths Circus amat £25

Maths Odyssey comt £40
Monotype Fonts (Pack 1) look £76
Morpheus oreg £29
Naughty Stories Volume 1
(Set Of6), age 5-7 SHER £44

Naughty Stories Volume 2
(Set Of 6), age 5-7 SHER £44

NightSky clar £63
Noddy's Playtime jump £18
Notate, KS2-4+ long £49
Oak PCB II oaks £66
Oh No! More Lemmings (requires

Lemmings) kris £15
Ovation > beeb £68
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 More

TalkingStories A, ago 5-7 sher £37
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2

Talking Stories, ago 5-7 sher £37
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 3

Talking Stories, ago 5-7 sher £37
PC Emulator 1.8 acor £92

PenDown, ksi-3 long £45
PenDown Plus, KS2-4 long £67
Personal Accounts V3 apri £38
Photobase Decades: The 1920s

LONG £47

Photobase Decades: The 1930s
long £47

Photobase Decades: The 1940s
long £47

Photobase Decades: The 1950s

LONG £47

Photobase Decades: The 1960s

LONG £47

Photobase: Landscapes long £47
Photodesk spac£157
PhotoTouch oreg £64

PinPoint 2, ks3,4 long £79
PinPoint 2 Datafile 1851 Census,

S3.4 LONG £13

PipeDream4 colt £85
Placard icso £10
Playdays, age 3-8 game £20
Plot clar £63

PrimeSolver, ksi-4 mine £74
ProArtisan24 cwr£125
ProCAD, KS4 m/we£450
Programming in ANSI Standard C

on the Archimedes s/gmvo£1 5
Prophet (requires 2Mb) APRI £145
QuicKey icso £10
Recordz colt £97
Render Bender 2 (not Rise po clar £40

unartweii beeb £23 1

Chatter 4MAT £30!
Chocks Away Compendium

(riot Rise PC) four £25 !
ChUCk ROCk (not Rise PC) KRIS £8 H
Classcardz for Resultz COLT £20

Classcardz for Wordz COLT £20 K

Clip-ArtCD comc £18 m

Clip-Art CD 2 comc £18 M

Complete Animator iota £951
Compression comc £31 p||
Crystal Maze, age io+ SHER £28 W®
Crystal Rain Forest, agas-u sher £38 •
Cyber Chess four £24 |H
Darryl the Dragon, ksu 4MAT £18 H
DataPower row £123 •
Demon's Lair FOUR £18 B
Design Processor o/ws£115oB
Desktop C /tcon£125g
Desktop Folio, ksi-4 esmo £57 m

Desktop Thesaurus BEEB £17 1
Dinosaur Discovery, ks2 4MAT £25 K
Disc Rescue look £281
Draw Print & Plot oaks £281
DrawBender(notRiscPC) icso £10 M
Dungeon four £24 1
E-Type 2 four £251 |
E-Type Compendium four £18 •
EasyC BEEB £55 1
EasyFont 3 FABI £271 j
Eidoscope comc£159 I !
Enter the Realm (not Rise pci four £181 1
Eureka 2 LONG £921 !
Event EXPL £21 1 !
Eye for Spelling, ksi.2 ESMO £31 1
Find It! appi £34 1
Fireworkz colt £891 1
First Logo, ksi.2 LONG £21 1 !
First Page, KS2-4 long £421
First Steps in Programming Acorn |

RISC OS Computers S/GMV°£15B

First Words with Smudge
age4t sron £20 1

Flashback, 1.6 Mb disc usgo £21 1
Flashback, 800 kb discs usgo £21 1
Flossy the Frog, ksi •».Mr £23 I
Flossy the Frog Art Disc •1AM7- £10l
Font Directory LOOK £28 1 ;
Fontasy icso £15 I :
Fontasy / DrawBender/ Placard |

icso £30 •
FontFX outs £10 D
Formulix comc£67 PJ

Postage is free
for prepaid sales in the UK

[Freddy Teddy topo £141
|Freddy Teddy: Balloons &The Zoo

topo £20

|Freddy Teddy: The Playground
topo £231

|Freddy Teddy: The Puddle&The
Wardrobe topo £181

iFreddy Teddy's Adventure topo £14|
Fun School 3, age 5-7 euro £18

IFun School 4,age 5-7 euro £18
[Genesis Professional oa«s£1 121
[Genesis Project oaks £47 f
|GodS (not Rise PC) KRIS £8
Goldilocks oaks £38

[Granny's Garden 4mat £231
GridPro <mat £351
Hard Disc Companion II beeb £42
Hatchback 4mat £321
Hearsay II beeb £59
HeroQuest kris £20
Home Accounts mine £271
House of Numbers cm. £20

[Illusionist cuh £40
Image Animator iota £46
Image Outliner torn £461

[imageBank Picture Compression
Library irla £26

|lmageFS alte £291

lards
Schema 2 clar £95

Score Draw clar £44

Scrabble usgo £20

Sensible Soccer RENE £19

Serenade cwfi £75
ShapeFX DATS £10

Sibelius 6 sme£149

|Sibelius 6 primary sitelicence
s/be£299

| Sibelius 6 secondary site licence
sibe £599

[Sibelius 7 s/be £789
iSibelius 7 education and amateur

price sibe£464
[Sibelius 7 site licence s/se£1450
Sim City kris £22 I
Sim City 2000 for A5000 kris £31
Sim City2000 for Rise PC kris £31

Isimon the Sorcerer game £31
Sleuth beeb £50

ISmart Borders 2 smar £12
Smudge the Spaniel, age 4.8 stor £19

[Somerset Talking Computer Project |
Learning Materials longV0£29

[Space City, age7-9 sher £261
SparkFS pill £20

[Special icso £10
Speedballll kris £18
Squirrel 2 o;gs£120 I

[Stunt Racer 2000(notrscpc>four £24
[Talking Clocks topo £321
[Talking PenDown, ksi-3 long £53
Titler clar £79

[Topographer . clar £591
[Touch Type iota £381
sTrace pill £9
aTurboDriver Canon comc £391

yJTurboDriver Epson Stylus 800
comc £391

jTurboDriver HP comc £39!
[Twain CanonIX incl Scan-Light

Professional pill £16
|TWO (Task andWindow Organiser)|

icso £10

|VersaTile oaks £421
[Virtual Golf (not Rise pc) four £23
Iwolfenstein3D powe £23
IWorraCad oaks £651

|A-Link for Pocket Book acor £43
Flash Disc 256K for Pocket Book

acor £46

[Pocket Book 256K *cof?£165
IPocketBook II 256K acor£228
Focket Book II 512K acor£278



|RiscPC600 2MHD210
14" Monitor acor £12451

|RiscPC600 2MHD210
17" Monitor acor £16451

| Rise PC 600 2M HD210 Early Years
14" Monitor *con£1269|

| RisePC 600 2M HD210 Early Years
17" Monitor acor £16691

IRise PC 600 2M HD210 Learning
Curve 14" Monitor acor £12691

IRise PC 600 2M HD210 Learning
Curve 1T Monitor acor £1669 [

IRise PC 600 5M HD21Oacor £11451
|RiscPC6005MHD210

14" Monitor acor £13951
|RiscPC600 5MHD210

17" Monitor acor £17951
|Rise PC6005M HD210 Early Years

14" Monitor /icon £14291
| Rise PC6005M HD210 Early Years

17" Monitor acor £18291
|Rise PC6005M HD210 Learning

Curve 14" Monitor acor £14291
| Rise PC6005M HD210 Learning

Curve 1T Monitor acor £18291
IRise PC 600 9M HD420acor £14451
|RiscPC6009MHD420

14" Monitor acoh £16951
|RiscPC600 9MHD420

17'Monitor acor £20951
| Rise PC6009M HD420 Early Years

14" Monitor acor £17291
|Rise PC600 9M HD420 Early Years

17'Monitor acor £21291
| Rise PC6009M HD420 Learning

Curve 14" Monitor acor £17291
| Rise PC6009M HD420 Learning

Curve 1T Monitor acor £21291
IRise PC2 Mb VRAM acor £1951
|Rise PC 486 Card,

special offer acor £991
ISCSI II Interface for Rise PC

cuma £1951
| Ultimate CD ROM DualSpeed for

Rise PC 600 hccs£1 881
| Wizzo SyQuest 105 MbComplete

Package for Rise PC icso £2991
|Wizzo SyQuest270 MbComplete

Package for Rise PC icso £4991

A30001 -2 Mb, upgradableifel£581
A30001-4Mb ifel £113

A3020/A4000 2-4Mb ifel £74

A5000 2-4Mb ifel £70

PLEASE SPECIFY OS 2 or OS 3 \
60 Mb £190

80 Mb £199

120 Mb £235

240 Mb £375

Internal Interface only £75

IA4-1200/1 DirectDrive Laser Printer|
call£989

[Bubble JetBJ-1 Osx cawo£149
iBubble Jet BJ-1 Osx SheetFeeder

cano £45

|Bubble Jet BJ-200 cano£21 0
Bubble Jet BJC-4000 owo£339
Bubble Jet BJC-600 owo£359
DeskJet 500C hbw.£245

DeskJet 520 hsvl£219
DeskJet 560C hbvl£365

|EP-L Toner Cartridgefor LBP-4
cano £59

[EP-S II Toner Cartridge forLBP-8
cano £69

PLEASE SPECIFY OS 2 or OS 3 I
200 Mb £225

240 Mb £250

330 Mb £299

420 Mb £345

540 Mb £449

1000 Mb £699

Internal Interface only £60 |

80 Mb 2'/2" IDE £139

120Mb21/2"IDE £175

200 Mb 3'/2" IDE £175

240 Mb 3Vz" IDE £200

330 Mb ZW IDE £249

420Mb31/2"IDE £295

540 Mb 31/2" IDE £399

1000Mb3'/2"IDE £649

""•"•jl 1^^^^Pi
[ • H 1 rwl

i486 PC Card 25 MHz4 Mb*Lep£514|
486 PC Card 50 MHz 4 Mb*u=p£591

A3010 2M Early Years acor£3991
|A3010 2M Early Years Med-Res

SVGA Multiscan System ^cor£499[
|A4000 2M HD210 Early Years High-|

Res SVGA Multiscan System
acor£949\

|A4000 2M HD210 Early Years Med-|
Res SVGA Multiscan System

acor£899\

|A4000 2M HD210 Learning Curve
High-Res SVGA Multiscan
System

acor£949

|A40002M HD210 Learning Curve
Med-Res SVGA Multiscan System|

acor£899

|Backplane, 4-slot 4-layer with fan
IFEL £55

|Dongle Dangle with screw fittings
icso £6

IEagle M2 comc£319
IFan Filters (pack of 10) (not A5000)

icso £6

| High-Res SVGA Multiscan Monitor 14" |
acor£3-\5

| Indigo CD Rom Drive CAA300iA
cuma£246I

ILark A16 comc£195
Micro Mouse clar £241
Midi Max comc £68
Power Pad (Dual) game £33 ]
Power Pad (Single) game £25

|RISC OS 3Software Upgrade Kit
acor £77

IScan-Light 256 comcM 85
[Scan-Light Video comc£1 99
|Scan-Light Video A3000/A4000

comc£199

[TV Tuner comc £881
[TV Tuner with Teletext comc£1 57|
IVision 24508line A3000 external

hccs£147

IVision 24 508 line A3000/3010/
3020/4000 internal hccs£1 34

IVision24 508 line A5000/400/300/
RPC600 hccs£1 34

|Wizzo5forA5000 icso £391

1060 Mb SCSI Hard Disc

Micropolis £499

1st Paint RESO £19

Access for A3020/A4000 .4cofi£129

Acheton/Kingdom of Hamil J
topo £5 |

Carnage Inc. (not Rise PC)four £11 |
Castle of Dreams, age7-n STOR £14

Citizen Swift 24 Printer, ex- [
demonstration £199

ColourBurst S7*r£299

First Words and Pictures CHAL £14

Freddy's Folly (not OS3) MINE £3 |
Good Impression WORD £1 5 |
HiVision colourA3000/3010/3020/ |

4000 internal hccs £99 I

Impact! circ £29

Impression Business Supplement |
comc £5 |

Noot 4MAT £29

Note Invaders CHAL £11

PlayBack BEEB £11 |
Real McCoy 3 FOUR £14 j
Real McCoy 4 FOUR £1 5 |

CLAR £29Rhythm-Bed
TinyPuzzle TOPO £11 |

Carnage is free within main-
, land UK if you pay on ordering.

Cheques should be made pay
able to Ian Copestake Limited.

You may also pay by credit
card, debit card or Switch.
We normally*"make no charge
for this, and take no payment

: until goods are despatched. We
need your address as known to
the card issuer.

If you leave an order on our
answering machine please
include your telephone number,
your card number and its expiry
date (and issue number if any),
and your calculation of the total
payment due.

! Official orders are welcome
jfrom UK educational and
Igovernment institutions (invoices
\ are due for payment within 14
days and are subject to carriage
and late payment charges).

VAT is not included. Zero-
rated items are marked V0. UK

customers please add 171/2% to
all other prices. EC customers
outside the UK please do the
same unless you are VAT-regis-
tered, in which case quote your
international VAT number. Ours

I is GB 595 7258 84.

Overseas carriage: If you
are paying by credit card we will
add airmail and insurance at

i cost. Otherwise please add £6
(Europe) or at least £12 (else
where) for each software item
and send a pounds sterling bank

j draft payable at a London clear
ing bank, or Eurocheques for not
more than £100 each.

All products, prices and specifi-
i cations are offered in good faith
' and are subject to change with
out notice. We process all orders
immediately, but suppliers do
sometimes keep us waiting.
Goods are guaranteed but we do
not supply them on approval.
Returns and cancellations can

only be accepted by prior agree-
; ment and there may be a charge
I to cover the costs involved.

We supply a full range of Acorn
products. Please call for prices.

Authorised Acorn Dealer and Developer

Please make cheques payable to Ian Copestake Limited

Dept U12,1 Kington Road, West Kirby,
WIRRAL, Merseyside, England L48 5ET

Tel: 0151 -6251006 Fax: 0151 -6251007
ESOEUII 91DEC8



KEEN PRICES

WIDE CHOICE

SPEED

USER-

FRIENDLINESS

SUPPORT

EDUCATION

DISCOUNTS

DEALER

DISCOUNTS

CONTINUING

IMPROVEMENT

OUR AMBITION

/

Authorised Acorn Dealer

Tel 0151-625 1006

Fax 0151-625 1007

You will have to look hard to find better

prices than ours. If you do we will try to
match them. If you see a cheaper price,
check whether it includes postage. Oursdo
for prepaid UK orders. Check whether the

Our monthly advertisements show a
selection from well over 1000 Acorn

products in our full list. We probably carry
a wider range of stock than any other
magazine advertiser. If something is not in

About half our orders are despatched the
same day, and we are always looking for
ways to improve our system. We list many

People who telephone for the first time
often tell us what a pleasant change it
makes to speak to our helpful staff. If you

We will always give you the very best
advice we can. If we don't know the

answer we won't pretend we do or try to
blind you with science. We won't try to

Many of our normal prices are already
lower than the special education prices
offered by some publishers. But we can
offer further discounts for quantity
purchases. Please don't make the mistake
of assuming it will be cheaper for you to
buy direct from a publisher or through
your local authority. Always check with
us!

If you are an Acorn dealer it might be
worth asking us to quote for your next
software order.

We are continuing to make improvements
in our efficiency and customer service.
Please write to us if you have any
suggestions to make. For example, would
you like a two-tier service with an extra .

Your money and your satisfaction. And we
don't want one without the other.

supplier accepts credit cards free of
charge. And think twice about advertisers
who give no telephone number or use PO
Box addresses. How will you deal with
any problems which arise?

ur main list we will try to obtain it for
you.

Simplify your purchases with one-stop
ordering from the company with the most
to offer.

lain lb

of the less common products and these
may sometimes take a little longer to reach
you.

are new to computing we will be happy to
suggest products to suit your interests and
your pocket.

sell you a £100 product if we believe a £20
item is better.

And we won't refuse to talk to you if you
have a problem later.

If you are a local authority and do not
already buy from us, now is the time to
change.
Site Licences for most products are
available from us at competitive prices.
We have a long history of supplying to
education and will offer you a service
tailored to your needs.

We buy more of some products than the
main distributors do.

charge for extra speed? Or an answering
machine dedicated to credit card orders?

We are on the lookout for sales and other

staff- could you be answering our
telephone soon?

For free price lists write to ICS (Ian Copestake Limited)
Dept U12, 1 Kington road, WIRRAL, Merseyside, England, L48 5ET



News

ARM Ltd acquires rights to the
asynchronous processor project
ARM Ltd has announced it has

done a deal with the University
of Manchester to acquire the
rights to an advanced research
project into a new generation
of high speed but low power
consumption microprocessors
designed around asynchronous
technology. The research team
is headed up by Professor
Steve Furber, an ex-Acorn

engineer and one of the key
people responsible for design
ing the original Acorn ARM
(Acorn RISC Machine) chips
from the mid 1980s.

Furber's team is exploring
the possibilities of processors
which aren't driven synchron
ously by external clocks. The
contemporary problem with
processor design is high power
consumption as chips get lar
ger and larger, containing - in
some instances - several mil

lion transistors. All these

transistors need to be switched

millions of times a second,
even when the chip is largely
idle. This eats up considerable

electrical energy and causes
large amounts of heat to be
dissipated. It also means the
chip can only be clocked as
fast as the slowest circuit

within the chip.
In an asynchronous proces

sor, only the parts of a chip
which need to be active at a

particular moment will be
active. This means much less

relative power is required and
therefore dissipated as heat.
Another problem is that the
sheer physical size and com
plexity of some conventional
chips means they have to be
carefully engineered simply to
enable clock signals lo reach
their destinations. There is also

an expectation that asyn
chronous chips may turn out
to be more efficient in

performance terms too, as
frequently-used circuits can be
optimised for performance.

Furber's team successfully
designed its first asynchronous
chip, code-named AMULET I,
in March 1994. It is an ARM60

TheAMULET1 chip,which appeared on silicon back at the start of 1994. -
This is the first asynchronous chip to be designed round RISC technology.

code-compatible device and,
according to ARM Ltd, some
lessons learned in the

AMULET I design have already
been applied to forthcoming

conventional ARM designs like
the ARM8I0.

ARM Ltd

Tel: (01223) 813000
Fax: (01223)812800

Acorn extends Advantage and
launches VISA credit card

CC adds new

importers
ACORN'S Advantage 'p°'nts f°r Pur~
chases' programme has been extended and
now encompasses the company's new
personalised Acorn Affinity VISA credit
card. Advantage started off by awarding
points to anyone purchasing Acorn compu
ters. These points can be donated to
schools who save them and trade them in

for school resources. Now Affinity VISA
card purchases can earn Advantage points.
Another new source of points is the market
research company, ICD, which is providing
15 points for every consumer question
naire completed by pupils' parents. If a
school manages to return 900 completed
surveys, it can earn an Acorn computer
outright.

Sometimes Acorn customers have been

surprised by the Advantage scheme bene
fits. Mr J Ainsleigh Davies, head teacher

of Dyffryn Teifi Comprehensive in Dyfed,
commented: 'When we made the decision

to equip the school with Acorn Rise PCs
we had no idea that Acorn Advantage was
just being launched.' With over 16,000
points earned from the purchase of 16 Rise
PC systems, the school can afford to trade
them in for CD-ROM drives or possibly a
video recorder.

Mrs J Meadows, of Halifax, com
mented: i think Acorn Advantage is a
great promotion. I bought an Acorn Learn
ing Curve computer as a birthday gift for
my children and now I have the added
bonus of giving my local primary school
the chance to have extra equipment for
free. It's good to be able to help the local
community.'

Acorn Computers
Tel: (01223) 254254

WITH the arrival of a new collection of

file filters from Computer Concepts, you
can now save Impression text documents
as RTF Rich Text Format files, as well as

load RTF files. CCalso says that the overall
RTFtext loader is a vast improvement over
the original version.

RTF is very useful as it is practically a
standard way of converting documents
containing a degree of style, font and
character set information from one format

to another. For example, it's a standard
way of exchanging documents with
Microsoft Word. It's also a text-only format
which is convenient for sending as elec
tronic mail. CC has also added a new

WordPerfect for Windows file loader. Pric
ing is likely to be below £30.

Computer Concepts
Tel: (01442) 63933
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with BEEBUG fSEL.
ACORNS LARGEST DEDICATED DEALER

ADVICE AND SUPPORT UPGRADE SERVICES

the RISC PC and most f eaiwaj .

PAYMENT
TRADE IN

Acorn system. We w.U «venw y age

r^rcPPhc^^^ °ur ur0f lR- ?ctnff will copy your data from yourtechnical staff w W ch
old system to your RlbL, ^ dl

aumber of finance options including
Sand Oo/o as well as the usualsssss- /2«C/»c

PRICES

Code3006g Rf""0^ 0 £1699

Choose Either...

A WortH£200

forProArtZ*

Beebug Limited, 117 Hatfield Road
St.Albans, Herts AL1 4JS
Tel 01727 840303 rtu 01727 860263

t//<ne.v/ rfoy delivery £8. E& OE Prices and offers maychange without notice. All Prices Exclude

Memo* Upgrades ™^*"«>***nmRisePCCode Type ^^Code

3051c
3052c
3053e
3054e
3048e
3044e
3050e
3049e

Type

2Mb DRAM
4Mb DRAM
8Mb DRAM
I6Mb DRAM
32Mb DRAM

2Mb VRAM ,(?n'yforACBl5)vRAM(rromiMb)lIpgr^de

!£&'»•

Price

£ 89.00
£ 119.00
*239.00
*429.00
£989.00
£129.00
£169.00
£109.00

+

°«er priceAn IDE uXrLT7/fl/? '* " ^ Prlee
a«dio mixer, iw2? Ca„che' Powered trav 320n,

c^lfor more details the msCPC

?2Hg BeebufSh f C°n^ hard ^ve
fhe.net Interface
Access Interface
ft-Card and DR DOS(AvailableJan 95)
User/Analogue Port
Sound Card

4603e
4624e
3041e

46l2e

1972c

IDEK 17' £ 5as

f 99.00
£199.00
£299.00
£249.00
£184.00
f 49.00
£ 99.00
£115.00
£ 99.00

£ 44.95
£ 69.00



New book from children's
author who uses Acorns

COLIN Thompson, the writer of children's
books who uses Acorn equipment to compose
his layouts (see The Moxon Interview, January
1994), has a new book published by Julia
MacRae Books.

Ruby is the delightful story of a ruby-red
Austin 7 car, which arrives with a picnic party to

Acorn gets into
the newspapers
AS its main sponsor, Acorn is to support this
year's Newspapers in Education (NiE) 'Making
the News' project, in association with BBC
Schools Radio. The project is designed to
encourage children in schools to produce
tabloid-style newspapers or radio news
broadcasts.

The best examples of work produced for the
project can then be entered into a national com
petition, which closes at Easter. Winners will be
selected by the likes of the BBC's Michael
Buerk, Radio One's Sybil Roscoe, George Kelly,
the national manager of the NiE, and Alan
Bennett, Acorn Primary Schools Manager (not
the famous Northern playwright). Two winning
entries will be made into a professional news
paper and a Radio 3 broadcast. Prizes will be
presented at the national NiE conference in
Leeds during June.

Acorn's general manager for education, Peter
Talbot, commented: 'Making the News is par
ticularly relevant to us as it develops children's
reading and writing, or traditional literacy, as
well as the increasingly important New Literacy
Acorn has identified.'

Acorn Computers
Tel: (01223) 254254

Fax: (01223) 254262

disturb the lives of a family of tiny, happy peo
ple who live in the roots of an old tree. As with
all of Colin's books, the storyline is delightful,
but the illustrations are something else: they
contain so much information and amusing little
pictures that they make the books readable again
and again.

It's this aspect of Colin's work which gives
Ruby its twist. In a similar way to Masquerade,
there are clues hidden in six pages of the book
which point to the numbers and letters which
make up Ruby's number plate; if you can work
out the combination, then you can win a genuine
ruby-red Austin 7, the star of the book. It's not
easy: the editor's been studying the book for a
while, and he doesn't have one letter yet...

Another exciting aspect of Colin's work is that
it might lead to a CD-ROM. Details are sketchy,
but there are hopes that a native RISC OS version
can be created. Keep your eyes on the news
pages for more information.

Ruby retails at £9.99, and the competition is
open until 1 September 1995.

Julia MacRae Books
Tel: 0171-973 9750

Fax:0171-233 8791

VTi name change
and releases

VTi, formerly Vertical Twist, launched a couple
of new products at BETT '95. First there is VTi's
new Printer Port Sampler, which saves a podule
expansion card port for other uses. This has both
line and mic inputs, and a microphone is
included, as is Sonor, a powerful sample
manipulation package. File compatibility
includes Tracker. Module, Armadeus and PC
WAV files. Talking Canvas is another piece of
software included and can be used to simply and
easily link sound samples to images, ideal for
classroom use. VTi's Printer Port Sampler is
priced £44.95 + VAT.

The other new package from VTi is Heart-
Beat, a heart monitoring hardware and software
system. A receiver unit plugs into the serial port
and this communicates wirelessly at up to nine
feet with a transmitter attached to a special chest
belt containing sensors. Supplied software
allows you to record an individual's heart rate
and then calculate calorific burn rate and analyse
maximum and minimum heart rate over a period
of time. Data can be presented in graphical form
as well as exported as data for use in other
packages. The complete package is £99 + VAT.

VTi

Tel: (01243) 531194
Fax: (01243) 531196

Latest news

Steady that mouse
Some Acorn users are inclined to

agree that the standard Acorn
mouse is a little on the lightweight

side, making it less positive to use,

especially with the latest trend

towards low-friction plastic-top

ped mouse mats. So what's the
solution? Heavier balls, according

to Oak Consultants, four times

heavier to be more precise. Oak

Consultants can supply heavier
replacement mouse ballsat £3 a
go, fully inclusive.

Oak Consultants

Tel:(01279) 718596

PaperOut distributor
Cumana has become the sole UK

distributor for the Acorn version of

PaperOut, the information retrie
val software package produced by

the German company, Tools

GmbH,which enables ordinary CD-

ROM drives to access 'electronic

book' (EB) informationfrom Sony
Data DiscMan EB discs. These discs

can display simple diagrams as
well as text and can also contain

several hours of audio. EBs cover

dictionaries, encyclopedias, langu
ages, literature, travel and wine

guides. EBs start at around £30.

PaperOut software for RISC OS is

priced £49.95+ VAT.

Cumana has also released the

seventh edition of its CD-ROM and

Multimedia Portfolio, a 72-page

guide to multimedia products

divided into six sections: CD-ROM

Software, CD-ROMDrives, Multi

media Systems, Networking and

Communications, System Expan

sion and Peripherals.

Cumana

Tel: (01483) 503121

LabelStar
A number of labelling programs of

varying usefulness have appeared
recently and the latest is LabelStar
from Circle Software. This one has

a built-in address database and is

claimed to be very easy to use.
Both graphics and text can be

combined in label designs and
there is a useful on-screen preview
function. A nice touch is the ability

to print just one label from a
sheet, enabling the remaining un

used labels to be used later. Label-

Star is priced £49.50+ VAT.
Cirde Software

Tel: (0793) 770021
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Fw//Supporting Cast of Over 60 Exhibitors Including -

ACORN COMPUTERS - ACORN USER MAGAZINE - AKALAT PUBLISHING
ANGLIA TELEVISION - APRICOTE STUDIOS - ARCHIMEDES WORLD A

BEEBUG - CASTLE TECHNOLOGY - CLARES MICRO SUPPLIES *
ft COMPUTER CONCEPTS - DIGITAL SERVICES • FABIS COMPUTING

GAMESWARE - INTEGREX SYSTEMS - KRISALIS SOFTWARE
LINDIS - LONGMAN LOGOTRON - MINERVA SOFTWARE - SPACETECrf

)AK SOLUTIONS - OREGAN SOFTWARE - THE FOURTH DIMENSIOI
JUILL MARKETING - SHERSTON SOFTWARE - TBA SOFTWARE - V.T.ir
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A FREE DAILY fHEATRE WITH ^
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CD
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Z CROSS ROAD, TADWORTH, SURREY, KT20 5SR

O VISA & MASTERCARD HOLDERS CAN PHONE
01737 814713 FORT-

address

DAY PREFERENCE - Saturday



New titles from Longman
Logotron and BBC
THE long-time collaboration
between Longman Logotron
and the BBC has been extended

once again with the a pair of
new Landmarks titles for

history and geography, respec
tively. Firstly there is Land
marks Microworlds: The War

Years. An earlier version was

called 'Invasion'. The scene is

set in a small village called
Westerleigh. Users are able to
explore the way of life in this
typical rural setting starting in
1938 and how it changed dur
ing the second world war,
culminating in the end-of-war
celebrations of 1945. The vir

tual world of Westerleigh can
be examined in minute detail:

you can lift off the roof of a
typical home and look inside
rooms and examine objects
and artifacts. The ability to ask
village inhabitants simple
questions adds to the reality.

Landmarks PinPoint Data-

file: Looking at the World is
for either PinPoint or Junior

PinPoint users and" includes

data sheets on 195 countries,

Landmarks Microworlds: The War Years from Longman and the BBC.

including population statistics
and environmental details.

These include birth rates, life

expectancy, land area, average
rainfall, temperature, daylight
hours and other facts.

Landmarks Microworlds:

The War Years is priced £25.50
+ VAT, or £75 + VAT for a site
licence. A single copy of

Landmarks PinPoint Datajile:
Looking at the World costs £14
+ VAT while a site licence is

£36 + VAT. Other titles due out

now include Britain since

1930, The British Monarchs
and Ancient Civilisations.

Longman Logotron
Tel: (01223) 425558

Fax: (01223)425349

New educational titles from CCS
CREATIVE Curriculum Software has released a

collection of new education titles. MathsGen,

priced £12.95 + VAT, can be used for producing
simple printed maths worksheets covering the
basic arithmetic functions of addition, subtrac
tion, division and multiplication. Problems can
be presented horizontally or in columns and with
as many as four place values. Problems can be
generated without typing or calculation using a
menu system which governs difficulty, and can
be line tuned to progressively increase difficulty.
For more versatility. MathsCard (which costs
£49 + VAT) includes simple and mixed fractions,
decimals, long multiplication and division and
magic squares.

If you're a teacher and the administrative side
of organising school trips is usually a headache.
Creative Curriculum's next new package is just
for you. Called simply Trip, the package helps
the trip organiser record and check all relevant
details and manage costs. On the accounting
side, Trip can handle deposit payments, staged
payments, special prices, payments for optional
activities and will also alert the user to late

payments. On the organisational front, Trip has
deadline alerts and can record personal details of
the parly members (pupils and staff), even

including passport delails and photos as well as
individual medical details if required. Trip is
priced £14.95 + VAT for a single user or £89 +
VAT for a site licence.

Other Creative Curriculum titles that were

launched at BETT include the following: Spelling
Book (£39 + VAT for single user version, £89 +
VAT for site licence) for improving spelling in
conjunction with a word processor, including
three spelling games; Mechanisms (£49/£99), a
CD-ROM demonstrating the link between
mechanical theory and practice, useful for
maths, technology or physics; Woodland Birds
(£49/£99), a CD-ROM natural history encyclo
pedia complete with colour photos, bird song
recordings and maps; Maths CD (£49/£99), an
interactive CD-ROM title dealing with shape,
volume, area and mass and targeted at secondary
education; and finally, there is Conjuguez! for
learning French verbs at GCSE and A-Ievel.
Conjuguez! is priced £16.98 + VAT. Conjuguez!
Plus is £29.70 + VAT and a special version for
schools to add new verbs, Conjuguez!
Education, is £39/£89.

Creative Curriculum Software
Tel: (01422) 340524

Fax: (01422)346388

Latest news

Sonamara cuts
Genlock adapter
price
Sonamara's MultiGen high-band

Genlock adapter, MultiGen, has

been reduced in price to £399.95

inc. VAT from £429.70 inc. VAT

(see review in Acorn User,

December 1994).

The MultiGencan provide a

computer with simultaneous
monitor and TV output and is

compatible with RGB, S-Video and
composite video signals. Four
modes include computer to video,

genlock, overlay and mix.

The compact unit can also per
form effects like under/overscan,

freeze frame and fade. Both Pal

and NTSC TV standards compatibil

ity are catered for. For£428.87 inc.

VAT (which is still less than the

original priceof the adaptor on its
own) the MultiGen unit can be

supplied with suitable titling
software.

Sonamara

Tel: (01626) 873763
Fax:(01635)297866

ARM Club Open day
in Kent
On Saturday 19th March, The ARM

Club will be holding another of its
open days, this time in Kent.The
venue is Merton Court School,

Sidcup.
The main theme of the day is

education and it is expected that

some education companies like
Sherston Software will be on hand

to demonstrate their products.

Public Domain discs for just £1 will

also be on sale from The ARM Club

PD Library as usual.
Software produced by Arm Club

members will also be on show,

including GameOn! for the Rise PC

(see review in the Games section

on page 51).
For more details, write to:

FREEPOST ND6573, London, N12

OBRorTel: 0171-624 9918, Fax:

0181-446 3020.

Holdfast on the
move

Holdfast Computing, vendors of
joypads for specialneeds users,
among other things, has moved to
the following address: Park View,

Queenhill, Upton upon Severn,

Worcestershire, WR8 ORE, tel/fax:

(01684) 59470.
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Latest news

Sibelius 7 is a winner,
and that's independent
PRAISE for Sibelius Soft
ware's music notation com

position and publishing
package, Sibelius 7, appears to
know no bounds. Recently the
package received another rave
review, this time in The Inde
pendent newspaper dated 14th
November 1994. The article is

also revealing in its explor
ation of the issue of having to
use a non-standard computer in
the form of an Acorn, rather
than the more 'established'

standard of a PC or even a

Macintosh.

The Independent's Robert
Maycock wrote that he found
Sibelius 7 easier to learn than

any word processor he had
worked with, and described
how he felt the package had
been endowed with musical

instincts, even describing its
use as euphoric. 'Publishers
have been sending more and
more scores to Sibelius 7

owners for copying and it is
easy to understand why,' he
added. The 'expert system'
built into the package is the
reason for this intelligence:
Sibelius knows all the rules of

musical notation, and con
stantly applies them to the
piece being edited, almost
instantly.

There is some minor criti

cism: you can't yet play a

Sibelius 7 isa winner,according to The Independent

piece in real time, for example.
But one bit of good news is
that version 2.5 has a new and

unique Espressivo feature
which can now play renditions
of scores via MIDI complete
with phrasing and dynamics.
Future Music magazine was
impressed enough to include a
demo of the Espressivo feature
on its January 1995 issue
cover-mounted CD.

Maycock also has some
slight reservations about the
Acorn platform, not because of
its performance but because
it's not fully PC-compatible.
But it's interesting to see that

the arrival of the Rise PC 486

option has muted any harsh
criticisms in this department
and Maycock confirms that the
Finn brothers, who produced
Sibelius 7 and who run

Sibelius Software jointly, are
in no hurry to produce a PC
version of their package.

Inevitably, Maycock sug
gests that if money is no
object, musicians should con
sider buying an Acorn just to
run Sibelius 7. Now where

have I heard that before?

Sibelius Software
Tel: (01223) 302765

Fax:(01223)351947

Datathorn lands first big Super Server
contract in Scotland

DATATHORN computer consultancy from
Loughton, Essex has landed the first big contract
to supply a school-wide network based on the
Datathorn Super Server system which was
launched late in 1994. The Super Server project
was started in 1989, the product of research at
both Oxford and Cambridge universities.

The server itself is Acorn-approved and pro
duced by Motorola for Datathorn and is
designed to work with both optical fibre and
copper cabling. Motorola supplies a five-year
warranty with each server. Future-proofing is
built in and files can be shared by a number of
different platform clients on the network, includ
ing Acorns and PC-compatibles, for example.

14 Acorn User February1995

Datathorn also says non-technical staff, like
teachers, are able to perform basic server main
tenance procedures.

Datathorn trialed the schools' Super Server
system last summer at Chigwell School and St.
Aubyns in Woodford, Essex - where no system
failures were encountered during the entire 11
month trial - but the first commercial customer

is to be Hutcheson's in Scotland. There they
have 27 Acorn Rise PCs, 40 older Acorns and a
dozen PC-compatibles. Network installation
consultancy came from i-cubed who devised an
integrated copper and fibre transport.

Datathorn

Tel: (0181) 502 4221

New version of
Dataf ile's PDCD 1
Because of the adverse comments

made about some of the more

'dodgy' pictures available on the

PDCD 1 CD-ROM from The Datafile

and CD-Circle, Desktop Lamina
tions has re-mastered and re-

released the disc,calling it PDCD 1
Issue 2.

The disc now contains over

475Mbof compressedmaterial,
giving over 800Mb when decom

pressed; this compares to just over
270Mbof uncompresseddata on
the first version. All the software

has also been vetted for use on a

Rise PC, unlike the original.

The price is £36 inclusive,and
CD-Circle members canbuy it for
£30,including postage. An
upgrade for existing owners of
PDCD 1will cost £10if you return
your disc, and the new disc should

be availableby the end of January.

CD-Circle

Tel: 0117-979 9979

School computer
thieves can be
thwarted
A Kent infants' school has appar
ently found the answer to a

serious problem it was having:
computer theft. The school's head
teacher commented that compu
ters were disappearing on a
regular basis, in fact as fast as they
were being replaced. Inthe end

the school resorted to a Rolsafe

computer cabinet, produced by
Lancaster-based SecurityWindow
Shutters. As expected, the thieves
returned once more but unsuccess

fully tried to forcethe new
security cabinet.

Security Windows Shutters
Tel: (01524) 33986

Sony the way to go?
Sony has announced details of its

first storage systems based on its
minidisc (MD) technology.The
drives,which couldwell replace
the floppy disc as a cheap and

universal storage medium, cost
around £400 and use 2.5in MD

discs with a capacity of 140Mb,

with a data transfer rate around

that of CD-ROM. It'll be interesting
to see if the technology reaches

the Acorn platform.
Sony

Tel: (01932) 816000



An ultra hi-performance
fileserver

nucleus
Nucleus is an ultra high-performance fileserver for

Acorn networks. It offers greater speed and

flexibility than any other Acorn based server whilst

remaining backwards compatible with older

generation networks and computers.

Care has been taken to streamline every aspect of

the design so that Nucleus performs well even

under extreme load from large nets. The product

has been designed to handle upwards of 100

computers.

Larger hard disks, larger files, larger directories,

faster loading and saving, improved printing and

far more powerful management tools are just some

of the improvements provided by Nucleus. Phone

for a brochure or to request a demonstration.

Pricing

Nucleus 1-10 stations £ 199.00

Nucleus 11-25 stations £ 399.00

Nucleus 26-50 stations £ 549.00

Nucleus 51-100 stations £ 749.00

Nucleus 100+ stations £ 1,299.00

Nucleus Linkable Components (NLCs)

CD Server NLC £ 199.00

Netgain NLC - fast application server £ 199.00

Digistore NLC - tape backup software £ 79.00

PC Connect NLC - for DOS connectivity £ tba

CD sharing for networks

server
CD Server is a software product which allows one

or more CD-ROM drives to be shared over a

network. To the network clients, it is just as if

they have a local CD-ROM drive attached to their

computer.

By allowing every station on your network access

to a single CD-ROM, CD Server saves the massive

costs involved in purchasing a drive for each

computer. CD Server will transform multimedia

accessibility on your network.

Available either as a stand-alone server or as an

NLC.

CD Server software £199.00

Allpricesshown are ex-VAT, whichis chargeableat 17.5% on all
items shipped withinthe UK.
Please add E1.50+VAT carriage to alt orders.
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The Canon BJC-4000
and

The BJC-4000 is unique new printer in

the Canon rangewhich offersboth black and

white and colour capability. It is designed to

appeal to users who primarily print in black

and white but who also have a colour require

ment. Mono printing is extremely fast (about

twice as fast as the BJ-200 on average) due to

a special high-speed black ink cartridge and

printing canbeat a resolution upto 720dpi

using interpolation. However, it can also

produce high quality 360 dpi colour prints.

The inks have been specially developed by

Canon for this printer and are fast drying and

water resistant.

11IHHI

The printer is shipped with a BJC-4000

specific version of the new V4 TurboDrivers.

Timing tests on a Rise PC indicate that the

TurboDrivers still offer a significant speed

advantageover the standard Acorn drivers,

returningcontrol and completing the print

between 3-4 limes faster for an average page.

The TurboDriver software also supports

advanced grey-component replacement,

which preventsover saturation and produces

more accurate colour reproduction.

The BJC-4000 is supplied with the Turbo

Driver V4 software (and DOS/Windows

drivers), manual, printer cable and a set of

colour inks for £369 + £10 p&p+ VAT

(£445.32 incl.) It is suitable for all models of

AcornRISCcomputer with RISCOS 3.1 or

later. 4 MBytes and a hard disc are recom

mended. Available now direct from Computer

Concepts.

Computer Concepts Ltd
E&OE. Details aresubjeel 10 change.

Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX Tel 01442 63933 Fax 01442 231632
Email: lnfo@cconcepts.co.uk



Graphics
Additional ArtWorks
modules arrive
TWO new modules for the
definitive vector graphics
package ArtWorks have been
launched by the package's
publisher, Computer Concepts.

Neither of the tools were

developed in house, but they
take full advantage of the pro
gram's architecture, which
allows third parties to create
their own modules for specific
requirements not already
included in the program.

The first to arrive, and

already mentioned in Acorn
User, is the pressure-sensitive
line drawing tool from Eesox/
Vaughan Allenson. Strictly
speaking the tool is not a line
drawing tool as it constructs
objects and not simple lines, so
enabling perspectivisation and
graduated filling of the lines
created. In action the tool is

very fast, and when used with
the Eesox Wacom graphics
tablet or the Computer
Concepts Art Pad, you can
achieve effects more usually
associated with painting pack
ages, with the width of the

Freehand pressuretools and magnetic attractioncapabilities forArtWorks.

'brush strokes' responding per
fectly to the pressure applied to
the tablet.

The second tool is called

Arranger, and it's a magnetic
tool from a German company
called Open Sky Projects.
Arranger applies an attractive
force to selected objects, or
even entire layers, which
allows intelligent snapping of
points and edges onto the mag
netic objects. The option to

vary the extent of the magnetic
field is an excellent feature and

the tool itself is especially use
ful when creating complex
objects based on the outlines of
overlapping shapes.

Both these tools are well pri
ced and could be just the thing
you're looking for. The Pres
sure Tool is £39 + VAT, and
Arranger is £29 + VAT.

Computer Concepts
Tel: (01442) 63933

Winning Acorn Christmas card
THE winning entry for Acorn's Christmas card
competition will be enjoying the use of her new
Rise PC in far warmer weather than we will this

winter.

Shirli Hill, from the South African design
studio Justin James Design, used a combination
of vector graphics and a sprinkling of bitmap
graphics to achieve the effects in the excellent
and festive image pictured opposite, entitled 'A
World of Opportunities'. The results prove how
professional the Acorn market is in South Africa,
as discussed by Mike Romyn in The Moxon
Interview in the Christmas 1994 issue of Acorn

User.
Not only has the piece been used to grace the

front cover of Acorn's 1994 Christmas cards, but

a huge 30 foot-high tiled printout of the image
will hang in the foyer of Acorn's Cambridge
headquarters for the season's duration.

Next month the Picture of the Month competi
tion returns with the grand prize of not a Rise PC
but a £20 cheque. Send pictures on disc lo the
address on the right, and don't forget to explain
how you created your masterpiece, and to
include your name and address.

New look Picture
imminent
DA'sPicture, in some ways the

fastest and most refined of the

bitmap packages on the Acorn
range, has finally bowed down to

market pressures and gone Acorn

compliant.

The revised front-end is more of

a complete overhaul than a make

over, which will be good news to
many users who found the
interface of the original version

too Atari-esque for their liking.

Hopefully, the original
effectiveness of the package as a
photo retouching and creative

artistic tool will not suffer from

the removal of what CGS Compu-
terbild, the distributors of the

program, claimedwas the most
efficient interface for its program.

Next month we will look in

detail at 'the new look' DA's

Picture and the exciting texture
and perspectivisation tools now

available.

CGS Computerbild
Tel: 0181-679 7307

The graphics issue
Canyou believe that it's here
again? In the April 1995 issue the

Graphics Special is back, just over a

year since the last one in March of
1994. How things have changed in

that time with the launch of the

Rise PC and all those lovelynew
graphics packages!

We'll see just how the new
hardware and software has been

exploited by artists of all ages,
and we'll take an in-depth look at

how Acorn now stands as a serious

graphics platform. But it's not all

going to be at the cutting edge of
technology, as the focus will also

be on how younger and lower-end

users can make the most of their

machinesto great artistic effect.
If you've got any tips, news or

any graphics-related titbits, do

drop me a line at the address
below.

Contacting me
You can contact the Graphics page

by writing to me. Jack Kreindler at

Acorn User, IDG Media, Media

House, Adlington Park, Maccles

field SK104NP,or by e-mail to:
jack@acornusr.demon.co.uk

February 1995 Acorn User 17
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CD-ROM
Allthe following CD-ROM
drives aro PhotoCO compatible
(multi-session) and include a
driver lor CDFS =>2.20

Internal Drives

XM-3401B (Caddy) 330M*. 200ms £235
XM-3501B (Caddy) eookb/s, 135ms £335
Suitable lor RiscPC. SCSI intorlaco not included.

Fantastic Value External SCSI
CD-ROM Drives (for all machines)
Panasonic (Tray) aookb/s, sooms £229
XM-3401B (Caddy) 330kb/s. 200ms £300
XM-3501B (Caddy) eookb/s. 135ms £400
SCSI interface not included. Add extra £25 for A3000.

SCSI cards

Morley uncached SCSI card £130
Morley cached SCSI card £170
Cumana SCSI II card £169

The above cards aro suilablo lor A300, A400, A3000 (Ext),
A540, A5000 and RiscPC. For othors see MultiPodules.
Add £25iVAT to Cumana SCSI II card lor external cable.

4*/ Hard Discs Subjects avail.
1 - General
2 - Transport
3 - Costumes

4 - Entertainment
5 - Bugs 2 Slugs
6 - Road Signs
7 - Sports Equip
8 - Sports Figures
9 - Dinosaurs

10-Symbols
11 -Tools

12-AnimalsGB

A5000/RiscPC 2nd Internal Drive

210Mb IDE 14ms Cache (-IMhfe) £149
420Mb IDE 14ms Cache (-1.5Mb/s) £199
540Mb IDE 12ms Cache (-1.5Mb/s) £279
The above include all cables, screws and Instructions.
All the above drives are Connor as used In the RiscPC

A300/A400 Series Internal (IDE)
210Mb 14ms Cache (-1Mb/s) £229
420Mb 14ms Cache <-1.5Mb/s) £279
540Mb 12ms Cache (-1.5Mb/s) £359
The above include all cables, screws and instructions.
Add £79 lor ext case and/or £25 lor A3000 podulo caso.
All the above drives are Connor as used In the RiscPC

Syquest Drives
IDE 105Mb Internal (orA5000/RiscPC £199
{Above Includes one cartridge, cables &driver software)

SCSI 1 05Mb External lorallMachines £295
(Above Includes one cartridge, exclude SCSI card)

105Mb Syquest Cartridges £45

TopicArt
Single disc clipart containing
approx. 50 high quality draw
format clip art images, each
on a single subject. Comes
with mono reference sheet.

12 subjects are available
now. Please specify when
ordering. Site licences are
£16+VAT per disc, please
ring for further details.

TopicArt9 - Dinosaurs

£8
+ VAT
per disc

TopicArt catalogue now
available. £1.50 Inc VAT

& p+p (cheques only)

QuickTilevio2£25+vAT
Up until now it
has only been
possible to
print posters
from Draw &
Sprite files.
Now with
QuickTile you
can create

posters from
ANY RISCOS
application,
including
Impression. Simply enter the size of
poster required & select PRINT from the
application! QuickTile does the rest,
printing each tile with crop marks and tile
references. RiscPC compatible.
Requires RISCOS 3.10 or later.
Return Disc with SAE for upgrade.
Upgrade from Tiler for E15+VAT.

Buy 4
TopicArt
discs get
one free

not incl SpecialArt

TopicArt12 - AnimalsGB
TopicArt4

Entertainment

DIY Ink Jet Refills
Single Refills (req an orig cartr.) £7
Twin Refills (Black only) £12
125ml / 400ml Cleaning Kit £4 / £10
Available in Black, Cyan, Magenta,
Yellow, Red, Green, Blue, Brown
Please specify colour(s) required when ordering.These do-
it-yourself refills can be used with any printer where the
head and ink reservoir are combined. 10. DJ-5O0. BJ10/
200. Please do not send empty cartridges. Please note
that colour quality may not be 100% Iroma black cartridge
refilled with another colour. We cannot guarantee against
dried up empty cartridges and/or blocked nozzles.
QuickSound £10

Load, play, convert & resave Armadeus. Tracker and raw
data sound samples. Applyspecial ellecls including
Reverse, Echo, Max Vol, alter replay rate and rosamplo
frequency.Convertsamples intomodulesforuso withthe
RISCOS sound system. Create stand alone Utilitymod's.
QuickShow £10

Slide show presentation and video tillingpackage. Crealo
sequences of frames containing text of any colour with
drop shadows, outline shadows and rubout boxes using
the RISCOS lonts. Sprites can also bo included in Irames,
positioned and resized as necessary. Scroons can bo
linkedtogether withthe sequencer wilhlades inand out,

SpecialArt (Xmas orsigns) £20+VAT (each)
Special editions of TopicArt consisting of a minimum of 4 discs full of clipart

B Mail Order - 0161-474 0778 rices exclude VAT) Carriage included except where indicated p

3
u All RiscPC's includo lyr
Jf on-site maintenance.
**• Low linnnco available.
m The following prices do
?S not apply to finance,
_J ring lor details.
0£ Wo operate Acorn Assist

A^ lor toachors &academics.
fOfn S A" RiscPCsystems are
IAH.11^ now In stock.

2MHD210 + AKF60 £1199
2MHD210 + AKF85 £1575
5MHD210 + AKF60 £1299?
5MHD210 + AKF85 £1675
9MHD420 + AKF60 £1599
9MHD420 + AKF85 £1975
Add following for Internal
SCSI Caddy CD-ROM drive
XM-3401 (330kb/s. 200ms) £330
XM-3501 (600kb/s. 135ms) £475
Above are Toshiba drives and the prices only

RiscPC Upgrades
4MbSimmRAM £110
8MbSimmRAM £210
16Mb Simm RAM C375
32Mb Simm RAM £825
1MbVRAM (Acorn) £129
2Mb VRAM (other) £169
1 to 2Mb VRAM Upgrado (oxchnngo) £109
486 PC Upgrade (avnilablo -Oct 94) £99
MS-DOS 6.2 & Windows 3.11 £99
2nd Slice Case Upgrado £99
Acorn Access for RiscPC £119
Ethernet Interface Card £99
Extended 3vr Warrnnlv includina OSM ETBA

A Series Computers
A3010 Prices Reduced !U Hard Discs/MultiPods
A3010 Aclion Pack 1Mb RAM £254
A3010 LearningCurve 2Mb RAM £339
A3010 EarlyYears 2Mb RAM £339
Add £170 to A30108 (or AKF52 Monitor.
A3020 2MFD/AKF52 MultiScan System £699
A3020 2MHD60/AKF52 MulliScanSys £849
A4000 2MHD105/AKF52 MultiScan Sys £879
Add £55 lor AKF50 Monitor (not A3010)

oftware Packs
Early
Acorn Advance 8 PCSolt & domos
Learning Curve Advance &PCSolt £42
Home Cilice £85
EasiWriter2, DataPower, Pipedream4, PCSolt
Above aro ONLY available with a system.

lonitors
Acorn AKF52 14 0.39dp MulliScan £255
Acorn AKF5014-0.28dp MulliScan £300
Acorn AKF60 14" 0.28dp MultiScan £320
Acorn AKF85 17" 0.28dp MulliScan £649

Portable Computers
Pocket Book II (256k) £227
Pocket Book II (512k) £275
Psion 3a (512k) £249
A-Link(requires RiscOS 3.1) £42
Parallel Link lor Pocket B'k or Psion 3/3a £26
P Book/Psion 3/3a Mains Adaptor £15
128k RAM SSD £43
256k Flash SSD £47
512k Flash SSD £77
A4 Portable 4MHD60 with PC FrmilatnrFIRIO.

Hardware Upgrades
486sx25MHz Bare PC Card £357

486SLC50MH2 Bare PC Card £434
486sx25MHz PC Card 4Mb RAM £495
486SLC50MHZ PC Card 4Mb RAM £570
For other PC memory see RiscPC RAM
ARM3 (25MHz, Inc FPA socket) £129
ColourCard Gold (CC) £199
Eagle M2 Mulitmedia Card (CC) £319
Joystick Interlace (all m/c's) £28
Midi Max Card (CC) £68
Acorn/Logitech Mouse (Acorn) £25
Movie Magic (CC) £249
Powerpads (dual) (Gamesware) £33
Scan - 15pin Monilor/RGBTV cable £12
Serial Upgrade lor A3000 (Acorn) £19
Stereo Speakers (mains powered) Irom £20
Sportster 14k4Fax/Modem (IncCbl) £149
Sportster28k8Fax/Modem (incCbl) £239
TVTu ith Trip I (CCA

RAM Upgrades
A3000 1-2Mb
A3000 2-4Mb

A3000 1-4Mb
A3010 1-2Mb
A3010 2-4Mb
A3010 1-4Mb
A3020/A4000 2-4Mb
A5000 2-4Mb
A5000 8Mb

£55
£90

£129
£45

£105
£145

£69
£89

£259

A3010 HOCb Hard Disc Multl-Podule

40Mb + User Port + 2 Slots £215
80Mb + User Port + 2 Slots £225
160Mb + User Port t 2 Slots £315
A3000 Internal IDE Hardcards
40Mb + User Port £175
80Mb * User Port £185
160Mb + User Port £275
Sec also top of page for other hard discs
Please call for SCSI Hard Di

canners/Digitisers
ScanLight Video 256 A5000/RiscPC £199
ScanLight Video 256 A3000-A4000 £205
Canon IX-4015 Colour SCSI Scanner £620
Vision24 Colour Digitiser Int £96/Ext £109

RiscOS 3.1 Upgrades
A300/A440 Series (inc carrier board) £97.88
A400/1. A3000. A540 Series (In stock) £75,75
BulkPack of ten upgrades £339.00
Please add £4 (Inc VAT) carriage to RiscOS

Printers (IncludeCable) | Application Software || Games Software
Canon BJ-1 Osx i

Canon BJ-200 !
Canon BJ-230 !
Canon BJC-600 Colour !
Canon BJC-4000 Colour !
HP LaserJet 4L4ppm(300dpi) £429
HP LaserJot 4P 4ppm (600dpi) £639
Add £40 to above nrlntors lor TurboDriv

Printer Consumables
BJ-10 Ink Oartndgo (BC-01)
BJ-200 Ink Cartridge (BC-02)
BJ-300 Ink Cartridge (BJI-642)
BJ-600 Black Cartndgo (BJI-201
BJ-600 Colour Cartridgo (BJI-201)
BJC-4000 BlackCartridgo (BCI-21Bk)
BJC-4000 Colour Cartridgo (BCI-21C)
BJC-4000 Fast Black Cartndge (BC-20) £28
BJ-800 Black Cartridgo (BJI-643) £16
BJ-800 Colour Cortridgo (BJI-643) £20
DeskJol500 Mono/Colour Cartndgo E2I/E23
EP-L Toner (LBP-4/HP LJIII)
HP 92274A Toner (HP LJ4L)
" ilt24 Mono/Colour Ribbon £7/£1

bcaamm
Acorn RISCOS3 PHM'S
Add £7 (Inc VAT) carriago for PRM'
Acorn 5th PRM covering RiscOS3.5
Acorn BBC Basic VI Guide
Acorn AASM Manual
ArtWorks MadeEasy (Dabs)
Benin's Guido to WIMP Prog
DTP on tho Archimedes (Sigma)
First steps In prog RiscOS (Sigma)
Gamo Maker's Manual (Sigma)
RiscOS 3 First Stops (Dabs)
Add C2 Cnrr to nhovo IC4 for Acorn

£99.00

I

£29.00

£19.95
£25.00
£14.95
£12.95
£12.95
£14.95

£14.95
£14.95

books)

>VAI to all prices
except books. Carriage Iroo in UK(excluding
remote areas) (oxcopt books), olsewhoro at
cost. Orders MUSTbo accompanied by a
phone number. Prices and spec's subject to
change without notificalion. Goods subject to
availability. Goods not ollered on trial basis.
Restockinp feeon non-faulty returns. Olficial

Irom educational institutes,
£3Q FSOE

g Hestocktng
I orders wefc

Where to Find Us

Advance (Acorn) £95
Advantage (Longman) £46
ArcFax (David Pilling) £28
ArcTerm7 (Serial Port) £58
ArtWorks (CC) £125
AudioWorks (CC) £45
Chameleon 2 (4Mation) £33
Complete Animator (IOTA) £99
Compression (CC) £34
DataPower (IOTA) £123
Desktop C v4 (Acorn) £178
Desktop Thesaurus (Beebug) £19
Digital Symphony (Oregan) £38
Eureka v2 (Longman) £93
FireWorkz (Colton) £95
Font FX (DataStore) £10
Graphics Loaders (CC) £42
Hard Disc Companion (Beebug) £45
Halchback (4Mation) £32
Home Accounts (Minerva) £28
Illusionist (Clares) £41
Image Outlincr (IOTA) £46
Impression Publisher (CC) £125
Impression Publisher Plus (CC) £289
Impression Style (CC) £79
MacFS /MacFS Lite (CC) £47 / £85
Magpie (Longman) £50
MasterFile III(Beebug) £45
Morpheus (Oregan) £28
Night Sky (Clares) £63
Notate (Longman) £54
PenDown Plus (Longman) £67
Personal Accounts (Apricole) £39
PholoDesk (SpaceTech) £157
PhotoTouch (Oregan) £68
Pin Point Junior (Longman) £25
Poster (4Mation) £74
ProArtisan 2 (Clares) £ 102
Render Bender v2 (Clares) £41
Rephorm (Oak) £47
Resultz (Colton) £75
Rhapsody (Clares) v2 £44 / v3 £75
S-Base2 Personal (Longman) (Offer) £99
Serenade (Clares) £84
ShapeFX (Datastore) £10
Sleuth (Beebug) £41
Snippet (4Mation) £32
SparkFS (Pilling) £21
Squirrel 2 Database (Dig Ser) £120
Superior Speech! £19
TouchType (IOTA) £38
TurboDrivers BJ. HP or Epson (CC) £42 each
Tween (Ace) £28
TypeStudio (Beebug) £43
Vector (4Matk>n) £75
WordWorks (CC) £36

(Coltonl £75

Air Supremacy (Supenor)
Arclurus (Oregan)
BatlleChess (Krisalis)
Birds ol War (4D) 2Mb
Black Angel (4D)
Blood Sport (Matt Black)
Break 147 & Superpool (4D)
Cannon Fodder (Krisalis)
Carnage Inc (4D)

Chaos Engine (Ronogado) £20
Champions (Krisalis) £22
-Includes Man Utd. J Khan Squash,
•Wld Class Loaderbrd &Boxing Mngr
Chocks 2 Compendium (4D) £24
Chopper Force (4D) £13
Chuck Rock (Krisalis) £10
The Crystal Maze (Sherston) £28
Cyber Chess (4D) £24
Cygnus Collection £20
• Incl Twin World, Iron Lord & Tower ol Babel
Diggers (Millenium) £22
Dune II(Eclipse) £28
Dungoon (4D) 2Mb £24
EliteGold Edilion(Hybnd) £28
Enter the Realm (4D) 2Mb £13
Fire & Ice (Renegade) £20
Flashback (US Gold) £22
Fun School 2/3/4 ea. (5. 5-7, >7) £17
GODS (Krisalis) £10
Granny's Garden (4Mation) £23
Haunted House (4D) 2Mb £18
Heimdall (Krisahs) 2Mb £13
Hero Quest (Krisalis) £22
James Pond (Krisalis) £10
James Pond 2 RoboCod (GAW) £20
Krisalis Collodion £22
-Includes. Mad Prof. Pipe'm, Terr* S Revel'n
K.V. (High Rise) £12
Lemmings (Krisalis) £19
Lemmings (or RiscPC (Krisalis) £22
Lemmings 2 Tribes (Kris) 2Mb £22
Lotus Turbo Chall 2 (Krisalis) £19
Magic Pockots (Renegade) £20
Magnetolds (Oregan) £22
Noddy'sPlaytime(J/Boan)2Mb £20
Oh No Moro Lemmings (Kris) £16
Pandora's Box (4D) £13
Play It again Sam 1 / 2 / 3 £19 ea.
Populous (Krisalis) £22
Premier Mangor (Gremlin) £18
Real McCoy 2/3/4 (4D> £24 ea.
Repton 3 / 4 (Superior) £19 ea.
Saloon Cars Doluxe(4D) £24
Scrabble (US Gold) £22
Sensiblo Soccer (Renegade) £20
Sim City (Krisalis) £26
Sim City 2000 (Krisalis) RiscPC only £30
Simon the Sorcerer (G/W) 2Mb £31
Small (Virgo) £19
Spoodball 2 (Krisalis) £20
Spheres ol Chaos (Malt Black) £19
Slarlighler 3000 (Fednel) £23
Stunt Racer 2000 (4D) £24
Stunt Racer 2000 Xtra Tracks (4D) £17
SWIV (Krisalis) £10
10/10 Software Series (4D) £18 each
- Early Essentials (<7yr). English (6-16yrs).
- French (8-16yrs). Junior Essentials (5-11yrs)
- Maths (Number) (6-16yrs), Malhs (Algebra)
• (6-16yrs). Maths (Statistics) (6-16yrs).
• Spoiling(<9yrs).Dnving Test
10/10 Dinosaurs (all ages) £10
Time Machine (40) £18
Virtual Goll (4D) 2Mb £24
Virtual Golf Augusta Course (4D) £13
Wollenstoin 3D (Powerslave) £23
Xenon 2 (Gameswaro) £19

Tel: 0161-474 0778 A
Authorised Acorn Dealer, Fax: 0161 474 0781, Email: inro@desktopp.demon.co.uk

Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park, Ford St, STOCKPORT. SK3 0BT FEB 95



Comms

Drawing the line
YOU may think it's odd to be
testing a graphics program on
the Comms page, but playing
with Gareth Boden's TrueANSl

has been such fun that I

thought you should know
about it. TrueANSl is an ANSI

screen editor for generating
BBS menus, diagrams, and
logos using ANSI graphics that
will surely impress your users.
Up to now, the best we had
was a PC program called The
Draw, which could only be
used in the PC Emulator.

Now here's a native RISC OS

desktop application that per
forms pretty well. There are
two modes of operation, text
and graphics, but the features
overlap; for instance, you can
flood fill with a character or

with a foreground or back
ground colour, or both. In text
mode you enter characters
from the keyboard, or from the
pop-up ANSI characters win
dow. In graphics mode, opera
tion is much like Paint, where

you click anywhere on screen
with the mouse button to turn

on pixels, or use the tools for
the various shapes.

Colours are chosen from

pop-up selectors on the win
dow edge. If you make a
mistake, then there's an undo
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A work of ANSI.

function key (F8 like in Edit)
which in operation is rather
frightening, as the screen goes
black for a second before

redrawing your work perfectly
but without the last step.

One of the star features of

Gareth's program is Intelligent
Line Drawing. As you drag the
mouse pointer, a line follows it
in your chosen style, and as
you change direction the cor
rect corner piece appears, and
if you meet up with another
line at right-angles, the pro
gram intelligently inserts an
appropriate junction character.

This is quite fascinating to
watch, almost like playing a
light-cycle game!

The program can save its
files in various formats includ

ing pure ANSI, ArcBBS and
Archiboard formats, and can
load text files with ANSI codes,
as well as its own internal file

format. TrueANSl is shareware

and I recommend that you
register - a snip at only £10 -
to receive full support and
updates. The unregistered ver
sion is downloadable from the

DDB, Arcade and The Plasma

Sphere BBS: don't miss it!

Graphical RSDFS offers network style
A NEW file transfer system
for bulletin boards and small

networks is being developed
by Chris Claydon of ARMed
Forces Software that could

revolutionise the way BBS
users upload and download
files. RSDFS, or Remote Serial

Disc Filing System, is a RISC
OS Filer-based system that can
be run alongside the traditional
ANSI graphic and command
line method of controlling file
transfer via the computer's
serial port.

In use, RSDFS makes the

host BBS's entire filebase

appear simply as a hard disc
icon on the desktop of each
BBS user's machine, and you
can open directory viewers and
drag files from these into local

Filer window.s on your own
machine just as easily as copy
ing files from one's own hard
disc to a floppy.

The BBS server software

allows up to five users to
access the disc drives of a bul

letin board simultaneously, via
a BBS 'door' interface. The

system allows for access to be
restricted, and the Sysop can
monitor activity. The client, or
slave software is freely avail
able from the BBS to its users,
and takes the place of an exist
ing terminal program.

I have tried out the develop
ment system that is running on
The Digital Databank BBS, and
it looks promising. There is a
time penalty while download
ing, since transfer is only

taking place at the speed of
your modem, but the way that
the RSDFS system integrates
into the normal RISC OS Filer

is very neat.
I do feel however, that while

this system admirably reduces
the need for users to learn

another file transfer system, it
can de-personalise the way
Bulletin Boards work. Using
RSDFS, you don't need to read
anything, or communicate with
anyone during your call.

Most Sysops do not run a
BBS just as a source of free
software waiting to be
plundered, but as a forum for
discussion and a meeting place
for exchange of ideas, and as a
way to make new friends. I
want it to stay like that.

Birthday bank
The Digital Databank BBS in
Welwyn Garden City has just

celebrated its second anniversary
of operation, and Sysop John
Stonier has given the BBS a birth
day present of another phone line,

bringing its complement up to
three. All lines are 24-hour access

at all speeds from 300-14400bps.

The DigitalDatabank
Tel: (01707) 323531 - 2 lines

(01707) 329306 -1 line

Shack BBS
Jonathan Bradytells me of a new
Acorn system called Shack BBS, run

at Birkenhead School on the Wir-

ral, Merseyside.It has free access
and is run by pupilsand their IT
teacher Mr Davies. Shack BBS runs

Archiboard software on an 8Mb

AcornA310,which also runs appli
cations for the school network,

and the modem supports speeds

up to 14400bps. Jonathan would

like to encourage more people to

use it, so give Shack a call: ifs on
24 hours a day.

Shack BBS

Tel: 0151-652 3353

Kaz out Steve in
Following the recent election for
moderator of the ARCHIMEDES

Fido Echo, the incumbent Kaz

Dunkley has stepped down and

the winner is...Steve Pursey, Sysop
of Arctic BBS,that 'other* BBSin

London.We thank Kazfor her past

efforts and wish the new Modera

tor well. His job is to ensure that
the writers' message subjects stay
on topic, which is Acorn's 32-bit

technology. Steve has also just
added another line to Arctic BBS,

presumablyso that he cankeep
closer tabs on the ARCHIMEDES

echo!

Arctic BBS

Tel: 0181-903 1308/1309

Contacting me
You can contact the Comms page
by writing to me, David Dadeat
Acorn User, IDG Media, Media

House, Adlington Park, Maccles
field SK10 4NP, or by e-mailto:
DaviD@arcade.demon.co.uk,

Netmail to DaviD Dade

FidoNet#2:254/27.0, or mail #2 on

Arcade BBS on 0181-654 2212.
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IRephorm takes two sprites ofanysize and
allows a morph to te generated between
them. You simply identify a number ofkey
control poinls on the start sprite and
reposition them to similar places ontheend
sprite. Rcphomi calculates so quickly that
the effects of repositioning control points
can be seen in real time as youdrag them!
All calculations are performed in the
background so Rephorm never stops the
machine from multitasking. The user
interface lias teen widely acclaimed forteth
its simplicity and its versatility. The morph
canbe displayed on screen, saved to disc as
either anAce Film oranAcom Replay file, or
individual frames or groups of frames may
besaved assprites.

Since its launch last year, several extra
features have teen implemented. Chief
among these is Object linking and
embedding (OLE). Control-double-clicking
on any sprite within Rcphomi will
automatically transfer it into 'Paint (or
another painting package) for editing. Saving
the edited sprite from IPaint will instantly
transfer the sprite back into Rephorm, which
will then recalculate the effects of the

change.

Rephorm has always supported the 16 and
32bitsprite file formats for the new Rise PC,
but a new utility, JUnClear, allows the now
obsolete 'ClearFiles' to be convened into

sprites for usewith Rephorm. Another utility,
ISplitter, will split a SpriteFile containing a
number ofsprites intoindividual sprites.

As well as being able to produce morphs
anddistortions ofimages, Rephorm can also
produce video style special effects such as
fades and wipes. These are useful for those
people creating and editing Acom Replay
films, providing interesting ways to join two
clips together.

Rephorm costs £50
Upgrades to version 1.04 £15

H mML

Rephorm
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Having enjoyed considerable success as
both astand alone application, andaspanof
Design Processor, OakPCB has recently
undergone itsfirst major revision to l>ecome
OakPCB II.

Thechanges made liave beengenerated asa
result of user feedback, and also to take
advantage of the improvements which have
been made tothe operating system since the
application was launched under RISC OS 2.

As ever, the user
interface to OakPCB

is based very closely
on IDraw, and users

familiar with that

package will find no
difficulty ingetting to
grips with the
business of creating
and editing both
schematic diagrams
and printed circuit
board layouts.
OakPCB can handle

anything from simple
single layer boards all
theway up to 4 layer. Compreheasive (and
extendable) libraries areprovided for both
PCB and schematic work.

By default, OakPCB aligns tracks in
multiples of 45°, although this feature can
now be turned off to allow tracks to be

placed at any angle if required. Visual
feedback is given whilst in this mode and
when editing tracks, so that the tracks
change colour when they arealigned at 45°
intervals.

A new utility called PCBDrill is supplied
which allows circuit boards to be drilled

automatically on the Roland CAMM 2 and
CAMM 3, and also on Boxford milling
machines. Oak PCB II runs on all RISC OS

computers including the new Rise PC, It
outputs to Plotters and RISC OS printer
drivers via Draw Print &Plot (supplied).

OakPCB II costs £70

Upgrades cost £35

^fl-Ha.'maM-czzra

Apollonius PDT isa fully parametric 2D CAD
environment However the user interface

differs considerably from conventional
wisdom. Normally CAD packages are
cluttered with an abundance of methods for

drawing each type of object. For example
the circle tool will have variants such as

Centre/Circumference, Centre/Radius,

Radius/Tangent to2objects, Three point etc.
With Apollonius PDT there isonly oneCircle
tool, but the interface is sufficiently
intelligent to know what type of circle you
aretrying tobuild bywhich objects you click
on. Indeed the numter of options is larger
than inmost CAD packages.

Other noticeable differences are the

apparent lack ofshort line segments and arc
tools. Both of these are instead replaced by

an 'intelligent pencil'
which allows the

draughtsperson to
draw round the

relevant parts of
construction lines in

onequick operation.

SOLUTIONS Being parametric, the
package allows the
designer to answer
"what if questions
very rapidly. The
whole drawing will be
recalculated and

redrawn as you
change the positions

or sizes of key objects, or even the
geometrical relationships between them, by
simply dragging anyitem around thescreen.

Altogether, Apollonius represents a radical
newway ofdoing CAD. Itmakes itpossible
to create clear, flexible, accurate designs,
with the minimum of training. The amateur
user benefits from theamazing ease of use,
while the professional benefits by its
unrivalled parametric power.

Apollonius PDT costs £150
Upgrades from WorraCAD and
Oak PDT £75

Dial House Chapel Street
Halton Leeds LS15 7RN

Tel: 0532 326992Fax:

0532 326993
Prices shown include P&Pbin exclude VAT
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Genesis Professional and Project are the
successors to Genesis II and Genesis Plus

and feature greater power, speed, and ease
of use. The Genesis menu structure has teen

simplified by using dialogue toxes to alter
thestyle of frames andpages. Master pages
can now te created and added to a library.
Application creation and editing lias teen
eased bydie introduction of 'Object Linking
and Embedding'.

New data types have teen incorporated into
Genesis, which now supports Artworks,
Replay, Windows .BMP and .WAV files.
Predefined control buttons can te added to

Euclid, Film, Replay andSound frames. A24
bit colour model is used throughout and
Genesis can handle die new 15 and 24 bit

Sprites. The speed at which Genesis pages
loadhasalsoteen increased significantly.

Genesis Professional provides support for
Laservision players andfor CD. Its powerful
Script language lias lieen extended with a
host of new keywords and now supports
global variables.

Genesis Project is a friendly multimedia
authoring system which provides sufficient
power tosatisfy dieeveryday needs of most
users. Applicatioas authored using Genesis
Project are, of course, fully compatible with
Genesis Professional so that they can te
used as the basis for more complex work.
Genesis Project differs from Professional in
two significant ways. There is no access to
the script programming language, and die
overall program structure is simplified with
fewer menu options anda reduced range of
linking tools. This makes Genesis Project
lessdaunting to the novice userdian itsbig
brother, whilst allowing progression to
Genesis Professionalat a later date.

Upgrades are available from all previous
versions of Genesis (including Learning
Curve), telephone for details.

Genesis Professional costs £120

Genesis Projectcosts £50

1.1 jrnrili and Acorn Replay .^J
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Pretty in print
ACORNS have been in use,
very successfully, for the past
few months putting together a
new weekly newspaper for
Liverpool, The Prescot Cham
pion. It's interesting that it's
been kept comparatively quiet
until now, but of course I'm
not one to criticise Acorn's

publicity machine.
The weekly paper is full

colour and the 50-or-so pages
are delivered to around

113,000 homes. Both editorial
and production takes place on
a collection of nine Rise PCs.

The editorial team had to be

weaned off the Macs that they
had used prior to working for
The Prescot Champion, a pro
cess which took a couple of
hours for each team member,
and none of them have looked

back since. The MD of the

company responsible for the
paper's production, Simon
Birtwistle, says he's had no
complaints from his team, who
are all quite happy using
Acorns and are amazed at the

improvements that drag and
drop editing offers.

They are also frequently
amazed at the speed of the
machines and just what you
can achieve on a fairly small
9Mb system, considering the
huge chunks many Mac users
require for similar work.

The paste up is done essen
tially on two machines, with
both adverts and editorial

being sourced from other
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Hold the front page...

machines. The paper is split
approximately 50:50 adverts to
editorial, and all of it is pro
duced on networked Acorns.

Pages are proofed on a Calli-
graph A3 printer and separa
tions are then sent to the Ps &

Qs bureau in Liverpool. As
Birtwistle says the bureau has
been extremely helpful - at
least one refused to take pages
from anything other than a
Mac - and though there have
been problems, the bureau has
persevered.

A couple of other A4 lasers
and a colour inkjet also pro
duce proofs, with Syquest
devices providing backups and
files for the bureau. A Nikon

Coolscan is used to scan in

photos direct from the
negatives or slides: 'Our

Adverts are also produced on the Acorn.

photographer doesn't have to
use prints,' says Simon.

A variety of software is
used, including the ubiquitous
ArtWorks and Publisher, along
with Eureka for book keeping.
Interestingly, the humble Draw
is used for most of the adverts.

The cost advantages of using
Acorns, while important, wer
en't the main reason for

choosing them. Birtwistle has
been using Acorns since the
BBC micro, and indeed he used
Beebs to drive typesetters for
adverts in a previous publish
ing venture Merseymart,
Liverpools largest newspaper.
Progressing to Arcs was there
fore 'completely natural'.

Though Simon has plenty of
praise for the machines, he
also points out some of their
problems. 'We've crashed
some of the biggest typesetters
in the country, repeatedly,' he
says, 'because of problems in
the way the Arc sends embed
ded fonts to them.'

The bureau says it's sur
prised more people don't use
Acorns for publishing. Despite
the problems they've had they
say 'the machines have got it
95 per cent right, it's that last
5% that lets them down'. The

problems the bureau is having
are very similar to the prob
lems it had with the Apple
when it first ventured into pub
lishing some ten years ago.

Perhaps someone at Acorn
could take note. However, it's
a definite success story.

Quicker and quicker
Another incarnation of Computer
Concepts' super-fast TurboDrivers
has recently been launched. The

new version,Version 4, is fully
compatible with the Acorn Printer

Manager and the RisePC. Anyone

who wants to upgrade cando so
for £10.

Computer Concepts

Tel: (01442) 63933

What's in a frame?
Several people have spotted a
slight problem with frame borders

in Publisher. The problem involves

getting frame bordersto mitre
properly at the corners.

It's most pronounced when

using plain lines since they don't

join properlyat the corners. This
arises from a mismatch between

the very general code that handles
imported framesand the RIP (ras
ter image process) which turns
these lines into dots on the page.
It's difficult to solve the problem

or predict when it will occur,but

tweaking the frame in Draw can
help in many cases.

Ultimately the best cure is to

use a different frame in which it is

either less obvious or doesn't

occur. So much for high tech
solutions, eh.

Small is beautiful?
There aren't that many advantages
to being in a smallmarketplace
like the Acorn scene - at least,

there aren't when it comes to

hunting down realbargains- but
listen to this.

The rather excellent Bitfolioclip
art collection from LOOK Systems

is an Acorn conversion of the

popular cross-platform Bitfolio
collection. Imagine my horror at
finding the PC version listed at five
times its Acorn price. Ican only

assume that because of the size of

the Acorn market, licensing isn't
boosting prices in quite the same

way for Acorn users.

Contacting me
You can contact the DTP page by

writing to me, Steve Powell at

Acorn User, IDGMedia, Media

House, Adlington Park,Maccles
field SK10 4NP, or by e-mailto:
steve@acornusr.demon.co.uk
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Look THE Datafile CDs
Our first CD ROM
is now even better

THE

|p Da\afile

• 475megs in fully archived files
• That's in excess of800 megs un-archived

Thumbnails for each Clip Art Archive
• The full version ofProject Gutenburg. March 94

• All the latest PD & shareware releases • Interactive database
• Fractals • Games Demos • GIF files • Educational software

• Clip Art • Comms • Demos • Pocket Book software • Games
• JPEGs adult files removed!! • Midi files • Databases • Sillies
• Strackers, Symphony & Coco files • Pin Board Apps • DTP
• Red Dwarf demos • Utilities • Font Tools • lEarthmap • /7eX

• All files RISC PC compatible £36 fully inclusive.
Upgrade from PDCD-1 Issue 1 only £10 plus your old disk.

PDCD-2 is 99% RISC PC compatible
Over 400 megs of software. Much of this is archived to make
disc access much faster and gives you a lot more for your
money. Complete with a printed catalogue
Clip Art - Books - Educational Software - Demos - Samples

Music - Utilities - Morphs - Graphics - Games - Fractals -
Animation - plus much more

All this for only £33 fully inclusive.

DoXcxfileCatalogue disc number 23
Supplied on twin DD discs or a single HD disc. Full details on our 1 300 discs
with full descriptions. Paper free, just send your order to us on disc using our

!Ordering application it's easy. We also fill up your discs with random files if
a disc has more than 8k free. Send £1.50 in stamps and state DD or HD.

71 Anson Road, Locking
Tel01934 823005 Weston-Super-Mare, Avon fax 01934 823005

BS24 7DQ



Public Domain

Probably the best disc
cataloguer on the scene

DiscTrack choices

Text output

|Just disc naces
[/Don't print {Application contents
[/Dashed line between discs

Colours

Disc list Hi 1 ||
Browser •• 11|

DiscTrack
Purpose

Author

Version

Owner

About this proqran

Default

Save

Cancel

OK

Keeping track o( discs

Ainsley Pereira ELSTROM
Software1.00(27-Jul-94)

Demo Version

THE PD scene is awash with a

whole range of disc catalogue
programs which all seem to be
a lot of hassle to use. For

tunately, Ainsley Pereira has
broken this trend with his new

DiscTrack program. DiscTrack
is a standard card-style data
base that holds the details of

your disc collection, enabling
good organisation and searches
for mislaid files to be made.

Cataloging your discs is as
simple as inserting each floppy
into your disc drive and click
ing select on the DiscTrack's
icon. DiscTrack automatically
records the file details and

directory tree and stores the
data in a DiscTrack file format,
which can also be output as
raw text. Optional features
include a setting that re-names
your discs as you record them,
to neaten up your collection.

The browse facilities are

basic but very straightforward,
allowing each disc to be dis
played with a full directory
tree. An additional list window

allows simple searching and
editing on disc names.

As I've already mentioned,

UT191

Free!

Record

Prev I lid w Fast c I1760K

DiscTrack in operation.

so many of these programs
seem so over complicated that
you just can't be bothered to
use them. DiscTrack has all the

features you need and yet lets
you get the job done without
any messing around.

The real beauty of this pro
gram is the ability to scan your
hard disc, allowing file
searches from memory that are
practically instant when com
pared with a real time scan. If

you're keen on keeping an
orderly collection of floppy
discs, DiscTrack comes highly
reccomended. The program is
shareware and can be obtained

for a registration fee of £10
from: Ainsley Pereira, Disc-
Track Registration, 'Al Sirat',
Chapel Road, Swanmore,
Southampton S032 2QA. A
cut-down demonstration ver

sion is available on the APDL's

latest subscription disc.

Shareware: is it really the best way
forward for the PD scene?
IN conjunction with my comments on the future
of the Public Domain elsewhere in this

magazine, I'd like to say a bit more about share
ware software. Despite a steady increase in the
amount of shareware software available, the
relative success of this form of PD has not really
come about.

I would argue that the overall standard of PD
has improved over the last year, so a move
towards shareware as opposed to freeware is
warranted. But despite shareware programs
featuring among the list of some of the most
popular PD titles available, registration returns
have not been very high.

Many PD traditionalists would argue that true
shareware, by which I mean non-cut-down
programs which use only pleas and a loading
banner to persuade you to register, are the only
real way forward. In an ideal world I would

agree: it's great to try a piece of software before
you buy. How many commercial packages
would you have thrown away after some trial
use if you hadn't just forked out wads of dosh
for them? The only snag with all this is that most
people just don't bother to register.

As much as I hate to admit it, this leaves the
only choice of cutting down shareware programs
to produce freeware demonstrations, with the
authors providing the full program on registra
tion. Of course this doesn't really encourage the
user to spend his cash unless they really love the
demo in the first place. It's a Catch 22 situation
that currently divides shareware authors.

In theory, shareware is such a great idea, but
without a change of attitude from the users it
will only ever be quoted in optimisic predictions.
If you have any views on shareware as an author
or user, please get in touch at the usual address.

APDL CD
Hot on the heels of The Datafile's

latest CDrelease (see review on

page 73) comes a new collection of

CD-based publicdomain material
from the APDLInsteadof being a
general 'half a libraryon a disc'

release, the new CD is filled ent

irely with clip art. Most of the
graphics are in Draw and sprite

format with about fifty megs of

ArtWorks files. The disc is a bar

gain for only £28, with money-

back price reductions for anyone
who has already bought some of
the clip art on floppy disc

Zap udpate
Regular readersof this columnwill
know that Iswear by Dominic
Symes' file editor, which has just
reachedversion 1.2.CurrentZap
users should get hold of this new

version which contains many new
features and updates, from the

user-definable menu structure to

the re-written (and much faster)

search facilities. Anyone who has

not yet heard of this most useful
program should obtain a copy

now, and consign Editto its por

tion of ROM for ever. Zap is on disc

UT74 from The Datafile.

DoodlePad
A range of somewhat unusual but
potentially handy programscanbe
found on the APDL December '94

subs disc,the most interesting of
which isThe Flying Pig's Doodle-
Padprogram. DoodlePadtakes
over the RISC OS 3 backdrop and
provides you with a handy sketch

and message pad. Holding down

Select over the backdrop makes

the pointer act as a pen, with the

Adjust key working as a rubber.
When you quit the program, it
saves your scribbles to discand re
loads them next time you re-start
the program, making it ideal for
inclusion in your boot-up

sequence.

Contacting me
You can contact the Public Domain

page by writing to me, Paul Whea-
tley at Acorn User, IDG Media,

Media House, Adiington Park, Mac

clesfield SK104NP,or by e-mail to:
quantum@digibank.demon.co.uk
or on-line on the Arcade BBS.
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UPGRADING YOUR COMPUTER?
SCANFLAT

from £139
Open up the world of

multimedia and breathtaking
graphics with a CD-ROM.

Speed options 2x (300kb/sec)
to 4x (600kb/sec).

HARD DISCS

£TBA

A unique product that replaces

your mouse, ideal for art and

Computer Aided Design work.

Available for Acorn and PC.

ERGO KEYBOARD

from £180

A smart alternative to other

storage media, these
removable drives can store up

to 270Mb, ideal for multimedia
and DTP work.

SCSI DISC SHARE

from £65

High performance interfaces

designed to connect Acorn

computers to hard discs, CD-

ROMS, scanners, printers etc.

Ore Trading Estate, Woodbridge Road,
Framlmgham, Suffolk IP13 9LL
HH1 •••^H

Flat bed SCSI scanner

Fits all Acorn computers withSCSI interface
ImageMaster software included
Fast Scanning speed - 3.6ms per line
Twain compliant

• Supplied with Acorn Driver
• Choice of SCSI or IDE interface

• Free headphones, Photoview & Audioplay
• Compatible with Kodak Photo CD
• Internally or externally housed

2.5" or 3.5" sizes

Fast access of up to 8ms
20Mb to 2Gb capacity
Formatted and soak-tested

Interface may be required

Suitable for all Acorn computers
Menu & select buttons on pen
Instant response time
Three colour aluminum or plastic casing
National Curriculum "input device"

Built in wrist support
Tested to 30 million operations
Quiet, tactile and curved low profile keys
Full two year guarantee
International versions available

£44

Scanflat offers high quality
scanning of photographs,
artwork or text at up to
600 dpi, capturing 16.78

million colours.

CD-ROM

£3

From £99

A range of ultra fast hard discs

that come with up to a five year

guarantee, up to two Gigabytes,

with a choice of SCSI or IDE.

LIGHT PEN

•s
£99

A PC style keyboard for Acorn
computers, with modern

ergonomic features and the
MEDE keyboard mouse

emulation.

SYQUEST REMOVABLE DRIVES

3.5" 105/270 Mb capacity
5.25" 200 Mb capacity
SCSI or IDE interfaces

Programmable power saving modes
Internal or externally housed

Suitable for all Acorn computers
Easy to use and manage
Share CD ROMs, scanners and printers
The fastest disk sharing system
Plug-in and go installation

from £199 per station
A proven, simple, low cost

solution for connecting up to
six Acorn computers to a hard

drive to share both applications
and resources.

IDE AND SCSI INTERFACES

Designers of interfaces since 1988
Connect your computer to hard drives etc
Up to seven devices per interface (SCSI)
Available for all Acorn computers
Transfer rates of up to 4.5Mb/sec

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

Call for current price list. Delivery £8 for 3 day delivery, £ 10 for 24hr. Officialorders, credit cards, debit cards etc. accepted. Installation and training available.

Castle Technology has an ISO 9002 quality management system in place. Complete range of Acorn computers also available. All trademarks acknowledged. All prices exclude VAT. E&OE



Business
Disc help and support for
Fireworkz users
PIPELINE and ZLine are two

subscription magazine discs
for Pipedream and Fireworkz
users. For a fully inclusive
annual sum of £18, you will
receive quarterly a disc con
taining hints and tips about not
only Pipedream or Fireworkz,
but also about RISC OS.

Whether they are of any real
value to businesses is debat

able. But, what they do provide
is an interesting toy for when
you're bored.

Readers are encouraged to
contribute to the disc and, if
anything of theirs is published,
they get the cost of the disc
refunded.

ILine started in January,
which is a disc for Impression
Style and Publisher users.

This summer will see Fire-

Line being released. This will
cater for Windows users of

Fireworkz and Fireworkz Pro.
For four discs a year £18

might sound a little on the
expensive side, but they do
provide hours of interest on
your computer.

My only reservation about
these discs is that I feel they
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Asnippet from ZLine, the disc-based magazinefor users of Fireworkz. If,
likeme, you think the Fireworkz button bar looksa little tacky, you'll be
pleased that the brochure for Fireworkz Pro shows it in the same style as
the PC version of Fireworkz. So now the sole reason for buying a PC card
has gone (well, almost).

spend too much time talking
about RISC OS and other pro
grams rather than just sticking
with the program they are
supposed to be for.

That said, all the 'articles'
are in the format of the pro
gram they support (i.e. all the
files on the ZLine disc are

produced in Fireworkz, and
those on ILine in Impression).

As I've said, they do provide
hours of entertainment and will

appeal to all who are interested
in Acorn computers as well as
the packages they refer to.

Abacus Training
Tel/Fax: 01793 723347

Power PC or Rise PC: the business

machines of the future?
THE buzz-word of this decade is RISC. Apple
finally decided to use RISC processors last year
and their advertising department "forgot' that
Power Macs weren't the first cheap RISC
machines around.

But Power Macs are only half the story. IBM,
Motorola and Apple are now designing
something much, much more important: the
replacement for IBM-compatible PCs. Please note
that Microsoft is excluded from the three com

panies. IBM made the mistake of using, non-
exclusively, an operating system from Microsoft.
And it's suffered ever since.

Before you laugh at 'the replacement' it will
succeed and overthrow present PCs simply
because it will be the industry standard - it'll run
everything. That is, it'll run everything except
RISC OS, the world's best operating system (in
my humble opinion). So all your Window.s,

Macintosh and OS/2 programs will run, and
they'll run faster with the 'super-fast' Power PC
processor than with Intel chips.

So where does Acorn come into this? If, and 1

mean if, Acorn breaks its rule and actually
advertises on television it could seriously get
into business computing. In a couple of years
time everyone will be confused about what to
buy. This means that if Acorn promotes its
products, people will have an open mind and,
hopefully, choose them.

I foresee that Intel will go bankrupt within the
next ten years unless it dumps CISC and takes on
RISC. It's trying to cover up the fact that its
processors are over-engineered and prehistoric
by a sexy and expensive advertising campaign.
Did you know that you can fly to Paris with an
Intel Pentium processor fitted inside your PC?
Intel thinks you can.

Fireworkz line
spacing
When Ifirst got hold of a copy of
Colton's Fireworkz it took me

some time to work out how to

have Ocm space before a para

graph without the top and bottom

of the text being chopped off. This
is because Fireworkz, by default,

reserves a space at the top and
bottom of cells for a grid. To over
come this set the grid size to zero

in the paper dialogue box (this is
located in the Page menu).

Apricote Support
After my comment on paying for

user-support in the December

issue, Apricote Studios would like

to point out that it offers
unlimited free telephone support

to all users during office hours. In
addition, all their minor upgrades
are also free. However, this does

not apply if the upgrade includes
new manuals and a case.

ApricoteStudios
Tel/Fax: (01354) 680432

Picture thanks
I'd like to thank Paul Johnson, who

is part of the product support ser
vice for Enterprise Accounts.He's

responsible for the futuristic
screenshot of Enterprise in the

article starting on page 37.

Sensorium accounts
We were going to review Sen-

sorium's new budget accounting
package this month (see page 49

for a look at accountingsoftware),
but unfortunately it was not ready
in time. All that Ican tell you is
that it multi-tasks, is a full double-

entry book-keeping package and
will retail at £99 + VAT. It won't

have features like payroll,but
what do you expect for £99?

Sensorium Ltd

Tel:(01274) 820722

Contacting me
I'm always interested in companies

which use Acorns. You can contact

the Business page with all tips and
opinions by writing to me, Alex
Singleton at Acorn User, IDG

Media, Media House, Adiington
Park, MacclesfieldSK10 4NP,or by

e-mail to:

alex@acornusr.demon.co.uk
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UNLEASH THE ARTISTIC POTENTIAL

OF THE Acorn Rise PC

ProArtisan 24 is the latest development in the hugely successful Artisan series. Designed specifically for
the Acorn Rise PC, ProArtisan 24 exploits the enormous artistic potential offered by allowing the use of

16.7 million colours for image creation and display.

This means that the computerised tools provided, such as chalk, water colours and pastels, mimic their
natural counterparts very closely. Add to this ability to load Photo CD images in full 24 Bit colour and
what you have is an exceptional painting package for your Rise PC, with the added benefits of many

powerful image processing tools.

3
Acorn

A fact pack is available which includes a demo version of the software.

c
/1 \ \

APPROVED BY

Price £169.95 inc VAT

^ Upgrade from ProArt 2 or 2CD for just £49.95 inc VAT
Upgrade from any other art package (including Artisan Series) £85.00 inc VAT

BRINGS COLOUR TO LIFE

fe accept Access and Visa
andEducation orders.

Clares Micro Supplies, 98 Middlewich Road, Rodheath, Northwith, Cheshire CW9 7DA. Telephone: 01606 48511 Fax No: 01606 48512



Education
Ready-made datafiles
FOR as long as I can remem
ber, teachers have been asking
for ready-made datafdes. In
most cases, datafiles had to be
produced by the teachers them
selves, usually by getting hold
of an old electoral register and
copying the details about peo
ple who, in most cases, were
pushing up daisies long ago.
Now datafiles are coming thick
and fast from two leading sup
pliers in particular: Longman
Logotron and Anglia TV.
Designed to meet specific
areas of the NC, these are much
more than just datafiles. They
are complete resource packs
into which has been invested a

considerable amount of time

and effort, yet they are very
reasonably priced.

Anglia's latest are for use
with its Key series (KeyPlus,
KeyCalc and so on). Following
in the tracks of Lenses and

Light and The Civil War,
Anglia has just released In
Ancient Egyptian Times and
Lcidakh, the latter being a
study of life in a Tibetan com
munity. The packs come with a
disc and an A4 book. Each
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Coal production ^ nillion tons
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Britain since 1930

Readymade datafiles with a wealth of information in Pinpoint.

double page spread explains
one topic with teachers' notes
on the left and a student work

sheet on the right. The work
sheet is well presented and
gives some useful exercises
with the datafile.

Longman Logotron's packs
are for its Pinpoint and Junior
Pinpoint programs and once
again, the datafiles include a
very carefully and thoughtfully
produced book containing
some exercises. The latest

packs were created to support

the Landmarks series broadcast

by the BBC. The British Man
archs and Britain Since the

1930s are the first, with
Ancient Civilisations and

Weather and Climate to follow

later in the year. The book con
tains both notes for using
Pinpoint and activity sheets for
using the datafile. Datafile
packs are £12 each.

Longman Logotron
Tel: (01223) 425558

Anglia TV
Tel: (01603) 615151 x2445

A huff and a puff and
Information Technology

So why CD
on the PC?

SO the new National Curricu

lum Orders have now arrived. I

was mildly amused to find the
statement 'Pupils should be
given opportunities where
appropriate, to develop and
apply their IT capability in
their study of <subject>' which
appeared in all the orders
except PE. Does this mean that
PE cannot take advatage of
Information Technology other
than to use the computers as an
obstacle course? Surely some
mistake...

Using IT for the sake of it is
not to be recommended, but

only recently our Head of PE
came to me with a request to
use the IT rooms. His plan was
to get the students to take their
temperatures and pulse rate
and then go off for a run for a

couple of miles. When the
students returned huffing and
puffing, they took their tem
peratures and pulse rates every
five minutes and recorded

them.

Still huffing and puffing
they came to the IT rooms
where they entered their work
in a graphing program. The
resulting graphs of their
recovery rate were compared
to others in the group and they
then attempted to draw some
conclusions from their

findings.
Several Information Tech

nology attainment targets were
met, as were several from PE
and doubtless other subjects
too. Is this not what Informa

tion Technology should be
about?

I GUESS this is going to be
preaching to the converted and
is never going to be read by its
intended audience, but here
goes anyway.

Acorn claims lo be the

largest supplier of computers
to education: nine out of ten

schools in this country use
Acorn equipment, according to
the company's Education Busi
ness Unit.

There are more Acorns in

schools than any other compu
ter, we are told, so why do I
receive so many press releases
about CDs specifically aimed at
education (even to the point of
listing key stages and attain
ment targets fulfilled by the
products) which will only run
on a PC. Am I missing
something?

Education

Competition

ifJORNUSER

Top shop
I recently went into the new

Hemel Hempstead branch of Cal
culus (the multimedia store) and

was pleased to see an A3010com

puter in a prominent position,
together with a small selection of

software. Pretending to be compu
ter illiterate, I engaged a salesman
in a conversation about it. Most of

what I was told was accurate and,

most important, he didn't try to
steer me away from the Acorn
towards another computer.

Hedid insist on referring to a
floppy disc as a hard disc (presum
ably because the case of a 3.5in

floppy disc isn't floppy) and tried
to kid me that all PCprograms

would run via the DOS emulator.

Rather more disturbing was that
he implied that the computer was

£100 cheaper than anywhere else,

which is not the case.

OverallI'd give him6/10;a
much better performance than
Dixons where I was told not to

bother with this toy (0/10) and
Rumbelows where the poor old
A3010was languishing on the

bottom covered in dust. An assis

tant came and asked me if I

needed help but she didn't know

anything about computers. Iasked
her if she would find somebody
who did know something, but she
didn't seem to know of anybody

she could ask (1/10).

Welsh Arc
There is a large Acornfollowing in
Wales and for those who wish to

work in Welsh, MEU Cymru has

some useful, if not essential soft

ware. Illuminated CelticCapitals
featuring fish and fowl and Celtic
Patternswill ease the producion

of timeless designs with a Celtic
flavour. To be truly authentic,

you'll need the set of WelshFonts
that include accents on the Welsh

vowels y and w.
MEU Cymru

Tel: (01443) 841790/1

Contacting me
You can contact the Education

page by writing to me, Geoff
Preston at Acorn User, IDGMedia,

Media House, Adiington Park, Mac

clesfield SK10 4NP,or by e-mail to:
gpreston@arcade.demon.co.uk
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Furzefield House
Furzefield Road

Beaconsfield
Bucks., HP9 1PQ
UniiedKingdom

Tel.: (01404) 673222
Fax: (01494) 675878
Dala: (01494) 681711

Telex: 8367!"> Bril G

sale5@doggysft.demon.cr>.uk

Your gateway to the world ofcommunications

ermite
Whether you are a seasoned comms addict, or a bewildered
technophobe, you'11 find Termite the easiestway to get onto

the information superhighway. Termite is the ultimate in
terminal software, featuring all you need to access bulletin

boards around the world — including manyfeatures until now
unknown on Acorn computers. Termite is flexible, extendable,

and comprehensive (it even includes a full-featured off-line
mail reader package), and above all is very easy to use.

Termite Internet also includes all the software you need to
connect to the world's fastest growing network: the Internet.
Termite Internet does away with the arcane commands, and

makes the Internet accessible to everyone, through an intuitive
graphical interface.

Termite and Termite Internet are available in great value deals
including modems and subscriptions to the UK Internet provider

Demon Internet Services. You can simply plug-in and play!
Please complete the coupon below for more details.
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Prices:

Termite £49.95
With fast 14,400baudUSRobotics Sportster modem £189.95

Termite Internet £79.95
With fast 14,400baudUS Robotics Sportster modem £219.95

Termite is upgradable to Termite Internet forno more than thepricedifference.
Postage&packaging:£2 forsoftware,£5 for hardware.

-xS-

(^_J Please send further information about Termite, internet subscriptions, and software/hardware bundles. Ienclose astamp.

(^J) Please send a copy of Termite

QJ). Please send acopy of Termite Internet

Name

Address

Tel.

(^) With Sportster 14k4 modem Price
No VATrequired.
Remember to add p&p.

(^_J Ienclose a cheque/PO to 'DoggySoft'.

.) Please charge my credit card, brand

Expirydate



Networks
Faster network CD-ROMs
Version 2 of CD-Net by
Cumana was launched at the
BETT show, and registered
users will receive a free

upgrade in line with Cumana's
upgrade policy. CD-Net
enables CD-ROMs to be

exported over a network and
version 2 offers several addi

tional features as well as some

changes. The most obvious
change is that the key files
have now been dropped so that
any disc can be exported with
out the need for installing
software patches to enable
individual CD-ROMs to work.

The enhancements make

what is already a very fast pro
gram even faster. Additional
options include preventing
selected filetypes from being
exported, which is particularly
useful as large video clips like
Replay Hies, which will slow
down the system, can be prev
ented from being accessed

Tip of the
month
Change your password regu
larly. The easiest way to
achieve this is to press F12 and
enter:

PASS

then Return. Enter your current
password and press Return.
Then enter your new password
and press Return again.
WARNING! Be very careful to
type your new password cor
rectly. If you mis-type you'll
have great difficulty getting
back into your area.

Alternatively, ask your net
work manager to provide you
with a copy of NetPass which
is part of the Supen'isor suite
by The Advisory Unit. The
rules for passwords vary
depending on how your net
work manager has configured
the system, but to cover all
possibilities, the password
should be at least six charac

ters long, must not begin with
a number and may not contain
spaces or punctuation.
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Someof the dialogue boxes from the new version of CD-Net.

from any or all on-line discs.
Different discs can also be

given different primary and
secondary caches.

Probably the biggest change
is to the Ethernet drivers which

have been re-written, and this

Nucleus

server

Digital Services showed off its
new fileserver software at the

BETT show in January.
Intended as a replacement for
Level 4, Nucleus aims to over

come two limiting features.
First it eliminates the need for

Scrap to be present in each
user directory and secondly
improves transfer speed using
multi-threading algorithms
which stand up better under
heavy loads. The package
includes a network manage
ment program which can load
the password/user profile file
from Level 4, so enabling the
manager to retain the existing
user base.

Extensions to the basic

server software include the

facility to export CD-ROMs.
There are five price bands
reflecting the number of users
ranging from £199 for up to 10
users, £749 for up to 100 and
£1299 for 100-plus.

Digital Sen'ices
Tel: (01705) 210600

alone makes a significant dif
ference to the speed of CD-
Net. Access to PC discs is now

also supported, as is access to
remote CD-ROMs via Internet.

Cumana

Tel: (01483) 503121

E-mail at

last
After a long wait, there is at
last an e-mail application for
Acorn Ethernet Networks.

Not only will it cope with
internal e-mail, but can link
onto the Internet allowing
access to the outside world and

beyond. This will enable users
of networks to communicate

with users all over the world

without having to resort to the
rather convoluted method of

using Public Domain pro
grams, or bulletin boards with
access to the Internet.

Thoughtfully, Acorn has
provided the opportunity for
network managers to vet out
going mail, a feature which I
feel is a minimum requirement
for schools. With all the debate

about the introduction of the

Internet into schools, it's
important that pupils don't get
carried away with Internet
access and e-mail, to the detri
ment of other IT work.

Acorn Computers
Tel: (01223) 254254

The Network page
Welcome to the Network Page.
This new bi-monthly column will

cover items which will be of inter

est to network users and network

managers alike. I'll be calling on

software developers to give their

views as well as information about

new or improved network soft
ware and hardware.

Network Solutions
GaryStevenson, author of Level 4
and formerly of Oak Solutions, has

formed his own company, Net
work Solutions. All previous

network enquiries to Oak Solu

tions should now be made to

Network Solutions. Gary is concen

trating on hardware installation
but will also be developing some

network software. Best of luck

Gary,and watch this space!

Network Solutions

Tel: (01954) 212083

Econet to Ethernet
Many network programsdesigned
to run on Econet could not easily
be converted to Ethernet. One of

the most recent releases has been

SuperMon by XOB. Notso mucha
conversion as much as a complete

re-write, this software is essential

for the network manager. A full

review will follow.

XOB

Tel: (01307) 840364

TurboSpooler
ComputerConcepts' long-awaited
spooler printer driver for use with
its Laser Direct and Turbo Driver

systems is now ready. Itried the
spooler for the Turbo Driversway
back in September and that seems

to be working very well. The Laser

Direct part has been giving one or

two problems during develop

ment, but this too is now up and
running and is, Imust say, worth
the wait.

ComputerConcepts
Tel: (01442) 63933

Contacting me
You can contact the Networks

page by writing to me, Geoff
Preston at Acorn User, IDGMedia,

Media House, Adiington Park, Mac
clesfield SK10 4NP,or by e-mail to:
gpreston@arcade.demon.co.uk
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af owr Luton Showroom

Sunday 5th March 1995
from 10.00am to 4.30pm

In association with ComputerShopper & PC Direct.

See
W/c,
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Amongst our many exhibitors will be:

Acorn^ BOrifllUl Canon Lotus Qsorel

HM creative abbdphse Panasonic

WordPerfect EPSON gold disk
r-

BESSES Microsoft
+ Visio, Stac, Videologic, Hauppage and more.

It's a day out for the whole family - 'hands-on' opportunities for you to try out all the latest products in the
PC market: Seminars, Presentations and Demonstrations throughout the day for both the home and business
user (SOHO). There are exciting new games products and leisure software for the young-at-heart and, for the
first time, a special new Early Learning area for the children. Our technical and sales support team will be
there to assist and advise you on the best products for all your computing needs and representatives from a
host of leading computer companies will be on hand to answer your questions. Try it and then buy it - for the
young and old (and those in between) - it's fun, it's educational and it's FREE.

For business users, demonstrations will take place throughout the day for: Word-processing, Spreadsheet,
Accounts & Payroll softwares, and Aries Office Computer Systems will be available for hands-on evaluation.

Do not miss the unique opportuntiy to see the Aries PC based document processing system in action.

Some of the products on show and available forpurchase ♦ Printers ♦ Plotters ♦ Aries Notebooks ♦ Aries PC's
♦ Scanners ♦ Software ♦ Monitors ♦ MultiMedia ♦ Mice ♦ Books ♦ Education Products ♦ Psion ♦ Networks

Watford Electronics Ltd
Jessa House, Finway (off Dallow Road), Luton. LU1 1TR. Tel: (0582) 487777

Direction to Jessa House, Luton, from the Ml Motorway:
Exit off junction II of" theMl. If coming from theSouth, turn right at theroundabout (under the motorway) or from the North, turn immediate left.
At the first roundabout turn right. Pass"DO-IT-ALL" on your left. Overa bridge, acrossanotherroundabout. Youare now in Dallow Road. After
halfa mile, you pass BESTWAYS on your left. Finway is the first turning on the left. E&OESubject to change.



Cover disc Hi

Font directory demonstration LOOKSystems

THIS is a demonstration version of

LOOKSystems' font management system
for both RISC OS 2 and RISC OS 3. This

version has all the features of the full

package, but has a time limit on usage.
Before April 1995 the FontDir application
can only be used for 20 minutes at a time -
after that time, usage is limited to one
minute.

The Font Directory package consists of
two programs: FontDir and FontMgr.
Fonts are installed in partitions by Font
Mgr and are controlled by FontDir.

Installing fonts
The first thing that must be done is to
create a font partition. This is a file on disc
where your fonts will be stored, similar to
the archives in which programs are stored
on the cover disc. The partition can be on
any filing system - ADFS, SCSI, IDE, or
ArcFS, CFS or SparkFScompressed files -
though to be most useful it should pro
bably be on a hard disc, and certainly not a
volatile filing system like the RAM disc.

The partition is created by the FontMgr
application. When you run FontMgr, an
icon is placed on the left side of the icon
bar - along with the floppy disc and other
filing system icons. Clicking with the
Menu button on this icon will bring up a
menu; choose 'New partition' from the
'Partition' submenu. This will open a
dialogue box into which you can enter the
size and name of the font partition that you
wish to create. You can change the size
later, so for the moment you can guess at it
- say 800K. Once you have done this, drag
the font folder icon to the directory
window where you want to create the
partition, often the root directory of your
hard disc.

Once you have created a partition, a

Ifj v
New Partition

!Fonts OK |

Size: 2M|

fa" Mount on sight

Creatinga new partition in FontMgr.

FontListwindow will open showing
the currently installed fonts
on your system. These are
not yet installed in the parti
tion; they are available from
Acorn's font manager which
comes with RISC OS. Fonts

from this list can be selected

by clicking with Adjust, and
whole groups can be selected
by clicking on the directory
icon at the top of the font list.
Once you have selected the
fonts to install - probably all
of them - you should enter a
directory name in the second
window and click on 'Go' to

install the fonts. The direc

tory name is arbitrary, but
must be supplied as no fonts
can be installed in the root

directory of the partition. As
you build up your collection
of fonts, you may decide to
group them into directories The font window ofFonfD/r, allowing you toselect fonts in
called Acorn, EFF, Datafile individual weights and families.

a Base

d»H[] Benguiat Book
EHBenguiat Bold

Frutiger Mediun
Frutiger Mediun Oblique
Frutiger
Frutiger

£$

H Frutiger Bold
Frutiger Bold Oblique
Frutiger
Frutiger

Black

Black Oblique
Futura Mediun

Futura Mediun Italic

® m Futura Mediun Condensed

a Futura Light
Futura Light Italic

(frta Futura Light Condensed
wi Futura Book

Futura Book Italic

El Futura Bold

Futura Bold Italic

and FontCo or possibly SansSerif, Script
and so on.

To add more fonts to an existing
partition, choose 'Install fonts' from the
'Partition' submenu, then proceed as just
described. Alternatively, by clicking with
Select on the FontMgr icon on the icon bar
you will open a Filer-style window show
ing the directories in the partition. Font
families can be copied to and from one of
these directories in the usual way, and new
directories created.

The 'Partition size' entry on the
'Partition' submenu allows you to alter the
size of the font partition, which may
become necessary as you install more
fonts. You can also dismount, compact and
find the free space in partitions from the
icon bar menu.

Whenever you have altered a partition
you will need to re-compile the font tables
from the 'Compile tables' entry on the
'Partition' submenu. However, if you try to
quit FontMgr without rc-compiling the
font tables, it will warn you and give you a
chance to compile them. You should
always quit FontMgr when you have
finished with it, as the fonts in the partition
cannot be accessed while it it running.

Using FontDir
Once you have a font partition on your
hard disc, which fonts arc available can be
controlled by FontDir. Again, this appears
on the left side of the icon bar, and click
ing ' with Select will open a window
containing all the fonts in the partition.
These can be selected as individual fonts.

m

weights, families or entire directories. A
range of fonts may be selected by dragging
with the mouse. A selected list of fonts can

be installed with the tick icon or un-

installed with the cross icon. Installed

fonts are usually displayed in red.
A particular font can be displayed by

using the eye icon and then clicking on a
font in the font list. A document can be

scanned for fonts used within by dragging
it to the FontDir icon on the icon bar. This

works with most file formats, and will
cause FontDir to install the relevant fonts.

Shift-dragging will select the fonts but not
install them and Ctrl-dragging will un-
install any other fonts.

The full version of Font Directory is
available for £35 inc VAT. However, until
the end of March 1995, Acorn User
readers can buy it for just £20 by using this
voucher (or a photocopy).

FontDir voucher
This voucher entitles you to £15 off the RRP

of FontDir from LOOKSystems.
Only one voucher can be redeemed per
order, and vouchers cannot be used in

conjunction with any other offer, promotion

or discount. Vouchers can only be redeemed

directly from LOOKSystems before April
1995.

LOOKSystems

Address: 47 Goodhale Road,

Bowthorpe, Norwich NR5 9AY
Tel:(01603) 7482S3
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The Acorn User cover disc

Circuit Julian Robbins

CIRCUIT is a program for designing
circuit diagrams. These can then be
exported as Draw files for printing or in a
native file format for re-editing. A number
of different components - diodes, resistors,
capacitors and so on - can be used, and the
circuit can be labelled.

Upon running Circuit and clicking on
the Circuit icon on the icon bar, a window

opens with the Circuit tool bar. This
window is a grid onto which components
and connecting lines can be placed. These
both snap to the grid, so only need to be
placed roughly in the correct place on the
page. Text can be placed anywhere. The
size of the grid can be changed from the
menu.

There are five buttons on the Circuit

tool bar. The top two are concerned with
text entry. Clicking on the left hand button
will allow you to enter text into the
diagram. To delete text, click on the right
hand button on the tool bar and then click

over the text with Adjust.
The next button down from the text

DarkHorse

buttons is the component
entry button. Clicking on
this button will open a
window containing a
selection of components
in different orientations.

Click on the component
that you want to place and
then click with Select to

place it on the grid. While
you are placing it, the I
pointer changes shape to B
the component you are b££e-;'':
placing. -— ---—^

Remember that compo- The circuit desi9n
nents snap onto the grid, and so may not
be placed exactly where the pointer was.
However, this does mean that you need
only position components and lines into
roughly the correct place, and they snap
into place.

The next button down places lines and
operates in exactly the same way as the
component entry button. To remove lines
or components, click over them with

T

h

Tool Box

Text

Components

Lines

Clear All

A-|5.CoverDisc.Circuit.Examples.Circuit.ASTABLE 15

ASTABLE MULTI

VIBRATOR CIRCUIT
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DARKHORSE is one of those

nifty programs which puts up
interesting pictures on your
screen if you leave it alone for
long enough. Originally, this
was designed to prevent burn-
in on monitors, but these
days it is more a matter of
having something pretty
on the screen to look at

while you try to recover
from writer's block.

When run. DarkHorse

installs itself on the left of the

icon bar. Clicking on the icon
bar icon will open a window
from which you can configure
DarkHorsewith your choice of
screen saver and timeout.

DarkHorse is a Shareware

Kuldip SPardesi

program, which means that if
you wish to use it regularly,
you must register. Registration
costs £9, and cheques or postal
orders should be sent to Kuldip
S Pardesi, 50 Selborne Road,

IIford, Essex IG1 3AJ. Not
only does registration get

you a copy of Dark
Horse which you can

legitimately run on your
computer, but it also gets you
the full version of the program.

With the unregistered ver
sion - on the disc - any extra
screen savers which you add
will only work once, whereas
they can be added permanently
in the full version. Three

sample files are on the disc.

Article tie-ins Various authors

32

AS usual, several of the
archives on the disc contain

programs or files which tie in
with articles in the magazine:
• The C archive contains a pro
gram to accompany the C for
yourself tutorial.
• The DiscTrack program is
featured on the PD column.

The version on the disc is the

Freeware demo version and

not the full version which can

be obtained from Ainsley Per
eira, 'Al Sirat', Chapel Road,

Acorn User February1995

Swanmore, Southampton
SO322QAfor£10.
• The QandA and FAQ files are
described in Questions and
Answers.

• Gameliase accompanies the
GameOn! review.

• The DTPAids archive con

tains two helpful programs
described in the article on

using Impression for magazine
design and production.
• Starlnfo is, as ever, *INFO.
'Nul'fsaid.

:ov ,

window, with the tool bar.

Adjust - you can be editing either lines or
components at the time.

The entire grid can be cleared using the
bottom button on the tool bar. This clears

text as well as components.
Three ready-made circuits are provided

on the disc along with Circuit. These can
be found in the Examples directory on the
disc in the same archive as Circuit, and are
in both Draw and Circuit file format.

Disc problems?
OUR cover discs are tested

thoroughly at every stage of
production, but one or two
faulty discs may slip through.
If you suspect that you have a
faulty disc, check whether it
verifies by choosing 'Verify'
from the menu produced from
the floppy disc icon on the
icon bar.

If the disc does not verify,
then it is physically faulty and
should be returned to TIB, TIB
House, 11 Edward Street,
Bradford, Yorkshire BD4 7BH,
who will replace the disc free
of charge. Note that this
address has changed recently.

If it does verify, contact the
editorial office at Acorn User,

IDG Media, Media House,
Adiington Park, Macclesfield
SK10 4NP or telephone
(01625)878888.

While we do test all the pro
grams on the cover disc, we
are unable to try them on all
possible combinations of com
puter, hardware and software.
We try to support RISC OS 2,
but much of the software writ

ten for the disc does require
RISC OS 3.1 or above, as soft
ware writers are switching to
the new operating system. Do
let us know of any problems.

The Acorn User cover disc

has been checked for viruses

using Killer version 1.900
from Pineapple Software.

Note for techies and other menu-haters
At the suggestion of a number of people on the Usenet newsgroup

comp.sys.acorn, who were unhappy with the way that magazine cover
disc menus and de-archiving systems booted up automatically, there is

now a system variableto prevent the Acorn User menu system from
auto-booting. Ifyou use the following, normally in your boot sequence:

Set Magazine$Disc -noboot

the menu system will not automatically boot when the disc is first

accessed. You will then have to open the archives by Shift-double-
clicking on the relevant pseudo-application and double-clicking on the
archive file itself.

Youcan still run the menu programexplicitly by double-clicking on
it. Pleaselet us know if you experienceany problemswith this, as it has
not been possible to test it on all machine variations.
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RISC OS use os
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HOT CM Art

Featuring over 500 different outline fonts,
plusadditionalstyles. ThisROMis supplied
with a comprehensive font selection
application which displays full character
previews for all fonts on demand.

Users of EasyEont will also find a handy
linking option has been included to allow
all fontsto he installeddirectly.

Also included on the disc are a variety of
DTPfiles to allow users to easily obtain
hardcopies of thefonts, which arc shown in
severalformats.

FONT EMPORIUM £29.95 inc

JJom*o f&m

RISCOS

AVAILABLE SOON

Shareware '95 is the most comprehensive
Public Domain, Ereeware and Shareware
Acorn CD ROM complied to date.

It contains over 400Mb of RISC OS
software, from Image Manipulation and
International Map Creation, to Digital
Videoand Commercial Demonstrations.

SHAREWARE '95 £29.95 inc

More CD titles are coming soon from Zenta,
ifourfirstfew are not to you taste thenyou
maylikeus to add your name to our mailing
list for news of future interactive and
resource discs.

COLLECTION

No DTP user should be without the ClipAri
Collection. It contains around 2.500 RISC

OS draw formal clips, plus Artworks files,
and several thousand more mono sprite
clipart files.

Almost all subjects are covered, images
range from birds and animals, lo computers
and cartoons.

In total 500Mb of clipart is containedon the
disc, all of which is accessed using a
thumbnail clipart filing system. With rapid
and keywordsubject searchfacilities.

CLIPART COLLECTION £29.95 inc

RISC OS

DiqiTAl |

rrz
Masterpieces

The official Digital Symphony Collection,
complied in association with Oregan
Software Developments.

Well over 1000 music tracks are included on

the disc, enough to satisfy even the most
avid devotee. Pieces are arranged by their
music type, which include Classic, Piano,
Rave. Pop and Mood. Also on the disc are
several hundred samples for track creation.

SYMPHONY MASTERPIECES £29.95 inc

Zenta Multimedia

10 Ravenhtir.il Drive

BirminghamB43 7RS

Tel 021 358 3054 Fax. 021 358 5969
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easy
to understand

easy,to access
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difficult to ignore

That's what's unique about Longman Logotron.
We are incredibly difficult to ignore. We have

the solutions to meet all of your needs. We provide
not only valuefor money, but clear information
about which of our products will be of most benefit
to you. Products which are easy to use and save time,
all supplied with comprehensive but easy-to-read
documentation.

Happily, this approach means that teachers choose
us, time and time again. It's simply that we
understand what users reallywant.

So call our user-friendly
Helpline on 01223
425558, and ask for our

brand new catalogue, to
find out what we can

do for you in 1995.

124 Cambridge Science Park,
Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 4ZS

LOMGA4AN

LOGOTRON



As we move into the second half of this decade, the Acorn market is in an interesting
position. Will it continue to thrive as a niche-based affair, or will Acorn go the same way
as Atari and Commodore and become a victim of its own technological innovation?
Acorn User's experts have polished off their crystal balls for a look into the future of
Acorn and its machines, and it makes interesting reading...

However you look at it, the Acorn
market has come a long way in the

last few years. Looking back at the start of
this decade, Acorn User was running
stories on Acorn's new R140 UNIX work

station, a forthcoming fax card from
Computer Concepts, and a new operating
system, called RISC OS, to replace Arthur,
the rather embarrassing first OS for the
Archimedes.

Now we're talking about Rise PCs with
oodles of memory, CD-ROM drives, multi
ple processors, screen sizes and colour
ranges that were impossible five years ago,
and software powerful enough to enable
complete magazines to be constructed and
printed. It seems such a long time ago we
were wondering if we'd ever fill 4Mb of
RAM, but as any computer fan knows,
times change rapidly in this game.

The market has changed, too. The edu
cation sector, which has always been
Acorn's main money spinner, has been
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radically altered, with schools becoming
responsible for their purchases, rather than
local authorities. This has, in turn, posed
new challenges for Acorn's marketing
team - a job that has been likened to sell
ing meat pies at a vegetarian conference -
and has resulted in a number of interesting
trends, such as a number of companies
converting software for the lucrative PC
market, and the production of a forward-
looking and flexible computer system by
Acorn.

There are always dissenters, but I feel
the Acorn market has a future: this might
sound like a somewhat half-hearted thing
to say, especially for those who have
invested money in Acorn machines. But
this is surely the whole point; so many
companies have gone down the tubes
recently that survival and making money
are the main aims, and Acorn is doing both
(that is, if you ignore the latest sets of
results, which show a loss; this is partly

due to development costs of the Rise PC,
and partly due to the setting up of Online
Media).

Fair enough, it would be surprising if an
Acorn magazine was to sit down and have
a go at Acorn, just like Acorn Abuser used
to do every single month for years. But
over the last two years there has been a
kind of glasnost at Acom: the people who
matter have realised that good PR is not
just a good thing, it's vital; the mainstream
PC press is showing an interest in Acom
now that the Rise PC has arrived; and
products like Sibelius and Impression
Publisher are proving to the rest of the
computer world that Acom can compete,
and even beat the big boys.

You'll find the next five pages interest
ing, not least because there are some very
honest and controversial opinions voiced.
What will actually happen is hard to say,
but at least it will be interesting...

Mark Moxon

>
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Looking into the future

The outside world
1994 was a special year for
Acorn. After all it saw the

birth of Online Media and

the crucial success of the

Rise PC. 1995, however,
will be tough.

AH eyes will be on the Rise PC's new
486 PC-compatible plug-in card. The abil
ity to run PC software is the ultimate irony
for the maker of an independent computer
platform, but it might prove to be the long
term saviour of RISC OS and, more funda
mentally, Acorn itself.

Undoubtedly, people will buy Rise PCs
now because of the affordable option of PC
compatibility when, previously, they
would not. Hopefully, they will continue to
appreciate the relative merits of RISC OS
and be happy to exploit the best of both
worlds. There is a worrying trend by Acorn
third-party software developers towards
producing PC-versions of their RISC OS
offerings and, more seriously, this has
delayed or even ended the much-needed
development of native RISC OS
applications.

There are two reasons for this. First is

the absence of up-to-date RISC OS develop
ment tools, centred around the lack of a
top-class C++ compiler and the failure by
Acorn, so far, to reveal any radical

Graphics
ABOUT a year ago the
launch of the Rise PC prom
ised to revolutionise Acorn

machines in terms of hard

ware performance and
graphics capabilities. The software that has
subsequently evolved has made a definite
change to the Acorn platform's standing in
the world of computer graphics, changing
it from something of a tail-ender to, in
some ways, a world beater. And it seems
as if most of the exciting graphics develop
ments that will happen on the Acorn
platform will be happening on the Rise PC.

With the expected increase in processing
power in the future, users of currently-
available graphics software will be enjoy
ing two- to three-times speed improve
ments, and with the imminent arrival of
multi-processor technology, rendering and
fractal generation will become a far more
interactive, real-time process than it is
now. With five ARM700 chips on a co
processor board, we are looking at 250
MIPs processing power - more powerful
than mid-range Silicon Graphics worksta
tions. If Acorn third parties take this
opportunity and create ARM-optimised
software for 3D graphics then we have a
lot to look forward to. Eidos has already
seen the advantages that the Rise PC has to

development of RISC OS itself. Sec
ond is the fact that the potentially
lucrative PC market is hard to

ignore. In 1994 we saw little evi
dence of Acom answering these
problems, but 1995 should see a
change for the better.

One thing virtually guaranteed is
that Acorn will get much more of
the limelight with the Rise PC with
the 486 card, as the combination

will at last be recognised as a bona
fide PC by the mainstream computer
press. So, Acom will be provided
with an opportunity to publicise
RISC OS on the back of the 486.

While the Rise PC is a lovely
machine, which will be even lovelier with

faster ARMs, like 50MH/.+ ARM700S and

even the arrival of ARMSOO-series chips,
Acorn must deliver its less glamorous
A3010/3020/4000 and A4 portable
replacements in 1995. With the announce
ment of the computer-on-a-ehip ARM7500
evolution of the ARM250 late in 1994,
Acorn already has a key ingredient for new
lower cost desktop machines and up to
date power-efficient portables.

The job of making the Acorn world fit
into the PC world, with PC networking
compatibility and real DOS software

Multiple operating systems in one machine: the Rise PCcan
deliver such power.

compatibility, among other things, should
be completed in 1995. Buyers will, hope
fully, no longer have fundamental reasons
for rejecting Acorn computers. However,
in the longer term. Acorn has to make up
its mind whether or not it is going to main
tain the viability of RISC OS by investing
adequately in the development of that
operating system, as well as in the third
party software developers who continue to
support it. Otherwise, Acorn could simply
be forced to become just another PC
manufacturer.

Ian Burley

offer and its Optima
video editing software
should take the world

by storm with its real
time video compression
and editing systems.

In the area of 'repro'
graphics - that is pro
fessional photographies
input, manipulation and
imagesetting - we will
see, I hope, an increase
in the number of high-
end facilities in image
manipulation packages,
like those found in the

likes of Photoshop 3. If
the Acorn platform is
ever going to make a
stand, let alone sustain
a position as a serious alternative to the
Mac or PC, the development of packages
like DA's Picture, Photodesk and Studio 24
will be vital.

If the momentum continues to stay in
effect, the same enthusiastic drive that
resulted in the launch of all those excellent

photo retouching and art packages will
take Acorn graphics software to a level
that could not even be imagined twelve
months ago. Some of the things we can
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look forward to are object layering in the
bitmap packages, or even complete object-
based bitmap applications like the forth
coming Composition from Clares; 3D and
exotic stylistic effects like texture genera
tion; high frequency and stochastic
screening; dye sublimation printer drivers;
and broadcast quality digital video. A
veritable feast for the hungry graphics
enthusiast.

Jack Kreindler
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Looking into the future

Desktop publishing
THE DTP system of the
future will probably not
look that much different

from the innocuous grey
boxes of today. The moni

tors may get bigger and flatter, the boxes
sexier and the names sillier. No doubt the

letters PC will be engraved upon them all.
along with all the other acronyms, and the
continuing creep towards gigabytes of
storage and big chunks of memory will
probably continue, delivering as it does
better performance and higher-quality
output to all and sundry. Let's hope Acorn
sorts out its FileCore problems soon,
before the limit imposed on RISCOS media
becomes a serious embarrassment.

Assuming all goes to plan. 24Mb TIFFs
will no longer pose problems, thanks to
some nifty footwork by the operating
system. Client-based technologies like
OLE2 (if someone invents it for the Acorn)
will enable data import and export
between different platforms and packages.
Incompatibility will be a thing of the past;
at least, that's the idea.

CMYK will have been replaced by a new
six-ink process from Pantone which will
offer far better colour saturation and repro
duction. And perhaps the stocastic
screening system will be incorporated into

this to produce even better results, as it
currently does for very high end CMYK
separation work.

Colour proofing via dye sublimation and
colour laser printers will be affordable for
anyone, and 1200 or 2400dpi colour output
shouldn't be beyond the reach of anyone
with even moderately deep pockets.

Scanning and imaging should be
similarly enhanced, with infra red links to
import data straight from a digital camera
or camcorder - none of this 'print the
picture then scan it in' lark.

CD-ROMs will be replaced by media
with much larger storage capacity, and
physically smaller magneto-optical discs
will become much more popular, with their
faster access times of around I Mb/sec and

their ability to be written to. Perhaps the
1Gb floppy will also be with us.

Voice recognition will probably be part
of future operating systems, and even my
scrawl will be easily deciphered into text
by some form of handwriting recognition.
An array of parallel processors will let my
personal computer do everything at once,
and the hourglass will never appear.

Clip art libraries will become somewhat
eccentric since you will be able to source
just about every image ever taken directly
down your modem from the World Wide

Web. This will quite happily let you steal
frames from movies, copy Disney pictures
and access photo libraries on-line, for a
suitable fee of course. Connection will

probably be compulsory.
Connecting just about anything to your

machine will quite literally be a matter of
plugging it in; SCSI will be replaced by
Apple's latest 'standard' FireWire (also
known as SCSI 3). Perhaps there will
finally be some industry standards that
everyone actually conforms to, or perhaps
that's taking it just a bit too far: a PowerPC
card, perhaps?

Will there be a Virtual Reality DTP
environment for us to construct our pages
in? It's doubtful that this will be the case

for conventional printed media, which will
probably keep the current screen-based
paste-up approach. It is, however, much
more likely for the emerging electronic
publishing industry, which will do things
with multimedia and VR that can only be
imagined today.

Books will never be outdated, but I
suspect that far more publishing will be
on-line than is currently the case. Let's
hope Acorn will be there leading the pack
onto greater and better things: the hard
ware is certainly capable enough.

Steve Powell

Communications
HOW will the explosion of
communications technology
affect us in the next few

years? Will we still be
logging on to BBSs in five

years' time? Will the Internet remain free
and ungovemed, some would say
anarchic?

It's obvious that the Internet is already
becoming congested by the exponentially-
growing number of users. One way of
controlling this growth will undoubtedly
be to make many more services
subscription-based. As more information
providers realise the value of worldwide
access from the Internet and the potential
for income by subscription services, the
number of free services will dwindle as the

info-barons take over.

By the time the whole country has been
'wired' with high-speed optical fibre data
links, it will be hard to justify charging
varying rates for communication routes
between places within the UK. To enable a
cross-section of society to use this unstop
pable spreading web of superhighway
strands, the cost of using the system will
need to be kept low if the actual informa
tion retrieved is to be charged for. With
little difference in the equipment capacity
involved in making a short or long-
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distance call, the whole
country may become a
'local' call area.

Online services that are

on trial now will be com

monplace, such as Video
on Demand, Home Shop
ping, Interactive Video
games and so on. The
existing Internet can't cope
with all this, and will be
superseded by ATM data
highways with much
higher bandwidth. You will
probably be reading this
magazine online, with 'The
Simpsons' channel playing
in one comer of your desk- Acorn User onthe Web: could be, oneday...

World Wide Web Issue 25 February 1997 £3.95
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top, MTV - renamed MPEG TV perhaps -
playing in another, while you voice-click
through the Acorn User Web pages.

There will still be bulletin boards,

because there will still be enthusiasts to

run them and call them up, but we may
dispense with modems and use ISDN-style
links. With a pure data connection, it
would be easy to develop a cost-saving
protocol to disconnect and re-connect to
the BBS system between menu screens and
message reading to minimise online time.
File transfers will be much faster, with

uploading and downloading on writable
CD-ROM MiniDisc media for high-density
storage.

Will we be any happier with our high
speed ATM Web World though? 1 fear that
with fewer incentives to leave our homes

and interact with other real people, social
skills will suffer. To retain the art of con

versation, we'll need to keep up the
tradition of meeting up for a meal and a
chat, so you're all invited to the Arcade
BBS Millenium meet in the year 2000.

David Dade



Business
JUST over ten years ago,
using an Acorn in a business
was thought of as quite
respectable. At the time the
BBC micro was the most

widely used computer in small businesses
in the UK. No, this isn't the April issue -
the Beeb was the most widely used. Unfor
tunately Acorn slipped up in the second
half of the eighties and it has taken what
seems like eons for quality business soft
ware to appear. Fortunately the past few
years have compensated for that and, while
PC clones are used more in small busi

nesses, there are now only small gaps in
what Acorns can do.

What about the future? At the time of

writing, Colton Software was planning to
launch Fireworkz Pro at BETT '95. This is
the first truly integrated word processor,
database and spreadsheet in the world
(previously packages of this nature were
bolted together by a shell and relied
heavily on cutting and pasting and OLE).
But will this be the last in Colton's family
of 'Z' programs? Certainly not. There are
already rumours of Fireworkz 2 featuring
many user requests.

Apricote Studios will continue to update
its Prophet accounting package and, as
reported in last month's Acorn User, will

Looking into the future
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Could this be Enterprise Accountsin the not-too-distant future?

be releasing Prophet 2 at the Acorn User
Spring Show this April. Beyond that, Apri
cote is considering a VAT return program
for those who don't need an entire

accounting package.
I expect you've all heard of Quicken on

the PC but, just in case you haven't, it's a
fully-editable accounting package for
home and small business accounts.

Rumour has it that Apricote will have a
similar sort of package on a stand at the
Spring Show.

ACP certainly does have plans about its
software. Future features of Enterprise
include multi-currency accounting and
order processing, and a network version
should appear over the next few years in

the form of modules, making Enterprise
even more suitable for large companies.
Unfortunately there are no plans for Gantt
(bar) charts in ProjectlNG, ACP's project
management program, which is a criminal
shame. I can only hope that ACP changes it
mind.

One program I'd really like to see an
Acorn equivalent of is AutoRoute, a PC
package to work out the quickest route
between two places in Britain. The benefit,
however, is not only for yuppies with
portables, but also for families going on
holiday.

Things are looking up for Acorns in
business...

Alex Singleton

Public Domain
I BELIEVE very much that
the future of the Public

Domain scene is heading
towards more commercialis

ation as the trends of the last

year are continued. As I have higlighted in
the PD column over the last few months,
many of the smaller PD libraries are being
closed down or taken over by the bigger
players. In the short term this probably just
makes it easier for us, the users, to find the
PD we want from one or two libraries'

massive ranges of software, but as a con
tinuing situation, this trend will reduce the
diversity which is the life blood of PD
software. Fortunately we are still in the
hands of real PD enthusiasts like David

Holden and Dave McCartney of the APDL
and Datafile libraries, and without them I

fear we would be moving towards looking
at PD as a business proposition rather than
as an enthusiasts' hobby.

The profusion of CD releases highlighted
in the last few issues looks set to continue,

as the libraries discover a new way of bulk
selling PD to the user. This is in actual fact
a continuation of the trend I've discussed

above, but in this case it actually benefits
the user. PD-CDs arc great value for money
and look set to become an important fea
ture in the PD field as the CD-ROM format

becomes more

widespread and
popular.

Although the
advent of the Rise

PC has done little

as yet to affect the
PD scene, I think

that Acorn should

be making use of
both the great
talent and the

excellent software

found in the Pub

lic Domain. Amid

much discussion

about Acorn's

next moves on

RISC OS, I would
like to see many
of the ideas found

in PD programs to be incorporated in RISC
OS 4. RISC OS has to be one of the best

GUIs around but does contain the odd

omission, and the PD scene contains
ordinary users who write patches or utili
ties to fill these gaps. Why not add these
extra features to RISC OS 4, or at least
include some of these programs with what
is now a hard disc-only computer base?

On a final and perhaps optimistic note, I

PublicDomain on CD-ROM: one way forward, at least.

believe that shareware will gradually begin
to take a more important role in the market
place. Given the quality of a lot of the PD
software available, I would argue that most
commercial software (on all formats) is
vastly over-priced. Shareware could fight
this situation if both the software authors

and users were prepared to put more faith
in this medium.

Paul Wheatley
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Looking into the future

Portables
ALTHOUGH Acorn has

done an excellent job with
the Pocket Book, the lack of
development on the A4 has
left it seriously lagging

behind its PC and Mac rivals.

It goes without saying that there are a lot
of things that need improving on the A4,
especially after the launch of the Rise PC.
The development I await most eagerly is
that of better desktop links. It's all very
well having an A4 and a desktop machine,
but the only way to transfer data is via disc
or the rather slow RemoteFS. What Acorn

needs to do is create a docking system
where the portable's hard disc behaves as
another hard disc on the desktop machine
- a portable Access card would be a start...

Colour would also vastly improve the
A4 and make it much more marketable -

most new PC notepads have a colour
screen as standard and no longer have
mono versions. An internal fax modem

would also improve the A4 no end.
Although a modem can be connected to
the A4 it's a bit of a pain having to carry it
around in your pocket - the whole idea of
the A4 is portability!

Add to these suggestions a powerful
processor (perhaps the ARM7500), better
expansion facilities, plenty of memory, a

*INFO
PREDICTIONS? Well,
who knows really. Contribu
tors to #INFO have always
been full of surprises and
although we're occasionally

surprised at how awful a program is, we're
more often surprised at how cunning peo
ple are. We would hope that the steady
stream of splendid bits and pieces we've
had over the past couple of years will
continue and grow. No doubt there will be
plenty of 24-bit colour demos as Rise PCs
increase in population, and if past trends
continue, applications will get bigger and
more ambitious. Roll on the days of the
cover CD-ROM...

Anyway, here are my top five #INFO
predictions for the coming year...

O Jan Vibe will become president of
Denmark. The Danish flag will be replaced
by a series of 256 flags in slightly different
colours to be raised and lowered at '/50
second intervals.

© Jonathan Smythe-Cupola of Sutton-
on-the-Wold will supply a demonstration
of the little-known Kowczelski fractal. He

will write 'I am surprised that this fractal
has not been given the audience it
deserves'. The program will draw a small
brown patch in the bottom left comer of
the screen. It will take six days to do this.
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built in tracker ball and a stylish case and
Acom would have a brilliant notepad
computer. A reduction in price would be
nice too.

Acorn has only recently released the
excellent Pocket Book II, but I can already
think of a few features that would make it

even better. The first is a decent database.

Cards is all right if all you
want to do is store

addresses but what if you
want to sort or do complex
searches? You can't. This

problem becomes very
obvious in a school situa

tion as it dramatically
limits the levels obtainable

in the National Curriculum

data handling module.
The other feature I'd

really like to see is a more
integrated approach to the
software. Wouldn't it be

nice if you could import a
graph from Abacus into
Write or if you could easily
import your weekly diary
from Schedule into Write or

Cards to upload to the desktop?
Perhaps this is wishful thinking but still
it would be useful. Another development

© We will call Jean van Mourik 'Jan'

again by mistake. Jan Leeming will
receive a cheque for £5 following a com
puter error.

0 We will publish the world's first ani
mated 24-bit colour fractal demo. A month

later we'll publish a one-line 3D version.
© We receive twenty more letters begin

ning 'here is a utility I have found quite
useful'.

Dave Acton

The future? Thefuture? What about the
past?! Over the months we have mourned
many losses: the One Line Game, once a
bastion of the puzzle page, now a sadly
lamented memory. The One Page
Printer driver (for View) loading
at &400 and capable of.
goodness how many
bold, italic and

underlined characters

on a Shinwazi golf club printer.
How about all those double-

height text routines using only 50
bytes of code that page themselves in over
the tape loading code, or even ludicrously
cunning 6522 programming routines to
turn the l MHz bus into a omni-directional

SCSI3 compatible Ethernet?
We're talking about the days when you

urgently needed in the portable sector is
more hardware and software products from
third parties to kick start the portable sec
tor into action.

Is all this asking too much?
Mark Taylor

had to re-define the character set to make

some aliens, everyone knew the difference
between OSBYTE 200 and OSBYTE 229,
when page D was out of bounds, FFEO was
a magic number and people used bugs in
the hardware to copy-protect their games.
Oh yes, and what about completely indeci
pherable listings, not because they're
written in some namby-pamby language
like C, but because you only had 5K in
mode 2 to write an entire game. This was a
time when a one byte GCOL was enough:

who would ever want

more than 128 colours?

My computer used to
start up saying:
'BBC Computer
32K'; it now says
'34M'. Before we

had to drop the
eight-bit coverage
we were receiving

submissions that

really stretched the
good ol' Beeb to its

limits. Let's hope we
can continue this tradi

tion with some really
ground breaking programs

for ARM7S, VIDC20S and 34Mb.
Dave Lawrence
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Games
BOUGHT a CD-ROM?

Bought a double-speed
CD-ROM drive? You're

behind the times, mate.
We're all on triple-speed

now and it looks like games to take
advantage will be hitting the market in
time for next Christmas. Got a pair of
speakers to blast the sound through?
Stereo? You're behind the times again...
it's Dolby Surround now. Got a slow
machine? You should be ashamed... it's

60Mhz or forget it, son.
Frightening isn't it? All these updates,

clock speeds and accessories to play
games on, games that weren't even
dreamt of five years ago. To be honest
there are very few people out there with
the souped-up-to-the-gills type of
machine needed to achieve that 'virtual

reality' effect, but you can't help but feel
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you're missing out on something.

The Acorn market is a sheltered corner

of this fast-paced world, with games still
very much in their infancy, and Amiga
conversions and the odd PC clone to keep
us all happy. Admittedly, many of the
larger fish have started to produce first-
rate software for the Arc, and have even
taken time out to package it up nicely for
us, but it's still very much a lovingly-
created home-grown affair. I mean, try
attending a PC or Amiga show and then
telling me you spent ten minutes talking
to the programmer without an
appointment.

But what will happen with this Rise PC
revolution then? Will technology advance
so quickly again that we don't make the
most of what we have now? If more and

more people start on this downhill trend
towards upgrades, then neither the games
industry or the potential buyer will stop to
take advantage of present technology.

Looking into the future

Take a step sideways. Look at Sega
and Nintendo. You have to take your
hat off to these boys with their 'fast
food'-type games and machines. Let's
face it, the average gamer doesn't want
to sit down with a small town and nur

ture it to profit; he wants a trip to
fantasyland that needs skill, co-ordina
tion and maybe a tad of brain power.
This is where Sega and Nintendo step
in with new machines offering true
arcade-quality games that take your
breath away.

It all adds up to different machines.
One is for the kids to grow up on, with
Sega and Nintendo being the main
players; and then another, as the
emphasis swings to more serious mat
ters where it's the realm of the hard

drive and MHz. The word

'Edutainment' just won't be in the
dictionary.

Steve Atherton
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Education and networking
CRYSTAL-BALL gazing is
not one of my strong points,
and I've learned that in this

business predictions will
almost certainly prove to be

wildly off the mark, but here goes. Acorn
has established itself as the leading pro
vider of computers for education. My
concern is that this very laudable commit
ment appears to have been to the almost
total exclusion of other markets.

Because of Acorn's previous lack of
desire to push into other arenas in a way
similar to Apple, the two other main plat
forms (PC and Mac) now have a strangle
hold which I can't see being easily broken.
The result is that many authorities are now
installing computers into schools and
colleges that conform to the mythical
industry standard. Those in the 'industry'
(i.e. not in education) have seen the oppor
tunity and are now developing education
software for these platforms.

If you don't believe this is true, take a
look at the CD catalogues that are regularly
distributed to schools. With the exception
of Cumana and one or two others, most list
PC and Mac products, with only a passing
mention of Acom, if they're mentioned at
all. At least a couple of times each half
term, colleagues come to me with glossy
brochures extolling the virtues of the latest
CDs they've seen advertised for their sub
ject. 'Can we put this on the network
please' is the question one can usually see
coming from the other end of the corridor.
In almost all cases I have had to say, sorry,
it won't run on our system.

In fairness, some (but by no means all)

such CDs have been put together with little
or no consideration for the needs of our

school children and are obviously the
result of someone trying to make a quick
buck. Many, however are excellent
resources and ones which I would cer

tainly buy if I could run them. (I know that
they will run on the Rise PC with a PC
card, but that's no help if you're trying to
run them over an Acorn network compris
ing largely of A3020s.)

When people ask me which computer to
buy, my stock reply is, 'The one that runs
the software you want to run.' On that
basis, choosing an Acorn may be becom
ing more difficult.

Geoff Preston

PREDICTING the future of networks is

difficult, mainly because much of the
future is already here. But even so, this is
an area in which I predict there will be
very significant advances during the next
few years.

After several years of waiting for a suc
cessor to Econet, Acorn now has a viable
network solution in the form of Ethernet.

Many schools up and down the country are
experiencing first-hand the very real bene
fits of networking, especially between
different buildings and several classrooms
and learning areas. On the hardware side,
there will be faster fileservers. At present,
many schools, like mine, are using A5000s
or Rise PCs for the fileservers and while

these are very powerful stand-alone
machines, they are not best suited to serv
ing multiple stations. Computers are now
becoming widely available which were

specifically designed to be fileservers and
the networks they serve will be signifi
cantly faster. -

Perhaps the greatest advance will be in
the development of software that is not
only network efficient, but actually makes
use of the characteristics of the network.

We already have databases which enable
several users to write to the same record of

the same datafile. Groups can gather data
and collectively enter it, enabling all users
to produce one major piece of work rather
than several smaller individual pieces.
Other programs too will soon have similar
features. A class will be able to sit down at

various computer stations, each with the
same copy of a blank DTP document of
say, a newspaper page. All students will be
able to contribute to the common page and
if one user attempts to add a piece to an
area that someone else is already working
on, the computer will stop him and suggest
an alternative part that nobody else is
currently using. All computers will update
the displays so that everyone can see how
the page is developing.
• Some years ago I saw an Econet simula

tion of an emergency on an oil rig where
the network was used to communicate

between the 'oil rig' and the 'emergency
services'. Interactive simulations like this

which use the network to communicate

between users will also appear in greater
numbers, hopefully from some of the
software houses which already have a
sound reputation for quality business soft
ware as well as those who specialise in
education software.

Geoff Preston
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21 WEST WOOLS, PORTLAND DORSET DT5 2EA

EL 0305 822753 FAX 0305 860483

Kendal Computer Centre Ltd
68 Stramongate, Kendal, Cumbria LA9 4BD

Tel 0539 722559 Fax 0539 720127
Fully Authorised Acorn &Citizen Dealers and Repair CentreCITIZEN

MAIL ORDER REPAIR & UPGRADE SERVICE, NORMALLY
3 DAY TURN AROUND, RING FOR DETAILS

HARD DRIVES FOR A310/A400/A5000/A540/RISC PC
EX VAT INC VAT

270 Mb £149.00
350 Mb £199.00
420 Mb £249.00
540 Mb £299.00

A310/A400 IDE Interface £75.74

£175.08

£233.83

£292.58

£351.33

£89.00

HARD DRIVES FOR A3000/A3010 (3010 with 2 x HCCS
Micro Podule Slots)
170 Mb £254.47 £299.00

260 Mb £339.57 £399.00

MEMORY
A3000 1Mb (expandable to 4 Mb) £55.28
A3000 4Mb £119.11
A3010 1Mb £33.19
A30l0 4Mb £131.87
A5000 4Mb £93.57

A310/305 4 Mb (including filling & carnage) £170.17

MISCELLANEOUS
ARM 3 £119.11
Rise OS 3.1 £76.55

£139.95

£89.95

RISC PCs IN STOCK NOW. WELCOME YOUR FUTURE TODAY PART EXCHANGE SCHEME AVAILABLE



Professional desktop publishing

Hot off the

press
We've been saying for
years that Acorn's RISC
machines are excellent for

professional desktop pub
lishing, and now we've got
the proof: this magazine.
Mark Moxon explains how
Acorn User is designed
and produced on Rise PCs.

Magazine production on Acorn equip
ment is. in our experience, much

quicker and easier than on a Mac. This
could be down to a number of factors: the

fact that we know Impression better than
we know Quark: because System 7 is still
struggling to understand concepts like drag
and drop and icon-based printer drivers
that RISC OS has had for ages; or perhaps
it's because all our writers create work in

Acorn formats.

Whatever the reason, when we came to
re-design the magazine back in the
December 1994 issue, it was totally logical
to do the re-design on an Acorn machine,
despite the fact that Macs were used to
create the magazine. The re-design was
done from the bottom up: master pages
were created from scratch, design ideas
circulated round the staff for comments,

and from conception to implementation
took about two months. This article aims

to show you how to design your own
magazines, newsletters or whatever, and
how to avoid the most common pitfalls in
designing layouts.

Starting from scratch
The most important decision should be
made at the start: what kind of design are
you looking for? In the case of Acorn User
it was quite obvious: a readable, clear style
without ridiculously complex layouts, but
with a clarity that suits a computer
magazine. If you're looking for more flair
- if you're planning to design something
like Future's Edge - then you still need a
rigid master plan, it's just that you can
break the rules more often.

For Acorn User, the choice of the Trin
ity font for the main body text was easy:
it's a traditional and functional font.

However, the choice of a sans serif font to

complement the serif body text was not
quite so easy. The obvious choice was
Homerton, but so many magazines go for
the Times and Helvetica approach, so we
chose Frutiger, as it is more suited to close
kerning and has a more modern feel to it.
The only other font we use is Corpus for
listing segments, and Selwyn for dingbats.

The total number of fonts used in Acorn

irdtJ404 0 Atff. f';« SB I

The Newsmaster page. Notice all the guide frames: the only actual printed information on this page
consistsof the folio and imprint,and the page flashes, which are coloured blackso it's obvious they
need to be changed when a page is laid out.

User is small: ignoring italic faces, we use
the following:
Trinity.Medium Selwyn
Frutiger.Light Homerton.Medium
Frutiger.Black Homerton.Bold
Frutiger.Bold Corpus.Bold

That's a total of just eight fonts, and yet
these can produce the variety we need for
an entire magazine.

Template files
The next step is to produce master pages
for the magazine, which are stored in a
document called a template file. This tem
plate file will form the basis of every page
created for the magazine: this is probably
the most important part of the whole pro
cess, as any decisions you make at this
stage will affect every page created in the
magazine.

A template file consists of a collection

of master pages, and all the styles used in
the magazine. At Acorn User we have four
master pages defined in the template file:
two column, three column, four column

and News. As each article is designed
differently - except the regular columns,
which have a style used every month - the
master pages contain all the details neces
sary for any layout, but don't actually
contain much layout at all. As can be seen
from the shot above, almost all the detail

on the master page consists of guide
frames: the actual text frames are added

later when individual pages are laid out.
This enables you to keep a rigid layout
philosophy, but also enables you to break
the rules when appropriate.

The text styles used in the magazine are
also defined in the template file. In this
magazine we use 21 different styles, with
six more specifically for the contents page.
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Professional desktop publishing

Ten top tips for Impression users
11fyouneedto copy a lotof frames from one page to another, keeping them inexactly the same
place on the page- which you mighthaveto do if youwant to redefine the amountof bleedon
a master page, oralterthe linespace grid, andyou want to copyover yourmaster page frames -
then there'san easyway to ensure anexactmatch. Create a frame inthe far top left-hand corner
of both pages, and usethe Alter frame dialogue to makesure they are inexactly the same place
(in other words the X and Y values are identical. Now select this frame first, and then the rest of
the frames on your source page using ShiftandSelect. Copy these frames to the clipboard, and
pastethem onto the destination page, snapping the pasteto the top left-hand corner of the
frame you've created. The frames will all be inthe rightplace, andyou can delete the two frames
you've created.

2 When creating styleswhichuse a larger font sizethan surrounding text - likecrossheads inthis
magazine (thesub-headings throughout the main bodytext)- makesure the style doesn'tfoul
upthe overall line spacing: it mustbea multiple of the bodytext's line spacing to makesure
columns line upat the end.For example, if yourbodytext is9ptwith 10ptline spacing (like in
Acorn User), then yourcrosshead stylemust keep this intact: ourcrossheads have6pt of space
above, and 4pt below, making a total of 10pt space.

3 Create a style called Don'tsplit which has nothing set except the Hyphenation option, which
you shouldset to Off. Giveit a key shortcut of Ctrl-Shift-_ (that's Ctrl, Shift and the minus/
underline key), andyoucan easily stopaword from splitting by selecting it and pressing this key
combination. This is much tidier than putting the word in a Hyphenation Exception dictionary.

4 Learn Impression's key shortcuts.Theremight seem to be a lot of them, but if you know, for
example, that Ctrl-Shift-T increases pointsize by 5pt, it makes headline creation so much quicker.

5 Ifyouwant to indent paragraphs, whichis the most common style inmagazines, makeyour
body text style indent automatically by increasing the first line indent tab on the ruler. Then
createa style called Wo indentwith just the rulerset, changing the indent backto zero, and
applying to whole paragraphs. Nowyour paragraphs will indentautomatically, andyou can
easily 'un-indent' paragraphs by applying this styleto them.

6To select thin frames (i.e. thosewithheightorwidthzero, useful for drawing lines on the page)
you might have to zoom in and scroll the window round a bit. This is because the mouse is
'stepping' overthe frame, and zooming andscrolling increases the chances of the pointer landing
on the frame. Alternatively, usethe Ratapplication on the coverdisc to toggle the speedof your
mouse: clicking on the icon will slowthe mousedown so it willalways pass overthe frame.

7 To make irregular text frames, simplyuse irregular graphic frames to constrain text in a normal
text frame. To create the blank graphic frames, load up Draw andsave anemptyDraw file into
the frame: it can now be made irregular. If youneedto resize the frame by using Adjust on the
Size control handle inthe graphic frame, youshould create an invisible objectinthe Draw file,
otherwise you won't be able to magnify the frame.

8 If you have a load of text in Impression with un-sexed quotes (inother words it contains' and "
instead of','," and")then you can automatically sexthesequotes bysaving the text out to Edit
(using Ctrl-F3 with With Styles ticked and Linefeedsand Returnsunticked)and save it backin. For
thisto work,makesureSmart Quotes istickedin the Preferences dialogue box.Also, if you have
a styleapplied to the first paragraph inthe text that alters the first lineindent, youwillhaveto
apply it to the paragraph again, as it fails to applyto the verybeginning of the file.

9 If yourarticles require a lot of work, always set the Auto Save option inthe Document
Preferences dialogue box.A goodsetting iseveryten minutes: this is justoften enoughto save
heartache, andnot so often that the dialogue box drives youto distraction. It's a good idea to set
the promptto on, as sometimes you might not want to save over a previous version.

10If you have Impression Publisher Plus, createa colourcalled Rich Black made up of 60 percent
Cyan,30 per cent Magenta and 100 per cent Key Black.Use this colour for headlines, as it

produces a much richer blackthat feels much more dynamicon the page.You should not use Rich
Black for small text, however, asany registration errors at the printing stagewillmakethe text
almostunreadable. The only disadvantageis that selectedtext disappears when in Rich Black, as
its inverseisn't white any more.
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These styles cover everything, from the
text used for page flags (the text along the
top of the page, in this case 'Professional
desktop publishing') to that used for box
copy (as in the box on the left). Styles
should be used rather than effects, as this
ensures a consistency throughout the
publication.

Once the master template file has been
defined, with its styles and master pages, it
will change a lot over the first few experi
mental layouts. You'll probably find that
certain styles affect the overall line spacing
incorrectly; you might find you have
specified the page margin incorrectly, or
your line grid is incorrect, in which case
you need to re-create your master pages
(using hint I opposite); and you'll almost
definitely find you've made a genuine
mistake in one of the style definitions. The
whole point of a design is that it must be
tested thoroughly before it goes into pro
duction, and to this end most designers
produce a dummy copy of the magazine,
typically using Latin prose as the text to
avoid the words themselves distracting
from the style and design.

From start to finish
Having created your magazine and decided
on what it will look like and how you are
going to lay it out, the next hurdle is decid
ing how you are going to create a genuine
issue of your magazine. Here's how Acorn
User is put together, from the very first
step to a completed magazine.
O Conception and commissioning
This step rather depends on your publi
cation. You have to decide what is going in
the magazine, who is writing each piece,
which articles require artwork or photogra
phy to support them, and so on. Acorn
User, like most magazines, operates far
ahead of the actual month on the cover of

the magazine: this issue, February 1995,
was commissioned sometime in mid-

November, and was laid out half before
Christmas, and half after, quite a time
before February itself.

A lot of the ideas for articles come from

freelance journalists, and readers them
selves. More obvious articles are reviews

of current products and regulars like the
subject columns (Graphics, Comms and so
on), the News section and pages like Free
Ads and Next Month.

© The cover disc

Because our cover disc is such an integral
part of the magazine, its content is decided
early on in the life of an issue. As well as
specially commissioned disc items - like
the HomeWorks suite - there are tie-ins

with magazine articles, like #INFO and C
for Yourself, and readers' submissions. If

your magazine will be read by those with
computers, then a cover disc is an excel
lent way of expanding the magazine
without needing more pages.
© Flatplan
The flatplan describes what will appear on
every page of the magazine, including both
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Style List

BaseStyle

Lock

Small page flag

Imprint

Large page flag

Blobs

Headline light

Headline

Box copy

Crosshead

Standfast

No indent

Folio

Listing

Box copy crosshead

Small box header

Caption

Big box header

Small caps

First word

Don't split

•
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Thedifferent styles used in the master template file. Notethat the copytemplate file only contains a
smallnumber of these styles - eight, in fact - so it is easier to checktext for accuracy and spelling,
without worrying about layout and word breaks, for example.

adverts and articles. Of course, before any
pages can be laid down in the magazine,
you need a flatplan to describe how arti
cles are constructed, so it is one of the first
things to be created in the magazine's
cycle.

Needless to say, all Acorn User's fiat-
plans are done in Impression, using a
frame for each of the pages, and a trans
parent frame holding the page numbers, so
pages can be moved around easily. Frame
grouping, as implemented in Publisher.
facilitates the moving of groups of pages at
a time.

O Receiving copy
Having commissioned all the articles and
decided where everything fits in, the next
stage is to wait for writers to produce their
work (or 'copy' as it is known). This is
where the fun starts: it's rare that any
article you receive is completely error free.

One of the problems with receiving
copy is that writers will 'help' you with
little bits, like setting up their own cross-
heads, or defining weird styles called
'Author' and 'Byline', none of which you
want to use. We get round this by provid
ing freelancers with a copy template,
which only contains definitions for eight
of the styles used in the magazine; any
other styles defined or used are deleted
before the text goes anywhere near a page,
and all unwanted effects are cleared. The

text can then be simply cut from the copy
template and pasted in the master template,
and all relevant information is retained.

It is at this stage that photographs are
sent up to the drum scanner to be scanned.
© First sub

A 'sub' is the term given to a proof-read -
it's derived from the name of the person
who does the job, the sub-editor. The first

sub checks for technical accuracy and that
the article fits the bill: sometimes articles

come in which are not quite what was
expected, though this is very rare. It is at
this stage that product prices are inserted
and checked, and we make sure that pic
tures have captions, and that we're not
going to say anything scandalous that will
get us into trouble.

This editing is done in the copy tem
plate, as it has been designed to make text
editing easy. As we are using Impression,
it's easy to check spelling, punctuation,
and so on at this stage, as well as indenting
paragraphs, adding headlines and stand-
firsts (the small bit of explanatory text
below the headline), and adding in the
relevant styles and justifications. Note that
at this stage we don't worry too much how
long the article is (unless is is hugely short
or overlength), so all checking is to do
with content, not layout.
© Layout
This is the stage where creativity comes to
the fore. Using the master template, the art
editor must decide how a piece is to be laid
out - two column, three column, four
column or a News-type page - and must
then copy the text from the copy template,
paste it onto the page, and lay it out. Some
articles are easier than others: The Moxon

Interview always looks similar, C for
Yourself and Questions and Answers are
comparatively easy, but #INFO and main
three- or four-page features are more of a
challenge,

The News pages are also interesting
cases, as they can vary immensely within a
rigid framework. As can be seen from the
shot at the start of this article, the News
master page is a complex mixture of the
two-, three- and four-column layouts.

enabling pages to have varying width
columns on them.

Other important points include making
sure the pages are numbered correctly (by
altering the chapter definition), checking
the month in the imprint (the textual part at
the bottom of the page; the number is
called the folio), and making sure page
flashes (the vertical text on the top cor
ners) are correct.

Pictures are also placed on the page,
making sure their frames are the right
sizes, and their captions are added. The
headline and standfirst are also placed on
the page and, most importantly, the text is
cut to fit. You shouldn't use tracking to
make text fit: re-word the text instead.

0 First proof
By this stage the article is 'to first', and is
printed out for checking. Points to note are
bad rivers of white space in text, removal
of orphans and widows, the inclusion of an
'end of article' AU logo and so on. When
these changes are made we are on to...
© Final proof
A final printout is made, and when the
article is passed for publication, we...
© Print to film

The document is printed to a PostScript
file using the standard printer drivers, and
the file is piped lo a film machine over a
Macintosh network. Film is checked, sent

to the printers, a completed magazine
comes back, and that's the whole process.

So if anyone reckons Acorns can't hack
it in professional colour DTP,you can A
nowtell them that they're wrong. riXJ

Fitting to frame
As anyone who has tried it will testify,

making sure a frame exactly matches the
size of a sprite is a tricky business: any errors

will show up as ugly white lines between
the sprite and the frame border.

Fear not, because we at Acorn User have

a solution: it's called SizeFrame and it's on

the cover disc. Run the application and click

on the icon bar icon to bring up a window.

Now enter the width you want your picture

frame to be - which you will almost always
know as pictures are normally fitted to

multiples of column width - and double-click

on the picture frame to bring up the Alter

Graphic dialogue box. Click on Information

and enter the Width and Height values in
the Sprite Size icons, and press Return. The

frame height is calculatedand displayed,so
alter the frame to this height, double-click
on the graphic with Adjust to scale to fit,

and hey presto! A perfect fit.
Well, it would be perfect if Computer

Concepts had fixed the bug with fit to

frame: currently it does nothing of the sort.
Now you have to go into Alter Graphic and

manually muck around with the Scale value
to bring the Xand Yvalues as close to zero
as possible. Oh well.
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Version 3 of Personal Accounts takes personal
and club accounting to a new level of user-
friendliness.

With 24 accounts, 184 analysis headings, direct 'live' entry &
editing into fully scrolling windows, full undo & redo, automatic
standing orders (for income and transfers as well as payments),

automatic forecasting, full import &export, drag &drop, user definable reporting and a whole host of other
features, Personal Accounts V3 is a must.

Reviews: "Personal Accounts is a winner, you'll probably wonder how you ever coped without it" - Archimedes
World

"This has to be the benchmark bank account software for RiscOS" - Archive

"No other personal accounts program can compare when itcomesto entering, editing and visual presentation of
your accounts" - a summary of the many letters we have received from satisfied users.

£49.95 inc.

!Shares 3 !Shares3 was written specifically for people
who need a simple stocks & shares portfolio
program.

But this does not imply it is lacking in features. Itcan handle up to 60 companies in a single file (you can of course
have as many files as you need). Your share prices can be updated whenever you like and most types of
transaction are handled including bonus shares, part paid shares and scrip dividend issues amongstothers.
!Shares3 also includes graphs, export and import and extensive reporting features.

Now accepts data direct from DesignIT & Computer Concepts TV tuner/teletext card. £39.95 inc.

Prophet The small business accounting system for all
Acorn computers*. As featured in Acorn User's
recent Best Business Software Review.

Prophet is used by over 700 people in the UK to run their businesses more efficiently and is approved by UK
Customs & Excise for VAT purposes.

Prophet is also used by many book-keepers and accountants (no limit to the number of company accounts) and
increasingly by many schools and other UK institutions (free site licence available).

Features include multiple bank accounts, 192 analysis headings, VAT (including Cash accounting), invoicing,
quotes &estimates, credit notes, delivery notes, statements, purchase orders, stock control, automatic standing
orders, user definable reports, mail merging, profit &loss, balance sheet, tax calculations and of course full
editing of ALL your data.

Above all though, Prophet is aimed directly at the non-accountant, so if you need to computerise your
accounts Prophet will not baffle you with jargon.

(*requires minimum of 2mb ram)
£199.75 inc.

Apricote Studios
2 Purls Bridge Farm, Manea, Cambs, PE15 OND

Tel/Fax: 01354 680432 VISA
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Accounting

Looking after the.
pennies

Enterprise is a new package from ACP, the
same stable that produced the now discon

tinued program, Micro Trader. Enterprise is the
replacement with an improved interface, and
many user requests have been incorporated.
However, the main difference between the two

packages is Enterprise's upgradability.
The main problem with many accounting

programs is that you can grow out of them, have
to purchase another one, and are forced to enter
hundreds of supplier and customer details again.
With Enterprise, you can start off with only the
modules you require and then add more as you
grow. So, although you may not, for instance,
need the Stock module when you start out, but if
in later life you do, you can easily add it.

Upon clicking on its logo on the icon bar, a
control panel appears. This contains a number of
icons relating to different modules. Clicking
over any of the icons produces a pop-up menu
corresponding to that icon.

The Maintain module is different from the rest

as it is the only essential module, and if you buy
an individual Enterprise module it comes 'free'.
This is because it deals with setting up the
program. From here you enter company details,
set up VAT rates and make backups, but backups

can only be made on the root directory of drive
zero (i.e. only on floppy disc).

Sales, stock and purchases
The Sales module stores the details of the com
pany's customers, what they buy and how they
pay. So. basically, when Joe Newcustomer buys
something, you enter his details, produce an
invoice and, when he pays, tell the computer.
That's called double-entry accounting. If you
have a shop, you wouldn't necessarily print
invoices and so on. These transactions are done

in the Nominal module.

Assuming you also have the Stock module
you'll be able to enter stock details into invoices.
These will automatically be deducted from the
stock levels in the Stock module. The module

stores the details, quantity held and prices of -
you've guessed it - the stock. It'll display and
print out your stock list, re-order list, turnover
and price list.

Now that we've dealt with selling things, what
about buying? This is where the Purchase
module comes in. There's not much to say about
this except that it is used to enter details about
all your suppliers, produce invoices and credit
notes and so on.

Accounting on
paper is notoriously
time-consuming.
Alex Singleton
beams up a
package to do all
the hard work.
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Accounting

Payroll
Paymaster is the name of Enterprise's Payroll
module. Payroll programs are notoriously time
consuming to set up but Paymaster, while
requiring time to set up, is clear and easy to use.
Its only weakness is its lack of calculating tax
relating to company cars, which PC packages
like Sage Payroll can manage. It will calculate
tax, National Insurance, pension amounts and
will print payslips and documents required by
the Inland Revenue.

Contact manager
One of the most infuriating things about
accounting packages is that you have to enter
hundreds upon thousands of suppliers and cus
tomers. What's even more frustrating is having
to enter them into a contact manager as well. Not
so in Enterprise: the Mailer module allows you
to print membership lists, mail-merged letters
and labels from the information you've already
typed into the Purchase, Sales and Payroll
modules. What's more, you can also use it, like
any other contact manager, to keep information
about other people or companies. In other words,
you can make your own databases of, for
instance, prospective customers. The uses for
this type of program are infinite, from printing
labels to stick on envelopes containing salaries,
to producing mail-merged letters to all the peo
ple who have shown interest in your company.

Another use for the Mailer module is to pro
duce unusual reports from other modules. An
example of this would be if you wanted a report
of all your customers in order of how much they
spent. The layout of these reports have to be
produced in text format so therefore a text editor
such as Edit should be used.

The Enterprise Mailer module is the most
versatile and easiest contact manager available
for the Acorn platform. Throw away your data
base and buy this!

Cash accounting
Of course, many shops will never need invoices
and don't want to know about nominal headings.
So what should they use? A special version of
Enterprise, named EasyMoney, provides a
similar interface but is designed to cater for
cash-based businesses. To the user it isn't a
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come in handy if the government
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The case for editable
accounting packages
The Inland Revenue does not particularly care what

you use to produce your accounts provided the end
result is a true and honest reflection of your busi
ness. They realise that if someone is intent on

committing fraud, an un-editable accounts package
won't stop them.

The most commonly used computer application
for accounting isstill the spreadsheet. Theyare
used by practically all accountants in one way or
another as well as a very large number of small

businesses.Why?
Like word processorsand databases, spread

sheets are the bread and butter programs of the

computer software world, so there is intense

competition to make the entering and editing of

data both quickand simple. Let'sface it, you
wouldn't dream of buyinga spreadsheet if you
couldn't edit your data so why are most accounting
packages different?

The answer is simple. It takes a lot of program

ming effort to incorporate editing functions and
while there isn't the competition, programmers

don't bother.

However, things are changing. In the PCworld,

because of the advent of editable accounting

software such as Quicken,the more established

producersare being forced to change their attitude
(and their programs).

The only provisothat Ipersonallyhave is that
password protection should be incorporated to

stop other people changing your data.

Quentin Pain, Apricote Studios

The case against editable
accounting packages
I hold that the best way to approach accounts

software is to write it to emulate the 'paper led

gers', in other words the screen shows the debit

and credit sides of accounts, so that the accounts

staff have sight of all the transactions in a fashion
that they understand (and even the auditors

recognise it). Alltransactions recorded should be

filed in an area not accessible to staff entering the
data and should never be altered - this is the

equivalent of the journal. In fact the best system
would use a CD-ROM for this purpose.

All corrections should be made through either

credit notes or debit notes, these to be numbered

and filed. The notes should have a detailed reason

for them being raised.

An accounts package such as Enterprise won't

stop very determined people but it will deter and/
or expose opportunists and make it awkward for

the ones intent on ill-doing and make it more likely
that they will eventually make a mistake.

I doubt there will ever be a perfect piece of
accounting software. Therefore it is essential that
firstly, the data entered is correct and is unalter

able and, secondly, that the rules of accounting are
scrupulously followed.

John Greenwood, book-keeper
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double-entry accounting package but, in fact,
underneath it is. This means that if you decide to
upgrade to Enterprise, your accounts can be
transferred. An alternative to Easy-Money is
being released this spring from Apricote Studios
and will be based upon its popular Personal
Accounts program. However it is unlikely that
there will be an upgrade route.

Enterprise vs Sage Sterling
According to Sagesoft, eight out of ten account
ants recommend Sage. Someone at- ACP
suggested that that was because they don't know
any better. So how does Enterprise compare
with Sage Sterling for Windows!

To be perfectly honest there isn't much differ
ence in what the two packages do: they will both
do your accounts. The real difference between
the packages emerges when you look at the user
interfaces. Enterprise's interlace is brilliant. It
isn't cluttered and is almost clinical in design.
Everything is properly integrated so that if you
do something in one module it can effect another
straight away. In Sage Sterling only the standard
modules are integrated so that if you have the
Payroll module it will run separately. It also
suffers from the terrible Windows interface that

plagues all PC software. Having said that it does
have one major advantage over Enterprise. You
don't need a mouse.

Say you've just been given a pile of 100
invoices to type into your computer. In Sage you
can type merrily for the next hour or so, and
when you've finished one invoice pressing Ctrl-
S brings up another. However, in Enterprise
you're constantly swapping between keyboard
and mouse to click on radio icons and so on.

Another complaint about Enterprise is that
you can only put a password on the final
accounts and not on the whole program. While
this isn't too much of a problem, you'll be in a
temper when your son's friend thought Enter
prise was something to do with Star Trek...

The main advantage that Enterprise has over
Sage is its ease of use. You may waste a little
time using the mouse but you'll also save hours
trying to work out how to use the package in the

OK
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Entering a new supplier using the
Purchase module.

Product details
Product: Enterprise range
Supplier: ACP Ltd
Tel: (01276) 472046

Fax:(01276)451427

Prices (ex VAT):

• EasyMoney, £99

• EnterpriseAccounts: Maintain,
Sales, Purchase and Nominal

modules, £199

• Enterprise Professional: Main

tain, Sales, Purchase, Nominal,

Stock and Mailer modules, £279

• Individual modules £99

Pros: Most powerful package
around • Double-entry • Multi
tasking

Cons: Requires mouse • No

company cars

Business accounting

first place - everything is so neat and tidy. Sage
seems to have hundreds of cluttered options
everywhere from changing the screen colours to
modifying what an address is called. For your
convenience, all the nominal headings (in plain
English: purchase/sale types, like 'material
purchases') have an individual number or code.
However, when you're typing in an invoice you
have to type in this number - you can't type in
what the number refers to. In Enterprise, while
there are nominal codes, you don't have to ever
use them. In other words if the nominal header is

'material purchases' and its code is 201; you can
type either. Also, you can type an abbreviation,
like 'mat' and it will automatically be expanded.

A number of features such as order process
ing, multi-company use, and network sales are
not yet available for Enterprise. Therefore, if
you are in desperate need of these features at the
moment, then don't bother waiting for Enter
prise, buy Sage with a PC. However, if you
won't need them for some time, I would recom
mend Enterprise, if only because it costs
substantially less.

Conclusion
I seem to remember commenting about the sheer
number of accounting packages available for the
Acorn platform in the November issue. That's
probably because there arc. Both ACP and Apri
cote Studios market a range of excellent
accounting solutions. However, if you glance
through some mail-order company advertise
ments you may notice programs such as
ArcountS Manager, Business Accounts and
Account Plus. So what do these programs have
to offer?

Unfortunately, none of these packages even
approach the sophistication and ease-of-use of
Enterprise and Prophet. Nor do any of them
multi-task. It's not that they don't account, it's
just that, frankly, I don't think that anyone would
want to use them. Apart from Account Plus
(which is remarkably cheap) they are grossly
overpriced for what you get. The PC world
suffers from the same: a multitude of packages
left over from DOS days that people only use
because they were using them ten years ago. If
you can't afford a good accounting package, use
a spreadsheet or some paper.

The main question you need to ask yourself is
should you choose Enterprise or Prophet']

Prophet is ideal for people who have no
previous knowledge of accounting. If you run a
small business, you're only doing the accounts
because you have to (i.e. you aren't employed
specifically to do them) and you don't need the
power of Enterprise, lake a look at Prophet. The
SOOn-tO-be-released Prophet 2 will integrate with
Payroll Manager and provide a solution that,
possibly, even your kids could use.

However if you have a larger business and
features such as customer label printing interest
you, go for Enterprise. It is based on the same
principles as standard paper book-keeping. It has
all the features you would expect including audit
trail, statements, profit and loss and trial balance.
Enterprise is the most powerful accounting suite
available for Acorn computers, and it provides
flexibility as well as power. It's reliable,
easy to follow and a joy to use. c,4u
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See us at the

Harrogate

Spring Show
6fh-7th May

Please make cheques payable to The ARM Club. For information about the Club and our products,

write or send £2.00 for a comprehensive information pack including sample magazine and disc.

The ARM Club, Dept. AU941, FREEPOST ND6573, London, N12 OBR.

PREMIUM BULK 3.5" DISKS

05/00

50 12.49

WO 22.49

200 44.49

250 54.99

500 107.49

WOO 199.75

05/HO

15.56

29.3d

56.40

64.63

M.50

223.25

ALL Q15K5 ARE CERTIFIED AND
COME WITH OUR REPLACEMENT

OR MONEY 3ACK GUARANTEE

All productsaresubject to availability
All prices Include VAT.
Pleaseadd £3.50 p+p

for disks and boxes.

E&OE

COMPUTER
SUPPLIES LTD

01703,
457111

3.5" SUPERIOR LOCKABLE DISKBOXES
^\

Qty 100 Cap. 140Cap. 200 Cap. drawer

1 4.49ea 6.49ea New 11.95ea

2 4.39ea 6.39ea 11.750a

4 4.19ea 6.19ea 11.50ea

6 3.99ea 5.99ea 10.95ea

RIBBONS-POSTFREE

Full Mark Brand 2 off 4 off
PRICE EACH

Citizen 120D/124D Swift 24 2.75 235
Citizen Swift 24 Colour 11.95*
Panasonic KXP1080/1123/1124 3.25 3.05
Panasonic KXP 2123 4.95 4.75
Panasonic KXP 2123 Colour 10.95*
Star LC10/LC20 2.60 2.40
Star LC10-4 Colour 550 5.25
Star LC24-10 2.95 2.75
Star LC24-10 Colour 9.95*
Star LC200 3.00 2.30
Star LC200 Colour 9.95*

Star LC24-200 2.95 2.75
Star LC24-200 Colour 9.95*

Minimum order - 2 ribbons, except those
marked with an asterisk*

HP Deskjet 500 Single Refill
Canon F3J10E Double Refill

7.99*
7.99*

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD. Fax: 01 703 457222
Unit 12, The Sidings. Hound Road, Netley Abbey, Southampton S0315QA



Back in 1993 the Acorn User Spring Show
was born, and proved an immediate success.

It's obvious that the number of Acorn enthusiasts

in the North is considerable, and anyone who
went to the previous two shows will be glad to
know that the 1995 exhibition will be bigger and
better than ever before.

The first show, in the smallest hall at the
Harrogate International Centre, took up just
1200 square metres and attracted some 5000
visitors. The 1994 event took up 2000 square
metres in the larger Hall C, and nearly 6000
visitors came and saw Keith Chegwin entertain
ing Acorn fans; the show was recognised as so
important that Acorn launched the Rise PC there,
bringing the launch forward so the public could
see the machine before the summer.

The 1995 Spring Show is even bigger still.
Taking place on Saturday 6th May and Sunday
7th May 1995, the show is still in Hall C, but
Hall E is also in use for a dedicated catering and
rest area, increasing the size of the.show to
nearly 3000 square metres, two-and-a-half times
the size of the 1993 show. Expected attendance
is more than 7200 visitors, which just goes to
show that the Acorn market is alive and kicking.

What's on show?
Of course, the main part of any Acorn show is
the large number of exhibitors showing off new
products and plans for the future. Bookings for
stands are progressing well, and you can expect
to see anyone who is anyone in the Acorn mar
ket at the show. We'll be covering the show in
detail in the May issue of Acorn User, when you
can find out exactly who will be exhibiting, and
what they'll be revealing to the public.

The popular theatre will be present again, with
exhibitors demonstrating their products and
techniques. The Acorn User team will be out in
force telling you more about the magazine, so if
you're curious about how we do things and what
we think about the Acorn market, don't miss the

theatre.

An innovation in this year's show is the
Notice Board. On this board exhibitors can

notify visitors of any special events or show
offers of interest to them, so if you want to make
sure you keep up to date with the latest develop
ments, offers and competitions at the show, don't
forget to check it out.

Acorn User competition
For those who have entered the Acorn User
Education competition, as described in last
month's magazine, the winning entries will be
on display in a special gallery, next to the
theatre.

If you're not aware of the competition, it's
open to any school, and the brief is to design a
page forv4eY>/?7 User, using Acorn machines. The
prizes on offer are astounding, with products
from almost every leading software house up for
grabs. We fully anticipate that the winners'
gallery will be an interesting and informative
read, and that we'll get some excellent ideas for
the magazine from it!

On the subject of competitions, there's a
fantastic competition open to everyone who
attends the show. Everyone who visits the show
will be given a draw entry card on arrival, and

Acorn User Spring Show

Crowds enjoying last year's show in Harrogate.

Spring is
in the air
It's nearly time for the 1995Acorn User Spring Show,
and this year's event is bigger than ever.

after filling out your details, the card should be
handed in to the Acorn User stand. When the

show closes the lucky winner who is drawn out
of the hat - at random, of course - will win a
once-in-a-lifetime trip aboard Concorde, cour
tesy of Goodwood Travel and British Airways.
Goodwood Travel is well known for its 'Flights
of Fancy' packages aboard Concorde to exotic
places around the world, so this is an opportun
ity not to be missed!

How to get tickets
Tickets are priced at £5 for adults, £2 for
children (under 16) and £12 for a family ticket,
which will admit two adults and up to three
under 16s. The show is open from 9.30am to
5.30pm on each of the two days, and is in Hall C
of the Harrogate International Centre.

You can obtain tickets by writing to Safesell
Exhibitions Ltd, Market House, Cross Road,
Tadworth, Surrey KT20 5SR: cheques should be
made payable to Safesell Exhibitions Ltd. If you
want to buy your tickets by credit card, then you
can do so by ringing the credit card hotline on
(01737) 814713: both Visa and Mastercard i
are welcome. See you there! /1U
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graphics - 30 massive battle zones - Based on the
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Runs from floppy or hard disk on RISC OS 2/3 with 2mb RAM.
Available at £34.99 direct from ECUPSE:-

Unit 1, The Shopwhyke Centre, Shopwhyke Road, Chichester PO20 6GD
Tel: (01243) 531 194 Fax: (01243) 531196

Also available from all good stockists
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THIS is the quiet after the
storm. I'm writing this in
January and already the sup
ply of games has all but dried
up. All the hype of Christmas
will have either paid off, or
broken some companies in
two. Let's hope the Acorn
market hasn't suffered any
casualties, and let's all now

look forward to a prosperous
New Year which, by the time
you read this, will he well
under way.

Last month I did go on a
hit about the standard of

games packaging, and it's
good to see that I can't really
moan about anything this
month. The selection of

games reviewed this month
would easily stand up to the
dreaded PC comparison
which seems to loom nearer

and nearer to this column.

I'll try and hold it off as long

as possible to a time when I
reckon enough people will
have made a PC upgrade;
then comparisons with the
'other side' will he directly
relevant.

Heading the onslaught to
games recognition is THA
who wins the People of the
Month award for announc

ing its intentions to form a
group of talented program
mers to be called 'The Con

sortium'. This hunch of elite

hopefuls will receive full
technical support from the
enthusiastic company as well
as full access to the Holo

graph design tool.
If you consider that the

world has largely ignored
your crusade into Acorn
games recognition or the
company you represent is not
doing the business, then you
might well want to write to

m
Supplier: The ARM Club
Tel: 0171-624 9918

Fax: 0181-446 3020

Price: £10

Game On! is the program
sought by all of you out there
who bought a shiny new Rise
PC, only to discover that your
collection of games either
didn't run at all or ran at an

unplayahly fast speed: the
ARM600 certainly adds jet
power to Chocks Away. Old
games fail in a number of
ways on the Rise PC, and
Game On! fixes the most

common problems. It emu
lates writes to VIDCl control

registers and MEMC DMA
address generator registers -
which cause the dreaded

'Abort on data .transfer' on

the Rise PC - puts screen
memory back where many
games assume that it is and
provides a special 10011/
monitor definition file to

allow proper display of
50.Mllz modes.

The last of these makes a

huge difference. Most games
run in 50MHz CGA modes,

such as 12 or 13. The older

Acorn monitors have no

problem displaying these, but
the AKF60 and AKF85 object
to being asked to sync that
low. Consequently, on a Rise
PC these modes are usually
bumped up to 75Hz and dis
played in a 'letterbox' for
mat, with gaps at the top and
bottom and the wrong aspect
ratio.

Game OltPs definition file

cunningly restores them to
the correct aspect ratio by
inventing a new 10011/ mode
and updating the screen
twice as fast. It then traps
every second VSync to stop
games which rely on the
VSync for timing from run
ning twice as fast as they
should. This improves the

1 I If A
IL

•
Ui

1

1

r
these chaps with a proposi
tion. Send an example of
your work or list of your
achievements to: THA Soft

ware '1995 will make me

rich'. Mead Farm, North
Road, Timsbury, Bath, Avon
BA3 UH, or maybe you

could phone (01761) 470003.
It's good to talk.

I wish this venture all the

best and trust my address
will he top of the mail-out list
for testers and reviewers.

Here's hoping...
Steve Atherton

OLD Acorn games...

.. NEW Acorn machines !

©The ARM Club 1994

Modules by Mark D Smith

RISC OS front end by

Andi Flower

Dragging an application to this icon will allow all of the necessary

Game On options to be set automatically.

V-SyncRate |

J On J Off (• Auto

Halves Vertical Sync rate,

to mn games at correct

speed in 100 Hi screen modes.

VIDCl Emulation

]•/ Emulation of VIDC I controlregisters.

| Vertical Display End

Horizontal Shift 0

ZeroVertical Shift 0

Hoiijontal Bolder Er.d 0

AreScrecn |

}•/ Emulate Archimedes •

area.

|y Kill modules onquit.

MEMC Emulation

W Support forhardware scrolling by
programming MEMC

At last - help for frustrated RisePCgame-players.

look of not only most games,
but also any demos or
♦INFO utilities which run in

low-resolution modes.

There's not a lot more to

say. Game On! works, and
does a job that all game-play
ing Rise PC owners will he
incredibly grateful for. If I
was Acorn, I'd buy Game
On! off The ARM Club and

bundle it with all Rise PCs; it
will certainly stay on most
hard discs longer than many
of the I'reebies and it would

make a serious dent in the

product compatibility data
base. It doesn't just help with
games either, hut with other
programs like FasterPC and
65Host.

The list of what GameOn!

does and doesn't fix is pro
vided in a separate database,
a copy of which is on this
month's cover disc. Check

this, and if GameOn! will be
useful for even one of your
programs, then buy it.

David Matthewman
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Supplier: Eclipse
Tel: (01243) 531194
Price: £34.99

If Eclipse still believed in
Santa, then I bet I could
guess what its Christmas
wish was: 'Please, please,
please can you put Dune The
Movie on the TV so we can

sell more units of the game
over Christmas.'

Santa exists, you see, and
so it came to pass. Two-and-
a-half hours later the movie

finished, and although it was
the middle of the night, I felt
inspired - no doubt like
many others - to load up the
game that had been sent for
my attention.

Five minutes later, after a
rather lengthy installation
from no less than eight - yes
eight - discs, I was sitting in
front of 20Mb of compressed
data, enjoying speech, artifi
cial intelligence, 30 battle
/ones and countless other

atmospheric features. To
crown it all, there's not one
sign of that wooden 'actor'
bloke Sting: having seen his
part in the film, I'd like to
give him a message in a hot-
tie. Flying through the air,
preferably.

Dune II has been out on

just about every computer
format from Sega to PC to
the Amiga. This means a
couple of things: firstly a few
hundred thousand happy
users have already tested
the game, and sec
ondly the chances
are I'm going to
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like it a lot. This has nothing
to do with the fact that it's a

PC game, just that only the
best games get converted,
and this is another gem from
the other side.

The game is simple and yet
at the same time - like all

deceptively simple games - is
very difficult. A bit like
Draughts or Dominoes, I
suppose. What you have to
do is, in principle, quite sim
ple: collect the main trading
property of the planet Dune
- Spice is what the stuff is
called, and it's apparently
some kind of drug - in com
petition with others, and
create income for yourself.
With this income you must
buy technology. With this
technology you must build
protection for your ever-
expanding colony. Then once
reasonably protected you
must build weapons to
destroy the competition.
Easy. Errr.

So why are you doing all
this then? Wouldn't it be just
easier to move planet or stay
in bed? Well, yes, but in the
true spirit of the game you
feel you must help the
Emperor Frederick IV repay
his debt to the galaxy, and -
though this has nothing to do
with getting you going -
there are fabulous rewards

should you succeed. Needless

Select Subject:

BRIEFING

HOUSES

HOUSE HARKONNEN

STRUCTURES

Thisguy isa Mentat,a sort of drug-fuelled human computer who cantell
you allsortsof helpful hints. If you join HouseAtreides - the house which
featuresas the main House in the books - then you get the friendly
looking Mentat above as your aide. Don't get too excited, though. His
name is Cyril.

to say there is nothing that
much special about the
planet Dune which, true to
its name, has nothing much
in the terrain department to
offer. Except sand.

Allen life forms
There are two forms of life

on the planet, sand worms
and Fremen. Sand worms

are huge and swim through
the sand, hidden from view
until they appear, when
they're pretty obvious given
that they're monstrously
huge. In the film they're the

ones that looked like they
were made out of squeezy
tubes and a little bit of paper
and glue - even at that time
of night those special effects
weren't special - and all you
have to do is avoid them as

they have a habit of eating
any machinery left operating
around. The worms are

attracted to the vibrations

through the sand, so careful
how you tread...

The Frenien are a com

pletely different kettle of
fish; they are, as legend has
it, descendants of the inhabi
tants of a mysterious ancient

space wreck. They have a
habit of appearing

when vou
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IMENXATI OFTIOKS} CredAtetTWim This is what your base looks like
very near the start of the game.
Not a lot, is it? If you look at the
'radar' map at the bottom right,
it's blank- because you haven't
exploredthe terrainyet - and you
haven't got many buildingsin the
tactical window: just a Construc
tion Yard, in fact. You've got a few
military units kicking about, but
what you need to do is get build
ing and get harvesting...

MENT^Tf IOPTIONS } CrcdjU»^^^M'|
IfRepairing starts.

Now this is a bit more like it: loads

of buildings,an expanding map of
the surrounding area, more credits,
and... oh... we're under attack.

Well,what do you expect when
you're doing so well? Lifewould
n't be life without the odd intru

sion, and besides, that's what the
militaryunits are for. So what are
you waiting for? Defend yourself,
amigo...

least expect them, so treat
them with caution, i.e. blast
them when you can.

As I said the planet surface
has nothing much to offer
except the unique substance
called Spice, or 'Melange' in
the local tongue. This reddish
substance is rather handy in
containing the powers of
space warp for travellers,
giving near everlasting life to
those who consume it (most
of the galaxy, by all
accounts), and as a bonus it's
a key to a youthful complex
ion. Sure beats Oil of Ulay.

Choosing your house
You must first pick a House
to control, any one of three,
and with this decision you
will be assigned a Mentat (or
advisor in normal lingo) who
will give you the odd snippet
of information to help you on
the way. Each House is uni
que and with each House you
will need a completely new
set of tactics considering the
wide range of weapons made
available. My only advice to
newcomers is to pick a House
and stick to it so the tactics

can be developed.
Once all the formalities

have been dispensed with
you can start with the task in

hand. You are first presented
with a Construction Yard

and a few credits. My advice
here is to get the Harvester
into action and send it off to

the nearest area of spice.
During this time attempt to
survey around your building
area, which is the rock bed,
and decide what building
structure you will need and
how easily you can defend it.

And there you have it. Or
rather there you have a bit of
it. I could explain the whole
thing but I won't. I played
this game from start to finish

and although I had some
advantage in playing the
other formats, I still enjoyed
both the slight differences
and the challenge itself. If
you followed my advice with
Flashback, Starfighter 3000,
Wolfenstein and the others I
fell over about, then pop out
and get this. The graphics
are atmospheric, the sound
effects are great and the
gameplay is truly inspired. I
really enjoyed myself with
this so get a copy now! And
the box is nice too.

Steve Atherton

The Harkonnen are being extremely troublesome in your
next region, and uje must ask that you remove their
presence from the area.

Cyril - don'tcha just love this guy - giving you someof his friendly advice.
Basically, this is Mentat-speak for 'go kickbutt'. Just in caseyou hadn't
guessed, House Harkonnen is full of ugly baddieswhose only purpose in
life is to get zapped to dust. That is, unless you've elected to join House
Harkonnen, in which case I'msure they're allvery niceindeed...

Games reviews

Important Buildings
Inthe early stages you must
build and maintain some sim

ple structures.The enemy will
not attack for a few turns so

take this time to protect the
Harvester from Worms and

build a concrete base to the

settlement. Walls will not be

needed for a while but allow

room for their construction.

The important structures there

fore for newcomers are as

follows:

Concrete slabs
Very important if you want the
structures that you will build

on them to stay solid and resili
ent to attack. Always replace
any damaged blocks.

Walls
Although not really needed till
the attacks start in earnest, you
must leave space for these

structures when fortressing

starts. Also keep in mind that
later you will be adding can

nons to the structure.

Essential. Without these struc

tures you cannot power any of
the facilities you might build.
Protect these well, because if

you also have an outpost built
then the radarwill go down on
failure.

Refinery
i Bybuildinga refineryyou

automatically get a harvester.
The harvester is sent out to a

spiceareaand after filling up it
returns here where the spiceis
converted into credits.

Spice silos
Complementingthe refinery,
these structuresstore the spice
when the refinery canhandle

J nomore. Each silo structure,
once full, will furnish you with
1000 credits.

Outpost
Essential for the radar facilities

it can provide, the outpost lets
you see through the void to

any oncoming dangers. Don't
forget that before any military
installations can be built you

must have an outpost.
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Supplier: Gamesware
Tel: (01703) 456523
Price: £19.95

I have it on high authority
that a certain individual

named Tom Cooper is the
author behind Wavelength.
Now he's famous in my eyes
for one thing, and that's
Hamsters. Hamsters are not

the cute furry animals little
children have as pets; to Mr
Cooper they're just an
excuse for tilling a screen
with blood using a large mal
let. Ha!

Still, Mr Cooper has now
gone up considerably in my
estimation with his latest

game, a shoot-'em-up in the
classic tradition which fea

tures some very carefully-
drawn enemy installations
and, at last, some interesting
craft to blast to oblivion.

Now I won't bore you with
the plot as it really isn't
important, hut what is
important is the fact that the
small, perfectly-formed ship
you pilot can do serious dam
age to anything you might
see around you. To cap it all
your natty little craft can be
upgraded Halfords-style to a

formidable-looking, well-
trimmed, furry-seat-covered,
Alpine-tree-scented, female
magnet (or male magnet,
depending on your outlook
on life) that can really do ser
ious damage.

Mission control
Just ill case you thought it
might be different, Wave
length is sectioned into
missions, each with a set of
goals you have to achieve
within a certain time limit.

No surprises there, then. The
missions are quite similar in
their appearance and basi
cally involve you wiping
everything and anything off
the screen. Control is just a
tad odd but you soon master
it, giving you full directional
control over your craft.

The ship in its default con
dition is fitted with a laser

cannon for you to play with,
and blasting buildings
releases coloured tokens

which you can collect for the
ship upgrades I mentioned
earlier. It's important to
notice that if you want a par
ticular weapon upgrading,
you must collect a certain
colour of tokens or the

upgrades avail
able will keep
getting swapped
around. The list

of armaments

you can buy is
certainly impres
sive, and the token
system means you can

try loads of different
Variants of your ship. You
can pick up lasers which can
blast anything, a super laser
which blasts anything, and
even floating attachments
like drones, gun pods or mis
sile launchers which blast,

annihilate and destroy
absolutely everything.

Keep collecting the same
coloured tokens and the

weapons become more and
more powerful; keep at this
and the ship achieves its
maximum power as Frank
enstein bolts of electricity
shoot out at all angles at all
tilings bad and threatening.
As with all games of this type
you have the obligatory
Smart Bomb which sends

dozens of warheads across

and around the screen,
destroying everything except
yourself.

Wavelength is a very pro
fessional offering. It's got
great graphics, superb
effects, annoying music and
just about every ingredient
for a great time in front of
the computer. Shoot-'em-ups
are definitely in vogue at the
moment on all formats, and

it's nice to see the Acorn up
there on the catwalk

strutting its wares. Perhaps 1
should point out too that this
game is strictly for shoot-
'em-up fans, as it has some
tricky controls to master, and

if you're the sort of person
who needs a sound edu

cational reason for playing a
game, then you'll have to set
tle for 'it sharpens the reflex
es'. Then again, if you're the
sort of person who needs a
sound educational reason for

playing a game, why on earth
are you reading a review of a
shoot-'em-up in the first
place?

A final word. My version
arrived as two discs banded

together. Now it goes without
saying that the release ver
sion that you'll be able to

buy will have a lovely box
and some colourful artwork,

as although this package is
competitively priced, this is a
market place, and I'm on a
crusade for finer presenta
tion and not a 'garage cre
ation' philosophy. Just in
case you hadn't noticed.

Steve Atherton

Yeah, so it's a walk in the park to start with. Just a few enemy ships plodding around, trying to irritate you. But just you wait until the level gets harder:
you'llbe smiling on the other side of your facethen, buddy.They comethick and fast in this game, you see, so it won't be long before you're too busy to
admirethe shadow effects, the smooth scrolling and the sound effects. Shamereally, as they're excellent.
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Late Night Opening
Wednesday & Thursday!

Until 7:30

[Open Sunday
11 to 4pm HOW TO ORDE

Order by telephone quoting your credit
card number. Ifpaying by cheque please #2-3 Week DaVS £251 24 HOUR MAIL ORDER SERVICEFAX: 01 13239191
^RE^fa^y'correTonde^X" • Next Week Day £4.21 NEW! BBS Modem sales&technical HneTel 0113 2311422
s working days cheque clearance reroraer, notpenrem.
SHOWROOM ADDRESS: Delivery subject tostock AUTHORISED

ACORN
REPAIR

CENTRE
WeofferaffiEEquotatJonon
yourAcomor anyperipheral
(rnoritorspriterseteyWelvtTy
tarifTofjusttS.OOischargeclor
altemativelyyoucanvisitour
showroomWeui efaxnangea
courierpkkupataiiadditional
costof£ll.0a

f EASY ACCESS FROM M62, Ml andthe AI
M42/M62I

COURT.STANNINGLEYRD,LEEDS, J^eshowroomwrthparking
LSI22AE. 'Multi-millionpound company

'"Overseas orderstaken

•Educationalpurchaseorderswelcome

OPEN7DAYSAWEEK
Mon - Sat 9:30 • 5:30 Sun 11 - 4

pESBE
FARNELLS LIVING

WORLD

ARMLEY
GYRATORY

FIRST COMPUTER

CENTRE

COMPUTER CENTRE
•SWITCH

rrii«TiLVMIfufc«.ig™^th*M«I.Ta],e^
furASS.Thnn• t p.w«thArmfcygyratory.
from then. | takethetumoff fartheA64.TtiBnMrgp.w-lhtheAMtliypaviaTgU^xfatowii
arinytAidimt&uvA/rrievfyritorf.#2%surchargeonAmex mSmimlmml/msm^sSm

condltions(copy

** New Rise PC **]
Includes Free 12 Months On-Site Maintenance

Checkout our prices
PricesListedareforCash,Cheque orCreditCard#

PC600 2Mb HD210 £ 1199.00
complete wilh Acom AKF60 monitor

PC600 5MbHD2IO £1294.00
complete with Acorn AKF60 monitor

PC600 5Mb NnHhout monitor £ 1123.40
I complete with Acorn AKF60 monitor

PC6009MbHD420 £1594.00
I complete with Acorn AKF60 monitor

PC600 9MbSvithoutmonitor £1416.00
j complete with Acorn AKF60 monitor
With 17" AKF8S add £388.00
PCCard486sx(m»nonfem<^.oR<-rcj £99.00

Enfhuitoit Scheme purchase without monitor.

ARCHIMEDES
A30I0 Action Pack £249.00

[includes Sun Write(Wordproccssor) &Zool
A30I0 Early Years £330.00
A30I0 E/Yrs & AKF52 £493.00

\A30I0 Learning Curve £330.00
A30I0 L/C & AKF52 £493.00
A3020 FD £685.00

[complete with Acom AKF52 monitor
A3020HD60 £825.00

I complete with Acom AKFS2
A4000 HD £865.00

nplete with Acom AKF52 monitor

12 Months On-Site Maintenance £25.49

(Early Years £42.00
IPack contains StartWrite (Wordprocesiing). Talking Stories

is die Dotty Dog. A Mouse in Holland. Explore with
I Flossy Frog& PaintPot

Learning Curve Pack £42.00
IAcorn Advance . PC Emulator &Dr-Dos
IHome Office Pack £85.00

vnter. DataPowcr,Pipcdrcam4. PC EmulatorS Dr-Dos.
iPocketbook II 256 £222.00
IPocketbook II 5I2K £272.00

WeOperate Acorn Assist
0% finance available

(Teacher* I Lecturers or Concerned Parents)

S V 3• u III • 1
IAcorn AKF52 I 4" Monitor £ 196.00 I
IDEK Vision Master 17" Monitor, 0.26 Dot
pitchl280xl024at80Hzrcfrcsh,MPRII£584.00 !

RiscPC 2Mb £85.10

RiscPC 4Mb £1 19.14

RiscPC 8Mb £234.03

RiscPc VRAM 2Mb £159.00

With 1 Mb Vram Traded in £119.00

A3000 1Mb to 2Mb £49.00

A30I0 1Mb to 2Mb £43.50
A3020/A4000 to 4Mb £85.50

AS000 2Mb to 4Mb £85.50

CD-ROM DRIVES
IRiscPC-Internal
ICumana Indigo CAA300i (IDE) £194.00
ICAA300ia(IDE).in, AurtoMhWAntanIcu £242.00
h00i to 300ia Upgrade £60.00
I Cumana Indigo CAA40I (SCSI) £194.00
ICumana/ndigo CAA631 (SCSI.CaddyLoad) £292.00
IAll Acorn Machines- External
ICumana Oscar (Parallel) £223.00
ICumana Bravo (Parallel or SLCD) £292.00

Please specify machine when ordering
J (Add £50.00 for ProArtisan 2CD)

IMIDI Max (Midi Interface) £68.00
IMIDI Cables (x2) £5.11
IScanlightVideo(WildVision) £199.00
lHama Tri-Lock Genlock £276.60

RiscOS 3.1 Upgrade £74.04
|RiscOS3.l Upgrade Only -no Manuals £38.30
IAcorn Original Mouse £29.78
iDust Cover A3000/A30I0 Keyboard £45.10
iDust Cover RiscPC £11.91
I Dust Cover AKF12/17/30/40 £5.95
110 Capacity Disk Box £0.84
ISO Capacity Disk Box £3.40
1100 Capacity Disk Box £4.67

SOFTWARE Please phone for other titles ifnot listed

Application Software
ArcComm2 £46.00
ArcFax/./2 £29.79
Arcterm7 £56.50
Artworks 1.54 £120.83
Fireworkz £99.00

Hearsay II £67.50
Home Accounts £27.00

impression Style £74.50
Impression Publisher £130.00
Nighsky £61.23
Pendown Plus £65.50
ProArtisan 24 (Mac pco ..:,)£129.00
Rhapsody 3 £73.50
Rhythm Bed £36.50
Render Bender 2 £38.00

Serenade £77.02
Schema2 £94.00

Talking Pendown £53.00
Titler £77.00

TurboDriverBJ/Epson/HP £40.00
*Please Specify Printer

Twain £17.02
Vox Box £38.26

Wordz £75.00

Educational Software

10/10 Dinosaurs £16.50
10/10 Driving Test £16.50
10/10 Early Essentials £16.50
10/IOEnglish £16.50
10/IOFrench £16.50

10/10 Junior Essentials £16.50
10/10 Maths (Algebra) £16.50
10/10 Maths (Numbers) £16.50
10/10 Maths (Statistics) £16.50
10/10 Spelling £16.50
Badger Trails £33.50
Chrystal Rain Forest £32.77
Fun School 5-7 £18.00

Fun School 7-11 £18.00
FunSchool4IUnder5 £18.00
Naughty Stories V lorll £37.50
Noddys Playtime £16.50

Entertainment Software

Birds ofWar £22.70
BlackAngel £22.70
Break 147 / Superpool £22.70
Cannon Fodder £16.72
Carnage £16.50
Crystal Maze £27.83
CyberChess £22.70
Diggers £20.00
Dune II £27.50

E-Type 2 £22.97
Elite £29.78
Flashback £18.30
FTT Formula 2000 £20.00
Haunted House £16.50

Lemmings/More(RiscPC)£ 18.70
Magic Pockets £16.70
PlayitAgainSamllorlll £18.68
Premier Manager £17.20
Saloon Cars Deluxe £22.70
Sensible Soccer £17.50
Scrabble £19.50
SimCity 2000<ASooomi>cPC)£28.00
Simon the Sorcerer £27.80

Star Fighter 2000 £22.55
The Dungeon £22.70
ThcRcalMcCoy2,3or4 £21.00
Time Machine £16.50

Virtual Gol £21.27
Wolfenstein 3D £20.50

Please CallusforLatest titles.

Newtitles released regurlarly

CD Software

Artworks £129.00

Artworks Clipart £18.00
British Birds £150.00

Creepy Crawlies £47.00
Dictionary /Living World £47.00
Exploring Plant Sciences £85.00
Grooves £36.00

Multi-Media End £149.00
Image Warehouse £45.00
Interactive PcriodicTable £96.00

Intro to Classical Music £48.00

Inventors & Inventions £150.00

ITN European Atlas £144.00
Pro-Artisan 2 £127.00
Space Encyclopedia £32.00
World War II Archives £144.00

WealsostootavcryLirgcrangeofPCCCh
which can be nm on rradiineswitliaPCGird

Books
Wimp Program, for All £12.50
Basic Wimp Prog £14.50
with Examples disk £16.50
BBC Basic Manual £19.50

Beginners Guide to Wimp £12.50

SIBELIUS 6
Music Processing System

£134.00
Complete Midi System

with Yamaha PSS5I 61 Keys
MiniKeyboard (100 Voices, 28

Note Polyphonic), (deol for
Composition

Midi Max S Midi Cables

£367.00
Full size music keyboard

Yamaha PSR83add £30.00

i^l^l Ml l.fcf"C25 All our printerscomewithribbon/toner, paper &cables!.'

Canon
Canon BJIOsx
Laser quality output. Large bud

Canon BJ200
3 pageamln ipeed. 360dpi»
BJ210wldecarrlage venlon.

Canon BJ300
Desktop bubble|elwlthnearla.rrqualily. BJlJOWIde
o( the BJ300 <>?',.;<

CanonBJC600Colour
ir bubble jet. Excellent quality

Canon BJC4000 Colour
colour bubble jet from Canon. Excellent quality

CITIZEN

Citizen printers have a 2 year guarantee

|ABC Colour printer £131.91
24P»iprinti><2»ra.yaiABC.c<tn.pl<-trwithS0Shr.t4titoa>r«'trVr<)rr

Swift 200 Colour £ 154.89
te out put at the 240 but with 11>tfacllillei

ISwift 240 Colour £102.12
9 Pin 80 colomn colour

Turbo Driver for Canon / MP / Epson
Please Specify £39.00

HARD DRIVES

EPSON
£127.65

£178.25

£212.75

Epson LX300 Colour
»PinM Column colour

LQI50 Colour
2<Pin Draft 21iepi. LQ7?cpi

Stylus 800 +
<8Norile Inkjet 360 x 360 dpi (max) 100 .beet feeder

Stylus Color £391.48
Colour Inkjet. 360 x 360 dpi, 720 x 720 (on ipeclal paper)

HEWLETT

PACKARD

HP 320 Portable £195.74
NEW! HP520 Mono £212.76
HP 500 Colour £255.31
NEW! HP 560 Colour £374.46
even faitcrthan the HPSSOC/.'AIHPprirHititome withalyrar warranty

ra

.IL

wsmrwwf
IPUTF.R PRINTLKS

StarLC90 Mono £93.61
StarLC240 Mono £107.23

StarLC240Co £123.40
Star LC24-300 Col £212.76
2»pix»ul<y.2l0qpso>a»,67q«LQ.!9l<8KU«W,ICIli.«iS(<irtn«xk.

StarSJ 144 ColourThermal £212.76
Stunning affordable colour printer. 3 PPM. low running coiti

PRINTERCONSUMABLES

Graphics
Tablet

The Amazing new graphics tablet for the
Acorn Range of computers. Software
developed by First Computer Centre. Works
with all major software. Rated 100% in AmigaComputing. Qn|y £6g Q8

Spctid Buk prices for EducationalEstabtshnxnts
Works on A3000 Series onwards

Requires RiscOs 3.1 or above.

SUPRA MODEMS
Supra come with comms s/w & cable

Supra^MMModemi'288
NEWSuperfojt.'V34,28,800bps+ 14,400 Fax

only £199.00 gjgjg
SupropMMModeni ,44lc

V32bis< 144O0baud)
Feature! ai below but claii I (ax only & LED diiplay. "Performi per-
leeu>,newmi»Wnsa connection-Computer Shopper Apr il?4

only £104.00

SugrajrMXModem v.32bis
M400baud.V.32bii.'J2J73bisAri«>jVI7MNP2-S/V.417V42bl»,CI"*l*l
cotnmjiioi, 9600/14400 Croup 3 Fax. Include. free coninn (not f**)tJ
w & cable.* Excellent performance.
»hortl'»t"_Computer ShopperApnJ'

ionly £146.001
Supra24QO £49.00

Get on line u.lng thi* great value fa.t modern with auto dial ft receive.
2400 baud Have* conip. V22 BIS.
Si{«ModiTiiMKi» w*ha5vearw3nvcy^uprarriodniy>aTTnot BABTapprov«B»)wcyTr

IHKUobotics
WEAREPREFERREDUSRDEALERS

Sportster 288+FAX V34,28800 bps
only£239.00

Sportster 14400 FAX £124.00
WorldPortl4400+FAX £169.00

ICourier HST/Dual 16.8Terbo Fax
Only £289.00 (limited offer)

I IfyouthoughtV32biswas fasttrytorbo! Theycomewith a
15yearwarrantyo. oreBABT/lpproved

Acorn Modem Cable£8.S0

3.5" D ISKS
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£162.54
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—zor
£25.52

£45.10

£170.20

IPrinterStands (Universal) only £4.25
PREMIERInkRefills

save a fortune in running costs with your
ink/bubble jet. Compatible with HP, Canon ,
Star.Citizen 8<many others,
single refills(22ml) £5.95
Twin refills (44ml) £11.06
Three colour kit (66ml) £17.00
Full colourkit (88ml) £23.82
Bulk refills (125ml) ' £21.27

Cartridges
Canon BJ10 cartridge £16.16
Double life 500 cartridges £23.82
HP550/500 Colour cartridge £23.82
Star SJ48 cartridge £16.16
Star SJ144 cartridge (pack of 3) £36.59
Star SJI44 mono or colour (3 pack) £14.46

Miscellaneous

PrinterSwitchBox2way £11.06
Printer Switch Box 3 way £17.00
3Metreprintercable £5.95
5 Metre printercable £7.65
10metre printercable £11.06

A300IA4O0IA50003.5"Drives
IDE Card (A300/A400) £69.00
260Mb 3.5"

340Mb 3.5"
420Mb 3.5"

540Mb 3.5"

£1 16.00

£124.00
£143.00

£168.00

A5000 Requires 2nd HD Kit £17.00

2.5 Internal *lnc Interface

SEE A3020 *A3000 *A30I0

60Mb

80Mb

120Mb

170Mb
250Mb

520Mb

£110.63
£119.14

£136.16

£208.50
£212.12

£357.44

£169.63
£178.14

£195.16

£267.50

£271.12
£416.44

£169.63
£178.14

£195.16

£267.50

£271.12
£416.44

A3000 or A3010 Internal IDE Card
(For2.5"HD)Availableseperately £65.00

RIBBONS

Citizen Swift mono ribbon £4.25
Citizen Swift Colour ribbon £11.91

Star LC100 mono £3.14

Star LC200 mono £4.25
Star LCI 00 colour £6.80
Star LC200 colour £11.00
Star LC24-30 mono £7.65
StarLC24-30/200 Colour £10.20

Re-Ink Spray for mono ribbons £10.20
COVERS

StarLC 10/20 cover £4.25
Citizen Swift/ABC £5.10
HP500/550/5IO £5.10
StarLC24-300/30/100/200 £5.10

PAPER (fanfoldorsingle sheet)
prices apply only when ordered with printer

or purchased direct from the showroom
lOOOsheets £7.65 2000sheets £15.31

Deliveryfor 2000 sheets £4.26
when purchased without printer



Letters
Credit where it's due
Having recently become inter
ested in articles reviewing new
programs in computer maga
zines, I am disappointed to
discover that very rarely, if at
all, is the author of the pro
gram mentioned or given any
credit for the work that he has

done.

I would never dream ol' buy
ing a book not knowing
something about the author
and his or her style of writing.
In fact, knowing these things
encourages or discourages me
to buy more books by the same
author.

Wouldn't this also apply to
computer programs if the
author's name was at least

acknowledged? It seems so
unfair that all that hard work,

perseverance and talent is
given no recognition. Is there
some reason why this is so?

I feel very strongly about
this: in fact it is the first time I

have ever written a letter to a

newspaper or magazine.
Mary Skilling

Tunbridge Wells

What an interesting point.
I'm not sure if the same cri-

terium applies to authors as
to software writers, as I can't
imagine people wanting to
rush out to buy Joe Bloggs'
latest offering just because
his last spreadsheet/database
or whatever was well written.

I would like to think that

software which is not well

written should be panned,
rather than seen as the first

in a string of applications
from a certain author.

On a practical note, a lot of
applications are written by
teams, and quite a few aren't
credited anywhere, so it's
hard for us to publish the
names. Besides, program
mers are being paid for their
work, so it's not all that
unjust. (MM)

OS or programming?
Congratulations, once again:
the Christmas issue was

another serious improvement
on previous Acorn User issues,
and I do like the revised

layout.
The article giving a head-to-

head comparison between
Impression, Quark XPress and
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Oh,those goodold red function keys...

PageMaker raised some quite
fundamental issues which are

often overlooked. What

actually constitutes a well-
designed software package,
and how much does that pack
age rely on the operating
system to gloss over its short
comings, or conversely reveal
them?

For example, for my pur
poses the inclusion of a button
bar and OLE within Impression
Style provides a very powerful
package. But I would question
just how user-friendly it
actually is beyond those fea
tures which, by now, should be
included in all serious software

as 'standard issue'. And which

would then, if virtual memory
was also standard, make the
Acorn desktop a wholly pro
ductive environment. Indeed, I
wonder how Impression would
stand up in comparison to Ova
tion if Ovation had these

features.

Similarly, I am not
impressed by packages which
are substantially hyped on the
basis of speed of redraw. I am
very much more interested in
the user interface, how long it
takes me to complete a particu
lar task, and how intuitive it is

to accomplish. Surely, in cer
tain respects, mere speed of

redraw is not the prime criter-
ium and is. perhaps, something
which should be left to the

extraordinarily high processing
power of the latest RISC pro
cessors, rather than being the
centre of attention in software

design.
What I am saying is that

Impression seems to depend on
the desktop environment for its
virtues rather than more than

its inherent construction. Con

versely, Ovation, which is
underdeveloped to be sure,
seems to lag behind because it
fails to use the desktop inter
face to its best advantage.

Surely there should be a
required standard of coding for
the Acorn desktop which
should be applied right across
the industry, for OLE, drag and
drop, virtual memory and so
on? To the individual Acorn

user software development
does seem to be very frag
mented, with much duplication
of effort very clear in some
areas, and seemingly little
expenditure of effort in others.
This must be to everyone's
disadvantage.

Brian Bailey
Gloucestershire

Sounds like perfect fodder
for a View point. (MM)

One bit slower
Regarding B Slater's letter in
the Christmas 1994 issue.

If the memory was one bit
wide, every bit would have an
address, but it would take 64
reads to fetch a 64-bit word -

very slow - so it is better to
have the memory arranged in
larger chunks (words). It
would still require more than
one read if the word crossed

the word boundary but, even
so, it would still be quicker.

But what about writing? If
the data were aligned and
occupied the whole word,
there's no problem, otherwise
the processor would have to
read the old word before writ

ing back the new, modified
word: slower, but not too bad.

In fact, some processors,
including the Pentium, allow
arbitrary byte alignment, at the
cost of slower access, but with

a consequent increase in pro
cessor complexity, which
rather contradicts the spirit of
RISC.

Anyway, why have on-board
registers? The TMS990 pro
cessor has a workspace pointer
in the CPU which holds the

address of the "workspace
registers' held in memory: I
think the cache would have

helped here. Alternatively, and
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again with a cache, the proces
sor could hold the addresses

and lengths of a number of
'current variables' whose

values would remain in the

memory map (no problem with
aliasing here), so V() would
mean the value in memory
whose address is in AO and

whose length is in LO.
M R A Barnett

Cheltenham

Video quality
Since the release of the Rise

PC, Acorn has given promi
nence to the enhanced graphi
cal capabilities of the Rise PC
over the past Archimedes
A300/A400/A540 and A5000

machines, as well as other

computer platforms, with the
16 million colour palette of the
VlDC20chip.

Developed at ARM Ltd, the
135MHz VIDC20 chip co
ordinates all the screen modes

of the Rise PC, producing pixel
rates at up to 110MHz in dif
ferent frequencies. For opti
mum flexibility the VIDC20
provides on-chip a phase com
parator and a programmable
divider, which, coupled with
an external voltage-controlled
oscillator, generates all the
necessary frequencies for any
screen mode. But modes that

use more than 3Mb of data and

a refresh rale of 50Hz and over

are not possible on the Rise PC
due to some limitations of the

various data rates within the

VIDC20.

Consequently, to be on the
safe side, Acorn claimed a
'new full-scale 1600 x 1200

resolution desktop', a screen
mode which is used on 17in

and, especially, 20in monitors.
But when using 1600 x 1200 in
16 colours on a 2Mb VRAM

machine, the maximum clock

rate of the VIDC20, that is

135MHz, is exceeded, and

quoting Dave Walker in the
September issue of Acorn User
'it must be carried out at cus

tomers' own risk". To add

insult to injury, the VIDC20 is
soldered to the motherboard

and. hence, cannot be

upgraded to future VIDCs.
So, if Acorn claimed that

[600 X 1200 is possible, why is
Acorn now contradicting its
previous declaration? For the
set-lop boxes a 165+MHz

VIDC20 has to be used in order

to support larger screen modes.
Can't Acorn use the 165+MHz

VIDC20 in the current Rise PC

so as to give users access to
more screen modes? Finally,
with a 165+MHz VIDC20 and

its improved data rate, is it
possible to increase the VRAM
to, say, 3Mb or even 4Mb?

Ruben Galea

Malta

Bad business
In your columns there is con
tinuing and justifiable criticism
of Acorn's profile in the
'business market'. However,

Acorn is not helped by its
dealers.

In one of the few magazines
that supports different formats,
Jim Nagel's pages in Computer
Shopper stand out as a beacon
in the ever-changing seas of
the PC world. He continually
extols the virtues and simpli
city of Acorn machines, but
can you find an advertisement
for them? No way: not even on
the pages of Watford Elec
tronics, one of the largest
advertisements, is Acorn men
tioned. So how about the

dealers putting their weight in
raising Acorn's profile in the
big wide world, as well as
Acorn itself?

Also, why has Acorn drop
ped the red function keys from
its computers? These gave
them a distinctive look: just
look at the photograph from
Hong Kong on page 40 of the
September issue [reproduced
above]. When used in a visible
arena such as TV they help lo
raise the profile of the
machines: 'You know, the one

with the red keys' or 'Hey!
That's the one I use at school'.

D P Brooks

Swindon

If Acorn had retained the red

function keys, people would
be saying 'It's one of those
old BBC micros. Are they still
around, then...?' (MM)

Capitals or not?
Why does Acorn spell RISC in
capitals when referring to the
technology, but it calls its new
machine the Rise PC? Talk

about confusing standards...
John Stark

Cambridge

Viewpoint
It's a problemwhich has made cross-platformcomparisonof software
more and more difficultas operating systems have developed: how many
of a program's good points are down to the skillof the programming
team, and how many are down to the functionality of the operating
system?

Anyone who has used RISC OS, System 7 and Windows to any extent -
and I mean to an extent, rather than dabbled - normally comes up with

the same comments. RISC OS is the most friendly to use, and is the most
flexible when it comes to using more than one program at a time: its

multitaskingand context-sensitive menu system are excellent, along with
sophisticateddrag-and-drop file loading and saving, drag-and-drop cut
and paste (in a number of applications), and sheer speed of use. System 7

is a close second, as it loses out on its strange multitasking (where only

the applicationbeing used can be seen at any one time) and its lackof real
drag and drop (which is nearly there in System7.5).However,it wins
hands down in the virtual memory area, and has considerablybetter
development tools than RISC OS.

Whatever the choice between RISC OS and System 7 - it's a close run

thing for the vast majority of people - Windows, the 'industry standard', is

always rated well below the other two. It's a pig to use, it's slow, and it
makes mountains out of molehills most of the time. But it's got the best

development tools by far: you can write complete, working applications in

VisualBasic, without having to learn the intricacies of Cor assembler. In

fact, VisualBasicis the most popular development tool for Windows, and

we don't have anything that comes close.

So how does this affect the link between the operating system and the

quality of software which appears? Simply this: the software for the
system with the better interface - RISC OS- lags behind on features, but

scores on intuitiveness and ease of use. Impression is a dream to use, and

even compared to Quark on the Mac makes magazine layout much more
productive. Windows' interface sucks, but the features are there in the

software. Where's Paradox for RISC OS? Where's Lotus, WordPerfect,

Works, Quicken, et al? Even on the Macintosh these packages lag behind
the Windows versions, and that's not entirely down to the fact that

Microsoft has more incentive to boost Intel sales over Power PC sales.

The reason is, of course, down to money. Microsoft and its chums are

richer than most people can imagine, and Acorn companies are extremely

small in comparison. But they still manage to turn out the most amazing

software, which runs at speed: an important factor, as you'll appreciate if
you've ever tried using Windows on a 286 machine. This shows just what

an excellent operating system RISC OS is. We've published criticismsof

RISC OS,and its shortcomings, but bear in mind that this operating system

implemented icon bars, drag and drop, printer drivers with icons you can

drag to, menus which change depending on where you click the mouse

and manyother innovativefeatures that were - and still are - ahead of
the competition.

The down side is that RISC OS appears to have been standing still for

some time. RISC OS 2 appeared over five years ago, and the upgrade to

RISC OS 3, while cosmetically important, didn't change a huge amount.

RISC OS 3.5 is aptly named: it's just an upgraded RISC OS 3 for a computer

which can handle more memory, more colours and bigger screen modes.

Our article in December's Acorn User about what we'd like to see in

RISC OS 4 caused quite a stir at Acorn: apparently the number of phone

calls to customer services went up quite a bit through people trying to find

out if Acorn was going to implement any of the ideas raised.lt just goes to

show how important the operating system is to Acorn users.

Behonest if RISC wasn't so trendy, would you mind if RISC OSwas
running on a Pentium rather than an ARM chip? Probably not, as long as

we had its features. But, oh, for the development tools...

Mark Moxon
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S S I O N

Impression Style is the newest word

processor member of the Impression family, and

the most comprehensive and powerful version

so far released. Over the last few years

Impression has become the most successful 32-

bit Acorn software application and while

Impression's DTP capabilities have been

renowned, the fact is that most users use it as

their day to clay word processor. Impression

Style is a major update, with special attention

paid towards improving the word processing

abilities still further, and making it even easier

to use than before. So, for example, it now

includes automatic paragraph numbering and

Page & chapter number

\\)M UJjflB.. J1

Info field Zoom button Spell checker button

Button bar

Embedded graphic

Automatic paragraph
numbering

| m r n i s i i o h
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Two column text

two sorts of on-line help amongst dozens of

other improvements.

For those with technical writing needs it

includes a mathematical equation editing utility

and table building utility. For writers it includes

what Archimedes World called "the superb

WordWorks dictionary and thesaurus package."

Other features that help make Impression Style

a better text processor include automatic

abbreviation expansion - one of the greatest

time saving features available, drag and drop

editing, an optional, configurable tool bar. along

with firm favourites such as spell check as you

type.

View quality button

• Thesatlrus window showing
entry for the selected word.

Selected word looked up



In a modern world of computer software

we have created a package to

leave you with a lasting impression

Archimedes World summed it up by calling it

"a document processor of immeasurable power

and sophistication."

And for those who need complete control

over the page layout and appearance,

Archimedes World and Acorn User magazines

both had exactly the same conclusions - "Style

itself is currently the best DTP package

available."

"Importing foreign formats is one thing Style

handles better than any other package I have

encountered."

"The manuals are brilliant and offer full

details on the use of the software. In fact, these

manuals are so good, it seems unlikely that

there will be much need for supplemental books

from third party publishers."

"At the end of the day, Impression Style is a

superb product for the relatively small asking

price."

Archimedes World

"Impression Style represents ridiculous value

for money."

Acorn User

"There is no other product on the Acorn

platform to touch this, whether at the £100

asking price point or at £500. Every writer

should own a copy."

Archimedes World

If you use your computer for word processing,

then shouldn't you make sure that you use the

best tools available?

Impression Style upgrade oplions

Upgrade from Cost (ex VAT) Total cost inc p&p and VAT

Impression Junior E49.00+VAT £57.58

Impression II £49.00iVAT £57.58

Other word procossorsi E70.00+VAT £82.25

lOlhor wont processors includ
TvdiWiiler. Ens/Writer. SlarlW
key 'msitH 'Not disc wthpa

: Pipedream, Wordi. C
rite and Acom Advance
mem JoComputerCor

vathn. Fust Word Pius
TO upgradesimplyreturnyour

ccpts

Impression Style RRP £99 + VAT (£1 16.32 inc)

Refer lo tabic (orspecial upgrade offers.

2Mby(es RAM recommended

Low cosl educational site licences available.

Fullspecification availableon request.

Computer Concepts Ltd
GADDESDEN PLACE, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS HP26EX.

TEL: 0+12 63933 FAX: 0442 231632

EMAIL: lnfo@CConcepis.co.uk.



We've all heard of printers that output to
paper, and even some that print to print

ing film, but what about machines that take
computer input and weave, knit and embroider?
In this article I'm going to take a look at all sorts
of weird and wonderful machines from looms to

electronic embroiderers.

Weaving
Joseph Marie Jacquard is thought to be the
inventor of the first programmable industrial
weaving machine - using a series of fanfolded
punched cards, he controlled his massive weav
ing loom. Hung in Charles Babbage's drawing
room was a picture of Jacquard at work on his
punched cards. The picture was not, as many
thought, an engraving, but was woven on a
Jacquard loom using 24.000 linked cards, thus
demonstrating the tremendous information
handing capacity of the punch card system.

But someone had lo set out, punch and check
all those cards and it was nearly 200 years
before the loom and benchmakers Emmerich

(Beilon) Ltd eliminated the problem with a CAD/
CAM system for weave designers. Unlike Jac-
quard's, these are shaft looms and there is a
version for schools and colleges on which stud
ents can make a useful amount of cloth. By the
time you've bought the hardware and software,
and all the bits 'n' bobs you need lo get started,
you won't get much change from £3000 for the
basic model, and for the cost of the top of the
range job, you could buy a very nice car.

The Harris loom (a work of art in its own
right) is operated by a single foot treadle, and the
Weft insertion and beating up is by hand. The
CADprogram simulates the loom so that ideas of
structure and colour can be easily tested and
refined on screen. The results can be printed out
for handweaving or the computer can control the
Warp thread lift from the design software via a
serial port controller.

A weave tutorial program is also available
from Emmerich (Berlon) Ltd and is highly
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Knitting, weaving and embroidery

Bobbin

about
Geoff Preston looks

at ways of outputting
to fabric using your
Acorn machine.

The POEM embroidery machine,
which works with software from

Commotion and TechSoft.

recommended. Although it's a BBC micro pro
gram ported onto the Archimedes, it is a line
tutorial which would gain very little by making
it RISC OS compliant. If, like me, you don't
know your warps from your wefts, or your
heddles from your shafts, this is a good £20
worth of program.
8-shaft loom, £2700
(plus £100 for the software)
16-shaft loom, £3840
(plus £1000 for the software)
24-shaft loom, £4980
(plus £2500 for the software)
Weave Tutorial program, £19.60
Emmerich (Berlon) Ltd, (01223) 622684

Embroidery
The POEM Personal Embroidery Machine is
currently the only sewing machine specifically
designed for computer control. Manufactured in
Japan by Aisin Seiki, a division of Toyota, and
costing over £600, this is a very expensive piece
of kit (for £200 you could buy a hi-spec
although non-computer controlled Singer sewing
machine). So what do you get for all that
money? Simply, a superb output device that will
produce some very professional-looking
embroidered badges and motifs which will
greatly motivate students almost regardless of
age, gender or ability.

In simple terms, if you produce a picture.
POEM will embroider it. But before you run off
with a fistful of money to buy one, a note of
caution. In spite of the guards that are in place,
and the doors which must be closed before the

machine will run, it must be remembered that

this is a sewing machine with a very sharp
needle. Although the motor probably isn't pow
erful enough to drive the needle through a finger.
it could inflict a nasty injury. This product
requires supervision especially when working
with very young ones.

There are two suppliers of software for Acorn
computers: Commotion and Techsoft. There's
not a lot to pick between them, and I use Tech
soft because, although slightly more expensive,
the program offers full control over stitch
pattern.

With the Techsoft program, the picture you
wish to be embroidered must be a Draw file.



Knitting, weaving and embroidery

However, the software contains outlining algo
rithms which will convert sprites to Draw files
and for Key Stage 1 and 2 students, this is by I^ar
the best option. If you do want to create a Draw
file for the embroidery machine it is important
you do not over-lay more than two colours or the
machine will jam. The way the software works is
to take the object at the back of the Draw file
and embroider that first. It then takes the next

object forward and then the next until it has
stitched all the objects in the drawing. Techsoft
is shortly releasing an enhanced version of the
software which will not over-stitch and hence

will automatically remove the possibility of
jamming due to too many layers of Stitching.

The question that always comes up is 'How
many colours will it do?' 1 suppose the answer is
strictly 'unlimited', although in reality every
time a new colour is required the machine must
be re-threaded. I feel it's unlikely you'll need all
of the 16 colours the software allows for - three

to six colours is probably much more realistic.
Care should be taken to keep objects of the same
colour together in the Draw file if possible, as
failure to observe this simple rule could mean
lots of unnecessary re-threading.

The working area is about 90mm square
which is quite large enough for a badge or logo.
The manufacturers are also quick to point out
that brand name logos should not be used as the
subject of an embroidered design. The material
is secured in a special embroidery hoop or frame
which connects to the computer controlled arm
by a magnet. Space around the frame is

The Harris 24in 16-shaft Mk II loom

from Emmerich (Berlon) Ltd.

restricted, so it's difficult but not impossible lo
find space for a whole garment which is being
embroidered. Tee shirts are particularly trouble
some as the tendency is for the back of the
garment to shift into the path of the needle
resulting in the back becoming stitched to the
front.

The initial cost of the machine, it must be

said, is high. Accessories are equally expensive.
The machine is supplied with a pack of five
wound bobbins for the under thread and three

cartridges to hold the top coloured threads. To
avoid having lo install threads into the cartridges
when a new colour is required, extra cartridges
are a must. The threads themselves arc also

pricey but they do work better than any other
cheaper type I've tried. Be prepared to spend a
further £20-30 on these items and a really sharp
pair of embroidery scissors. The best material
I've found is felt, which can be purchased from
most fabric shops: look out for bundles of off-
cuts. Calico with a backing of Vilene also gives
good results although it is a little fiddly to get
both fabrics into the embroidery frame.
POEM (inc software) £749
Coloured threads £3.75 for three

Bottom thread £1.90 for five

Techsoft, (01824) 780318

Knitting
My mother-in-law is an avid knitter. I'm fre
quently amazed at the quantity of wool she can
get through when sitting in front of the televi
sion. Having never passed beyond cotton-reel
and nails knitting (hands up all those who
remember French knitting), I feel there is
something really special about a hand-knitted
garment that sets it aside from the mass-pro
duced machine-knitted shop-bought items. It
was therefore with some scepticism that I looked
at computer-controlled knitting machines.

Clywd Technics produces the software and
lead to connect an Acorn computer to a Brother
940 or 950i knitting machine. The software
enables the designer to produce the most compli
cated patterns with up to 14 colours per row.
Designs may be printed out as a knitting pattern
or sent to the knitting machine.

The software allows the user to design and
knit tiles of any si/.e. Once a single tile has been
designed, any number can be put together in any
orientation lo produce a larger tile. Files from
other 'bit-mapped' programs can be imported
and saved in Techtile format. I have to say,
Techtile is basic in the extreme and feels as if it

was ported from a BBC micro. I managed to
crash the program several times simply by
clicking on the wrong menu option at the wrong
time. It won't run on a Rise PCnor will it operate
with ICS' IDEFS filing system.

Apart from these criticisms, the software
works well enough and produces what it's sup
posed to. All this program really needs is a RISC
OS programmer.
Brother 940 Knitting machine (prices vary
between suppliers)
Brother 950i Knitting machine (prices vary
between suppliers)
Techtile Archimedes software £79.95

Connecting cable £89.95
Clwyd Technics, (01352) 741751 An
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SEPWLAC
Computing
PO Box 304

Brighton
BN1 1LE

Callers by appointment
Tel: (01273)208074
Fax: (01273)738258
e-mail: sales@senlac.demon.co.uk

CompuServe: 100113,603

Although it'sonly
just into December as
I write this I'd like to

wish all our customers

a veryhappy 1995!

We can show only a tinyfraction
ofour range so ifyou don't see

zohat youxoaut please call.

Feel free tophone orfaxany time
ofthe day ornight - even if toe
have to gohome occasionally our
answering machine is always
available!!

We can accept Access, Mastercard,
Visa, Delta, cheques orused fivers.

Pete.£u£ef

Acorn

Pocket Book II
Pocket Book II (256k) 255.00
Pocket Book II (512k) 315.00
A-Link 49.00

Mains Adapter 14.50

<0> ^ Limited Special Offers ^ ♦

Ask about our music bundles

USR Sportster 14,400 Modem+ Cable ...155.00
USR Courier v34 Modem + Cable 395.00

Games
Arcturus 22.50

Cannon Fodder 21.50

Crystal Maze 36.50
Diggers 27.95
E-Type 2 29.25
Flashback 24.95

FTT (Formula 2000) 23.25

Lemmings for Rise PC 25.50
Lemmings 2 - Tribes 25.50
Premier Manager 23.00
Sim City 2000 (Rise PC)...35.00
Simon the Sorcerer 35.95

Speedball2 21.75
Star Fighter 3000 27.00
Spobbleoids 22.95
Wolfenstein 3D 27.00

Music/Sound
Lark A16 Card 225.00

Serenade 88.00

Sibelius 6 165.00

SSES1600 call

Rhapsody 3 88.00

Other Goodies
ArcFax 165.00

Artworks 165.00

Eagle M2 360.00
Hearsay 2 165.00
ImageFS 34.95
Impression Pub....145.00
Impression Style....88.00
Personal Aces. v3...43.00

PhotoDesk 180.00

Squirrel 2 160.00

All prices include VAT and UK
P&P - there is no more to pay.

PO Cash on Delivery add £8
(available for orders up to £500 only).

Errors and Omissions Excepted (E&OE). -?

ood look at this advert.

burtd you like to know how you
too£an produce artwork for
publication? If you work with

text and graphics then yqineed
Acorn Publisher, the magazine

for all those inyolved^.ir
publishing on Acorn syste

including electronic piubIish
!p t and multimedia.

WRITE OR PHONE NOW

KALAT
SmjRi

P.O.Box 231, Barton, Bedford MK454HQ.
Tel. 01582 881614fax 01582 881614

Rise PC 600
ACB15 Rise PC 600 2MH/HD210 1400.00

With 17" Monitor 1870.00

ACB25 Rise PC 600 5Mb/HD210 1560.00
With 17" Monitor 2030.00

ACB45 Rise PC 600 9Mb/HD210 1900.00
With 17" Monitor 2370.00

AllRise PCs include 1 year's free on-sitemaintenance.
Systems without monitors areavailable insome

circumstances. Please call for details..

Schools/

Businesses

Lease a Rise PC

from as little as

£43.50

per month over
3 years. Call for]

details.

Paying by Cash,
Cheque or Delta?

You may deduct an

extra £ 5 D discount

from the VAT inclusive priceof
your Rise PC//

Aselection of Rise PChits 'n'pieces...
210Mb 2nd IDE Drive Kit 199.00.

420Mb 2nd IDE Drive Kit 270.00.

1-2Mb VRAM Upgrade 120.00
8Mb SIMM 265.00.

16Mb SIMM 580.00

32Mb SIMM 799.00

P' SENLAC are now also able tosupply
J> the complete range of orange™ digital
mobile phones andaccessories!

We have some very special deals available...
...Please call!

orange



The IT industry, not unlike the car industry,
does have a tendency to take last year's

model, tart it up a bit and relaunch it as a totally
new concept. However, this year's model of the
Acorn Pocket Book has more than a couple of
new safety features and a smart new paint job;
while it is recognisably the same neat little palm
top computer, the Pocket Book II offers users,
particularly those in education, a significantly
different machine.

The new Pocket Book has a larger screen,
which can display four times the quantity of text,
and the resolution has been improved. Unfor
tunately for my fingers, the keyboard has not
been enlarged, but I know that kids have no
problem with it. ROM has also been increased to
2Mb, which must be a plus.

The applications Write, Cards, Abacus, Time
and Calc are still built in to the Pocket Book II

but in terms of new software there is OPL, a
straightforward program editor which didn't
interest me much, and a nifty utility called
World. This is a sort of mini-atlas. Type in the
name of a place and basic data appears on screen
while its location flashes on a simple world map.
Admittedly it's probably not sophisticated
enough to be of much use in secondary geogra
phy lessons but it could be valuable at primary
level, partly because children will enjoy playing
with it.

There is still some debate over whether com

puterised spelling checkers are a good thing or
not but the Pocket Book II has one on board

along with, now, a thesaurus. My view is that
anything which encourages students to investi
gate words and experiment with language is
worthwhile, so this addition gets my approval.

The Pocket Book II has a record facility as
well. This again is great fun to fiddle with but
has a high potential nuisance factor and could
prove a curse rather than a blessing in the class
room. You can use it to customise the alarm

function, which is a nice gimmick, but although
there must be an obvious educational appli
cation, I'm afraid I can't think of one. Recording
snatches of bird song? Suggestions on the pro
verbial postcard please. Recording samples of a
useful length also eats up memory which could

Portable computing

Easier on the

pocket?
We've published reviews of Acorn's Pocket Book II
before in Acom User, and the conclusion is that the
Pocket Book II is better in all departments, except
price. But if you're thinking of equipping your school
with a large number of palmtops, is the Mark II worth
the extra money? Alice Smith investigates.

Spot the difference: the Pocket
Book II has a larger screen and
more memory, which makes
programs likethe diary so much
better on the Mark II(bottom)
than the original Mark I (top).

John Lewis : High Uyconbe
T'n II

27

Mark

cause management problems in the classroom.
All these extras are extremely welcome

enhancements but to my mind the Pocket Book
IPs major selling point is the graphing appli
cation, Plotter, which comes on a plug-in SSD
(solid state disc) cartridge. This can handle
Cartesian and polar functions, inequality graphs
and co-ordinate pairs and effectively turns the
machine into a graphical calculator, a piece of
equipment which has fast gained favour In A-
level and GCSE maths lessons but which has also

been shown to have a place in the primary
classroom, too. In short, it cuts out all that
tedious graph-drawing which, with pencil and
paper, is time-consuming and tends to become
an end in itself, obscuring the mathematical
point of the exercise.

So what about price? The basic 256K RAM
machine is £269.95 and the 512K version is

£329.95 (all prices include VAT). However, at the
time of writing, a class pack of ten original
Pocket Books costs £1996.90. The same number

of Pocket Book lis is £2699.50. That's a differ

ence of just over £700, for which you could gel
three and a bit extra computers. The older Pocket
Books were due to be discontinued at the end of

1994 but you are bound to be able to get hold of
them for the first few months of the new year so,
given the option, do you buy old or new?

Well, in this instance, less is probably more
because the better the machine, the more easily
and frequently it's going to be used, even if it
means the goal of one per child takes a little
longer to achieve. In fact, with computers as
with cars, if you can afford it, it's always worth
going for the top of the range. There is still some
way to go before palmtops make desktop
machines obsolete, but if the Mark I Pocket
Book was a hatchback, the Mark II is a i
saloon, and Acorn is getting there. Jj[)
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Garden Wildlife

The integrated KEY system
from Anglia Television Multimedia

The 1995 catalogue
from Anglia includes
details of the range
of CD-Roms,
starting at £25.00

D-Rom
Anglia Television

ultimedia
Anglia Television Multimedia is well-known for
the integrated KEY data-handling system for
schools. We now offer a wide and growing
range of CD-ROM discs, starting at just £25.
These discs offer a rich experience for the
home as well as the classroom. Self-contained

discs give hundreds of pages of information,
covering topics from human biology to castles,
garden wildlife to art from the principal British
galleries. Animations, video sequences,
drawings, commentaries and clear text all
combine to provide insight for the inquisitive
mind. Activity sheets, timelines, databases, a
selection of on-screen tools, glossaries,
reconstructions and the facility to take out
materials and use them in your own work all
add to the value of the discs. We also offer

Datafile and Map CD-ROM discs including
many GIS (Geographical Information System)
facilities for use with the KEY range of
software.

For full details, phone, fax or use the coupon
to obtain Anglia's new catalogue. This will
ensure that you receive the current list and
regular mailings as the range grows.

World War II - On the Home Front

Garden Wildlife

Castles of the British Isles

The World of the Vikings

Countries of the World

Understanding the Body

19th Century Biographies
Britain from the Air

Understanding Energy

The Worlds Weather

Counties of the British Isles

• Art Store - Looking at Animals
Jta The Industrialisation of Britain

~~ * ... and there's more to come
ANGLIA

To: SCA (Anglia Television), Dept Ul, PO Box 18, Benfleet, Essex SS7 1AZ
or phone/fax 0268 755811

Primary J Middle Secondary ^]Home

KEY initiatives
across the curriculum



Win a copy of
Game On!
The ARM Club's Game On! enables you to play your

favourite games on the Rise PC, and we've got 15
copies to give away. All you have to do is to match the
four game shots opposite to the four games listed
below, write the answers on the back of a postcard, and
send your entry to us by 31st March 1995. The first 15
correct entries out of the hat will win a copy of Game
On! Please send entries to: Game On! Competition,
Acorn User, IDG Media, Media House, Adiington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

Competition

Benefitsof membership of The ARM Club include:

• Quarterly printed magazine with disc.

• Free technical help service.

• Member discounts from well-known companies.
• Training Courses, Open Days &Regional Meetings.

• Contact lists of other members.

• Joining pack includes fifth copy of magazine &disc.
• PublicDomain Libraryincluding members software.

Allfor only £12 per year, fully inclusive. Cheques should be

made payable to The ARM Club. Formore details, write or

send £2 for a comprehensive information pack including

sample magazine and disc, to: The ARM Club, Dept.

AUC941, FREEPOST ND6573, London N12 OBR.

1 Sensible Soccer

2 Flashback

3 Speedball 2
4 Gods

AUTHORISED ACORN DEALER

PD CD 650meg Of Public Domain SoftwareC-ruCD
(Available Now DPD_CD1)

Soon CD2/3 With 650meg On Each Disc.
DPD_CD2 Contains Symphony Tunes And Samples
DPD CD3 Contains24bit Scanned Colourfringes In
Tiff &Sprite File Format. £35 €rBCh + VSt

Scanning Service Available And Supplied In Various File Formats
(Please Call For Prices)

Also Available CD Mastering At £85 A Disc
We Can Also Back Up Your Hard Disc To CD-Rom Giving You

Instant Access To Your Data. (Please Call For Details)

Acorn Advance £98 Simon Sorcerer £34 Flashback £24

CC. Artworks £135 Wolfenstein 3D £25 Spobbleoid £21
CC. Publisher £135 Sim City 2000 £34 F.T.T £21

Desktop '© V4 £159 Cannon Fodder £22 E-Type 2 £29

Desktop Assembler £99 Star Fighter 3000 £25 Arcturus £21

PIONEER DR-U104X

The Latest Offering From
Pioneer, This Is Probably The
Only Drive To Have Any Impact
At All On The Toshiba 3501B/4.

Quadruple Speed With A Data
Transfer Rate Of 614kbs Caddie

Loading, High Speed Access
190ms (Random Access) Kodak
Multi Session Photo CD

Compatible Stereo Audio
Outputs For Playback Of Music
CD's. Dust Countermeasures By
Outward Opening Front Door
And Body Vinyl Cover.

Internal Unit (RiscPC Only) £385

External Unit (All Machines)£479

^k 86 Meadowbank, Moor Lane, Ilolway
•I Holywell, Clwyd. CHS 7EF

PLEASE ADD VAT TO

ALL PRICES

please call for w Tel/Fax :- 0352 715840
SOFTWARE PRICES -^. OPENING HOURS MON-SAT 10am-6pm

RiscPC's Include 12 Months On Site Warranty Studio Graphics
RiscPC 2MHD210 £1249 •BHW^U TOP QUALITY CLIP-ART (DRAWFILES) ideal for
2mog Dram AKF60 Monitor 210 HD ^^ JO.
RiscPC 5MHD210 £1399 T^Ljb,
4/1meg Dratn/Vram AKF60 Mon.210 HD ••SlS
RiscPC 9MHD420 £1699 A(.orn*
8mb/1 mbDram/Vram AKF60 Mon. 420HD ^
Above With AKF85 17inch MultiScan Add £400 SG005 General 100+Files Mostly Colour
ACM01 (SLICE) Case Upgrade
ACA20 1mb VRAM Upgrade (Acorn)
ACA21 2mb VRAM Upgrade (Acorn)

4mb simm RAM

16mb simm RAM £440

RiscPC 486 PC Card

MS/Dos& Windows 3.11

Ethernet Interface Card

Acorn Access (RiscPC)

HARDWARE UPGRADES
ARM 3 Upgrade with FPA socket £139
T/Driver CANON / DESKJET/EPSON £45

SCHOOLS WE CURRENTLY HAVE 10 SETS AVAILABLE

SG001 Egypt 100+Files Mostly Colour £8.00
SG002 Flags 270+Files (2 Discs) Colour £15.00
SG003 General 100+Files Mostly Colour £8.00
SG004 Xmas (1) 100+Files Colour/B/White £8.00

RiscPC Upgrades
£125 8mb simm RAM

32mb simm RAM

£99

£129

£199

£230

POA

£99

SG006 Borders/Cartoons Colour/ B/White

SG007 Borders For Poster B/White

SG008 Borders For Draw B/White

SG009 Greek Clip-Art Mostly Colour
SG010 Xmas (2) 2 Discs Mostly Colour

MY WORLD UTILITYDISCS K/S (1/2)
Disc MW001 ANCIENT EGYPT £12.95

£95 Disc MW002 CHRISTMAS £9.99
£129 Disc MW003 ANCIENT GREECE £14.95

£129 SCHOOL ORDERS WELCOME CAV/ORDER

PRINTERS Where to find us

£8.00

£8.00

£10.00

£8.00

£10.00

£12.00

CANON BJ-10SX/Turbo £139/£179

Canon BJC600 Colour With Turbo £399

EPSON STYLUS 800 COLOUR £395

Refills for BJ10/DJ(Twin) BW/Col £12/£13
Ink Cartridge for BJ10 £18
Ink Refills For Stylus Colour (Black) £26
Ink Refills For Stylus Colour £36

Drives IDE SCSI
540meg DEC £279
1 gig W/DIGIT £599 DEC
2 gig DEC £
3 gig 5'/. DEC £
Case For 3 gig Drive
For External Drives Please Add £89 For-
Caso And Cables.

CD-ROM SOFTWARE
ArtWorks (CC) £169
ArtWorks ClipArt CD (CC) £20
ProArtisan 2 £139

Image WareHouse (Media Design) £59
Illustrated Holy Bible £25
Illustrated Works Of Shakespeare £25
Hutchinson Electronic Encyclopedia £79
CD Lens Cleaner £6

From Chester follow old A55 post
Holywell until you see Moor Lane on
your right, turn down Moor Lane, wo
are at the bottom on the right hand
side (Big While Farm Gate) From Rhyl
(As Above) but turn left Into
MoorLane before Holywell.

KJSMIK J .

-^-— CHESTBI -w
a mm (cmugei

TERMS

EEC add 17.5%vat to all prices except
books. Prices and specifications
subject to change without notification.
Carriage Is free (Except for books/
Soflware/Rlsc-OS 3.1 S PRM's) these
will be shipped at cost. Goods offered
subject to being unsold and/or
available. Goods not offered on trial
basis. Next day delivery please add CI2
- vat. Otherwise All goods shipped
within 48 hours subject to availability.
Restocking fee on non-defective
returns.

CD-ROM DRIVES
The Drives Listed Below Are Toshiba

Units And Are Photo CD Compatible
(Multi session) They Also Come With
Driver Software For CDFS 2.20.

Internal Drives (RiscPC Only)
XM-4101B/2Tray300kbs £210
XM-3401 B/2 Caddie 330kbs £279

XM-3501B/4 Caddie 600kbs £395

External Drives (All Machines)
XM-4101B Tray 300kbs £279
XM-3401 B Caddie 330kbs £389

XM-3501B Caddie 600kbs £475

None of the above include SCSI

Interface.

SCSI INTERFACE CARDS

Morley Uncached £169
Morley Cached £189
Cumana SCSI 11 £200

HCCS16bit Scsi Card £99 CD CADDIES £7.50

Dongle Dangle £7

ArmStick Joystick Interface £28

Keyboard Extension cable £8
Midi Expansion Card £69

Replacement Mouse £25
Micro Mouse (Clares) £31

QuickShot 2 Turbo Joystick £11

Rise-OS 3 Upgrade £76

Rise-OS 3 Carrier Board 300/400 £21

Serial Upgrade A3000 £20

VIDC Enhancer (State Machine) £32

BOOKS
Archi Assembly Language £14.95

Rise OS 3 First Steps £14.95

Archi Operating System £14.95

ArtWorks Made Easy £14.95

BBC Basic Guide (NEW 3.10/11) £19.95

DabHand Guide To Impression £14.95

Game Makers Manual £14.95

Graphics On The Arm £14.95

RISC-OS 3 PRM's £99

AASM Manual (Acorn) £25

ANSI C v4 Manual (Acorn) £25

DDE Manual (Acorn) £25
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Incorporating

P.D. and Shareware lor the serious

Archimedes and Rise PC user

For a catalogue send £1 or lour 1st class
stamps and ask for 1.6Mb or 800K discs.

A.P.D.L.. 39 Knighton Park Road.
Sydenham. London SE26 5RN

As well as the besi collection of P.D.. Shareware, and other low cost software we offer

IFaster PC - The alternative PC emulator only£20

Harddiscs - Partexchange your A5000 for a massive 420 Mb drive

80 Mb to 420 Mb only £205 :-: 160 Mb to 420 Mb only £175

210 Mb IDE drive and interface for A310/A400 only £230 (others available)
PLUS a huge range of cheap PCShareware forusewith a PCemulator or PCcard.

(All prices inclusive)

C0RLTON SOFTWARE
Acorn & l-.pson Appr.De.iler

New Year Give Away !!!!
Pocket Book II - £214 A Link - £39.99 P.C.LInk - £55.

Pkt.Bk OPL Programming Manual - £10 Ask for Pkt.Bk.Software
Animator - £49 Photodesk - £149 EasyFont 3 - £24.99

Fire Workz + Free Home Accounts - £79

Computers; ask for a competitive quote
Our Rise PC includes 1Yr. onsite maintenance

£90 oft any other order or 0% finance&free software apprx.value £90
Special upgrades. LOW LOW prices Excellent Service Phone us.

•Credii <!ards
•COl.^nlndUK*

Open M-F 4.30pm - 9.30pm Sat 9-5
Carlton Software, Felmersham Rd, a****.**."**-.****".

Add VAT,Add Carr £8h/\v,£4S/w,
Carlton Bedford. MK43 7NA

Tel/Fax 01234 721448 Itemssubjccl lo avail. Ii&( >E

Why DO people buyfrom

THE DATA STORE?

We're an Acornspecialist - no other brandsof com
puter to distractyou.

Alarge stockof hardware, software andperipherals,
all on demonstration if required.

Friendly, knowledgeableand efficient service -
in person or by mail/telephone order.

Finance terms available (subject to status, written
detailson request) includingsix months interest-free
on selected items.

BARGAIN BASEMENT: a selection ofolder software
at 50 to 75% off for a limited period.

Freeparkingright outside the shop.

Bromley'sAMAZING SUB-TROPICAL CLIMATE!
(only joking)
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We accept:
Visa

Diners Club

Mastercard
Switch.
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VT\Ttf Crri TOPQUALITY P.D. WITH LOW PRICES
•M^T TIV Hi M AR AND A FAST AND FRIENDLY SERVICE
J$l MARKETING WHAT MORE COULD YOU ASK FOR?

Our *NEW* demo disc/catalogue for just i'l

EXCELLENT PACK OFFERS

Pj
At only £3.50, each pack has three dines with the best

fully archived selected software.

• Games Pack 1 • Draw Clipart Pack 1
• Games Pack 2 • *NEW* Draw Clipart Pack 2
• *NEW* Games Pack 3 • Educational Pack 1

•*NEW* Sound Sample Pack • Utils Pack 1

-i

Buy any two packs and get our demo disc free.
Buy any four packs and get a free mystery disc.

•

Five Star Marketing, 4 Shepherds Walk
Bushey, Herts. WD2 1LZ.

©LFTT Q * Tel: 0962 863225
Q ©HCgTTOK

UNBRANDED DISKS: SONY, VERBATIM, KAO, DYSAN etc.
(Subject to availability). 100% CertifiedGuaranteed ErrorFree

Packs of 10 supplied with FREE Library case
3.5"DSDD £4,90 5.25" DSDD.. £3.75
3.5" DSHD £6.60 5.25" DSHD £5.80

Labels included Envelopes &labels included
Enquiries welcome for bulk orders

LOCKABLE DISK BOXES ACCESSORIES

50 Cap 5.25" £5.95 each f*iaiy Cases 5.25" £1.15 each
Library Cases 3.5 99p

100 Cap 5.25" £7.25 each

40 Cap 3.5" £5.25 each

100 Cap 3.5" £6.75 each

200 Cap 3.5", File Drawer £11.99 each

Mouse Mats Red, Blue, Grey £2.30 each
Disk Labels 3.5" £1.20 per 100
Disk Labels 5.25" £1.60 per 100
Disk Envelopes 5.25" £3.40 per 100
Disk Drive Locks 3.575.25" £11.50

Printer Ribbons Toner cartridges - Original and Compatible - Ring for Prices
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR POSTAGE & PACKING

GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL ENQUIRIES WELCOME

SOFT SECTOR 58 AndoverRoad, Winchester, Hants S022 6AG

Inkjet&Bubblejet I colourprinter
refills Ribbons

"CARE THREE PACK" will refill HP

Deskjet range 3 times. The Canon
Bubblejet range3 times.ThreePack
availablein Yellow, Magenta,Cyan,

Red, Blue, Green,Brown, Purple,
Black £14.98 each.

TRI-COLOUR PACK" 3 refills of

Yellow, Magenta and Cyan£17.95.
"CARE SIX PACK" will refill

HP51608A Cartridge 6 times.The
Canon BC01 /02 etc.Cartridge 6

times.

6 PURE BLACK REFILLS

ONLY £24.95

Pleasestate type when ordering

"Print Head Recovery Fluid"
forunblocking inkjet/bubblejet

cartridges
18ml bottle £5.95

REFILLS AVAILABLE FOR MOST

INKJET AND BUBBLEJET

PRINTERS

Education orders welcome

Reload! for-
SlarLC2IX) 9 Pin4Colour (Normal Ink)

I Reload - £5.95 5 Reloads - £23.50
Star24Pin4Colour(NormalInk)

1Reload - £6.99 5Reloads-£29.95
CitizenSwill-1 Colour(NormalInk)

1 Reload - £6.99 5 Reloads - £29.95
Panasonic KXI'2180/2123 i Colour (NormalInk

1Reload-£6.99 5 Reloads -£29.95
Seikosha SL95 4Colour(Normal Ink)

1 Reload-£6.99 5 Reloads-£29.95
Inkribbons alsoavailable inGold, Silver,
Magenta, Orange, Purple, Brown, Green,Blue,
Red for awide ranee ofprinters.
Special re-ink forPanasonic printers, StarLC200
9-pin, Epson LQ100 blackbottlewillre-ink 100+
ribbons £9.95
Dim'!ihrowawayvourp'.ist:;under nbbencaseswhen
the ribbonwearsoiit. Justtale the lopoil. tale out theold
ribbon andreload itwithanewone.ll'ssimple. Full
instructionssupplied.

T-SHIRT PRINTING
1 Colour Citizen Swift £29.95

4 Colour Citizen Swift (Reload) £14.95
4 ColourStar LC10 C14.95
4 Colour Star LC2IX)9 Pin £19.95
4Colour Slar I.C2009 Pin(Reload) £12.95
4 Colour Star LC20024 Pin £29.95
4 Colour Slar 24 Pin (Reload) £14.95
4 Colour Seikosha SL95 £29.95
4 Colour Seikosha SL95 (Reload) £14.95
1 ColourCitizen 12013/Swift £11.95
1 Colour Star LC10 £11.95
1 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin £11.95
1 Colour all Star 24 Pin £11.95
1Colour Epson FX80/LQ400/MX80...£11.95
1ColourEpsonI.X80 £11.95
1ColourEpsonFX100 £11.95
1Colour Panasonic KXP1080 £11.95
1Colour Taxan/Canon 1080A £11.95

availableforaaiderangeofprinters

All Prices include VATand Carriage
Flow to order: Enclose cheques/ PO made payable to

CARE ELECTRONICS or use Access/Visa.

CARE ELECTRONICS
Dept ACU, 15 Holland Gardens, Garston,

Watford, Herts, WD2 6JN.
Tel: 0923 894064 Fax: 0923 672102



It only seems the other day that I was review
ing PDCD I, and here I am reviewing the

sequel, PDCD 2. This time round The Datafile
has done all the organisation of the files itself,
cutting out the CD Circle (although CD Circle
members still get a good discount).

The big difference between this disc and the
preceding one is that there is a lot more soft
ware: there are 420Mb of archives contained on

the silver platter this time, compared to 250Mb
on the previous CD-ROM.

Rise PC compatible
Rise PC users will be pleased to know that the
majority of the applications work on their com
puter - every single demo and game I tried
worked perfectly - and there is an extra direc
tory with files that allow you to turn the cache
off to slow the computer down so you can run
games at a more manageable pace.

There are 22 sub-directories on the disc rang
ing from morphing to Digital Symphony tunes,
and from educational applications to sillies, and
all contain masses of files.

The slow access of the disc (which I com
plained about on PDCD I) has been overcome
by using archives on the disc; as they are seen as
single files to the Filer, they are displayed much
more quickly, and allow many more files to be
placed on the disc. The only bad thing about
using archives on the disc is that you need to
watch out for those with an exclamation mark at

the beginning of the filename - if ArcFS is
configured to 'App archives', it will change all
these to look like applications, and when there
are nearly 100 in a directory, it can take quite
some time.

The CD is accompanied by a fix disc, which
contains two files that are corrupted on the CD,
as well as a copy of ArcFS. This is rather silly, as
the disc could easily have been checked for
minor faults like this when in the recordable disc

format, but I think that maybe the compilers
were rushing to complete and turn out the disc.
A manual acompanies the disc, and although I
didn't find it particularly useful to navigate my
way through the files, some people may find it
makes the CD much easier to use.

Value for money
The content of the disc is very good; among the
games is the well-known Dinosaw game, and a
few old game demos, like Top Banana. The
'Education' directory is around 5Mb, compared
to the 6Mb 'Sillies' directory. Over 22Mb of
archived applications can be found in the three
utilities directories, and I was surprised to see a
few of my own PD applications in there. There is
a large number of tunes on the disc in various
formats, totalling over 150Mb (yes, that is one
hundred and fifty megabytes) of data, ranging
from opera to rave music, and most of it is of a
very high quality.

The inlay card in the PDCD 2 is now of a
superior quality paper to that of the PDCD I,
and also the CD now has a side strip which
makes it much easier to find in a drawer full of

discs.

The database on the CD is still not interactive,
so it can only be used to find if a certain appli
cation or type of application is on the disc, and

Public Domain CD-ROM

CDFS: DATAFILE002.S

'DATABASE AKF85 ANIMATION BOOKS

CLIP ART COMMERCIAL DEMOS

rnifTii c- n ii i f.Tii

CDFS::DATAFILE002 $ RAYTRACED

'ARCANIM IBOUNCER ICHAPDEMO 'GNASHERS

IGREENY 'MIRRORS 'MORBIUS 'MULTIBALL

IMULTICOGS IMULTI X 'PREVIEW IOUARTER

'RADIO 'SOLDIER 'STEEL 1 ITEAPOT

,f.

0 HarrJDisc4 0 Apps i ($.© 15:56:89 I

Quality
and
quantity

Chris Jackson

boots up the latest
Public Domain

CD-ROM, the
PDCD 2 from

The Datafile.

Product details
Product: PDCD2 CD-ROM

Supplier: The Datafile
Tel/Fax: (01934) 823005

Price: £30 inc VAT

(£25 incVATto registered
Datafile users)

Pros: Oodles of software •

Similar structure to PDCD 1 •

Archiving speeds up access

Cons: Non-interactive database

its approximate whereabouts. The latest Datafile
catalogue and ordering application can be found
in a sub-directory.

Some of the files have been taken from

Internet sites and BBSs from around the world,
one example being an archive of 270 humorous
files on various topics ranging from answer-
phone messages to betting. These are very
amusing, and are definitely worth reading.

On the disc are over 400 excellent graphics
files, which amount to over 70Mb, and they are
ideal to include in DTP documents.

A PC Emulator directory can also be found,
which contains a number of educational pro
grams that will run under the PC Emulator, as
well as a number of games.

Conclusion
I think that this CD may have been rushed to get
it out into the marketplace, and maybe The
Datafile should spend a bit more time checking
PDCD 3 before it is released, but two corrupted
files, and the omission of ArcFS (which most
Acorn users can find on every other disc in their
collection) can be forgiven.

I have a dilemma before me now; I have to
decide which disc to leave in my CD-ROM drive,
PDCD I or PDCD 2. I await PDCD 3 with

anticipation, even if that means an even
bigger dilemma. Am
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WEST YORKSHIRE

Davyn Computer Serviees
For the best service in Yorkshire iwe think') CALL VSl

for AiOOO, Mooo, Rise PC, A4 Portable &Acom Pocket Booh, Visit ourshowroom
Open 9*30 to 5.30 Mon, Tues, Weds, Sat

9.30 to 7*30 Thurs & Fri

Tel (0924) 254800 „vH,., —~-
Printer & Ribbon Sales •»——
Expert Advice &After Sales Sen'ice ""' "-
Service &Repairs toAllEquipment
Full Range ofAcom Hardware &Software ^- «, ,
(WeoperatetheAcornFinance Schemes) WE ARE ,|EHE rr,?
Full Range ofEducational Software in stock &on DEMO .WS?M
The 'Workshop',offPrincessSt, Sandal,Wakefield. WestYorks,WFl 5NY

(Acorn f Cannon $ CITIZEN Calligraphy

DERBYSHIRE

;iim I

Sound Practical Advice - Demonstialions Daytime, Evenings and Weekends

Memory Upgrades - Hard Disc Drives - Printers - Scanners - Software

Acom Assist Scheme for Academic's - Teacher's - Student's - Mail Order Available

0% and Low Cos! Finance Terms Available (Subject to Status)

Telephone Hot Line Technical Support - Spares and Repairs - Home Tuition

High Definition Colour Scanning and Printing Service Available

Acorn

Approved
.COMPUTER
^SERVICES

Telephone and FAX

01 332 690691
8 Old Gate Avenue - Weston on Trent - Derby - DE72 2BZ

CUMBRIA

CSS Computer Centre
Acorn Education Centre

Acorn Unix Centre Acorn
Showroom open 9-5.30 ••**•*«*
Six days a week ~Ct
Training. Free fitting add ons jj
Repairs and maintenance "search

CUMBRIA SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LTD

Unit 3A, Townfoot Ind. Est., BRAMPTON
CUMBRIA CA9 1SW

TEf 06977 3779

BIRMINGHAM

STEMS
459-463 Warwick Road, Tyseley,

Birmingham B112JP

four Birmingham
& Solihull

Acorn Dealer

• Special Needs • Business
• Education • Home Use •

• Repairs • Networking •

WEST MIDLANDS

MAUDENS
"Millside", 133 High Street,

Wollaston, Stourbridge,
-3^ West Midlands, DY8 4NZ.

1980 to 1995GMrctte. 15 tfe-ars OftBusiness (i/tti 6(s
• Main Acorn Education Dealer for the West Midlands

• FREE Bottleof Champagne with every machine purchased
PLUS 15% Discount on Centre StageTheatre Breaks

• FREE Entry Prize Draw: WeekendTheatre Break Five Star Hotel
• MAILORDER - It is our policy to match most prices on offer

With 15years ofserviceyou can'tgo wrongwith
Maudens

Tel: (01384) 444433/441655. Foe (01384) 441655

ESSEX

gnmHBHS

CENTRE
STAGE

AT LAST!
AKile ServerwhichINTEGRATES yourcomputers

The DATATHORN SUPER SERVER

Datathorn is an i3prefcreddealerandAcorn
Education Dealer.

ContactJohn Hart or Vince Hagedornnow
on (0181) 502 4221

DATATHORN
Systems lid

TheSeedbed Centre. Ixtngsion Rd.Loughton ESSEX. IGIO 3TQ
Fax<018l)502 6660 Email:dalalhom@arcade.demon.co.uk

• Integrates Ethernets ofAcorn, Apple andPCs
• EnhancesfastRISCbasedcomputers(eg RiscPC)
• is EASYto manageand INDUSTRY-STANDARD
• can run DIFFERENT NOS(eg NT, Novell)
• can supportupwardsof 75 CLIENTS
• is the most COST-EFFECTIVE server for 20 users

• is the first PowerPC/PCI based server offered to

education

• has built-in CD-ROM

• isguaranteed byMOTOROLA forFIVE YEARS



This month in Club Corner I am going to look
at The ARM Club, probably the largest club

for Acorn users. It has been around for many
years, and is affiliated to the British Association
of Computer Clubs.

I received three recent club magazines, and
have to say that I was very impressed with the
contents and presentation. Being published
quarterly the magazine does contain quite a lot
of very useful information, but news stories can
quickly become out of date, so five intermediate
supplements are sent out between issues.

By becoming a member, you are eligible for
discounts at 14 Acom companies such as
Gamesware, 4th Dimension and lota Software.
You are sent a membership card; a welcome
letter; a contact list of other members living in
your region who are happy for their details to be
passed on; delails of the discount scheme; and
details about local ARM Club groups.

The club has access to information prior to it
being released to the general public, such as the
launch of the Rise PC, so the magazine which
came out the day of the launch had up-to-date
information about its capabilities. Simon Bur
rows, the editor of the club magazine, tells me
that the magazine receives a lot of support from
almost all Acorn-related companies. Recently,
they set up a section of the club to promote and
distribute software and hardware produced by
their members: 'FypeTutor and Game On! are just
two I could mention. Any money made from this
is put back into the club to enhance the service
and facilities offered to members.

One-day tutorials are run periodically by
experts from the club who show members how
to use certain applications, like Impression
Publisher and ArtWorks. The tutorial I saw

(based on Paint, Edit and Draw) was very good
and written to complement the user guides, and
would be excellent for a beginner. It assumes no
prior knowledge of RISC OS, and there is a quick
introduction to the mouse and the environment.

This is supplemented with a glossary of the
terms used in the tutorial.

A Public Domain library is run alongside the
club, and copies of the discs can be bought for
£1, which is much cheaper than any of the
mainstream Archimedes PD libraries.

Open days are held throughout the year, where
demonstrations of the latest software and hard

ware can be seen, and a 'Bring & Buy Sale' is
hosted by the club.

A free technical help service is hosted by the
club, where they promise to try to solve any
problems by post, telephone or fax.

Formation of affiliated local user groups and
area groups is encouraged, and the most active
club is that in South Wales which regularly hosts
meetings and has the greatest support from third
party suppliers.

Conclusion
The ARM Club's membership is in excess of
1000, probably making it the largest Acorn club
in the world. This has obvious benefits, the
foremost being the large number of people you
can contact who are also members. A possible
disadvantage of the size could be that members
would be known as a number rather than a name,

but this doesn't seem to be the case, with the

Contacting other Acorn users

The ARM Club's magazine disc is packed with goodies every issue.

..Club
Corner

Chris Jackson

looks at the

largest Acorn
club in the

country: The
ARM Club.

personal access available to members.
I wouldn't hesitate to tell someone about this

club if they already know their Acorn like the
back of their hand, but if you would like to talk
to people in a less impersonal way about your
computer, then I would say that you should also
check out any local clubs (maybe even a local
ARMClub group).

Contacting me
I would be interested to hear from any Acorn
oriented clubs throughout the world. You can get
in touch with me, Chris Jackson, by writing to
The Club Page, Acorn User, IDG Media, Media
House, Adiington Park, Macclesfield, SK10
4NP, or by e-mail to:
cjackson@digibank.demon.co.uk 4u

ARM Club details
The membership fee of £12 buys you five club

magazines accompanied by five discs, five
intermediate supplements discounts at various

Acorn companies, a £5 discount (making it £20) for
a day's tuition including lunch, refreshments and
materials,and accessto the club's PD library.Ifyou
would liketo read a sample magazine, you can
send £2 to The ARM Club, FREEPOST ND6573,

London N12 OBR.

Tel: 0171-624 9918, Fax: 0181-446 3020

E-mail: clubinfo@nucleus.demon.co.uk
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SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
PUBLIC DOMAIN

SKYFALLPD

CHOICE
No I'D l.ibnuy nfffiMi choice n) I'D iis whipus
Skyjallih.es.So iloii'ihoihercollecting otherI'D
libraries catalogueilisc\. Sendfor die one ilnii
minus, Andchoose Skyfiill.

1'lciin \<iu! tl im thePrintedCahilngm a Demo Dim

PO Box 2220, iriiani. B43 5HZ.

Enquiries: 021 358 7078.

MUSIC

PROGRAMS FOR MUSIC PUPILS

THEORY OF MUSIC Questions and Exercises £16
(Covers all elements ot Theory (ram Grade 2 to Grade 5*)

LEVEL 1 THEORY OF MUSIC - tutorial £16
(Usable by a beginner In music - full preparation tor Grade 1

Theory, with further help and exercises up to Grade 3)

PLAY WHAT I PLAY (Aural training game) £13.50
(The above programs are stil avaiable for BBC B and Master:please Inquire)

ESSENTIAL THEORY OF MUSIC forPC £23
(Beginner to Grade 5 - rolling practice in elements ol Theory,
withfullHelp system. Recommended if you have a PC card)

from TED KIRK (au) 0744 818761
33 Number Crescent, St. Helens wa9 4hd

STATISTICS

Statistics with

Graphics
1st, 1stJr, and 1stL leadthe way.

Our ESTABLISHED products cover
levels from school (GCSE) lo advanced research.

Upgrade pains, Sitelicences andLoan copies areallavailable

fill
/

|~ Serious Statistical Software, Lynwood,
Benty Heath Lam, Wlllaston, South Wirral

L641SD Tel 051 327 4268

MULTIMEDIA

The Acorn RISC-OS CD-ROM User Group

CHOOSE FROM
OVER 500 CD-ROM's

Including POCDI (Issue 2]
Special Price loMembers

'Annual Membership £12,50
SAVE££££££££££££££'s

For Trial News/Catalogue Disk -Send 2First Class Stamps
CDCircle PO Box332 Bristol B997XL
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EDUCATION

Software for Serious

Science & Technology

WRITE NOW FOR OUR FREE

DEMONSTRATION DISC FOR SCHOOLS

SSERCSOFT
^C^CYhA,

SSERC (AU),24 Bernard Terrace, Edinburgh EH89NX

Tel. 0131 668 4421 or Fax. 0131 667 9344

SPECIAL NEEDS

<LComputing
Your Southwestern Acorn Dealer

Repairs
NOWOPEN INSTROUD

Special Needs

Educational Dealer

Latest Hardware and Software

57 Woslbury Hill
WostDury-on-Trym

Dnslol BS9 3AD

Tel: (0272)624553
Fax: (0272) 490901

SOFTWARE/HARDWARE

The speedy solution for tho
production of leaflets or flyers I

FLYPRINT
//

<;-
Adverts / Rallies / Nofes / SUpc / Mamas & Tlckols "'
with serial numbers, In any quanlity.

»*«> Colour Options ***•Variable l-lolght inm

Any32 bitAcorn AnyEpsonCompatible primer ._iJL

Only E39.97

>ead Cert,
AVAILABLE NOW!

C*-'.' (O Junrd U*»r';- AcomCer*pcUr>

Exelk Btrirr - A»t» Ruhiti

l-l •»! C •-, Art - Ful Ci:.»

Special Packs
Parchment Paper

Roseff '*r\.
KEYBOARD EMULATOR

Dead keys ? Oead keyboard 7

No Worries I

On Screen Keyboard
Using the mouse only

Full features Including entry
Into filer & menu Icons

£12.00 \&S^

Textile Transfer Paper
Print II - Iron il - Wear \

full COLOUK-
I* Djt•llrii- B4U J.I S*J
liur - Tirn.il - Cefwn
30 ShKti £44

Also Decor Wsre - Ceramic
Peel n Slick- Slickers

'

INKJETCARTRIDGES
Canon BJ10 C 18.59
CanonBJ200 . £11.99
JP150 i*v»f*uoTy C19.45
HPInitial rtn.WMM.-r, C18.95
Ink Rellll Kill tmpt* . Cfl.S5

We alto slock a wide range of
trrinler ribbon!- later toners/

disex lliling paper & loflware.j
ACCESS -VISA - AMERICAN EXPRESS

Tel or Fax 0912853042

Wxon h iJlxon
35 RoWoy Drive, kenlon.
N«*casi» upen I*** r.FjijV
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UTILITIES

SBJUli
Whenit comes to truly useful utilities,onlv one stands above all
therest- KEYSTROKE, offeringyou unrivalledpowerand
control over any program. KEYSTROKE is a mouse & text
'macro maker"program which actually makes RISCOS
applications perform a series of their functions in a user triggered
sequence by either pressing a key or clickingon an icon.

Whether you are a professional user, developer or involved in the
specialneedsor educational areas thenyou willfind that
KEYSTROKE increasesproductivity, makes programs easier to
use and saves you time and money. This is a program you can't

. afford NOTto have on your icon bar.
Weeven supply free many predefined actions for popular
applications like- Publisher,Ovation,Style,Paint,Draw,
Artworks, etc. A network version of KEYSTROKE allows some
interesting possibilities. Imagine sending a command down the
network to pupils that shows them how to do a certain mouse
operation on their program! No more walking across the
classroom floor!

KEYSTROKE has been on the market now for two yearsand has
hundreds of extremely satisfied users, here are a fewof their
comments - 'Acornshouldhaw put il in ROMwithRISC OS3!',
"It's incredible, I'm never without ilonmy icon bar"," Tlumkyoufbr
Ihe most useful piece ojsoftware sinceImpression itself.". Archive -
"oneof those programs youcan'tlirewithout!".

l Ademodisc isavailablefree,soseeforyourselfwhatyoucando
• with this incredible program.
IKEYSTROKE issuitable for ANY Acom machine running Rise
iOS and is offered for only £29.95
fully inclusive.No VAT.Contact any good software dealer or
write to us at the address below.
Quantum Software, 35 Pinewood Park, Livingston, Scotland,
EH54 SNN.Tel: (4-J)0506411162.

TableMate 2
TableMate 1 & 1.1:

• Praised in reviews

• Bundled with
Impression Style

TableMate 2:

• Many new features
Available NOW.

New features include:

»Colour handling
»Word wrapping within columns
• Draw files inside cells

• Full price £32-50 inc. P&P (No Vat)
»Upgrade prices for Impression

Style/Publisher & TableMate users
» Phone or send an SSAE for details

Dalriada, 145 Albion St, Kenilworth
Warks. CV8 2FY. TP (0926) 53901

Colour Scanning Service
• Photos scanned from £1.00 each

• Images in Sprite or foreign formats
• Print into text files using OCR
• All DTP work carried out

For further details contact:

MagRay Document Services
178 Castle Road, Northolt, Middx UB5 4SG

Tel/Fax: 0181 864 7208



Eddie Edwards is not someone who sits back

and waits for other people to write programs
that he wants. When he saw Wolfenstein 3D on
the PC two years ago, he decided that he wanted
to play it. The only problem was that his
upgraded A305 had the wrong operating system,
but little things like that don't bother Eddie.

Early versions
'When I joined the Internet in July 1993,' says
Eddie, i started taking the games groups on
Usenet. When I asked how Wolfenstein 3D
worked, they pointed me to some ftp sites where
there were algorithms for ray-casting and for
level editing. By the end of 1993 I had adapted
them for the Archimedes.'

'Ray casting is quite similar to ray-tracing, in
that you follow the path of a ray, but it's two-
dimensional rather than three-dimensional, so
you only actually perform one scan, and every
wall sliver is symmetrical.

'In the source code I'd got the method from,
they'd made a fundamental mistake in their
perspective transforms. As a result, it actually
looked really bad, because as you got close to a
wall it began to curve. What they'd done is this;
you're meant to transform using the /.-coordinate
going straight out of your eye. What they were
doing was calculating the distance from your eye
to the object, which isn't the same unless the
object is directly in front of you. This made
objects look curved as you got close, which was
really off-putting.'

Eddie was spurred into further action by
seeing someone else on the Internet write a very
early demo of how Wolfenstein 3D could look on
the Archimedes - it was both slow and suffered

from the above curve problem. By this time,
Eddie had a BASIC program which plotted tex
ture mapped walls at a very respectable speed.
To take it further, he turned to ARM code.

'I knocked up the main ray-casting engine in
Assembler in just over a week, and that was
finished on Easter Day in 1994. I spent some
time getting it as fast as it would go - optimising
the plotting code, which is really the main
bottleneck. Then I started putting objects in, and
started e-mailing people telling them that I was
putting this Wolfenstein conversion together.

'In the end it had to be made into a game,
because I'd come too far to have wasted all this

effort. I had a choice; I could have done my own
game, but it would have taken months to design
all the levels, and I've got no talent in graphics.'

Talking to Id Software
Fortunately, Eddie also mailed Id Software -
publisher of Wolfenstein 3D. He found that Id
wasn't interested in making much more money
out of Wolfenstein, havingjiad a minor success
on its hands with some game called Doom.

'Id said that it had ended up telling the Apple
II GS people - yes, there were some people on
the Apple II GS who wanted to convert the game
- that they could have the licence for $10,000. I
took il from his tone that the Apple II GS people
hadn't actually taken him up on this offer, and I
didn't have $10,000 lying around either, but it
was still rather exciting.

'As luck would have it, as I left the building
where I work, I humped into the managing

Software developers

director coming in. I was all excited after getting
the e-mail, and babbling about where I could get
$10,000 from. He asked me what it was for, I
explained, and he said "Well, why don't you
come and talk to me about it?" I pointed out that
I was talking to him about it, and he said "No, I
mean come and talk to me about it." I finally
clicked, and we worked out together that along
with advertising and other costs I was going to
need about £20,000.'

Eddie got the loan and sent off $10,000 to Id
Software. The source code came back on an

88Mb Syquest cartridge causing Eddie to make
his first investment in Powerslave software; a
Syquest drive to read the thing. He also had to
write his own DOS disc reader, since none of the
Archimedes DOS disc readers would access a

hard disc larger than 32Mb (mind you, nor
would DOS until issue 5). Another investment
was an A4 for Id Software so that it could test

the game to approve it.
T sent Id the aleph version, which was just my

graphics engine before I got their code; it was
static with no moving objects. They said "Well,
it works - but you get a letterbox on the A4's
LCDscreen, and when you plug the VGA monitor
in you don't get any signal at all." I put in this
speculative fix which was using mode 49, a
VGA-compatible games mode, but I didn't even
know if the mode worked on an A4 or anything.
I sent them the alpha and beta versions, but

David MatthGwman

talks to mastGr

programmer

Eddie Edwards, the

man who converted

Wolfenstein 3D,
one of the most

popular PC games
ever.
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Software developers

because they were releasing Doom 2 at the same
point, they were so busy that they didn't get a
chance to see any of them. The first thing they
saw after the aleph version was the final version.
This was two weeks before the release, and I
was terrified because I didn't even know if it

would work on their machine or not. I was
waiting for the worst.

'Then I got an e-mail: "My e-mail has died, so
I am forced to use my secretary's. The final
looks great, and you are approved to go for it.'"

Writing the code
When he got the C source code printed out,
Eddie took it on holiday with him to Ibiza and
read the whole lot on the beach. He made

copious notes on how the game hung together, as
he needed to integrate the Id Software game
logic - menus and so on - into the code that he
had already written.

'I hand-compiled all their C code into
Assembler. Il was quite surprising how much fun
it was. I started one Friday night with just a
blank maze, and then on Sunday night at about
4 o'clock I'd put in all the code for all the mons
ters and the game was completely playable.'

This was just as well, really, since this was
August and the game was due out late October.

'The C code was really easy to hand compile
and the only awkward part was getting away
without the use of a maths library. I had to do a
really precise distance calculation and a division
because I had to form a unit vector. In the end I

did a hack, where I divided by the larger of x
and y, which made a vector which traced a
square rather than a circle.

'The good thing about this is that the square
that it traces is in octants, with one coordinate at
255 while the other varies from zero to 255. I

can use the floating value as a lookup into a
small arctangent table, and do a really fast and
accurate arctangent where I can compensate for
the inaccuracy introduced by the previous hack.
That's what I use to calculate the angle that you
have to spin to when you get shot by a soldier as
it fades to red, which is actually one of the most
difficult things that the game has to do.

'The monsters are treated as fiat, texture-
mapped polygons, which are always facing the
player. When I do the scan for walls I also test to
see if the ray passes through a monster. When
I've finished doing the walls, I do a quick search
to see which of the monsters might be visible.
Then I gel a linked list of them and transform
each one. I form a z-buffer as I scan the line

across, then just clip it against the z-buffer.
'The great thing about the BASIC Assembler is

thai you can compile the whole thing in one go.
You can incorporate libraries using BASIC'S
LIBRARY command, you've got the most power
ful macro-ing facilities in the world, and all you
have to do when you've added some code and
you want to change it is type RUN.'

In order to fit the code into a 1Mb machine,
Eddie was going to be left with around 50K for
the music, which was all Soundblaster format,

totally alien to the Archimedes. His flatmate
John suggested writing a Soundblaster emulator.

i said yeah, right - an eight-channel FM
synthesizer on the Archimedes in real time,
you're joking! Then I wrote it, and it's in the
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game now; its very own Soundblaster emulator.'
It didn't all go smoothly, of course.
'Acorn said in its application developers'

notes for games that a RISC OS 3 computer can
have up to 696K free. Well, we tried this on an
A3010 and couldn't get more than 630K,
whatever we did. This was about three weeks

from the release, and I was worried that I'd lose
loads of my market if it didn't run on a 1Mb
machine. I had this ARM2-specific code which
compiled in real time into about 53K of memory,
so in the end I had to bite on the bullet and take

out this code; I resigned myself to the idea that
the performance on an ARM2 was going to have
to be dire. I took the code out, ran it with the

cache off and il wasfaster without the code.
'Many times looking through the Id source

code, I found myself thinking "No, you don't
want lo do it that way, if you do it like that, you
get these side effects, and that bit of the game
won't look quite right. So I went back and I
played the game on a PC and saw that they did
do it like that.

'The worst problem of all in the PC version,
which my flatmate Dave noticed when playing
it, was this: in some of the later levels there are
loads of soldiers in large arenas to make it dif
ficult to play. However, the engine was limited
to only so many active players at a time and if
there were more than that many it dropped them.
This meant that you'd be confronting a whole
load of soldiers, and then some more would
come on the screen and some would randomly
disappear - ping! they weren't there any more.
The thing is that they were still shooting you,
you just couldn't kill them.

'Amazingly enough, that could have been
fixed just by changing one #dcf"inc line in the C
source code which fixed the number of monsters

on screen at any one time. It was 50 in Id's, and I
put it to 150 in mine.

'The one bug report I've had since the beta
version is actually a bug that I put back in when
reading the FAQ for the game. Under certain
circumstances, the player and the monsters can
walk through walls. This is a bug that some of
the levels designed by Wolfenstein enthusiasts
rely on, so it needs to be there.'

You have to admire a programmer when
even his bugs are deliberate. 'Ad

Eddie Edwards' CV includes being

in a rock band at sixth form -

you'd never think it to look at him
- and programmingthe Dragon
WIMP package for the Dragon 64.
This had support for text in a hi-res
graphics mode and a pointer that

didn't flicker, and sold 15copies,
making it a best-seller in Dragon
terms. (If there are any Dragon

owners reading this, Eddie would

love to make it 16 copies.)

Eddie has converted such

classicsas JetSet Willy and Manic

Miner for the Archimedes, and for

the past year has been obsessed
with doing Wolfenstein 3D.Having
done this, he is now obsessed with

doing Doom,and is determined to

pester Id until they let him.
Eddieworks as a computer

programmer for Data Connection.

He programs his Archimedes - a

highly upgraded RISC OS 2 A305-

in his bedroom in his spare time.
Hedoesn't ski-jump and he has

never appeared on Wogan.

m
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I ARD DRIVES I

A3000/A3010
(WITH INTERFACE)

_60MB15MSIDE 155
_80MB15MSIDE 169
120MB 15MS IDE 185

170MB 15MS IDE 199

250MB 15MS IDE 259

340MB 15MS IDE 299

A3020

_60MB15MSIDE 99
_80MB15MSIDE 119
120MB 15MS IDE 139

170MB 15MS IDE 159

250MB 15MS IDE 199

340MB 15MS IDE 249

The above Drives are

complete with all fittings

A3/400/4/5000/RISC PC

IDE

210MB IDE DRIVE 119

260MB IDE DRIVE 129

340MB IDE DRIVE 145

420MB IDE DRIVE 169

SCSI

260MB SCSI DRIVE 139

340MB SCSI DRIVE 159

540MB SCSI DRIVE 199

1.0GB SCSI DRIVE 449

2.0GB SCSI DRIVE 1199

4.0GB SCSI DRIVE 1849

Call for external

Drive prices

STAR BUY

HOW TO ORDER: Orderbytelephone quoting your
credit card number. Order by post, cheques payable
to "Technology Matrix".
EDUCATION ORDERS: Education orders are welcome.
Please post orfax your official order for immediate attention.

TERMS: All prices exclude V.A.T. &carriage.
Prices &specifications may change without
notice. E. &0. E.

Technology
Matrix

I 89A Stockport Road
Denton

Manchester

M34 6DD

TEL: 0161-320 3087

1

Denton SyQuest drives provide
you with the ultimate hard disk
storage - without imprisoning
your data on a hard disk!
Whenever you run out of
storage space, simply eject the
cartridge you've just filled up,
and insert an empty one. It's
that simple!
Whatever your storage needs -
transporting documents,

archiving your files, or just
keeping a copy of your data off-
site for security reasons -
Denton Removable

SyQuest drives are the answer!

DENTON

SCSI (INTERNAL)
_88MB INTERNAL 199
105MB INTERNAL 189

200MB INTERNAL 299

270MB INTERNAL 315

SCSI (EXTERNAL)
_88MB EXTERNAL 279
105MB EXTERNAL 259

200MB EXTERNAL 389

270MB EXTERNAL 389

IDE (INTERNAL)
105MB INTERNAL 149

270MB INTERNAL 315

CARTRIDGES

88MB CARTRIDGE 55

105MB CARTRIDGE 45

200MB CARTRIDGE 65

270MB CARTRIDGE 55

TAPE DRIV

DENTON

250MB QIC Drive 495

500MB QIC Drive 629

1.0 GB QIC Drive 795

2.0 GB DAT Drive 875

Supplied with cables
tape and software

FUJITSU

128MB Internal

128MB External

230MB Internal

230MB External

SONY

650MB Internal

650MB External

1.3 GB Internal

1.3 GB External

CARTRIDGES

128MB Cartridge
230MB Cartridge
650MB Cartridge
1.3 GB Cartridge

I/O CARD

459

539

549

629

1495

1590

1689

1759

IDE

A3000/3010 Series 69

A300/400 Series 69

SCSI

A300/400 16bit 119

A3/4/5000 16bit 119

RISC PC 16 bit 119

RISC PC 32 bit 199

GRAPHICS

Colour Card Gold 239

Chroma 500 Genlock 419

Chroma 150 PAL

Encoder 169

Chroma Genlock

card 209

Hawk V9 MKII

Digitiser 189
Eagle M2
Multimedia card 319

Vision Colour

Digitiser 99
HiVision Colour

Digitiser 149
Scanlight Video 256 199

CUMANA OSCAR 229

Dual speed. Connects to
printer port on A3010/3020,
4/5000, RISC PC.
CUMANA BRAVO 299

Dual speed, available with
printer port connection or
SLCD interface on A3000,

A5000.

CUMANA VICTOR

Dual speed SCSI drive,
available in single or six
drive systems running at
Quad speed
402A Dual speed 299
632A Dual speed 399
602-6CD Dual speed 499
604-6CD Quad speed 969
CUMANA INDIGO

The ideal CD-ROM for the

RISC PC. The 300iA

includes an audio mixer and

Atrisan 2 CD.

300i IDE interface 199

300iA IDE interface 249

401 SCSI interface 199

631 SCSI interface 299

MONI

ACORN

AKF52 14" Multiscan 245

AKF50 14"Hi.Res. 295

AKF60 14" ES Multi. 309

AKF85 17" PS Multi. 945

ACCES

50/50 way SCSI cable 15
25/50 way SCSI cable 15
SCSI 2/50 way cable 25
SCSI Terminator 15

2nd IDE drive fit.kit. 10

External drive case 79

RISC PC 600

2/210 AKF60 14" 1155

2/21 OAK F85 17" 1525

5/210AKF60 14" 1289

5/210AKF85 17" 1665

9/420 AKF60 14" 1569

9/420 AKF85 17" 1939

A3010 Action Pack

(No Monitor)
FD System 245
_80MB HD System 399
A3010 Early Years
(No Monitor)
FD System 319
_80MB HD System 489
A3010 Learning Curve
FD System 319
_80MB HD System 489
A3020

(AKF52 14" Monitor)
FD System 699
_80MB HD System 799

CALL FOR

PRODUCTS

NOT LISTED



Colour scanners

In the Christmas issue I had a quick trip into
what different kinds of scanners there are and

how they work. This month I got to do the fun
part: I actually laid hands on them and put them
through various tests.

1 like to think of a scanner as a copy camera,
but without the fuss of film and the enviromently
unfriendly chemicals and paper. A good scanner
- like a good print - must be able to show detail
in both the shadow and highlight regions and
keep texture. For instance, when I scan a photo
graph of an object such as black velvet it should
not appear as a black blob. Instead I should be
able to see its texture and the subtle 'shades' of

black that are there because of the way the light
falls on it. If it can be done in analog (film) then
I shall expect it to be done digitally (bitmap),
otherwise why bother with 24-bit colour?

Connecting scanners
There are four ways to connect your scanner to
your Archimedes, depending upon the type of
scanner:

• Through the serial port. This is not recom
mended as this will be very slow due to the
ammount of data you are going to be trans
mitting. Serial ports on machines older than an
A5000 are often too unreliable for this method.

• Through the parallel port. This is faster than
using the serial port but is still limited. If your
computer is older than an A5000 then you can
not use this method.

• Through a dedicated interface card. This is
basically fine, but works out expensive if you
have to buy a card for every piece of external
hardware, plus the insides of your computer are
going to be a bit cramped.
• Through a SCSI card, usually using TWAIN.
This is becoming the industry standard for
scanners. The TWAIN standard was jointly
developed by Caere, Aldus, Hewlett-Packard,
Logitech and Kodak. It was first defined for the
Microsoft Windows and Macintosh environ

ments, and is now on the Acorn platform
courtesy of David Pilling. It is similar in concept
to the Acorn printer drivers and allows different
scanning hardware to present a standard inter
face to any compliant software. SCSI scanners
are fast, and can be connected to an existing
SCSI card, though as always you should check
compatibility.

The scanning resolution of a scanner is limited
by the actual head of the scanner. Usually the
scanning head has a CCD (charged coupled
device) image sensor which looks similar to a
long thin computer chip. It is the CCD which
stores the levels of received light as accurately
as possible. The CCD itself consists of thousands
of photosensitive elements, and it is these ele
ments whch mainly determine the resolution.
For example, if the scanner has a maximum scan
width of ten inches and the CCD contains 3000

photosensitive elements then the maximum
resolution is 3000/10 = 300dpi. This is the
maximum dpi that the hardware can scan at, but
often software within the scanner will interpolate
this to emulate higher dpi settings. The dpi in the
other direction is usually determined by the
motor on the scanning head.

The images used in most of the tests were 6in
by 4in, and were usually scanned at 300dpi. On
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scannings
Vita Regan puts the various 24-bit colourscanners
available for the Rise PC through their paces.

This detail from Barcode tests the

resolving power of the scanner.
The parallel lineson the strapwill
generate interference fringes if the
scan is not sharp enough. The
Epson GT9000scanner with its
600dpi hardware resolution
manages it easily.

all the print scanners I used three standard pic
tures referred to as Hallowe'en (a baby in the
devil's outfit), Barcode (a baby in a shopping
trolley) and Sheep (the mystery picture on last
month's Next Month page).

CS300 colour scanner
Supplier: Integrex Systems
Price: £399.00 inc VAT

Comes with: TWAIN driver and ImageMaster

Pros: TWAIN device

Cons: Cannot scan stiff card • Has a tendency
to scratch photographs

This is an A4 sheetfeed scanner, which means
you can have an image A4 wide, with a length as
large as your memory is capable of handling.
Images you scan have to be thin enough to go
round the rollers. In using it I found that my
photographs were getting tiny suface scratches
every time they went through the rollers, which
is very undesirable.

The preview scan took 12 seconds and the
final 52. When I looked closely at the cloak in
the Hallowe'en picture, it was a solid black with
no detail of the folds in it, even after numerous
scans with different contrast settings. The
scanner seemed to cope better with light images,
with the Barcode scan being better as I could see
the detail in the lighter areas.



Mustek Paragon
Supplier: Castle Technology
Price: £449 + VAT

Comes with: TWAIN driver and ImageMaster

Pros: TWAIN device • Fairly cheap

Cons: Relatively slow

This is yet another generic-looking flat bed
scanner. Its vital statistics are 36 seconds for a

preview and 136 seconds for a final.
Unfortunately the model I had for review gave
an odd scattering of false coloured pixels, which
I can only assume was a one-off, but which was
very undesirable. The scanner did not give any
detail in the shadow areas in Hallowe'en, though
Sheep came up well. Overall this a very basic
scanner, but it is reasonably priced.

Canon IX-4015
Supplier: Computer Concepts
Price: £749 + VAT

Comes with: TWAIN driver and Photodesk

Supplier: Beebug
Price: £644 + VAT

Comes with: TWAIN driver, ImageMaster and
Sleuth OCR

Pros: Plenty of detail in the shadow areas •
TWAIN device • Bundled with Photodesk (CC)
or Sleuth OCR software (Beebug)

Cons: Does not scan transparancies yet

The 'Scanlight Professional Colour' from CC is
really the Canon IX-40I5, an A4 24-bit colour flat
bed scanner which scans up to 400dpi (800dpi
using interpolation). The preview took 11 sec
onds and the full scan 69 seconds. Results were

excellent: on Hallowe'en there was detail in the

cape and it was capable of coping with detail in
the light areas on Barcode and Sheep.

Beebug supplies the same hardware as the CC
scanner. The difference is in the software, and I

The Hallowe'en picture, as scanned
by various of the scanners. From
left to right: (top) the CS300, the
Canon IX-4015, the Mustek Para
gon; (bottom) the Sharp JX-100,
the Epson GT9000 and the Logitech
ScanMan handscanner.

Colour scanners

feel that ImageMaster slightly has the edge, as I
find it easier to use and more natural for initial

scanning. Bundling the scanner with the Sleuth
OCR package lets you scan text in and convert it
to ASCII text for dropping in a DTP document,
originally something of a gimmick but becoming
more viable with ever-improving software.

In principle you can get a transparency adap
tor for this model, which means you can scan
transparent rather than reflective material such
as slides and negatives, but this isn't available
from either supplier as yet.

Supplier: Iriam Instruments
Price: £449 + VAT (interface £75 + VAT extra)
Comes with: Prol-mage

Supplier: Beebug
Price: £419 + VAT (A5000 and A30x0 internal)

£429 + VAT (A30x0 external)

Comes with: ChangeFSI

Pros: Does not take up much desk space

Cons: Irlam's uses the serial port • Can't scan
more than a 6 by 4 inch image • Poor colours
and detail • Monumentally slow

This is called a 'Handy Scanner' and is a cross
between a hand held scanner and a small flat

bed. Basically you put the scanner on top of
what is to be scanned, lining it up by looking
through the glass top. It is a three-pass scanner
and connects via the serial port on post-A5000
machines (in the case of Irlam's version without
expansion card), or a special interface card (with
the Beebug version, or for extra with Irlam).

Using the Irlam Prol-mage software, the
preview took 80 seconds and the final took an
incredible 20 minutes. The Irlam software allows

you to do most of what ImageMaster allows,
though I marginally prefer ImageMaster.

The scanner could not find detail in the darker

areas of the Hallowe'en picture, nor were the
colours it generated as natural as from the other
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Colour scanners

scanners reviewed here.

The software supplied with the Beebug scan
ner is in severe need of being updated. It has not
caught up with the Rise PCand will only display
8-bit and not 24-bit colour. It will save a TIFF in
24-bit colour, but you have to open your picture
into another package to view it at this level. This
time - using an expansion card - the scanner
took 38 seconds for preview and 22 mins 42
seconds for a finished picture. Because the
scanner used a bundled version of ChangeFSI
for converting TIFFs to sprites, it died with a 'No
room for this DIM error' when scanning the
300dpi image: not very encouraging.

Epson GT9000
Supplier: Irlam Instruments
Price: £1175 + VAT (transparency adaptor
£499 + VAT extra)
Comes with: Prol-mage

Pros: TWAIN device • Excellent quality • Will
scan transparencies up to Sin by Sin with
optional adaptor

Cons: Software cannot scan colour negatives

This is a large single-pass flat bed scanner with a
maximum resolution before interpolation of
600dpi, and a 10 bits-per-colour channel. The
particular model that I reviewed was connected
via the parallel port, although it will also connect
via a SCSI or SCSI 2 interface for speed. Even
over the parallel port the preview time was 21
seconds and the scan time 190. The scans were

very impressive, showing all the detail in both
shadow and highlight areas.

You can buy a transparency adaptor for this
scanner which sits on top of the scanner, which
will allow you to scan slides and black and white
negatives; colour negatives need complicated
colour correction not provided by the software.
The results are impressive - but at this price they
should be. The Epson GT900 is an expensive
scanner, but is worth every penny if you can
afford it.

Logitech ScanMan Colour
Supplier: Irlam Instruments
Price: £359 + VAT

Comes with: Prol-mage

Pros: Inexpensive • Good scanning quality

Cons: Limited scanning area • Smooth hand
needed

This is the only hand-held colour scanner which
1 looked at. With this scanner, the image is saved
directly to disc as the scanner is dragged over
the image, and it is then rendered from the data
on the disc. This allows the scanner to be drag
ged relatively quickly over the image and makes
smooth scans easier; the time for a complete
scan was 2 minutes 38 seconds.

After altering the contrast and brightness
controls I managed to get good detail in the
shadow areas. In fact, this scanner was a surprise
for me, being a good-quality hand-held scanner
which was not something that I had realised
existed.
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Nikon Coolscan
Supplier: Nikon UK
Price: £1495 + VAT (£1695 + VAT external)

Pros: Compact • Scans colour and b/w nega
tives and transparencies • TWAIN device

Cons: Limited to 35mm film • Film must be
mounted

This scanner comes in two versions, one of
which sits on your table top, and one which fits
into the 5.25in bay of a Rise PC. It connects via
the SCSI port and needs a TWAIN driver available
separately from David Pilling for £20. Looking
not unlike a mini CD-ROM drive, the scanner

accepts mounted 35mm transparencies or nega
tives, holding them internally while it scans
them.

Scanning transparencies at 300dpi produces a
somewhat low-quality image. Fortunately, this
scanner goes much higher than that, up to
2700dpi. A scan at 1200dpi giving an equivalent
quality took 78 seconds for the preview and 9
minutes for the final. The results were well

worth the wait, however. With a little patience
setting up the scanner - you need lo adjust the
exposure and colour balance for best results -
outstanding results can be achieved from slides
and negatives. The results show excellent detail
in both dark and light areas, always a problem
with the higher contrast of slide film.

Other scanners
The scanners reviewed here may also be bought
from a number of other sources: the Canon IX-

4010 is available from Pineapple and the Epson
GT9000 from CGS ComputerBild, for instance.
Irlam also sells two cheaper versions of the
Epson scanner which arc worth considering.

Another scanner, which wasn't quite ready for
inclusion in this review, is Iota's 24-bit A4
scanner based on the Microtek ScanMaker lisp,
costing £499 + VAT. We'll be taking a look
at this system as soon as it's ready. 'As

The Epson GT9000, picking up
detail in both the light and dark

Contact details
Integrex Systems Ltd

Tel: (01283) 550880

Fax: (01283) 552028

Computer Concepts Ltd

Tel: (01442) 63933

Fax: (01442) 231632

e-mail info@cconcepts.co.uk

Beebug Ltd
Tel: (01727) 840303

Fax:(01727)860263

Castle Technology

Tel: (01728) 621222

Fax:(01728)621179

Irlam Instrments

Tel/Fax: (01895) 811401

Nikon dealers

Tel: 0181-845 5969 tp find out
who your localdealer is

David Pilling

Address: PO Box 22, Thornton

Cleveleys,Blackpool,FY5 1LR
e-mail: david@pilling.demon.

co.uk

PineappleSoftware
Tel: 0181-599 1476

Fax: 0181-598 2343

CGS ComputerBild

Tel: 0181-679 7307

Fax: 0181-764 7898



Part Exchange to
RiscPC

Tqpical Trade in
Allou/ances

A3000 £ 215

A3I0 £ 215

A420/I £345

A440/I £395

A4000 £495

A5000 2/40Mb £595

A5000 4/40Mb £645

A5000 4/80Mb £675

A5000 4/l60Mb £695
Subject to change (upwards
perhapal), please phone to

confirm

Collection and delivery service for
part exchanging - £30.00

Prices of New

Rise PC Computers

Rise PC600 2M £1249.00
2fVfcRAM 2K)Mb HD

Rise PC600 5M £1399.00
4tVb RAM 2WrVfc HD.1MbVRAM

Rise PC600 9M £1699.00
8Mb RAM 420Mb HD,IfvfeVRAM

17'monitor option add £ 400.00
PC Card add £ 99.00

Bargain Basement
Star LCIO-24 £ 85.00

Cumana CD358 (Dud floppy) £ 69.00
PC Emulator 1.82 £ 29.00

Cumana CDR0M +

SCSI l/F + 7 ROMS ' £295.00

Home Office Pack £ 59.00
(when purchased with computer)

Hard Disk Part
Exchanges
For A5000, A4000,
A3020 and RiscPC

40Mb to 170 Mb - £ 99.00

40Mb to 250 Mb - £ 129.00

40Mb to 350 Mb - £ 149.00

80Mb to 170 Mb - £ 79.00

80Mb to 250 Mb - £ 109.00

80Mb to 350 Mb - £ 129.00

80Mb to 420 Mb - £ 149.00

210Mb to 420 Mb - £129.00

60Mb to 240Mb - £149.00

Software transferred free.

AJS Computers
123 Notv London Wood

Chelmsford Essex CMx oQT
tot OZ4S 345263

fax 0245 345233
all prices plus val
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REPORTER+*XSB>
With Reporter* you can:

*Deal with 40 pupils
*Use provided comment blinks

*Writo own comment banks

*Use Copy facility

*Cut time spent on reports

*Sort & produce class lists

*Spread reports through year

* Work out pupils' ages

Teacher

To use Reporter* you need
Any word processor/DTP
program that accepts Edit
files, (practically all of them).

More complex report and
certificate formats can be

created using Draw with any
Impression application.

Solutions
For teachers by teachers

Site licences

Primaryschools free.
One Secondary dept tree
Whole Secondary school
£89.99

A non-Desktop Arc utility for pupil reports, class lists etc. Up to 22 comment banks
of 143 statements & 22 user defined fields possible. National Curriculum
statements available as comment banks at a minimal cost. Runs from floppy disc
&suitable for all ARC type machines. Easyto use even bythe "IT -^^^
challenged". /' Price
——— -— ol goods _

jback ifat all
..unhappy/DRAW TASKS <&B>

Singlecopies(without copying rights) torhomouse cost £16.99
SuitablelorJuniororSecondarypupiluse &staff training

Astep by step guide to Draw& the Desktop basics written by a teacher. Unlimited
printing within purchasing institution. 72 A4 photocopiable masters+original files
for ease+flexibility. Examples can be lifted off disc for extra activities.

DRAW TASK24

•) Click SELECT <jrfji o Oraw a loopbut
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* doughnut shapes.

Manyschools make up the pages intoAS Ihpover booklets as shown above

Versions available

for Riscos 2 or 3

dual order=E65

* Over 70 pages

* Indexed

* Illustrated

* Easy language
*OKforyrs4-11

* Practical tips
lor teachers

+ FREE
Draw Ideas

21 worksheets on

disc. Available
seperately for

£9.99

Teacher Solutions (Tel 0457 85 5774)
8 HADFIELDSTREET, GLOSSOP,
DERBYSHIRE SK13 8JL

Cheques payable to Teacher Solutions for full
amounts shown +£2.00 P & P per UK order.
(Overseas at cost, max order weight=700g)
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The example font collections illustrated above each contain 20 distinctive outline
fonts. Similar font sets containing far fewer fonts have been advertised by other
companies for around £40.

Now some good news, Skyfall can supply you with all of the abovefonts in our 500
fonts packfor only £38 inc. Please turn thepage for full details.

Why pay £40 for 5 fonts, when you can get 500 for £38?
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for yourself
The C programming language depends upon

functions to an almost unhealthy degree. As
I explained in the first of the series back in
August, C has very few keywords. There is no
PRINT statement, for instance, nor a DIM
statement. These operations are instead carried
out byfunctions: printf() and mallocO respectively.

Functions, while they may look similar to
keywords, are actually separate pieces of C
code. When the program encounters a function,
it jumps to that section of code, executes it, and
then returns to whatever it was doing before.
Functions can be in the same piece of code as
the main program or in a completely different
program. Both printfO and mallocO are part of the
core library of functions provided by the com
piler as ready-compiled code. Any compiler
conforming to the ANSI standard must provide
these and a host of other functions in a standard
set of files.

Return values
Functions in C are similar to FNs in BASIC. They
take arguments and return a value, although you
don't need to use either. For instance, the printfO
function returns the number of characters suc
cessfully output, a number which can be
accessed by:

no = printf("Some text");

but which is not often of any interest. With the
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mallocO function, however, the returned value is
all-important, being a pointer to the block of
memory which it has reserved. Lose this, and
there was little point in reserving the memory.

The fact that functions return a value leads on

to the fact that they, like variables, have a type.
The type of the function is the type of the
returned value and can be anything that a vari
able can: int, char, pointer or whatever.

The return value is given in a reiurn statement:

return whatever;

which leaves the function and sends the value of

whatever back to the main program. You should
usually ensure that a function returns some
value, even if it is zero, otherwise the return
value will be undefined which can cause prob
lems if you accidentally refer to it.

This is not necessary with functions which
have been declared void, as these are explicitly
forbidden from returning values. These behave
more like PROCs in BASIC and can be used when

you are sure that no return value will be needed.

Passing arguments
Arguments are passed to functions in brackets
after the function name. The mallocO function
takes one argument which is the size of memory
to be reserved. When a function is declared, not
only does the type of the function have to be
stated but also the types of all the function's

Functions are the

mainstay of C;
all high level
operations use
them. David

Matthewman

explains how
they work.



Programming

arguments. (There are exceptions to this, but we
will ignore them for the moment.)

A function, then, looks like this:

function_type function(var_list)

{ var_type variablel

statement1;

statement 63;

return some_value;

}

(Note that the initial line of the function defini
tion does not finish with a semi-colon -

conceptually, everything within the braces is part
of the function definition.) The list of variables
varjist is a list of variable declarations:

(typel varl, type2 var2, type3 var3)

and so on, however many the function takes.
The return statement does not need to be at the

end of the function, nor need it be unique.
All the programs that we have seen so far

have actually been one single, special function,
main(). main() is the first function called
whenever a program is run, and every program
must have a main() function. Strictly speaking,
main() has type hit and should return a value,
usually zero to indicate no errors. This is
because the OS running the program may check
this value to ensure that the program has run
correctly, and OSs which do this will complain if
the return value is not defined.

The scope of variables
So far in C we have treated variables as though
any variable can be used anywhere in a program,
once it has been declared. This is because if we

declare a variable at the start of mainO we are
free to use it anywhere within main(). However,
functions outside mainO cannot read from or
write to the variable, it is 'invisible' to them and
said to be local to main(). This is generally true;
any variable declared within a level of braces is
said to be local to that level, the level is said lo
be the variable's scope.

This naturally applies to the variables declared
in the argument list of a function, which are
local to the function. Even if the variable has the

same name as a variable in main(), it will occupy
a different address in memory.and will be treated
as a different variable. (Incidentally, this applies
to other C constructions which use braces, such
as loops and if statements which we shall cover
soon.) This can often help - for instance you can
use i as a general loop variable without checking
that the program that calls the function does not
use i as well - but can also confuse if you start
using variables with the same name for different
purposes. The program may be able to remem
ber that they are different, but can you'?

It follows from all this that a variable declared

outside any function - including mainO - is a
global variable and can be 'seen' by the whole
program. These may be necessary but are best
kept to a minimum. Functions themselves are in

Listing one
char error = 'n';

int add(int x, int y)
{ int result;

result = x+y;

return result;

}

int subtract(int x, int y)

{ int result;

result = x-y;

return result;

}

int multiply(int x, int y)
{ return x*y ;

I

double divide(int x, int y)

{ if (y == 0)
{ error = 'z';

return 0;

}

return x/y;

}

{ int argl, arg2, sum, difference, product;
double dividend;

argl =20; arg2 = 15;

sum = add(argl, arg2);

difference • subtract(argl, arg2);
product = multiply(argl, arg2);
dividend = divide(argl, arg2);
return 0;

)

effect globally-declared variables.
Fortunately, the compiler will usually detect if

you declare a variable 'twice' when you
shouldn't, for instance by declaring a local
variable in a function with the same name as a
global variable.

An example
Listing one above - reproduced in an extended
version on the disc - shows how functions can

be used. The listing contains four functions -
addfj, subtractQ, multiplyO and divideO - as well as
main(), of course. Note that each function has a

type, generally int, but double for dividc() as it
may not return an integer, and each takes two
integer arguments. All the functions refer to
these arguments as x and y, but each has its own
'private' versions of x and y, so that they don't
interfere with each other. The opposite is true of
the character variable error which is visible to all

the functions in the program as the same vari
able. This is because it is declared at (he start of

the program, outside any function definitions, at
the 'zeroth level' of braces in the program. It is
used lo Hag a 'divide by zero' error in the dividc()
function.

Note also that the multiplyO and dividef) func
tions avoid using the extra result variable by
doing the calculation within the return statement.

Next issue variable passing will be
looked at in more depth. Av

On the disc
This month, the cover disc has

an extended version of the

Arithmetic program, whose
listing is given above. This
program demonstrates use of
simple functions in C,and

should in no way be taken as
being a good way to implement
adding, subtracting and so on

in C.It's actuallya verysilly
way of doing it, unless you

happen to be trying to illustrate
how C functions work.
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Problems solved

Questions
The choice between SCSI or

IDE, more tips tor a faster
boot file and frequently asked
(and answered) questions. answers

QI wonder if you can
advise me about upgrad

ing my Archimedes A3010? I
want to fit a hard disc and my
son also wants a MIDI link to

our Yamaha keyboard. At a
later date, I may well also want
to fit a CD-ROM drive.

I have been told of various

options, but I am unsure which
represents the best approach
for my system. I do not want to
take a route at this point which
will close off other possible
upgrade routes in the future.
The options appear to be based
on the use of the HCCS multi-

podule system:
• HCCS multi-podule with IDE
hard disc interface in one slot,
MIDI interface in another and

one slot free. The hard disc

would be an IDE internal type.
Future CD-ROM expansion
could then be via the free slot

or, failing that, using the
Cumana drive which uses the

printer port.
• HCCS multi-podule with SCSI
interface in one slot, MIDI
interface in another and one

slot free. The SCSI hard disc

would then have to be external

- no problem - and the CD-
ROM could then attach via the

SCSI link, as could any further
hard drives and so on.

The IDE route looks the

cheapest, but the SCSI route
seems more flexible.

I do have some queries,
though. Does the multi-podule
system affect performance or
cause any problems with RISC
OS? Are there any problems in
having a SCSI system disc, as
opposed to IDE? Is perfor
mance likely to be better with
SCSI than with IDE? Is the per
formance of the CD-ROM drive
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likely to be better with one
option than with another?

A J Snowden
Knaresborough

A You are probably cor
rect to choose the HCCS

system, although Cumana
does a very similar system
which might also be worth
considering.

Running the CD-ROM from
the printer port is a reason
able alternative to having it
on a dedicated expansion
card or running off a SCSI
interface. There is also a

printer port SCSI interface
sold by Atomwide, although I
suspect that this would be too
slow for your needs, being
slower than an interface

card.

The multi-podule system
should not affect the perfor
mance of RISC OS; it should
integrate very smoothly with
it. Both SCSI and IDE hard

discs are equally good to use
as your system disc - again,
you should have no problems
at all. The SCSI system
should be faster than the IDE

one though this difference in
speed will probably be fairly
marginal. The CD-ROM
drive will run at a

similar speed off a
dedicated

expansion card to the speed
that it would run off a SCSI

interface.

The key question here is
one of expandability. In your
case, you are obviously keen
to be able to expand your
computer further, which sug
gests that a SCSI system
would be the way to go. You
will then be able to run hard

drives, a CD-ROM drive, a
scanner, a tape streamer or
other backup system, an
optical drive and so on all off
the same card. This would

leave other expansion slots
free in the machine for non-

SCSI devices; in your case the
MIDI expansion board.
Although the IDE solution
will provide some spare slots,
you will not be able to add as
many devices as you would
with a SCSI interface.

This is a general rule
which holds for upgrading
any Archimedes, not just the
A3010, though as the A5000
and Rise PC come with an

IDE disc fitted, you don't
have the same initial choice

with these. Even so, a SCSI
expansion solution may be
the answer - you can get an
IDE CD-ROM drive for the

TheA3010 - expandable, if you know how. Butshouldyou go down the SCSI or the IDE route?



Problems solved

Rise PC but once you have
fitted it, that's your second
IDE expansion slot gone.

Any lucky A540 owners
already have SCSI fitted.

Advice given
Here is yet another tip on
speeding up boot sequences.
The two programs are on this
month's cover disc.

Back in the March 1994

issue of Acorn User in Ques
tions and Answers someone

asked about what to do about

their machine taking ages to
boot up. Recently I found an
alternative solution which your
readers may be interested in.

The basic idea is to do all

the initialising in the back
ground. The boot file is
reduced to the absolute

minimum needed to start the

desktop properly (loading
ToolSprites, the backdrop,
patches and so on) and a back
ground application is started
that just reads another boot
file, sending the commands to
\Vimp_StartTask, and calling
Wimp_Poll in between. On my

computer, I now have desktop
control in about 5-7 seconds

where previously it was about
30 seconds, and that's includ

ing installing some unneces
sary gizmos.

The boot process actually
takes a bit longer than not
doing it in the background, but
at least the machine can be

used throughout the process.
The most time consuming

things in a boot file are usually
all the Filer_Boots, loading
applications and installing
fonts, and since you don't nor
mally need these immediately
after booting up there isn't
usually a problem with them
'appearing' a bit later.

BackBoot is the short pro
gram which does the work. It
is just a stand-alone BASIC
program, not an application. I
put it in my .'System directory
and run it as the last thing in
my DeskBoot file.

You should also create an

obey file for BackBoot to get
lines from. You must then

move as many lines as possible
from the original boot file to

the new obey file. BackBoot
should be passed the name of
the obey file, for example by:

Run ADFS::4.$.!System.Back

Boot $.ISyBtem.Scripts.Bac

kBoot.

Note that the Wimp_PollIdIe
parameter in BackBoot can be
changed to trade off desktop
responsiveness and speed.

As for the fonts problem,
BackFont is another short pro
gram that does font initialising
in the background. It relies on
an arrangement suggested in
Acorn User to split fonts into
sub-directories to facilitate

having more fonts than ADFS
allows in one directory.

Don't use BackFont if you
have a font filing system such
as EasyFont or FontDir, or if
you only have a few fonts. You
shouldn't need to use it in

these circumstances anyway.
BackFont works by

Fontjnsialling each sub-direc
tory of $..'Fonts that it finds,
calling Wimp_Poll in between.
For this reason it works best by
having several small(ish)

directories where each one can

be installed quickly. It could be
modified to install each font

set individually by fiddling
with the search code.

I hope this helps some Acorn
users out there,

Richard Hudson

rick@actrix.gen.nz

FAQ list
The Internet newsgroup
comp.sys.acorn regularly car
ries a FAQ, or Frequently
Asked Question list, in order to
provide a general set of
answers and stop the news
group from being flooded with
people asking the same
question over and over again.
The FAQ provides a useful
source of answers to questions,
many of which have been
asked in these very pages in
Acorn User.

For this reason, the FAQ is
reproduced on the cover disc
of this issue, by the kind
permission of Philip R. Banks,
e-mail p_banks@kosmos.wcc.
govt.nz, who maintains
the FAQ. ;4u

Communications

USR Sportster FaxModem bundle
14,400 modem, ARCterm, ARCfax 1.10 & cable.

MultiTech ZDX FaxModem bundle

19,200 modem, ARCterm, ARCfax 1.10 & cable.

USR Dual Standard (V.Fast/V.34) bundle
28,800 modem, ARCterm, ARCfax 1.10, cable &
high performance dual serial card.

High performance dual serial card
Up to 230Kbps on two FIFO'd ports.
If bought with a modem bundle, £69.

ARCterm 7 (with free modem cable)
Our highly acclaimed comms package.

ARCbbs

SCSI Storage Systems

Fujitsu 264Mb, 2yr gtee £209
Fujitsu 353Mb, 2yr gtee £235
Fujitsu 532Mb, 2yr gtee New 1" high model £325
Fujitsu 1092Mb, 5yr gtee £549
Fujitsu 230Mb MagOpt (with disk & sw) £649
All drives include A3/4/500 internal mounting
hardware & cables (specify machine and interface).
External box (fan/psu) £75. Morley 16-bit SCSI £149.

5% Discount to education. Delivery on large items £10+VAT
Please add VAT at 17.5% to all prices. Plastic welcome.

£215

£235

£475

£79

£68

THE SERIAL PORT

Our shop in Wells is at
15 Union Street

(Union Street is next to Dixons)

The Serial Port

Burcott Manor, Wells,
Somerset, BA5 1NH

sales@cryton.demon.co.uk

Telephone (0749) 670058
Fax (0749) 670809
Modem (0749) 670030
ISDN (Sonix TA) (0749) 670883
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The Acorn User Gallery
Acorn machines have always been
well-known for their graphical abilities,
and in the Acorn User Gallery you can
see some of the most impressive works
of art being produced by Acorn artists.
If you're into computer art, don't miss
this exposition of the best of the best in
Acorn graphical art.

Big storage systems
With the advent of large 24-bit pictures
and the ability to manipulate huge
documents like never before, the need
for large amounts of storage is increas
ing. We look at the best systems for
your storage, for backing up your data
and for everyday usage.

ARM chips in the real world
Everyone seems to be taking ARM
chips to heart: they're being used by
Apple, Acorn, and a large number of
other manufacturers. But what is the

future for the ARM chipset in the mar
ketplace, and what will Acorn and
Apple bring out next?

Plus...
All the best monthly columns in the
market, up-to-date news, and the most
authoritative reviews of the latest

Acorn hardware and software.

Acorn Userispublishedby IDG Media Ltd, MediaHouse,Adiington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP
Distributed by COMAG, (01895) 444055
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Help direct from Acorn

Acorn customer hotline

Essential information for all Acorn

users, compiled by Dave Walker of
Acorn Customer Services exclusively
for Acorn User.

$ Questions and Answers
Q. I need to know if a certain product works on my Rise PC.
Where do I find out?

A. Your best route is to ask the vendor of that product. Of the
products Acorn has tested, over 95 per cent work without modifi
cation. Of the remaining 5 per cent, many of the software houses
have since produced newer versions which work correctly. A large
percentage of the incompatible software is games; problems
running these pieces of software are commonly connected with
screen modes. Game On!, a utility to patch some of these games,
has recently become available from The ARM Club, FREEPOST
ND 6573, London N12 0BR.

| Postcards from the edge, part2
Another item (although not an Acorn product) showcased at Acorn
World was RiscBSD, a UNIX-lookalike for the Rise PC. RiscBSD is
based on the NetBSD2 source tree; NetBSDl is a lookalike of BSD
4.4 Lite.

The source tree is, I'm assured, a pleasantly clean one; all the
CPU-specific code is in separate directories, so it's merely (!) a
case of porting the specific stuff to an ARM directory, fixing the
Make files and then (hopefully) typing 'make'. Of course, life is
never that easy!

The system on display at Acorn World was a very, very alpha
kernel. So far, everything is built via cross-compilation using gec
under LINUX; the RiscBSD team hopes to have native compilation
very soon. Actual coding had been on-going for six weeks prior to
Acorn World, so considering that every core member also has
either a job or a degree to do, they have done a fine job so far.

The multi-coloured square on display was built to show off the
process system; one process was moving the square, another was
changing its colour, and there were two more changing the
orientation and colour of the bars in it to reflect CPU state.

In addition to RiscBSD, there is the ArcBSD initiative, which
aims to provide (again) BSD 4.4 Lite, but sourced from the
FreeBSD tree. ArcBSD is being written with the explicit brief that
it must be executable on all 32-bit Acorn machines with sufficient

RAM and hard disc space to make support of BSD viable.
Further details on the progress of these projects can be found on

the comp.sys.acorn newsgroup; details of mailing list contacts for
further information are usually included in these postings.

$ Directory viewers
Everyone is familiar with double-clicking Select on a file,
directory or application. However there are actually a number of
other things you can do as well (some of these are not present in
RISC OS 2.00):

Double-Click Adjust: As for Select, but the directory viewer
closes.

Single-Click Select: Select this object, de-select any others.

RiscBSD: a UNIX-lookalike in action on a Rise PC.

Single-Click Adjust: Select this object, adding it to any others
already selected in this viewer. Also de-selects a selected object.
In effect, it toggles the state of this object.
Menu: Selects the object under the pointer if nothing is selected
Shift Double-Click Select: Open a directory or application. Load
a file into Edit.

Shift Double-Click Adjust: As above, plus directory viewer
closes.

Ctrl Double-Click Select: Open a directory or application. Don't
run any boot files.
Ctrl Double-Click Adjust: As above, plus directory viewer
closes.

Drag to icon bar: Load the file into the application you dragged it
to, or run the file if you drag it to a vacant part of the icon bar.
Shift-Drag to an open Edit window: Insert name of object(s)
dragged.

You can also select a number of objects which are adjacent in a
directory viewer by starting a drag near the first (make sure that
the first object is not selected by this) and then dragging the box to
enclose all the objects you want selected. On releasing the mouse
button all these obects will be selected.

Finally, don't forget the menu option to Select All.
It can often be quicker to drag a box round more objects than

you want (or Select All) and then remove the ones you don't want
by clicking Adjust.

Acorn Customer Services

Acorn Computers Ltd

Acorn House, Vision Park, Histon,

Cambridge CB4 4AE

E-mail: customer.services@acorn.co,uk
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s Watford Electronics
Jessa Group of Companies - Established 1972

Mail Order & Showroom: Jessa House, 1 Finway, Dallow Road, Luton LU1 1TR
Tel: 01582 487777 Fax: 01582 488588

Showroom Only: Jessa House, 250 Lower High Street, Watford WD1 2AN
Tel: 01923 237774 Fax: 01923 233642
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e| RiscPC 600 Computer Systems

Tho RiscPC from Acorn offers all the traditional strengths
of RISC processing, and a great deal more, at a
remarkably affordable price. Based on a 30MHz ARM610
processor, the RiscPC simply leaves the competition
standing.

It is tho world's most cost-effective 32-bit RISC

computer. The graphics on the RiscPC are astounding -
24-bit colour (2Mb VRAM required) at resolutions up to
1600 x 1200 pixels. The memory capacity starts at 2Mb
and can be expanded to a massive 256Mb. A special slot
for a 2nd processor is provided, allowing you to add an
additional ARM processor or any other processor, so
allowing easy low cost access to DOS and Windows
based applications.

Watford Learn & Play Pack
Pack includes: 10/10 English, Number,
Spelling, Early + Junior Essentials,
Virtual Golf, Dungeon, Break 147,
Haunted House and E Type II.

Buy any Acorn Computer, Hard Drive
upgrade or CD Rom Drive during
January and we will supply the above
Pack for only £45.

Acorn Pocket Book

The truly personal computer. With built-in word processor,
spreadsheet, database, spell checker and scientific
calculator, it provides all the basic tools for recording
ideas, notes and data.

Pocket Book 256K Computer E165
Pocket Book II 256K Computer £219
Pocket Book 11512K Computer £269

Pocket Book Accessories

• A-Link £40.00 • Plotter Class Pk £250.00
• Parallel Link £25.00 • 128K RAM Disc £49.00
• PC Link £59.00 • 256K Flash Disc £59.00

• Mac Link £65.00 • 512K Flash Disc £85.00
• Schedule £16.00 • OPL Editor £59.00
• Schedule Class Pk £160.00 • Mains Adaptor £12.00
• Plotter £25.00

0% Finance
available on all basic RiscPC systems, A4000systems
and A4 Notebooks. Call 01582 745555 for more details.

The standard sound system offers 8 channel stereo
sound, which can be upgraded with the optional 16-bit
sound card. Networking options include Econet and
industry standard Ethernet. There is also a choice of either
14" or 17' monitors.

Specification:
• ARM610CPU running at 30MHz
• 2Mb, 4Mb or 8Mb RAM expandable to 256Mb
• 210Mb or 420Mb IDE Hard Disc Drive

• up to 2Mb VRAM for high resolution graphics
• 8 channel stereo sound

• 24-bit colour graphics
• 2nd processor slot
• RISC OS 3.5 operating system in ROM
• 2 or 4 32-bit expansion slots (expandable to 8 slots)
• 3.5" 1.6Mb high density floppy disc drive
• 5.25" drive bay for floppy drive or CD ROM drive
• 14" EPA compliant SVGA monitor (AKF60)
• 12 months On-site warranty

RiscPC Upgrade Options
Memory Upgrade Options
ARA0340/U upgrade from 2Mb to 4Mb RAM E59.00
ARA0350/U upgrade from 4Mb to 8Mb RAM £109.00
ARA0360/U upgrade from 8Mb to 16Mb RAM £249.00
ARA0410/U upgrade from 1Mb to 2Mb VRAM £79.00

Hard Disk Upgrade Options
ADA1520/U upgrade from 210Mb to 420Mb IDE hard drive £119.00
ADA1530/U upgrade from 210Mb to 540Mb IDE hard drive £179.00
ADA2320/U upgrade from 210Mb to 1.0Gb SCSI hard drive £499.00

Monitor Options
MKA1640/U upgrade from 14" to 15" Aries 6000 monitor £99.00
MKA1620/U upgrade from 14" to 17" Aries 7560 monitor £299.00
MKA1670/U upgrade from 14" to 17" Acorn AKF85 monitor £379.00

Miscellaneous Options
AEA1650/U upgrade to 486SX 33MHz PC Card £99.00
AEA1890/U upgrade to 16-bitSound Card £55.00
APA0250/U upgrade to Dual speed CD ROM drive £179.00

RiscPC 2MHD210 I RiscPC 5M HD210 ! i RiscPC 9M HD420
• 2Mb RAM expandable to 256Mb
• 210Mb IDE Hard Disk Drive

• 2 expansion slots
• 14" EPA compliant SVGA monitor
• 1Mb VRAM for enhanced graphics

• 4Mb RAM expandable to 256Mb
• 210Mb IDE Hard Disk Drive

• 2Mb VRAM for enhanced graphics
• 2 expansion slots
• 14" EPA compliant SVGA monitor

i 8Mb RAM expandable to 256Mb
>420Mb IDE Hard Disk Drive

i 2Mb VRAM for enhanced graphics
>4 expansion slots
114" EPA compliant SVGA monitor

£1219 £1379 £1659

Free VRAM upgrades with the above systems

Multimedia Systems
Enter the world of multimedia with the RiscPC CDi system. Gain
access to the massive amounts of data on CD ROM, study the
masses of text, pictures and sound all interacting with each
other. The ideal tool for educational use.

CDI System Specification:
• Dual speed CD ROM drive
• Aries Stereo Speakers
• 14" Multiscan monitor

• Hutchinson Encyclopedia CD
• Sherlock Holmes CD

• Really Useful v2 CD
• Acom Video Clip CD

CDIA System Specification:
• Dual speed CD ROM drive
• Audio Mixer

• Aries Stereo Speakers
• Hutchinson Encyclopedia CD
• Sherlock Holmes CD

• Really Useful v2 CD
• Acom Video Clip CD
• Pro Artisan v2 CD

>5M CDI System
•9M CDI System

£1579 • 5M CDIA System £1629
£1849 • 9M CDIA System £1899

Publishing Systems
One of the main uses of the Acorn RiscPC is Desktop
Publishing. Utilising its immense processing power and high
quality graphics, you will be able to produce professional quality
documents without having to spend a lot of money.
Tho system comes supplied with the highly acclaimed Artworks
graphics package and the powerful Impression Publisher DTP
software.

Specification:
• 4Mb or 8Mb RAM expandable to 256Mb
• 1Mb VRAMfor enhanced graphics
• Full support for 24-bit graphics - 16.7 million colours
• 14" Multiscan monitor as standard

• Impression Publisher DTP software
• Artworks graphics package

• 5M Publishing System £1469 • 9M Publishing System £1759

Acorn 32-bit RISC Computer Systems

A3010 Special Offers
A3010 Action Pack
includes computer with 1MbRAM, expandable to 4Mb,
Startwrite word processor, Zool game and demo versions
of Lemmings, Fervour, ChuckRockand Superpool.

only £249
A3010 Early Years
includes computer with2Mb RAM, expandable to 4Mb,
TalkingStartwriteword processor, Gemini, Doristhe Dotty
Dog. Amazing Maths, Flossy the Frog, Mouse in Holland
and Paint Pot.

only £319
A3010 Learning Curve
includes computer with2Mb RAM, expandable to 4Mb,
Acorn Advance integrated software suite, PC Emulatorwith
DR DOS 6 and 8 demonstration versions of popular
programs and games.

only £329
FREE Shoulder Bag with every A3010

Computer Systems
• A3020 2M FD System + AKF52 Monitor
• A3020 2M HD System + AKF52 Monitor
• A4000 2M HD105 + AKF52 Monitor
• A4000 2M HD210 + AKF52 Monitor

• A4 4M HD60 Notebook

Upgrade Options
• Upgrade to AKF50 Monitor
• Learning Curve Software Pack
• Home Office Software Pack

• Early Years Software Pack

£699

£839

£839

£869

£1599

£120

£39

£85

£39

TO ORDER CALL OUR SALES HOTLINE
or FAX YOUR ORDER on 01582 488588 01582



CD-ROM, Multimedia, Scanners & Monitors

CD-ROM Software
Some titles require additional software to run
under RISC OS. These are marked as follows:

EB-EleclronicBooks:PaperOutsoftware required
PD-PDSView software t

• PDSView £99
• PaperOut - Electronic Book player £49

Art, Graphics & Design
• Artworks v1.5 £169
• Artworks Clipart CD v1 £19
• Artworks Clipart CD v2 £19

• Art in the National Curriculum £75

• Pro Atrisan v2 £136

English & Literature
• Goldilocks £39

• Granny's Garden £30
• Illustrated Works of Shakespeare £23

• Karaoke Macbeth £49
• Karaoke Midsummer Night's Drearr £49

• Living Poetry £49
• Listen & Read (EB) £39
• Oxford Reading Tree Talking Stories £39
• Sherlock Holmes £23
• Sherston Naughty Stories £79

Geography, Nature & Environment
• British Birds £150
• Creepy Crawlies £49
• Counties of Great Britain £39
• Countries of the World £39
• Dictionary of the Living World £49
• Earth Guide (EB) £39
• Environment: Land & Air £97
• Environment: Water £97
• Environment: Climate Change £34
• Environment: Dwindling Resources £34
• Environment: Conservation £34
• Garden Wildlife £39
• Langdale Primary £99
• Map Skills £49
• Seahore Life £39
• The Physical World £97
• Usborne Exploring Nature £125
• The World's Weather £47

History
• Castles £39
• Changing Times £125
• Frontier 2000 £109
• Industrial Revolution £105
• Medieval Realms £145
• Photobase: Victorians £49
• Picturebase: Victorian Britain £99
• World War II: Global Conflict £97
• World War II: Sources & Analysis £97
• World of the Vikings £39

Languages
• Directions 2000: French £137
• En Marcha: Spanish £137

Mathematics
• Cars - Maths in Motion £49
• Number Games £79
• Perspectives £79
• Picture Gallery £79
• Who Stole the Decimal Point? £79

Science & Technology
• Chemistry Set £149
• Science & Technology Library (EB) £39
• Collins Electronic Food File (EB) £29
• Science Series: Elements £97
• Science Series: Materials £97
• Inventors & Inventions £147
• Photobase: Science £49
• Understanding the Body £39
• Understanding Energy £47

Space & Astronomy
• Space Encyclopaedia £34
• Space Science Sampler (PD) £40
• Voyager Spacecraft (PD) £200

Educational Resources
• Acorn Video Collection Disc 1 £10
• Acorn Video Collection Disc 2 £10
• Bitfolio6 - clipart images £49
• Horizon Report £19
• Photobase: 1920's £49
• Photobase: 1930's £49
• Photobase: 1940's £49
• Photobase: 1950's £49
• Photobase: 1960's £49
• Photobase: Landscapes £49
• Sermec Treasure Chest £69
• SSERC Graphics Collection £99

Dictionaries & Encyclopaedia
• 19th Century Biographies £25
• CIA World Fact Book (EB) £29
• Oxford English Dictionary (EB) £29
• Hutchinson Gallup Info (EB) £29
• Hutchinson Guide to the World (EB) £29
• Hutchinson Encyclopaedia £49
• Kingfisher Children's Micropedia £88
• Times &Sunday Times £178
• Times & Sunday Times Sampler £50
• Tekkie CD - Acorn PRM's on CD £99

CD-ROM Drives

Cumana Oscar CD-ROM Drive

• Dual speed drive with motorised drawer
• Kodak PhotoCD compatible
• 320ms access time

• Connects to parallel printer port

Oscar CD-ROM drive £219

Cumana Bravo CD-ROM Drive

• Dual speed drive with motorised drawer
• Kodak PhotoCD compatible
• 320ms access time

• Parallel port or SLCD versions

Bravo CD-ROM drive-Parallel port £289
Bravo CD-ROM drive-A3000 SLCD £289

Bravo CD-ROM drive-A5000 SLCD £289
Bravo CD-ROM drive-EMU SLCD £289

Optional CD Bundles
Bundle packs are only available at these
prices when purchased witha CD drive.

Starter Pack

• Acorn VideoClip Collection CD
• Artworks Clipart CD
• Horizon Report
• Clares Pro Artisan v2 CD

£99

Primary Pack 1
• Creepy Crawlies CD
• Cumana Photo Album v1 CD
• Dictionary of the Living World CD
• Goldilocks CD

• Granny's Garden CD
• Sermec Treasure Chest CD

£175

Primary Pack 2
• Artworks Clipart CD
• Cars: Maths in Motion CD
• Sherston Naughty Stories CD
• Space Encyclopaedia CD
• Clares Pro Artisan v2 CD

• Hutchinson Encyclopedia CD

£250

CUMANA

All Cumana CD-ROM drives are supplied
with all necessary connecting cables, driver
software and interface cards.

Cumana Victor CD-ROM Drive

• Dual speed multi-session drive
• Kodak PhotoCD compatible
• 320ms (402A), 210ms (632A) access time
• SCSI interface (not included)

CXX402A CD-ROM drive

CXX532A CD-ROM drive

£289

£289

The 602 and 604 CD-ROM drives employ a
6 disc autochanger, making it ideal for use
on a network. 604 model is Quad speed.

CXX602 autochanger CD-ROM
CXX604 autochanger CD-ROM

£479

£969

Cumana Indigo CD-ROM Drive
• Dual speed multi-session drive
• Kodak PhotoCD compatible
• 320ms access time

• Connects to IDE Interface

• Fits in 5.25" drive bay inside RiscPC

CAA300i CD-ROM drive £189

CAA300iA CD-ROM drive £219

A version of the Indigo is also available for
connection to a standard SCSI interface.

CAA401 CD-ROM drive

CAA631 CD-ROM drive

£189

£289

Speakers &Accessories

• Aries Stereo Speakers £9
• Aries Hi-Fi Stereo Speakers £29
• Aries Hi-Fi Pro Stereo Speakers £35
• Aries Digital Stereo Speakers £49
• Aries Digital Plus Stereo Speakers £59
• Aries Screen Microphone £4.50
• Aries Stereo Headphones £4.50

Aries Monitors

EnergyPro 14" SuperVGA Monitor
• 14" high res 0.28mm dot pitch tube
• Low radiation MPRII standard

• EPA Energy Star compliant
• 800 x 600 non-interlaced resolution

• Horizontal frequency: 29KHz - 38KHz

£165

Alphascan Pro LR 14" Monitor
• 14" high res 0.28mm dot pitch tube
• Low radiation MPRII standard

• 1024 x 768 @ 72Hz (non-interlaced)
• 1280 x 1024 © 60Hz (non-interlaced)
• Horizontal frequency: 29KHz - 70KHz

£199

EnergyPro 6000115" Monitor
• 15" high res 0.28mm dot pitch tube
• Low radiation MPRII standard

• EPA Energy Star compliant
• 1280 x 1024 @ 60Hz (non-interlaced)
• Microprocessor control
• Horizontal frequency: 29KHz - 70KHz

£259

EnergyPro 7560117" Monitor
• 17" high res 0.28mm dot pitch tube
• Low radiation MPRII standard

• EPA Energy Star compliant
• 1280 x 1024 @ 60Hz (non-interlaced)
• Microprocessor control
• Horizontal frequency: 29KHz - 80KHz

£479

To use Ihe above monitors with an A300,
A400 or A3000 machine, you willneed a
SuperVGA VIDC Enhancer and adaptor.

• SuperVGA VIDC Enhancer £29
• Multiscan VIDC Enhancer £15

• Arc to VGA Monitor Adaptor £9

Acorn Monitors
• AKF30-14"MedResRGB £179

• AKF40 - 14" Med Res RGB £179

• AKF52 - 14" Med Res Multiscan £249

• AKF50 - 14" High Res Multiscan £299
• AKF60 - 14" High Res SVGA £319
• AKF85 - 17" High Res Multiscan £969

Flatbed & Hand Scanners

Canon IX-4015 Colour Scanner HP ScanJet Ilex Colour Scanner Scan256 Hand Scanner
The IX-4015 is a compact A4 flatbed scanne
offering full24-bit colour scanning up to a max
resolution of 400 x 800 dpi. The scanner wil
also scan 256 grey scale images with a max
resolution of 400 x 1200 dpi.

• 400 x 800 dpi resolution in colour
• 400 x 1200 dpi resolution in monochrome
• Connection via SCSI interface
• Spacetech Photodesk software
• TWAIN driver & Sleuth OCR software

£699

The ScanJet Ilex is an A4 flatbed scanne
capable of producing full 24-bit colour scans at a
resolutionof up to 1600 dpi.

• 400 x 800 optical resolution
• Single pass scanning process
• 24-bit colour and grey scale modes
• A4scanning area (216 x 297mm)
• Connection via SCSI interface
• Spacetech Photodesk software
• TWAIN driver

£849

Scan256 is a hand-held scanner givingyou up
o 256 grey scales at a maximum resolution of
400 dpi, and is supported by state-of-the-art
software.

• 400mm scanning width
• 256 grey scales at up to 400 dpi resolution
• Highlyadvanced image processing tools
• Convolutingdigital filters- over 100 choices
• True brightness &contrast control
• Save image in industry standard formats
• Selectable 256 grey/monochrome modes

Aries ArcScan 3420 Scanner Accessories • Scan256 handscanner - A300/A400 £115

those who just want to use 256 qrey scale
Document Feeders

images With a resolution of 300 x600 dpi it , J££ g£3 Feeder - ArcSca^n £^9 Archimedes A4 Scanner
the cost of other similar models.

• 300 x 600 dpi resolution
• 256 grey scale or monochrome operation
• 216 X356mm overall scanning area
• Connection via SCSI-2 interface
• ImageMaster software &TWAINdriver

£399

• Upgrade to Photodesk software £129
• SCSI-2 Interface for above £166

• Transparency Adaptor - ScanJet Ilex £499

SCSI Interfaces
• 8-bit SCSI interface (A3000/A3020) £119
• 16-bitSCSI Interface (A300/A400) £119
• 32-bit SCSI-2 Interface (A300/A400) £166
• SCSI-2 Interface Cable £20

Software

• Spacetech Photodesk software £169
• Sleuth OCR software £40

The Archi A4 scanner is a low cost 64 grey
scale scanner with a scan width of up to A4
size. Witha maximum resolution of 400 dpi. It
s the ideal solution for scanning larger line art
drawings. The scanner can be used as either
a hand-held device or with an optional sheet
eeder.

• Archi A4 Scanner - A300/A400 £176

• Archi A4 Scanner - A3000 external £195
• Sheet Feeder for A4 Scanner £59

TO ORDER CALL OUR SALES HOTLINE
or FAX YOUR ORDER on 01582 488588 01582 745555 H

-
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Hard Drive Upgrades 25MHz ARM3 Turbo Card Archimedes Spares

IDEHard Drive Upgrades for A300/A400
Complete with drive, interface, mountng
brackets, cables and software.

• ADA2010 280Mb 13ms £199

• ADA0580 365Mb 13ms £229

• ADA2030 420Mb 12ms £269

• ADA2210 528Mb 11ms £329

IDEHard Drive Upgrades for A5000
For use as a replacement of existing drive.
• ADA2050 280Mb 13ms £159
• ADA0880 365Mb 13ms £189
• ADA2060 420Mb 12ms £219
• ADA2220 528Mb 11ms £279

• A5000 2nd Drive Kit £10

A3000/A3010 Internal IDE Hard Drives

• ADA0730 120Mb 19ms £179

• ADA2360 170Mb 13ms £219

• ADA1070 250Mb 11ms £249

• ADA2080 340Mb 11ms £269

• ADA2380 405Mb 11ms £399
• ADA2200 540Mb 10ms £489

A300/A400 IDE Hard Cards
Hard drive mounted on interface, complete
with formatting software.

• ADA2370 170Mb 13ms £229

• ADA1090 250Mb 11ms £259

• ADA2090 340Mb 11ms £319

• ADA2390 405Mb 11ms £409

• ADA2230 540Mb 10ms £499

SCSI Hard Drive Upgrade for A300/A400
Complete with 16-bit interface, drive, cables
and mountng brackets.

• ADA2300 365Mb 12ms £349

• ADA2310 528Mb 11ms £429
• ADA2320 1.0Gb 9ms £579

• ADA2330 2.0Gb 10ms £1069

Interfaces & Accessories

• 16-bit IDE Interface - A300/A400 £39

• 8-bit IDE Interface - A3000/A3010 £49

• SCSI Interface - A300/A400 £119

• SCSI-2 Interface - A300/A400 £179

• 25way-50way SCSI round cable £15
• 50way-50way SCSI round cable £15
• 50way-50way SCSI-2 round cable£20
• 50way-50way SCSI ribbon cable £8

Memory Upgrades
Model 2Mb 4Mb 8Mb
• A3000 £49 £119 £269
• A3010 £59 £139

• A3020/A4000 - £89
• A410/1 £40 £120
•A420/1 - £80

• A5000 - £79 £269
• A540/R260 - £249

RiscPC Additional RAM Modules
•2Mb £79 «4Mb £119
• 8Mb £259 • 16Mb £399
• 32Mb £poa • 64Mb £poa
• 1Mb VRAM £99 • 2Mb VRAM £159

RISC OS Upgrades
• RISC OS 3.1 Single User Upgrade £73
• RISC OS 3.1 Hardware Kit £21
• RISC OS 3.1 Bulk Software Pack £319

Fax/Modem Bundle

US Robotics Sportstar 14.4 Fax/Modem
with ArcFax software enables you to
use your Archimedes to send and
receive faxes.
• Sportstar/ArcFax Bundle £149

Graphic/Sound Cards
1Colour Card Gold £239
Chroma 500 Genlock Card £419
Chroma 150 PAL Encoder £169
Chroma Genlock Card £209

Hawk V9 MKII Digitiser £189
Eagle M2 Multimedia Card £319
Vision24 254-line Colour Digitiser £99
Vision24 508-line Colour Digitiser£139
CC TV Tuner Card £89

CC TV Tuner Card & Teletext £159
i CC Movie Magic MPEG Card £249
1Scanlight Video 256 £199
1Multiscan VIDC Enhancer £15

<SuperVGA VIDC Enhancer £29
<RiscPC 16-Bit Sound Card £59

Buy ARM3 Turbo Card and
RISC OS 3.1 Upgrade for only

£159

Ultimate Expansion
Need an internal hard disk drive and a

user port on your A3000 or A3010, then
look no further. The Ultimate Expansion
System from HCCS is an internal
podule with a user port as standard.
Space is provided for a 2.5" IDE hard
disk drive and three micro-podule slots
are also provided for future expansion.

• UltimateExpansion Interface £39
• UltimateExpansion Interface &IDE £99
• UltimateExpansion with 170Mbdrive£259
• UltimateExpansion with250Mbdrive£299

Micro-Podule for Ultimate Expansion
• SCSI Interface £69

• Vision Colour Digitiser £69
• ScanLight 256 £229
• MIDI Interface £49

• Analogue Interface £29

I/O Expansion Cards
• A3000 User Port/Analogue Card £35
• A3000 User Port/MIDI Card £44
• I/O Podule - User/Analogue/1 MHz £79
• A300/A400 User/Analogue Card £49

Miscellaneous Add-ons

>4way Backplane - A300 series £22
• Archimedes Fan £8

•A3000 Serial Port Upgrade (AKA18)£19
•Arc to BBC Serial Link £15
>MEMC1 A Upgrade £25
•Floating Point Accelerator - A5000 £99
' ArcLaser A4 1200dpi Laser Printer £985
' ScanLight 256 - A3000 Internal £199

2010 Concept Keyboard
i A4 Universal2010 Concept Keyboard £99
i A3 Universal2010 Concept Keyboard£109
'2010 BBC User Port Cable £12
>2010 Archimedes Serial Port Cable £12
<Concept Keyboard Designer software £20

Accessories

Dustcovers & Carry Cases
• A3000 Keyboard cover £5
• A3000 Keyboard & Monitor cover £9
• A300/A400 Micro & Monitor cover £9
• A5000 Micro & Monitor cover £9
• 14" Monitor cover £6
• A3000/A3010 Carry Case £10
• A4 Notebook Carry Case £35

Mice & Joysticks
• Archimedes Mk4 Mouse £24
• Acorn Logitech Mouse £29
• Voltmace Delta Cat Joystick £25
• Quest Tracerball £20
• Power Pad Single Joypad £25
• Power Pad Dual Joypad £34

Miscellaneous Accessories
• A4 Notebook Battery Pack £49
• A3000 Monitor Stand (WE) £15
• A3000 Monitor Stand (Acorn) £25
• A3000 External Podule Case £10
• ArchimedesKeyboard Extension Cable £5
• Archimedes Mouse Port Splitter £5

Educational Discounts
are available on most products to Schools,

Colleges & Universities. Call for details.

TO ORDER CALL OUR SALES HOTLINE
or FAX YOUR ORDER on 01582 488588

Using the latest surface mount technology
on a high quality 4 layer PCB, the ARM3
Turbo Card will increase the speed of
your A300, A400 or A3000 computer by
up to 6 times.

The upgrade can be fitted by the user in
A300 and A400 machines, but for owners
of the A3000 we can collect, fit and
deliver your computer back for an
additional £35.

Owners of A300 and old A440 models

will require a MEMC1A upgrade to use
the ARM3.

Special Offer Price

£99

Networking Products
Acorn Econet Products
• Econet Interface - A300/A400/A5000 £42

• Econet Interface - A3020/A4000 £49

• Econet Interface - RiscPC £49
• Econet Interface - A4 Notebook £49

• Econet Starter Kit £135

• Econet Bridge £239
• Econet Socket Kit (5pk) £25
• 100m Econet Cable £99
• Econet Station Lead (1.2m) £4

Acorn Ethernet Products

• Ethernet Interface III - A5000 £149

• Ethernet Interface - RiscPC £99

Acorn Access Peer to Peer Networking
• Acorn Access - A3000 £145
• Acorn Access - A3020/A4000 £145
• Acorn Access - A5000 £145

• Acorn Access - RiscPC £119

l-Cubed Ethernet Products
• EtherLan 102 - A3000/A3010 £129

• EtherLan 202 - A3020/A4000 £136
• EtherLan 502 - A300/A400/A5000 £129

• EtherLan 602 - RiscPC 600 £109

l-Cubed AccessFlash Network
• AccessFlash 100 - A3000/A3010 £149
• AccessFlash 200 - A3020/A4000 £159
• AccessFlash 500 - A300/A400/A5000E149
• AccessFlash 600 - RiscPC 600 £139

Ethernet Hubs
• Aries EH-8 8 port Ethernet Hub £179
• Aries EH-12 12 port Ethernet Hub £259
• Aries EH-16 16 port Ethernet Hub £329

Ethernet Cabling
Cable length Thinnet UTP

• 3m £5 £3

• 5m £6 £5

• 10m £9 £8

• 15m £12 £10

• 20m £17 £14

Ethernet Accessories
• BNC Terminators £1.25

• BNC In-line coupler £1.55

• BNC T-connector £2.00

Networking Software/Documentation
• AUN/Level 4 Fileserver Rel.3 £359
• TCP/IP Protocol Suite - single user £99
• TCP/IP Protocol Suite - site licence £399
• Level 4 Manager's Guide £19
• AUNManager's Guide £19

PC Cards

Transform your Archimedes so you can run
standard PC DOS or Windows based
software with the Aleph One range of PC
cards. Two models are available - 486SLC25
for general purpose applications or a
486SLC2-50 for greater performance.

Both versions come with interface
connectors for a local IDE hard disk, a parallel
printer port, serial port and there is also a
socket provided for an optional maths co
processor. A single SIMM socket is provided
and will accept RAM up to a maximum of
16Mb.

• 486 SLC25 PC Card - no RAM £349
• 486 SLC25 PC Card - 4Mb RAM £469
• 486 SLC2-50 PC Card - no RAM £429
• 486 SLC2-50 PC Card - 4Mb RAM £549
• 8Mb SIMM RAM for above £259
• 16Mb SIMM RAM for above £399
• 486SX33 PC Card - RiscPC 600 £199
• MS-DOS 6.2 & Windows 3.1 £89

<A300/A400/A5000 Cased Keyboard £99
>A3000/A3010/A3020 Keyboard £29
iA4000 Cased Keyboard £79
Arc Mk2 Keyboard Controller PCB £49

<A300/A400 Power Supply £59
>A3000 Power Supply £35
>A4000 Power Supply £59
>A5000 Power Supply £69
' 3.5" Floppy Drive - A3000/A400 £29
• 3.5" Floppy Drive - A4000/A5000 £35
^100 0^860310) £39
>MEMC1A(VL86C110) £29
i ARM2 8MHz CPU (VL86C010) £20
>IOC(VL86C410) £39
>256Kx 4 120ns ZIP DRAM £6

1Replacement Keyboard Cable £17
•Replacement Mouse Cable £12
•Replacement Mouse Ball £7
' 1.2v NiCad Battery - A3000/A5000 £4
<AA Batteries - A300/A400 £2

«Fan Filter & Clamp £6
i Loudspeaker £3
• A3010/A3020 FDD Eject Button £2

BBC Products

-AMX Super Art (ROM/Disc) £10
>AMX Stop Press (ROM/Disc) £10
•AMX Page Fonts for Stop Press £5
' AMX Mouse & FREE mouse mat £15
iQuest Paint software (ROM/Disc) £15
"ConQuestROM £12
' Quest Fonts Disc £5

' Quest Integrex 132 printer driver £5
>Quest Tracerball - BBC B/M128 £20
i Quest Mouse Mat £3
• InterWord ROM £36

- InterSheet ROM £36
i InterChart ROM £25
•Logotron Logo ROM £40
>Mega3 ROM - Word/Sheet/Chart £69
>Numerator ROM £39
i Pendown ROM £32
- SpeilMaster ROM £40
>Wapping Editor £29
i Wapping Art Disc £10
i Wapping Font Disc 1 £10
• Wapping Font Disc 2 £10
>View Printer Driver ROM £15
• View 3.0 ROM £45

• ViewSheet ROM £36

• ViewStore ROM £36
• ViewSpell ROM £28
' View Printer Driver Generator Disk £10

' Master 512 Co-processor £49
>Master 65C 102 Co-processor £39
i Solderless ROM Board £25
- 32K ROM/RAM Card - BBC B £29
• 64K ROM/RAM Card - BBC B £39

>128K ROM/RAM Card - BBC B £59

• 32K Shadow RAM Card - BBC B £29
116K Static RAM for ROM/RAM Card £8

116K DRAM upgrade for ROM/RAM £7
- Battery backup for ROM/RAM Card £3
- Sideways RAM Utilities Disc £5
- Twin ROM Cartridge for Master 128 £6
- Quad ROM Cartridge for Master 128 £12
i Data Duck £10

• Power Duck £5

-Acorn 1772 DFS Kit-BBC B £47
i Acom ADFS ROM Upgrade £25
- Acom DNFS 1.20 ROM £10

- Watford 1772 DDFS Kit - BBC B £29
- BBC BASIC 2 ROM £15

- Watford DFS 1.44 ROM £10
>Watford Diagnostic Disc - BBC B £10

BBC Spares
BBC B Spares
• BBC B Power Supply
• BBC Keyboard
• Keyswitches
• Function Keystrip Holder
• SerialA/ideo ULAs
• 6502A CPU
• 6522A VIA
• 6845 CRTC

• 6850 ACIA

Master 128 Spares
• Master 128 Keyboard
• Master 128 Battery Pack
• Master 128 Power Supply
• Master ULAs
• 1772 Disc Controller
• 6818 Real Time Clock
• Loudspeaker
• 65SC12CPU

£49

£35

£1
£3

£10
£5

£5
£10

£8

£62

£4

£69

£15
£10
£12

£3
£12

Please note that due to the lack of brand
new spare parts for the BBC some of the

above items may be reconditioned

582 745555 !;5t k.



Laser Printers
All Laserprinters(excluding Hewlett Packard

&Panasonic 4400/4401/5400) include
12 Months On-Site maintenance

• Brother HL630
• Brother HL660
• Brother HL1260
• Canon LBP 4i
• Canon LBP-8IV
• Canon LBP-8 IIIR
• Epson EPL-3000
• Epson EPL-5200
• Epson EPL-5600
• Epson EPL-7500 PS
• FujitsuVM600
• HP Laserjet 4L
• HP Laserjet 4 ML
• HP Laserjet 4P
• HP Laserjet 4MP
• HP Laserjet4MV
• HP Laserjet4V
• HP Laserjet 4+
• HP Laserjet 4M+
• HP Laserjet4Si
• HP Laserjet4Si MX
• NECSuperscript 610
• NECSuperscript 610+
• NECSuperscript 660
• NECSuperscript 660i

6ppm £326
£499
£910

4ppm £427
8ppm £920
8ppm £1559
4ppm £389
6ppm £462
6ppm £594
6ppm £1135
6ppm £499
4ppm £386
4ppm £734
4ppm £593
4ppm £849
4ppm £1989
4ppm £1372

12ppm £938
12ppm £1258
16ppm £2095
16ppm £2967
6ppm £268
6ppm £283
6ppm £416
6ppm £569

NECSuperscript Colour 3000 6ppm £677
• OKI OL-400ex
• OKIOL-410ex
• OKI OL- 850 PS
• Panasonic KX-P4400P
• Panasonic KX-P4401P
• Panasonic KX-P4410*
• Panasonic KX-P4430*
• Panasonic KX-P4440'
• Panasonic KX-P5400
• Star WinType 4000
'2 years on-site warranty

4ppm £319
4ppm £442
8ppm £1199
4ppm £279
4ppm £330
5ppm £318
5ppm £479

10ppm £679
4ppm £595
4ppm £296

Laser RAM Upgrades
Type
• Canon LBP-4+
• Canon LBP-4i
• Canon LBP-8 IV
• EPL-4100/4300
• EPL-5200/5800
• FujitsuVM600/VM4 £57
• Fujitsu VM800 £115
• HP lll/IIIP/IIID £75
• HP ll/IID £75
• HP IIISI £57
• HP4/4M/4P/4MP £85
• HP 4L/4ML £75
• KX-P4410/4430 £129
• KX-P4420/4450i
• KX-P4400/5400
• OKI OL400e
• Star LP-8
• Star LS-5

1M

£139
£109
£119
£70
£58

2M 4M 8M

- £279 -

- £299 -

£110 £205 -

£115 £215 -

£85 £149 £299

£115 £135 -
£115 £135 -
£85 £158 £299
£85 £149 £299

£199 -
£115 £135 -
£139 £229 -

£118 -
£225 -

£75
£89
£99

£138
£75

Laser Consumables
Type
• Brother HL630
• Canon/Star 4s
• Canon LBP-8 IV
• Canon LBP-8 III
• EPL-4100/4300
• EPL-5200

• EPL-7100/7500/8100
• Fujitsu VM600
• Fujitsu VM800
• FujitsuVM4
• HP ll/lll/IIID
• HP IIP/IMP
• HPIIISWSi
• HP 4/4M/4P/4MP
• HP 4L/4ML
• NEC 610
• NEC S80/S62P
• OKI OL-400/800
• OKIOL-400e
• KX-P4410/30
. KX-P4440

•KX-P4420
• KX-P4450/50I/51/55
• KX-P4400/5400
• Qume Crystalprint
• Star LS-5

Toner Drum Dev

£20 £99 -
£46 -
£70 -

£52 -

£75 £89 -
£85

£117 -
£85

£115 -

£29 £149 £89
£47 -
£46 -
£85
£72
£49
£85

£105 -
£19 £189 -
£17 £129 -
£29 £80 £90

£32 £108 £115
£24 £60 £55
£18 £75 £60

£11.50 £69 -
£99 £189 -
£83

Laser Accessories

• JetPage Postscript Cartridge - IIP/IIIP £225
• PostscriptUpgrade for LaserJet 4 £270
• LaserJet 4 LowerPaper Cassette £205
• LaserJet 4 JetDirect Ethernet Card £339
• LaserJet HIPLower Paper Cassette £115
• Ozone filter for KX-P4420 £9
• Ozone filter for KX-P4450/4455 £20
• LaserJet 4Si DuplexUnit £475
• Envelope Feeder for LaserJet 4 £199
• LaserJet Font Cartridges from £45
• LaserJet III FX/IBM Emulation Cart. £79
• Lower Paper Tray for Canon LBP-4 £98
• A5 Paper Feeder for LaserJet 4P £85
• Postscript Upgrade for LaserJet 4P £225

Printers & Ace

9pin Matrix Printers
• Citizen Swift 90
• Citizen Swift 90C
• Citizen 1200+ Parallel

• Citizen 120D+Serial

• Epson LX100
• Epson LX300
• Epson LX400
• Epson LX1050
• Epson FX870
• Epson FX1170
• Epson DFX5000+
• Panasonic KX-P1150

• Panasonic KX-P1695

• StarLC15
• StarLC100C

• Star LC90

• Star ZA200
• Star ZA250

• Citizen ABC Mono
• Citizen ABC Colour
• Citizen Swift 200 Mono

• Citizen Swift 200 Colour
• Citizen Swift 240 Mono
• Citizen Swift 240 Colour
• Citizen Swift 24X
• Epson LQ100
• Epson LQ150Mono
• Epson LQ150Colour
• Epson LQ300
• Epson LQ570+
• Epson LQ870
• Epson LQ1070
• Epson LQ1170+
• Epson DLQ3000
• Epson LQ3000
• NEC P2Q
• NEC P3Q
• NEC P62Q
• NEC P72
• NEC P90
• Panasonic KX-P2023
• Panasonic KX-P2124
• Panasonic KX-P1624
• Panasonic KX-P2135
• Panasonic KX-P3626
• Star LC24-20II
• Star LC24-15 II
• Star LC24-300C
• Star LC90
• Star LC240 Mono
• Star LC240 Colour
• Star XB24-200C
• Star XB24-250C

80col £114

80col £121

80col £90
80col £105

80col £109

80col £89

80col £89

32col £172
80col £222

32col £280

32col £1095
80col £89

:32col £267

i32col £177

80col £89
80col £89

80col £255

l32col £315

80col £106
80col £125
80col £138

80col £146
80col £16C
80col £178

132col £235
80col £97
80col £114
80col £158

£14C
80col £185
80col £35C

132col £282
132col £40C

£672

132col £68C

80col £9£
132col £236

80col £315
132col £375
132col £54J

80col £10£

80col £19£

132col £21C
80col £12'

132col £25<

80col £11:
132col £232

80col £18(
80col £7£

80col £92
80col £105
80col £315

132col £385

Ribbons/Ink Cartridges
(Manufacturers Original Ribbons Only)

ColourType
• Canon BJ10ex/BJ1 Osx

• Canon BJ200/BJ230

• Canon BJ300/BJ330

• Canon BJC600

• Canon BJC800

• Canon BJC4000

• Citizen 120D+

• Citizen Swift 200/240

• Citizen Swift 24X

Black

£14

£16

£11
£6

£16

£7

£4

£4

£8

• Epson LX400/LX850/FX870 £4
• Epson LX100 £4
• Epson LX1050/FX1170 £5
• Epson LQ100 £4
• Epson LQ150 £4
• Epson LQ570/870 £5
• Epson LQ1070/1170 £8
• Epson LQ2550 £8
• Epson SQ870/SQ1170 £21
• Epson Stylus Colour
• Epson Stylus 300 £12
• Epson Stylus 800/1000 £10
• Fujitsu DL1150/DL1250 £5
• Fujitsu DL3600 £6
• Fujitsu B100/B200 £18
• HP DeskJet Std Capacity
• HP DeskJet HighCapacity £20
• HP DeskJet 310 £15

• HP DeskJet 1200 £20

• HP PaintJet £16

• HP PaintJet XL300 £16

• Kaga/TaxanKP810/815 £5
• NEC P88Q/P32Q £8

• NEC P82/72/90 £8

• Panasonic 1150/1170/1180 £7

• Panasonic 2180/23/24/35 £7

• Panasonic 1824/2824 £8

• Panasonic KXP3626 £11

• StarLC10/LC20/LC100 £5

• Star LC100/200 £5

• Star LC24-20/24-100/24-200 £5
• Star LC24-30 £8

• Star XB24/ZA200/ZA250 £5

• StarSJ48 £15

• Star SJ144 Thermal £18

£7

£22

£13

£13

£18

£12

£16

£29

£7

£12

£21

£21

£21

£18

£18

£14

£14

£9

£11

£12

£12

£12

£18

Inkjet Printers
80col
80col

132col
80col

132col
80col

132col
132col

80col
80col
80col

132col
80col
80col

132col
80col

• Canon BJ1 Osx
• Canon BJ200
• Canon BJ230
• Canon BJ300
• Canon BJ330
• Canon BJC600
• Canon BJC800
• Canon BJC820 (Mac)
• Canon BJ4000 Colour
• Citizen ProJet IIC
• Epson Stylus 300
• Epson Stylus 400
• Epson Stylus 800+
• Epson Stylus 1000
• Epson Stylus Colour
• Epson SQ870
• Epson SQ1170
• FujitsuB100
• HP DeskJet 320
• HP DeskJet 320 & CSF
• HP DeskJet 520
• HP DeskJet 500C
• HP DeskJet 560C
• HP DeskJet 1200C
• HP DeskJet 1200C PS
• HP PaintJet XL300+ A4
• HP PaintJet XL300+ A3
• HP PaintJet XL300 PS A4
• HP PaintJet XL300 PS A3
• HP DeskWriter 520 (Mac)
• HP DeskWriter 500C (Mac)
• HP DeskWriter 560C (Mac)
• Star SJ48
• StarSJ144
• Star Wintype800C Thermal

80col
80col
80col
80col
80col

132col

132col

80col
80col
80col
80col
80col

Colour

Sheet Feeders

• CanonBJ10ex/BJ10sx
• Canon BJ300

• Canon BJ330
• Citizen Swift 24/200/240
• Epson LX400
• Epson LQ570/LQ870
• Epson LQ1070/LQ1170
• HP DeskJet 310
• NEC P20/P220
• NEC P3Q/P32Q
• Panasonic 1170/1180/1123
• Panasonic 1124/1124i/2124

• Panasonic 1824/2824
• Panasonic KX-P2135

• StarLClOO
• Star LC24-20
• Star LC200/LC24-200

£145
£186
£247
£333
£404
£344

£1065
£1228

£270
£204
£138
£130
£168
£311
£327
£415
£580
£145
£165
£180
£193
£199
£326
£630
£992

£1589
£1769
£2557
£2719

£199
£260
£375
£182
£285
£592

£40

£88

£92
£75

£69

£47
£89

£48

£59

£85

£59
£79

£128
£30

£69

£69

£69

INKJET REFILL PACKS
• Canon BJ10ex/BJ10sx - 2 pack £12
• Canon BJ10ex/BJ10sx - 5 pack £24
• Canon BJ10ex - Cart/3 Refills £29
• Canon BJ200 - Cart/3 Refills £34
• HP DeskJet Std Capacity - 2 pack £8
• HP DeskJet Hi-Capacity - 2 pack £24
• HP DeskJet Std Capacity - 5 pack £14
• HP DeskJet Hi-Capacity- 5 pack £35
• HP DeskJet Colour - Cart/4 Refills £49

Accessories
• Citizen Swift 200/240/ABC Colour Kit £32
• Citizen Projet IICartridge £3
• Canon BJ10sx Battery Pack £32
• Epson OK Serial Interface £29
• Epson 8KSerial Interface £75
• Epson 32KSerial Interface £95
• Epson LQ100 Tractor Unit £29
• HP DeskJet FX EmulationCartridge £49
• HP DeskJet IBM EmulationCartridge £57
• HP DeskJet 256K RAM Cartridge £45
• HP Deskjet 310 BlackCartridge £14
• HP DeskJet 310 Battery Pack £33
• HP DeskJet Carry Case £49
• H P DeskJet 310 Colour Kit £28

• HP DeskJet 1200 Postscript Upgrade £499
• HP DeskJet Prestige EliteFonts £55
• HP DeskJet Letter Gothic Fonts £56
• HP DeskJet 310 Parallel Cable £12
• Panasonic Serial Interface £49
• Panasonic 32K Buffer £16
• Panasonic 2180/2123 Colour Kit £30

• Star 8KSerial Interface - LC range £52
• Star 8KSerial Interface - XBrange £39
• Star 32K Buffer - LC24/XB24 £52

• Dustcovers for 80col printers £6
• Dustcovers for 132col printers £9
• 51636G - 50 x DJ500 Transparencies £35
• 51838J - 50 x DJ500 Glossy A4 Paper £35
• 51630Z - 50 x DJ500 A4 Paper £15
• AppletalkPrinterCable - 2m £12
• Appletalk Interface for DeskJet 1200 £129
• Appletalk Interface forLaserJet III £189

HP On-site Warranty 3yrs
• Mono DeskJets & Deskwriters £40

• Colour DeskJets & Deskwriters £85
• 4ppm LaserJets &DeskJet 1200C £100
• 8ppm LaserJets £185

LUTON SHOWROOM

1 Finway, Dallow Road, Luton, Beds.
Tel: 01582 74 55 55

WATFORD SHOWROOM

250 Lower High Street, Watford, Herts.
Tel: 01923 23 77 74

Manual Printer Sharers
Standard Low Cost Sharers

Connects Serial Parallel
• 2 to 1 £8 £9
• 3to1 £11 £12
• 4to1 £15 £16
• 5 to 1 £27 £28

Professional Sharers
Connects Serial Parallel
• 2 to 1 £12 £13
• 3to1 £15 £17
• 4 to 1 £24 £26
• 5 to 1 - £38

Crossover Sharers
Connects
• 2 in/2 out
• 4 in/2 out

Serial
£28

Parallel
£29
£49

Auto Printer Sharers
Uni-Directional

Connects Serial Parallel
• 2 to 1 £27 £29
• 4 to1 £44 £45
• 8 to1 £62 £75

Bi-Directional
Serial
£29

Connects
• 2to1

• 4 to 1
256K RAM module for above

Parallel
£29
£35

£59

256K Auto Sharers
Parallel Auto sharers with 256K RAM
• 2 in/2 out £99 • 4 in/2 out £115
• 8 in/1 out £149

Compact Converter
• Serial/Parallel Converter £32
>Serial/Parallel Converter - 256K Buffer £40
i IEEE-488/Centronics Converter £49

Buffers
256K 1Mb 2Mb

Flash Buffer £65 £98 £119
Fast Flash Buffer £85 £125 £158
Plotter Buffer £155 £184 £330

Printer Leads
10m2m

• PC Parallel £4
• 25 'D' Male/Male £4

• 25 'D' Male/Female £5

• Centronics D/Ended £8
• BBC Parallel £6

Otherstandardcables availableon request

5m
£8 £13

£8 £13

£9 £14
£10 £15

Paper
1500sht A480g Laser/Copier paper £2.50
' 500sht A4 80g Coloured paper £3.50

Pink, Green, Gold, Daffodil, Blue, Vellum
<10OOsht9.5" x 11" Fanfold paper £5.50
12000sht 9.5" x 11" Fanfold paper £8
>10OOsht 15"x 11" Fanfold paper £7.50
<2000sht 15"x 11" Fanfold paper £11
»10OOsht A4 70g Fanfold paper £8
>2000sht A4 70g Fanfold paper £15

High Quality Paper
500 sheets A4 90gm pure white
ideal for laser &inkjet printers

£4.50

Labels

On continuous fanfold sheets

• 1000 90mm x 38mm Single Row
• 1000 90mm x 36mm Twin Row

• 1000 90mm x 49mm Twin Row

• 1000102mm x 36mm Twin Row

• 2400 70mm x 37mm Laser Labels

Miscellaneous

£4.50

£4.80

£4.95

£4.70

£15.25

• 80 column Perspex printer stand £12
• 132 column Perspex printer stand £18
• 80 column Professional printer stand £15
• 132 column Professional printer stand £27
• Printer trolley £39
• Ergo Chair £29

• TO ORDER CALL OUR SALES HOTLINE f|1 RSK9 "7ARRRR
B or FAX YOUR ORDER on 01582488588 %M 3%3^ M mW%M%M^M%3

AM EBlOWI
f"iixPRESS



g Software, Books & Diskettes

Software for Acorn RISC Computer Systems Books & Diskettes
As one of the largest dealer in
Acorn software in the UK, we doubt
that you will find any of the titles
listed here cheaper alsewhere.

Also if there is something you
don't see listed, give us a call and
we willattempt to source it for you
and give you the best price.

Allsoftware requires at least 1Mb
RAM andRISC OSoperating system.

Special notes
t - not suitable for RiscPC
ft - requires 2Mb RAM
t - hard disk required

Games
4th Dimension
Adventures of SylviaLane Rlfi
3irds of War t £22
3lack Angel £22
3reak 147 &Superpool £22
Carnage Inc. £16
Chocks Away Compendium • t18
Chopper Force £15
Cyber Chess n«
Demon's Lair S'18

Dungeon tt £18
inter the Realm t £18
z-Type II £22
z-Type Compendium £15
3alactic Dan n.s
Grevious Bodily ARM £15
Haunted House £18
Holed Out Compendium £18
3andora's Box CIS
3eal McCoy 2 £20
RealMcCoy3 £20
Real McCoy 4 £20
Saloon Cars Deluxo £20
Stunt Racer 2000 t £18
SluntRacer 2000 ExtraTracks 1 £14
Time Machine £1H
Virtual Golf t £18
Virtual Golf Augusta t £12
Watford Learn & Play Pack £40

Krisalis Software
3altle Chess £17
Dannon Fodder £17
Dhampions r?o
Shuck Rock £8

3odst £8
Hero Quest £18
Heimdall tt £18
James Pond t £H
<risalis Collection 170
Lemmings £14
Lemmings 2 - The Tribes £18
LemmingsDoublePack - RiscPC £21
Lotus Turbo Challenge lit £18
Mad Professor Mariati £8
Manchester United t £8
Manchester United Europe t £8
Nebulus £14
Oh No! More Lemmings £12
Populous £18
Quest for Gold (HD) £10
Revelations £8
Sim City £18
Sim City2000 £25
Sim City 2000 - RiscPC £25
Spccdball 2 £17
SWIV £8

Gamesware
Aries 171
Cycloids £14
FRED £14
Games Wizard £18
Ixion £14
James Pond 2 - Robocod £18
Playdays £18
Simon the Sorcerer 179
Xenon 2 £18

Renegade
Chaos Engine
Magic Pockets

V1H
£17

Sensible Soccer £18

Superior Software
AirSupremecy £14
Ego: Repton 4 £17
Play It Again Sam 1 £14
Play It Again Sam 2 £14
Play It Again Sam 3 £14
Repton 3 £14
Superior Golf £14
Technodream £14

US Gold
Flashback £18
Flashback HD £18

Gremlin Graphics
Premier Managor £18
Zool £18

Oregan Software
Arcturus 171
Magnetoids
Sally &Wally

£21
£21

Other Software Suppliers
Chess 3D £18
Crystal Maze £24

Diggers £18
Dune II tt £79
Elite £29
PTT £21
Scrabble £18
Starfighter 3000 £22
Tower of Babel £10
Wolfenstein 3D £22

Educational Software
Primary - ages 4 to 7 years
An Eye for Spelling £32
Bookstore Primary £33
Connections £23
Desktop Folio £59
Exploring withFlossythe Frog £22
Folio ' £34
Fun School 3 - Under 5 years £17
Fun School 3 - 5 to 7 years £17
Fun School 4 - Under 5 years £17
Fun School 4 - 5 to 7 years £17
Happy Life £25
Happy Numbers £25
Happy Reading £25
Happy Sea £25
Happy Time £25
Kid Pix £34
Letters £42
Maths Circus £25
Numbertime £24
OxfordTalkingStories - Stage 2 £32
Oxford More Talking Stones -Stage2 £32
Oxford Talking Stories- Stage 3 £32
Playdays £18
Picture Point £26
Podd - English version £23
Podd - Welsh &Englishversion £36
Primary Nature £42
PIMS- Information Management £375
Rainbow £27
RainbowBookProject - Fiction 1 £69
Rainbow Book Project -Language 1 £69
Rainbow Book Project - NonFiction 1 £69
Rosie &Jim - Duck Loses His Quack £10
Rosie &Jim - Jim Gets the Sneezes £ 10
Seelinks - Ourselves £34
Seelinks - Pondwatch £34
Seelinks - Transport £34
Sherston NaughtyStories - vol.1 £39
Sherston NaughtyStories - vol.2 £39
SherstonNaughty StoriesCD £64
Talking Animated Alphabet £27
Talking Topics - The Body £10
Talking Topics - Dinosaurs £10
Talking Topics - Homes £10
TalkingTopics - LandTransport £10
Talking Topics - Pets £10
Talking Topics - The Seaside £10
Talking Topics - allsixabovetitles £47
Zig Zag - Anglo Saxon £29
Zig Zag - Romans £29

Junior-ages 7 to 11
A Mouse in Holland £22
Ancient Egypt £42
Arcventure I - Romans £24
Arcventure II - Egyptians £24
Arcventure III - Vikings £24
Around the World in 80 Days £31
Aztecs £31
Badger Trails £31
Battle of the Somme £42
Bodywise £31
Castle Life £42
Crystal Rain Forest £31
Fun School 3 - Over 7 years £17
Fun School 4 - Over 7 years £17
GraphJT £16
Investigating Maths £32
Junior Insight £40
Landmarks - Aztecs £21
Landmarks - Civil War £21
Landmarks - Columbus £21
Landmarks - Elizabeth I £21
Landmarks - Project Egypt £21
Landmarks - Rain Forest £21
Landmarks - Victorians £21
Landmarks - World War II £21
Landmarks Datafiles- various titles £13
Langdale River Project £45
Langdale Stickle Tarn Project £45
Linkword - French £35
Linkword - German £35
Linkword - Spanish £35
Look &Read- Earthwarp £24
Look & Read - Geodie Racer £24
Look & Read - LRTV £24
Look & Read - Skyhunter £24
Look & Read - Through Dragon's Eye £24
Magpie2 £49
Maths Card £45
Microworlds - Victorians £24
Microworlds - War Years £24
Numerator £32
Numerator Chaos Pack £32
Recall £31
Report Writer £45
Saxon Life £42
Sea Rescue - Fractions £21
Selladore Tales £19
Space City - Angles £21
Splash £16
Stig of the Dump £19
Time Detectives - Victorians £31
Topographer £59
VersaTile £42
Viewpoints £31
Viking Invaders £42
Voyageof Discovery £25
WorldMap Study £55
Time Traveller - Britain Since 1930's £29
TimeTraveller - Making of the UK £29
Timo Traveller - Medieval Realms £29
Time Traveller - Tudors & Stuarts £29
TimeTraveller - Tradeand Industry £29
Time Traveller - Victorians £29

Secondary - ages 11 to 16 years
Bookstore Secondary £52
Cistercian Abbeys £42
Investigating Local Industry £85
Insight £62
Night Sky £59

Educational cont'd...
10 Out of 10 Educational Software
Dinosaurs
Driving Test
Early Essentials
English
Essential Maths
Essential Science
French
German
Italian
Junior Essentials
Maths - Algebra
Maths - Geometry
Maths - Number
Maths - Statistics
Spanish
Spelling & Punctuation
Structured Spelling

£15
£15
£15
£15
£15
£15
£15
£15

£15
£15
£15
£15
£15
£15
£15
£15
£15

Desktop Publishing
Impression Style £73
Impression Publisher £122
Impression Publisher Plus £219
Impression Borders Disk £12
Ovation DTP £68
First Page DTP £41

DTP Utilities

DesktopThesaurus
Formulix

Graphics Loaders
Sleuth OCR v1.5
Sleuth OCR v2.0
Spellmaster
Type Studio

£16
£65
£35
£43
£95
£25
£38

Word Processors
DeskEdit 4
Easivvord Plus
Easivvriter 3
Pendown
Pendown Etoiles
Pendown Plus
Primeword
Talking Pendown
Techwriler
Wordz
Wordworks

£21
£36

£115

£45
£45
£66
£42
£53

£164
£54
£35

Integrated Packages
Acorn Advance
Desktop Office
Fireworkz
Fireworkz Pro
Pipedream 3
Pipedream 4

£87
£48
£89

£145
£69
£85

Spreadsheets
Advantage tt
Eureka 3
ProSheetv1.4
Resultz
Schema 2

Databases
Flexifile

Insight
Genesis Project
Genesis Professional
Knowledge Organiser 2
Masterfile 3
Pinpoint 2
Pinpoint Junior
Recordz
S-Base 2 Personal
S-Base 2 Developer
S-Base 2 Developer Plus

£42
£91
£33
£74
£94

£19
£58
£47

£111
£60
£39
£78
£25
£96

£103
£188
£339

Graphics &Design
Artworks v1.5 £122
Card Shop £19
Clipart - Christmas Allsorts £15
Clipart - Food for Thought £15
Clipart - Split an Image £15
Complete Animator £94
Composition - RiscPC only £ tba
Euclid 2 £62
FilmMAKERv5.1 £39
Glimpse - clipart viewer £8
Image Animator £45
Image Outliner £45
Image Master £25
Illusionist £37
Kid Pix £34
Photodesk £156
Prime Art £46
Pro Artisan 2 £99
Pro Artisan 24 - RiscPC only £122
Render Bender 2 £37
Rephorm £44
Revelation Image Pro 24-bit £49
SolidsRENDER v5.1 £63
SolidTOOLSv5.1 £169
Titler £72

Educational Customers
Most ol the software packages on this
page are available at reduced prices to
educational establishments. Also, for

those who need more than one user at
any one time, Site Licences are

available on most packages.
Call01582745555 for latest prices.

Graphics Presentation
Chartwell £22
Graphbox £35
Graphbox Professional £84
Plot £61
Presenter GTi 16v £69

Computer Aided Design
ArcPCBv1.9 £80
ArcPCB Professional v3.3 £162
ArcPCB Schematics v5.2 £223
CADet £95
ExcollonDRILLv2.1 £36
GetberPLOTv2.1 £36
LOGIXvl.1 £80
Oak Logic £65
Oak PC'B II £69
Oak Apollonious PDT £135
Oak Design Procossor 3 £1150
PowerROUTERv1.6 £49
SolidCADv5.1 £65
WorraCAD £65

Programming Tools
Acorn Desktop Assembler £119
Acorn Desktop C £151
Acorn PC Emulator v1.8 £89
ABC Basic Compiler v3 £65
Camridge Pascal £65
Control LOGO £21
Easy C Compiler £43
Easy C++ Compiler £95
First LOGO £20
Logotron LOGO £55
RiscBASIC Compiler v3.15 £65
RiscFORTH Compiler v1.2 £65
RoboLOGOv1.1 £35
WimpGENv1.1 £65

Music&Speech
Arcticulate
Audioworks

Notato
Rhapsody 3
Rhythm Bed
Scoredraw
Serenade
Sibelius 6
Sibelius 7
Speech!
Vox Box

£15

£35
£51
£72
£35

£44
£72

£149
£785

£18
£35

Communications
ArcComm 2
ArcFAX
ArcTerm v7
Hearsay v2

£52
£28
£59
£59

Business/Accounts
Home Accounts
Payroll Manager v3
Personal Accounts
PlanING
ProjeclING
Prophet Accounts tt
Shareholder v2

£24
£59
£39
£95

£289
£144

£69
Shareholder Professional v3 £110

Miscellaneous

Ancestry £42
Compression £31
Concept Keyboard Designer £21
Filo Handling for All Disc £4
Hard Disc Companion 2 £39
Investigator 3 £41
MacFS Light - read/write floppies £45
MacFS £89
PaperOut - ElectronicBookplayer £49
PDSView £99
RISC OS Application Disks £5
ROMUpgrade forAcornI/O Podule £ 10
Show Pago £139
Touch Type £39
ITWAIN - HP, Canon or Epson £16
WIMPProgramming for AllDisc £4

Printer Drivers

Citizen/Star Colour Printer Driver £10
Expression PS £18
HP DeskJet Colour Piinter Driver £10
IPrintersv1.22 Upgrade Disk £5
Canon BJ Turbodnver v4 % £38
Epson Stylus Turbodrivor v4 % £38
HP DeskJet Turbodrivor v4 +. £38
Repro £45

Acorn 32-bit Books
A3000 Technical Manual £29
A3010/A3020 Tech Manual £29
A5000 Technical Manual £59
A4 Notebook Tech Manual £59
Archimedes Assembly Lang £12
Acorn to PC £5
Artworks Made Easy £14
ARM Technical Data Manual £10
BBC BASIC Reference Guide £19
C: Dabhand Guide 3e £15
Control on the Archimedes £10
Ethernet Design/Installation Guide £19
First Impressions £15
File Handling for All £8
Good Impressions £12
Impression II: Dabhand Guide £12
RISC OS 3 PRM - Vol. 1 to 4 £95
RISC OS 3 PRM - Vol.5 (RiscPC) £29
RISC OS 3 First Steps £12
RISC OS 3 Apps/User Guide £20
RISC OS StyleGuide £9
RiscPC Technical Manual £tba
TechincalPublicationsStyleGuide £9
Wimp Programming for All £8

BBC/Master Books
Advanced BBC User Guide £10
BBC B User Guide £10
Complete BBC User Handbook £10
Complete Mouse Handbook £5
Master 128 Reference Part 1 £14
Master 128 Reference Part 2 £14
Master 128 Advanced Refence £10
Master 128 Welcome Guide £ 10

3M/Verbatim Diskettes
Supplied in boxes of 10
3.5 DSDD - 720Kb
3.5" DSHD-1.44Mb
575" DSDD 80 track
5.25" DSHD 1.2Mb

£6
£10

£6
£8

Excell Diskettes
Supplied in boxes of 10
3.5 DS DD - 800Kb £6
3.5" DSHD -1.6Mb £6
3.5" DS HD coloured - 1.6Mb £7
3.5" DS HD Bulk pack of 50 disks £22

Cleaning Kits
5.25" Cleaning Kit
3.5" Cleaning Kit
ComputerCleaning Kit
Mouse Cleaning Kit

Hdr.es
Leasing finance available al very attractive rales to
businesses, schools and colleges etc. (subject to
status). Minimum order value £1000

Credit terms also available lo private customers,
with repayment periods Irom 12 to 60 months.
APR 19.9%

>Allprices are exclusive of VATand carriage.
>Official orders welcome fromSchools.Colleges

and Government bodies.
>Shop hours Mon to Sat (9am to 6pm)

Thurs (9am to 8pm).
• Technical enquiries - Mon to Fri (9am •6pm) only

Carriage Charges - Standard Service
1st Item

£5.00

£6.00
£6.00
£8.00

£10.00
£10.00

2nd Item

£2.00

£3.00

£3.00
£4.00
£6.00
£6.00

Small items
Accessories
Software
Hardware
Laser Printers
Monitors
Some softwarepackages qualifyfor the small itemtariff.
For Express Delivery Service (next working day)
simply double the above rates.
Note: Some areas of Scotland are subject to extra
surcharge on the above prices-

Terms and Conditions:
Offers and all items are subject to availability.
Specifications and prices correct at time of going lo
press, but may change without notice. Please
check suitability of peripherals and software when
ordering. Software. CD-ROMs or Printer
Consumables which have been opened will note
be accepted back for refund or exchange, unless
they are faulty.All trademarks are duly
acknowledged. Goods are sold as per our standard
terms and conditions, which are available on
request. Goods are not sold on a trial basis. E&OE.

Watford Electronics Limited
Mail Order & Showroom

Jessa House, 1 Finway, Dallow Road, Luton LU1 1TR. Tel: 01582 487777. Fax: 01582 488588

Showroom only
Jessa House, 250 High Street, Watford WD1 2AN. Tel: 01923 237774. Fax: 01923 233642

TO ORDER CALL OUR SALES HOTLINE
or FAX YOUR ORDER on 01582 488588 01582



Stopf go Andrew Kemp

Back in March 1993 we carried a short

utility that allowed you to replace (or
remove) the desktop welcome banner
sprite. Andrew Kemp's (PinFilter et al)
program goes one further and provides
methods to intercept both start up and
shutdown sequences and execute a given
command in each case. Two commands

are provided:
*Start specifies a star command to be

executed instead of displaying the desktop
welcome banner. This could be, for exam
ple, something simple like Screenload
Boot:Picture or maybe a command to render
a Draw file. If you want more than one
command executed, store them in an Obey
file and run it with the *Start command.

Obviously you need to load the module
and issue the *Start command somewhere

in your boot sequence before the desktop
has started. In a RISC OS 3.5 boot sequence
you could include them in a directory
within Boot. Choices.Boot.PreDesk.

The *Stopcommand works in exactly the
same way except the command is issued
once the desktop has been shutdown with
Ctrl-Shift-F12. The 'Restart' window will

still be display once your command has
finished.

Figure 1:Trydrawing this!

Liquid Crystal
'On the cover of one of my lecture hand
outs last year was a picture of exactly this
effect, causing no end of excitement in my
sad little brain. The best way to understand
what is going on is to actually watch the
thing, but I'll wave a few hands anyway,'
says Alistair Turnbull, a regular amongst
these pages and author of this strange little
demo.

'If you freeze a liquid crystal, all the
molecules try to line up and point in the
same direction. However, they do this all
at once, and so you end up with them all
agreeing incompatible standards with each
other (just like computer economics
really).

'If two regions with different alignments
bump into each other, the boundary gets
smoothed out and averaged, but you are
still left with a curve. If three regions meet
at a point, you can get these curves bend
ing back on themselves and joining up.
The molecules in the middle have no well-

defined alignment at all, and that is the
particle.

'The anti-particle comes from trying to
do this with wrap-around, or with fixed
boundaries. You can't twist something to
fit on one side without disrupting the other
side. To appreciate this, try drawing the
picture in Figure 1 by hand, like I did
about five minutes ago.

'The rules are that you have to have the
colours in the correct order everywhere in
the picture, you have to have four
bands of each colour meeting at
each particle, and the colours
must wrap around (e.g. make
the boundary all white).
It is impossible to end
up with an odd
number of

particles.

Star info

Dave Lawrence

and Dave Acton

present more
programs, tips
and trivia from

beyond the dark
side of the PRM.

Alistair Turnbull

'You see the pattern when you put the
liquid crystal between crossed polarising
filters, because it disrupts the polarisation
of light. This is exactly how an LCD calcu
lator display works.

'However, because this is a simulation
and not real life, I've just used colours to
represent different orientations, and
palette-switched them for psychedelic
effect. The colours are really awful. Why
did the 70s ever end?

'The animation is a bit slow on an

ARM2, so holding down the space bar
stops the generation, and concentrates on
the palette switching.

The program works by starting with a
random screen, and averaging pairs of
pixels that are close together. I had to be
very careful about whether I was talking
about signed or unsigned numbers, to
make sure that the arithmetic overflows.

For example, A/2 + B/2 (wrong) is
not the same as (A+B)/2 (wrong),
which is not the same as

A+(B-A)/2 (correct if B-A
is signed).

'A bit of a night
mare to debug,
this one.'
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Formugraph
3D graph plotters are nothing new, but we
thought this desktop version of the classic
would'be appreciated by all. Formugraph
was written by 15-year-old Steven Insley
of Matlock in Derbyshire.

Install the application in the usual way.
You then have a choice of plotting a sim
ple function or creating an animation.
Click with Select on the Formugraph icon
to open the formulae window or with
Adjust to open the animation window. The
application is a friendly one by the way,
supporting Help.

The 3D graph produced is made up of
just two ordinary 2D graphs displayed at
the same time, over each other. Y is calcu
lated from X and Z. The points for Y are
plotted and neighbouring points are joined
together to produce the curves. The curves
in one direction are of X and Y, with Z as
the constant. The curves in the other direc

tion are of Y and Z with X as the constant.

, If these are plotted at right angles to each
other isometrically, then the single 3D
graph is produced.

Plotting a graph
As an example, click Select on the Formu
graph icon for the formulae window, then

click in the

Y= box and

type:

SlN(X)/30

You must put the 730' on or else the points
will go off the top of the screen. Now click
OK and wait for the graph to be calculated
and drawn. Now, to make things more
interesting, change the formula to:

(SIN(X)+SIN(Z))/30

and click OK. Now you can see sine curves
along both the X and Z axis, but the inter
esting thing is that the sine curves on the X
axis are plotted in relation to those on the
Z axis.

When entering a formula you may find
the Y= icon becomes cluttered with

brackets and so on, and is not easy to
follow. The formula may be spread over
several lines so, for example, the formula:

Y=(SIN(X)+COS(Z))/30

could become:

A=SIN(X) B=C0S(Z) Y=(A+B)/30

which is a lot easier to understand and is

also more easily modified. Note that the
Y= and C= are visible when the window is

first opened, but to reveal the A= and B=
icons, you must click on the Toggle size
icon. Doing so will also reveal the grid/
solid icon which can be toggled to affect
the way the graph is displayed - try this to
see what happens!

To assist with formula design, Steven
has supplied a selection of saved formulae
which can be loaded by dragging onto the
input window or by double-clicking on
them. Formulae can be saved in the usual

way from the menu. You can also save the
plotted graph as a sprite - use the menu
provided from the output window.

Animations
Formugraph allows simple animations of

3D graphs to be created. Basically, an
extra variable V is employed. You

specify the start and end values of
this variable and the number of

frames required for the anima
tion. Then, by incorporating the

Right colour, wrong place

Steven Insley

value of Vsomewhere in your formula you
can get the graph to change over time.

For example, let's animate our original
formula. Open the animation window by
clicking on the Formugraph icon with
Adjust or using the To Sequence menu
option. Now modify the formula to read:

(SIN(X)+COS(Z))/V

and set V to run from 20 to 60 with 20

frames. Here the scale of the bumps will
decrease over time. For a shifting curve try
entering:

Y=(SIN(X+V)+COS(Z))/45

with V from 0 to 6 over 20 frames.

To start rendering you must drag one of
two icons to the directory you want the
animation to be saved in. Enter the

filename in the writable icon provided. If
you drag the sprite file icon, a series of
sprite files are saved, numbered sequen
tially. More usefully, drag the X2 icon as
this saves an application which when run
will show the animation. Within this appli
cation the formula is also saved for future

reference. The speed of replay can be
altered by dragging the speed bar shown.

To the left of the X2 icon there is a sort

of circle-like icon which is in fact the loop/
yoyo icon. When there are two arrow
heads on the circle the animation goes
from frames 1 to n and then n to 1 (n=
number of frames). When there is only one
arrow head the animation goes from frame
1 to n and then 1 to n again.

ADFS limits you to 77 frames as this is
the maximum number of directory entries.
Sequence formulae files may be saved and
reloaded also, and there is a selection of
examples on the disc.

On both the input menus there is a Com
mands option. Clicking this opens a
window containing every conceivable
mathematical function (including num
bers) that you would ever need. Clicking
on one of these enters the command at the

caret, so it even works in Edit and so on.

James Harvey

Mastermind: you know the
score. Some coloured pegs,
guess the right combination,
black and white pegs, no black
leather chair... The advantage
of James Harvey's desktop ver
sion of this classic game is that
your opponent (the computer)
doesn't muck up the scoring
halfway through.

You make a guess either by
selecting a colour peg from the
peg box and clicking or by
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dragging a peg to the desired
spol. If you make a mistake
click with Adjust to remove a
peg. When you are happy with
a guess, click on the red arrow
to the right for your marking.
The little dots at the tops of the
columns allow you to 'hold' a
column, once marked pieces
will automatically be trans
ferred for your next guess.
Keep going until you win or
use up all your guesses. Your

score (number of games played
and number won) is kept in the
other rather garish window.

The game's menu provides a
means of starting the game
afresh or changing the skill
level; Easy restricts the com
puter to using four colours,
Medium (the default) to eight

colours and Hard to 12. You

can also make the game harder
by choosing Use Spaces which
means that the computer won't
necessarily pick four pegs. For
a change you might like to
play with Boring Icons off,
which replaces the colours
with mini-Filer icons.
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Wobble board Jack Parkinson

Jack Parkinson has sent us a scrolltext program, but this is no
ordinary scrolly - the difference is that instead of plotting the text
onto a single waveform, two different waves are used: an upper
and a lower wave. The text is then scaled to fit between the two

waves. The 'wobbling' effect occurs as the upper and lower waves
drift in and out of phase with each other. While running, three
keys can be used:
W - While held down, stops the wave from moving;
T- While held down, stops the text from scrolling;
Esc - Quits the program.

Of course, it is possible to put in your own text message by
editing the text file inside the IWobblText directory.

Changing the motion of the wave
If you want to alter the wave effect, the variables which should be
changed are at the start of the .'Runlmage listing (inside the
IWobblText directory). They are:

ampl%, amp2%: The amplitude of the waves. These can have a
value from 2 to 7. where 2 is the largest and 7 is completely still.
On ARM2 machines these amplitudes
should be greater than 2
to ensure a constant

50fps animation.
wavelinc%, wavc2inc%:

How much the wave

form is advanced each

frame (i.e. speed). It is
best to keep these values

under 32 or it starts to look silly!
minheight%: The minimum possible height of the text (i.e. the

height when the top wave is at its lowest point and the bottom
wave is at its highest point). This should generally be quite a small
value or the wobbling effect will be spoilt (e.g. <16).

Note: if ampl% and amp2% are both set to 2 then minheight% must
be set to 0 or things will go wrong!

Jack has also provided the code he used to generate the charac
ters used in the main program. If you wish to modify the
characters or are just curious as to how the program works, load
the sprite file plaincsel (within the .'WobbleText directory) into
Paint and have a look.

There is a pile of sprites (each named with its ASCII code) for
each letter and four special sprites 'backg', 'shade', 'outline' and
'shadow' which are used to colour the outlines. The BASIC

program mkchars takes this file and creates the raw data in
charimage which is then used by the scroll routine.

Another dimension Paul Dunning

Fed up with your fiat old desktop? The
new look icons still not three-dimensional

enough for you? Well, this little number
from Paul Dunning of Watford might be
the answer.

The author describes 3D as 'the most

useless desktop enhancement ever' (well
Paul, you might have some competition
from past #1NF0 contributors there). Says
Paul:

'After looking with interest at the auto
stereograms that you have been publishing
recently, 1 found myself asking the follow
ing question - can this be put to use on the
desktop? After a period of time thinking

about this, 1 decided that either it would be
impossible, or at least beyond my pro
gramming capabilities. Far better for me to
dig out a pair of 3Dspectacles and try that.

T have done something a little like this
before - I set up the one of the Macintoshs
(spit) at University to produce a backdrop
over which the windows floated. However,
I got complaints, so it got removed.

'This version sets up a belter environ
ment. The windows and scroll bars float in

front of the screen, the icon bar icons also
are affected, and I have modified one of
the NewLook backdrops so that it apeai's to
be more distant. If anything, 3D demon

strates how the red/blue

colours can make a 3D

scene quite simply. The pro
gram, when run, will pro
duce a banner telling you
what to do, and it will then

alter the paletle, change the
icons and load in the

backdrop.'
This desktop silly is

designed to run in 16-colour
modes like mode 12. It

doesn't work on a Rise PC

since the *Desktop_SetPalettc
command is no longer with
us! If anybody really feels
the need to write version

two then do send it in.

£#M ••^>-

Cycledelic
A new variation on

an old theme here

from Timothy Pros
ser. In the past in
*INFO we've had
plasma clouds,
colour cycling and
3D landscapes
before, so here's a
program which
combines all three

*INFO disciplines.
The plasma pattern
is built up in 2D
using a recursive-
like melhod - but

note that no actual

recursion is used -

and then plotted in
3D-ish (as Timothy
calls it!) before
being colour-cycled
in ihe usual way. A
new pattern is gen
erated after a short

while or by click
ing a mouse button.

Now all we need

is a fractal DTPpro
gram, or a colour
cycling spread
sheet. Gel to it,
someone!

Timothy Prosser

February 1995 Acorn User
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Sweet wrapper Kevin Martin

We must apologise for the misleading comments in the last Jan Vibe section about texture
mapping. To make up for this, we would like to present a short ditty from Kevin Martin,
which does map textures. If you run Textumap you will be presented with a space ship
spinning slowly in the starry expanses of outer space, and the mouse may be used to
adjust its spin.

The space ship may look as if it is made out of an old cornflakes box at first, but look
again and you'll notice that each section is actually a sprite, properly light sourced. If you

look in the Sprites file in the directory you'll find the various
elements of the ship and can edit them if you wish.

Unfortunately Kevin has not provided us with any
source code or explanation as to how the pro

gram works, so it is not possible to create
other shaped objects. We

also cannot explain
how the routines

work, so you'll
have to work

that out for

yourself.

Being PC
A bit of a 'first' here - three machine code

utilities in 8086 assembly language! Sorry,
no prizes for guessing thai they are for use
with the PC emulator.

Andrew Bower has been busy reading
his PC emulator manual and has provided
three PC commands which allow you to
issue VDU sequences and star commands
from the DOS prompt. The three '.COM'
files should be placed somewhere in your
library path (on the emulator). The use of
these commands should be self explana
tory; for example:

OSCLI CAT

would catalogue the current (RISC OS)
directory, and:

VDU 7

would make a beep. Beware though that
the RISC OS output does not merge well
with the PC output, so some surreptitious
VDU 12 and CLSs may be needed to get
some sensible looking results. By issuing
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Andrew Bower

some text colour change VDU sequences
you can make the RISC OS oulpul different
to while on black, but as the PC uses a
different font you probably find il distinc
tive enough anyway.

Note also that you will not necessarily
see any results from these commands
when running the emulator in a window as
RISC OS will have switched into VDU 5

mode and the text will invariably be off
screen!

Andrew has made use of the two prelend
opcodes that the emulator uses to commu
nicate with RISC OS:

• SVC 257 is used to translate an address

within the 8086 into its real ARM address;
• SVC 258 is used to execute a SWI with the

given register parameters.
If you are interested in such things the

source code for Ihese utilities is also pro
vided on the cover disc. Andrew created

the execututables using SID in DR DOS (a
machine code debugger with a single line
assembler).

Rat race Alister Fields

Forget Road Rash, The Needfor Speed and
Super polypoly whatsitcircusthing, we are
very proud to present the most amazing
racing game to come out of Matlock this
year! Alister Fields' wittily named Mouse-
Race has it all - a road and a mouse. What

more could you ask for? In this brutal
game there are no rules, it's merely a case
of surviving for 60 seconds without plas
tering yourself along the sides of the track
or colliding with too many of the deadly
green obstacles that litter the tarmac. Your
mouse can withstand 100 impacts before
imploding. Are you up to the challenge?

Alister also also asked us if he should

buy a Rise PC or a Pentium PC, as he says
he wants to be a computer programmer
when he is older (he is only 14 now), so
would he be better off learning to program
the PC? Well, we had a quick poll in the
♦INFO office, and nine out of ten said the
Rise PC, and 1.000491234 said the
Pentium.

*QUIT
Allofferings of all kinds are always wel
come. Send them to *INFO, Acorn User, IDG

Media, Media House, Adiington Park, Mac

clesfield, Cheshire, SK10 4NP.

Name, address and program title on every

disc,please, and includea text file contain
ing same. AnSAE will ensure your disc's
return. Also include whatever instructions,

diagrams,examples and screenshots you
can. And feel free to be as technical or as

plebby as you like.
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Free Ads
•A3000, 4Mb RAM, RISC OS 3.10. colour

monitor £399. Epson LX800 printer£75. Both

for£440. Tel: Dave 0151-652 2760 evngs.

• Saleor swap:PCEmulator and DOS3.3£12,

Magpie £12, 1st Word Plus(v2)£10,Desktop

database £12, Genesis with extras £12, basi

cally unused! Tel: Matthew (01993) 830374

after5pm.

• 8/16Mb RAM for RisePC£200/400,486PC

card 40MHz Windows 3.1 £200, G16 colour

card £150. Call Paul on (01973) 184266. will

split.

• BBC Master I28K, monitor, teletxet adaptor,

DD drive, printer, mouse, joysticks, ROMs,

EPROMs/programmcr, software and manuals

£345.Tel: (01942)815952.

•A5000, 4Mb RAM, 40Mb and 120Mb HD,

FPA10, colourcard, Acorn multisync monitor,

Scanlight Junior handscanner, Leicester area,

buyer collects. £1000. Phone Richard after

6pm0116-270 2603.

• A410, 4Mb, ARM3, 105Mb HD, RISC OS

3.1, Taxan 775. monitor, sampler, MIDI.

VIDC, games, PCsoftware emulator, manuals,

boxes,plusold Epson matrix printer thrown in

£600.Tel: (01707)251673.

• BBC Master 128K, colour monitor, twin disc

drives, various software andcomprehensive set

of manuals, very good conditions £150. Tel:

(01386) 462445 evngs.

• A5000, RISCOS 3.1.4Mb, 125Mb HD, I4in

multisync monitor, dust covers, all boxed,

excellent condition £850. Tel: Soulhport

(01704)24618.

•A3000, 2Mb RISC OS 3.1, Philips colour

monitor, Epson LX400 printer, Learning

Curve, Mogul, Euclid, manygames,magazines

etc. £500. Tel: 0181-942 0648.

• Microvitec Cubscan 1440Multisync monitor.

High quality display, ideal for Acom compu

ters. Excellent condition. £190, Tel: (01223)

66314.

• Selection of Acom games for sale. Includes

Sim City, Flashback, Gods and Birds of War.

Prices £3-£4. Tel: (01793) 812668.

•Easiwriter 3.1 only £50. RRP £132 + VAT!

Boxed with manuals. Also: SimCity, diggers.

EnterThe Realm, WimpGame£10 each. Tel:

(01905)25729.

• A3000 RISCOS 3, ARM3, multisync colour

monitor HCCS hard card 45 £625 ono. Vertical

Twist MIDI interface £45 - manuals included,

bargain buy. Postage extra. Tel: (01706)

817570.

• A310, RISC OS 3, 4Mb RAM, 40Mb HD.

Acorn colour monitor, 2 x 5.25in drives, soft

ware £550.Tel: (Leeds)0113-282 1944.

•Master 128, hi-res colour monitor, combo

drives in monitor plinth, Turbo + 512 boards,

software, tracker ball,mice, printer. £200 ono.

Tel: (01744)894686.

• A440, 4Mb RAM, 53Mb HD, RISC OS 3.1,

ARM3, VIDCenhancer, Taxan 770+multisync

monitor, all boxed with manuals plus100blank

3.5in discs £650. Tel: 0181-445 7875.

• Upgraded Archimedes A3000, RISCOS 3.1,

2Mb of RAM, colour monitor. Tel: (01484)

608261.

•A310, RISC OS 3, colour monitor, B/W

monitor, Brother Ml709 dot matrix printer.

£250ono,Tel(01734) 731538 after6pm.

• A3020, 2Mb RAM, 60Mb HD, RISC OS

3.11, AKF 18 multisync monitor, immaculate

condition, lots of software. £600 ono. Tel:

(01323)726233.

• Pacman £15. 10 out of 10 maths game £20.

dotmatrix printer £60.RISC OS 3.0discs£10

Tel: (01722) 332971.

•A5000 LC, 4Mb RAM, 40 + 100Mb HDs.

multisync monitor, PC Emulator, manuals,

software, vgc. £800 ono. RISC OS 3.1. Tel:

(01642)474042.

• A310M, Acorn colour monitor, Arthur! Edu

cational software and games £290. Epson

LQ550 printer £60.Tel:0181-851 3050, little

used.

•A3000, 4Mb RAM, 120Mb HD, RISC OS

3.1, ARM3 processor, 14inRGBmonitor, LQ-

400 printer. Pocket Book and A-Link. Soft

ware: PenDown 1.7,Style - DTP, PC Em on

HD. £1000.Tel: (01329) 314774.

• Computer Concepts Turbodriver for Hewlett

Packard scries £25, ExpLAN Event (unregis

tered) diary for desktop £15. Tel: 0131-

4478624.

•A3020 2Mb RAM, 60Mb HD, AKF18 mul-

liscan monitor, RISC OS 3.11, lots of software,

£600.Tel:(01323) 726233.

• Wanted: Genesis Project required for GCSE

student. Tel:OI81-349 4877.

•A310 colour monitor, RISC OS 3.1. 2Mb

memory £300.Pipedream 3 £30, Holed out £5,

fasciafor2ndfloppy plusleads£15, Alphabase

£10. Tel: (01508) 578189.

• 22 inch colour monitor, RGB input, £60.

Tandy answering machine £20. Walters dot

matrix printer model 2000£30. Plotmate plot

ter £30. Watford modem 84 £20. Tel: (01884)

841663.

•A420/I, 4Mb, 20Mb HD, ARM3, RISC OS

3.1, colour monitor, loads of software, £450

ono.Tel: (01224) 877247 after6.30pm.

Acorn User Free Ads Service
Why not take advantage of our free readerad service? Fill in your detailson this coupon(25words maximum,
one word perbox below) and send it to Free Ads, AcornUser, IDG Media Ltd,Media House, Adiington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP. Only one ad per reader, please. Although we try to publish every ad we receive, we can
make no guarantees; publication is entirelydependent on spaceand time constraints. We may also publish
freeads on the coverdiscif magazinespaceis short. Please fill in your name and telephone number below:
these will not be published, but they enable us to contact you in case of any queries.

Your name Telephone no
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• Acom User magazine back issues for 1989,

1990, 1991 (36 issues), plus5 issues of Micro

User.£26 (inc P&P)Tel: 0181-8470364.

•A3000. 4Mb, 85Mb HD, RISC OS 3.1.

ARM3, serial port, HCCS colour vision digit

iser, colour monitor, Panasonic 24-pin printer,

software and games, £650. Tel: (01484)

851240.

• A5000, 2Mb RAM, 40Mb HD, RISC OS

3.11, AKFI8 multiscan monitor, Learning

curve, £700 ono. Tel: (01475) 673053.

•A310, 4Mb, 120Mb HD, external floppy

interface with 5.25in double-sided 80/40 drive,

joystick, manuals etc, £400. Contact Tony

Eggleton (01256) 468997.

• Watford Electronics IDE interface for A3000/

A30I0. At present fitted with 31Mb drive.

Complete with manual. £100. Tel: (01895)

832193.

• A5000 LC, 4Mb RAM, RISC OS 3.1, 80Mb

HI). Acom AKF18 multiscan monitor, FPA

chip, loads of software, £950. Tel: 0121-359

3611 extension 4769. Ask for Stuart ( between

10am and4pm).

• Owing to lackof help A3020 for sale with

lots of software and colour monitor. Offers

around £450. Tel Mansfield, Notts: (01623)

660022.

• Wanted, educational softwarefor ages seven

upwards forBBC Master series microcomputer

in DFS 5.25in 40/80 disc. Also want Chess or

cardgames etc.Tel(01727) 854360.

• Forsale:Dungeon, Birds of War, Break 147 +

Superpool, Populous, Sim City, Zool, Saloon

Cars Deluxe, Easy Font 2+10 fonts,

Compression, offers invited. Tel: (01332)

344840.

•Printer: Star LC24-200 colour dot matrix

printer, with black and colour ribbons. Takes

cut sheet and fanfold paper, boxed£180 ono.

Tel:(01299)861599evenings.

• A3000, RISC OS, DR DOS, 1st Word Plus,

colour monitor, Panasonic printer KXPI081

£500. Tel: (01202)476011.

• A3I0. 4Mb RAM, RISC OS 3.1, 40Mb HD.

4-slot backplane, Philips CM8533 colour

monitor, Star NL-10 printer, £450 ono. Tel:

(01705)255116.

• A310 4Mb RISC OS 3.1, HD 100Mb, Taxan

770+ software, b/w digitiser £600. Buyer

collects.Tel: (01591) 610388.

• BBC Master extras: co-processors: 512

expanded £20, 65C102 £15, 30Mb HD £75,

40/80 5.25in drive £20, joysticks, ROMs,

cartridges, software, books, etc. Tel: (01747)

824345.



Back issues
Missed out on one of our previous issues? Now's your chance to bring your collection
up to date, but hurry: stocks are limited.

Still available: May 1993 to December 1993 (numbers 130 to 137)
for £2.80 each. Enquiries to the address on the order form.

Issue 138-January 1994

OUT OF STOCK

Issue 139-February 1994

• Programming special

• Sibelius • Cinterpreter

• CD-ROM round-up

Issue 140-March 1994

t Graphics • Monitor round-up

• OCR packages • Fireworkz

• PlanING review

Issue 141-April 1994

t Spring Show • Eagle M2

• Databases • Colour scanners

• Using IT in history

Issue 142-May 1994

OUT OF STOCK

Issue 143-June 1994

• Public Domain• Impression

Publisher • Inside Acorn

• Almanac 3 review

Issue 144-July 1994

OUT OF STOCK

Issue 145-August 1994

• Acorn User Awards • Control

• Bitmapgraphics packages
• Elvis PC Card • Adventure

games • Prime Solver

Issue 146- September 1994

OUT OF STOCK

Issue 147-October 1994

OUT OF STOCK

Issue 148 - November 1994

• Acorn World • Architech

• The Complete Animator

• CD-ROM round-up• First Page

Issue 151-January 1995
• Computing for the Family 2 • Eidos profile
• Installing networks • Home accounting
• ProjectlNG • Slide printer • Formulix

Issue 149-December 1994

• Computing for the Family 1

• HomeWorks Graphs • RISC OS 4

• DSP board • Flashback diary

IHCORNUSER
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Issue 150-Christmas 1994

• HomeWorks Spreadsheet

• Impression vs Quark/PageMaker
• MPEG • ProArt 24 review

Order form

• Issue 139, February 1994 £3.95
1 Issue 140, March 1994 £3.95

D Issue 141, April 1994 £3.95
• Issue 143, June 1994 £3.95
• Issue 145, August 1994 £3.95
• Issue 148, November 1994 £3.95
I | Issue 149, December 1994 £3.95

U Issue 150, Christmas 1994 £3.95
• Issue 151, January 1995 £3.95

Name

Address

Tel no

Please allow 14days for delivery. Send cheques payableto IDG Media to
IDG Media, Media House, Adiington Park, MacclesfieldSK10 4NP

or phone Tracy on (01625) 878888 quoting your credit cardnumber
Visa and Mastercard accepted
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J Subscribe to...

iCORNUSER
Acorn Userls the world's best selling Acorn magazine, providing help, advice and
invaluable in-depth coverage to enable you to maximise the potential of your computer.
Comparative reviews, tutorials - to aid application and technique - authoritative monthly
columns and great coverdiscs, packed full of useful utilities linked to editorial features,
combine to bring you valuable assistance in your computing. ^

Subscribe and reap the benefits
Subscribing means you receive 13issues each year, delivered postage
free to your home. Your copies are reserved for you personally, so you
are protected against price increases. We make it even easier for you
when you pay by direct debit. It's the easy way to pay - only a small
amount each quarter: £9.50. Alternatively you can pay £37.99 (UK) by
cheque, postal order or credit card.

YOUR FREE GIFT

Cyber Chess, a complete
game

Cyber Chess isone of the
highest specification chess-
playing programs available for

any micro-computer, with
superb 3Dsimulation and full

implementation of allapplicable

chess laws.

The updated, totally new
Acorn User Shareware disc

This reallyup-to-date disc includes the
creamof today's Public Domain

programs.

You can also choose between a free

game, SensibleSoccer, or the exclusive
Acorn Usergift pack containing...

The Acorn User Buyer's
Guide book

Packed full with details of all Acorn's 32-bit

machines, useful if you're thinking of buying
a new or second-hand machine, or want to

know the best packages to get for your
computer.

The updated, totally new
Acorn User Education disc

Foruse in the classroom or at home, this

disc contains an assortment of files

for users to create worksheets for

the top educational programs

reviewed during the last 12 months.

Call our subscriptions hotline now



Subscription offer
More information on... The updated

Education Disc
The Acorn User Education Disc has been updated by our edu
cation editor Geoff Preston to provide a wealth of educational
resources, many of which will be useful to other users. A number
of files are resources to be used with commercial programs such
as Prime Solver and smArt, which must of course be bought
separately. Included on the disc are:
Databases: Two databases in comma separated
format, which most databases should be able to

import. One is a list of useful addresses of soft
ware houses and so on, and the other is a
database of dinosaurs.

NRA: A comprehensive set of templates in Style
format lo be used with National Records of

Achievement; these have been revised and
updated since the ones which appeared on the
June 1994 Acom User cover disc.

AU Fonts: Two novelty fonts.
Gemini: Two Gemini files for use with Gemini from CSH, the pair
matching game included in Acorn's Early Years Pack.
Journal: The Draw files in this archive will enable a pupil to keep
a diary of his or her homework.

Border files: A set of borders for use with the Impression family
and Poster, so you can jazz up your documents.
Poem: Two files for use with TechSoft's POEM embroidery
machine.

Labels: This archive contains three Style templates for printing
sticky labels on A4 sheets.
Mappa: Three Draw files of maps in vastly
different styles, including the Mappamundi,
believed to be the first ever map of the world.
Cadbury: Draw files inspired by a vists to
Cadbury World, the home of chocolate.
SpexExt: A number of objects for use with
Aspex Software's excellent Spex.
Windows: A brief description of how to use
windows in RISCOS.

Perspectives: A series of files for use with
TechSoft's 3D CADprogram Perspectives.

SmArtFile: Files for use with 4Mation's SmArt program. There's
a German weather map, a set of guitar chord shapes, meals in
German and French, and a map of Europe.
Solve: Files for use with Prime Solver from Minerva.

Subscription hotline for card orders
Call now on 0151-357 1275

or fax 0151-357 2813
Subscription form for Acorn User
A _ Please enrol me as a subscriber to Acom User for 13 issues.

I Cl All subscriptions will commence with thenext available issue.
4134 [1 UK £37.99 4135 Q EUf53.99 4136 Q WORLD £68.99*
'Unfortunately World subscribers arenot eligible to receive the freegiftpack
I wish to pay by:

Q Cheque/postal ordermade payable to IDG Media Ltd
Q Credit card(Visa/Access/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Eurocard/Connect)

Expirydate — /

Card No. I j I i i ] I l • ; | • ; : I

The free gift Iwould likeis (please tick one):
4156 • Sensible Soccer 4140 • TheAcorn User Gift Pack

Myaddress is:
Surname (Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss).

First names

Address

Postcode Telephone

Please enrol me as a subscriber to Acorn User

\ t!vi- 4137• with payments of£9.50 bycontinuous quarterly directdebit
Yoursubscription willcontinueuntilyou cancel.
Overa yearyouwillreceive 13issues.

Nameof bank/building society

Address

Name of account.

Your account no I

Sort code

Signature^).

Your instructions to thebank/building
society:

I instructyouto paydirectdebitsfrom
myaccount at the request of IDG
Media. The amounts are variable and

maybe debitedon various dates.No
acknowledgement required.

Iunderstand that IDG Media may
change theamounts anddatesonly
aftergiving meprior notice. Iwill inform
the bank/building society inwriting ifI
wish to cancel this instruction. I under

stand that ifanydirectdebitispaid
which breaks the terms of the instruc
tion,thebank/building society will make
a refund. Bank/building society may
decline to acceptinstructions to pay
direct debitfrom sometypes of
account.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Originator's ID no. IS.5JL4JL21
Ref no

4 Now send your completed form and payment to AcornUser, Database Direct, FREEPOST, South Wirral, L65 3EB, tel: 051-357 1275.
Please state if credit card billing address is different from delivery address. Photocopies or handwritten versions of the above

information are acceptable. IDG Media Ltd offers you the chance to receive information about other organisations' goods and services.
Please tickthe box if you prefernot to take advantage of this. •
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The Moxon
Interview

STEVE ARNOLD

here are

no such

things as
experts,
just people
who know

more than

you do
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There are many different ways that people
react to an interview situation. Some people

are quite quiet, answering questions tersely, but
with interesting and valid answers. Some talk a
lot more, but don't necessarily say a great deal.

And then there are some that talk all the time,
but everything they say is worth listening to.
This is the kind of person that Steve Arnold,
Chairman of The ARM Club, is. He talks a lot of
sense - a lot of sense - and it's the least I'd
expect from someone who runs the club for all
the right reasons: it doesn't make money, and all
income is re-invested in improving the club.

'I've always been interested in user groups,'
says Steve, 'but the commercial aspect of some
of them sticks in my throat. To me a user group
is all about self-help and self-growth: I get a real
kick out of helping other people to see how to do
things, showing them the tricks that I've learned
from other people about the machine, and show
ing off the things it can do.

'Besides, there are no such things as experts,
just people who know more than you do, so a
user group is an ideal place to learn about your
machine.'

That's the whole raison d'etre of The ARM

Club: its aim is to help newcomers to understand
and get the most out of their new machine, and
to continue to grow and develop with it. But
doesn't this show a lacking in the market, that a

voluntary and non-profit-making organisation
has to step into the breach to fill a gap that, some
say, should be filled by Acorn training?

'Acorn is no worse than any other computer
company as far as after sales support goes,' says
Steve, 'but there is a need to help complete
beginners. Remember that Acorn is a relatively
small company, and it's performed miracles
considering what it is. It's always growing and
diversifying, too.

'I've always wanted to develop teaching
seminars, open days and so on, so we can show
off the applications of the hardware, rather than
just running the latest graphics demo. If people
see an Acorn machine they're amazed at what it
can do, but if they get a computer and have to go
through a tortuous learning curve, it puts them
off: RISC OS is great, but to someone who has
never used a computer before, it's a mystery.'

Well, if I was learning to compute, I know I'd
rather it was on RISC OS than the ever-so-

delightful Windows, but there are lots of families
out there struggling to learn on PCs.

'Acorn can never compete with IBM and
friends on the advertising front,' Steve points
out, 'it just has to be cleverer. I think Acorn
could try a little bit harder to be different.

'RISC OS 3 is still, to me, the definitive operat
ing system, and this is one area that Acorn really
is different from the opposition. From what I've
seen of Windows 95, it's close to the standard of
RISC OS 2. System 7.5 does have one or two
advantages over RISC OS 3, but you need a
hugely powerful machine to run it properly,
unlike RISC OS.

'But there's still room for growth. I sometimes
worry that Acorn will sit on the fence and just go
with the flow without developing it further. I
wonder if it hasn't got the internal resources
necessary to develop it: RISC OS needs to be
continually developed, even if it's just to fix
problems like the FileCore bug.'

So what about the future of The ARM Club?
There will always be a need for support for
beginners, but how does Steve and the club's
hard-working committee make sure The ARM
Club will continue to attract members?

'I want to get more people to join,' says Steve,
'people who are interested in computing in a
friendly, family atmosphere. There's always
been the feeling that you are a kind of elite if
you own an Acorn, but there's a danger that this
can lead to technically elite user groups.

'One way to go is to encourage affiliated local
user groups, such as the Welsh ARM Club. Then
members have the advantage of a local group,
with someone always there to help, rather than
just a telephone help line; we then act as an
"umbrella" over all the affiliated groups, with
the local clubs remaining independent and self-
determined.'

So, The ARM Club will continue to be a kind
of Samaritans for new Acorn users, then?

'Making the difference, that's the whole point
of the club,' says Steve. 'I want to be able to
help the poor guy who's lost his hard disc at
7.30pm on a Friday night, and doesn't know
what to do. There's always someone to help, and
if they can't help, they can at least listen.''

What a nice man. A very nice man. A i_T
very, very nice man. lVJ
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he Formula 1 package for original painting and photo-retouching.
Studio24 leaves the competition at the starting grid with its
power and performance. The FREE updating service
ensures that once you join the Pineapple team you will
never have to |j|y for'the latesfmodel! mm^
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The amazing pressure sensitive Wacom Tablet from EESOX.
^Available in A6 (Artpad), A5. A4, &A3 sizes. Cordless pen

operation can completely replace all
the mouse functions. Any of the above
tablets can be supplied with our
Studio24 painting package, which

\ incorporates both opacity and line
width control using stylus pressure, at a combined price £80.00
more than those shown below.

The Pineapple Software Virus
Protection Scheme provides the
most comprehensive protection
available against computer viruses.
!Killer together with VProtect will
detect and remove all of the
currently known 66 families of virus
(over 100 viruses in total). Because
new viruses are being discovered all
the time our virus protection scheme
will provide you with 3-4 updates of
the software each year. We can also
offer immediate advice by 'phone.
'.Killer can scan any filing system or
device including floppies, harddiscs, networks, even
CDRoms. All types of compressed file can also be
scanned. All infected files are fully restored without
having to reload from master discs or backups.
Don't wait until you discover you have a virus!
Use the software that Acorn themselves use to

checkfor viruses.
A years subscription costs just £24.00 + vat

Low cost school and county licences available

ilo *cr 1

£125 +VAT

We are fully authorised Acorn dealers and we can supply all Acorn
computers and upgrades at very competitive prices,
usually by return of post. All Acorn computers are
supplied with free membership of Ihe Virus

Protection Scheme and a special offer
n our Studio24 painting package of
tst £80.00 +vat.
lease 'phone for more information
ncl details of special computer

package deals which may he
.:. available.If you are undecided as lo

rovide professional advicj
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A4 Colour Scanner
New from Pineapple the superb IX-4015 A4 flatbed Canon
colour scanner. Supplied with Imagemaster and Twain
software this scanner makes the perfect companion for our_
Studio24 re-touching software. With a basic resolution of
400 x 800 dpi this scanner is unbeatable value.

1X4015 with Imagemaster & Twain £599.00
As above + Studio24
SCSI interface + cable

Colour Printers - Canon & Epson
Due to bulk purchase we can offer the BJC600 colour
printer at the lowest ever prices. Also to be
recommended is the Epson Stylus Colour. We also
offer our Studio24 painting package when purchased
at the same time as a printer at a reduced price of
just £80.00 + vat.

Terms:- Please add 17.5%vat.
Carriage FREE to mainland U.K.
Phone for quote outside U.K.
Official orders, cheques and all major
credit cards accepted. Money back
guarantee on all products.

Telephone Hot Line service on all products
Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

£679.00

'phone

Pineapple Software
39, Brownlea Gardens
Seven Kings
llford, Essex

IG3 9NL

>*-



...lets you do this
When you need to run the latest industry standard
Windows software on you Acorn A-series RISC
computer, there's only one choice. Aleph One's
range of powerful PC cards place a real PC in the
heart of your computer. Switch between DOS and
Microsoft Windows and RISC OS applications on
your desktop, or use your computer as a powerful
dedicated PC with its ARM processor acting as a
graphics accelerator.

Share your Acorn peripherals
Save money compared with the cost of buying sepa
rate systems: the PC card can use all your Acorn
peripherals including hard discs, removable discs
and CD-ROMs, Ethernet network cards and printers.

Connect to PC networks
Use the card plus optional networking software to
bridge between your Acorn computer and industry
standard networks. Run software such as Novell
Netware, or Microsoft Windows for Workgroups.

New powerful cards
Aleph One PC cards are fitted with either a powerful
25MHz 486SLC processor, or a new clock-doubled
50MHz 486SLC processor offering huge perform
ance improvements.

You can fit up to 16MB RAM and add a dedicated
IDE hard drive to the card; fully PC-compatible serial
and parallel ports are present on each card. Cards
may be fitted to any model of Acorn RISC computer
with at least one vacant podule slot, including the
new RISC PC range.

-Ml
pie Options yyjndow Help

Only this
card ...

Rleph One PC Card
Program Manager

jjrJT
•>» Games *w

Wfte Painlbcuth T«mhal Notepad Recordet f *
Softwc Ma-wsweepei

Cardffe Calendar Calcutta Clock Objecl
Package*

Charade*Map MediaPtayei Sound
Recorder

FteMansaei Control Panel PrinlManager Cfcboard MS-DOS
Piaret
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The Acorn PC 386 and PC 486 cards, designed and
manufactured for Acorn by Aleph One, offer economi
cal 386SX or high-performance 486SLC processors
for the Acorn A3020 or A4000 models.

All these products are available through Acorn deal
ers; Aleph One cards also direct from Aleph One.

Recommended retail prices
486PC/25MHZ 0MB RAM £339.00 ex VAT

486PC/50MHZ 0MB RAM

Windows acceleration software

4MB RAM SIMM

8MB RAM SIMM

£399.00 ex VAT

included FREE

£149.00 ex VAT

£259.00 ex VAT

For further information contact Aleph One Ltd at:

Post

Telephone
Fax

Email

The Old Courthouse

Bottisham

Cambridge CB5 9BA
01223 811679

01223 812713

sales@aleph1.co.uk

Lower prices for 1995 from Aleph One




